"This is great, it supporting
*r entire office."

„nilnd do it with the same
v'ordprocessing software they've
!ready installed"
"And that we would still be
there. .
.Vit hadn't beenfor the
Series 32000"

"Like we said our one printer
would replacefour oftheir old
daisywheels."

"Funny to think where we were
just ayear ago, isn't it?"

Only one 32-bit
microprocessor could
deliver the performance
Dataproducts needed for
their new laser printer.
National's
Series 32000 family.

fHE S
UPERMINI ON ACHIP

Dataproducts needed apowerful product to fill an important
market.
They wanted to introduce
laser-printer speeds into daisywheel environments. So they
developed the LZR-2630. It
prints up to 26 pages aminute,
afull page at atime, on demand.
Yet it's fully compatible with
the enormous installed base of
wordprocessing software.
The secret of such speed
and flexibility is National's
Series 32000e family.
The Series 32000 performs
three timesfaster than its
nearest competitor in this application. So Dataproducts got the
throughput they needed for
their ultra-fast printer's engine.
They also got apowerful set
of development tools, comprehensive diagnostic systems, full
applications support, and the
corpora.twide commitment of

National Semiconductor.
So Dataproducts met the
market demand for ahighperformance cost-efficient
solution.
Which means the Series
32000 is not only the right
engineering decision for today,
it's also the right business
decision for tomorrow.
Find out how you can build
the future into your own 32-bit
design. Contact National
Semiconductor today.

National Series 32000, MS 23-200
P.O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090
Circle 1 on reader service card
••••.
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Help Wanted
•Dependable worker.
•Minimum wages.
•1-ligh compatibility amust!
•Works unsupervised after hours.
•Able to travel.

05 MODEM IC FIT THEb Modem
JOB!
Set

oday's modems must be more durable,
smaller and, of course, more costeffective than before. Mitel fills these
requirements with 300 or 1200 bps CMOS
modems that meet Bell 103/113 and 212A
standards for North American products and
also CCITT V.21 and V.22 standards for
international markets.
The MT3530 Monolithic 300 bps nglechiPt
Modem
T he MT3530 is an IS02-CMOS Te
full duplex, asynchronous, FSK modem. For
complete applications flexibility, this IC
operates in many modes:
•Auto-Answer/OrigMate modes for smart
modem applications.
•Manual mode for stand-alone RS-232C
modem applications.
•Pass-through mode fie protocol
i
ndependence.
•Testmode for analog anddigital

uu
The MT35213/212A 1
The MT35213 is asingle-chip, full duplex
1200 bps, PSK modem with a300 bps FSK
fallback mode for operating in adverse
signal conditions. This IC has a48 dB
dynamic range and has loopback capability
in both analog and digital.
The MT35212A Modem Filter uses
switched capacitor techniques to implement
both the filtering and equalization
requirements of Bell 212A and CCITT V.22
modems. For CCITT V.22 applications, this
device supplies anotch filter that provides
selectable 1800 or 550 Hz rejection. This IC
offers on-chip answer/originate mode
selection and includes half-channel
compromise amplitude and group delay
equalizers; two uncommitted op amps can
be used for anti-alias filtering.

loopback.
his IC has on-chip t
ransmit and receiv e
filters, a4.8
UART clock output, and is
T

These parts are available in plastic or
ceramic dual-in-line packages. Contact your
local Mitel sales office for further
information.

TTL compatible.

Circle 2 on reader service card
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MITEL: SEMICONDUCTOR
UNITED STATES - San Diego, California. Telephone: (619)276-3421. San Jose, California. Telephone: (408)249-2111.
Oakbrook, Illinois. Telephone: (312)655-3930. Boca Raton, Florida. Telephone: (305)994-8500. CANADA - Kanata, Ontario.
Telephone: (613)592-5630. UNITED KINGDOM - Portskewett, Newport, Gwent, South Wales NP6 4YR. Telephone: +44 291-423355.
ASIA - Tsuen Wan, Hong Kong. Telephone: +852 0-463641. EUROPE - Denmark. Telephone: +45 1-612566.
Milan, Italy. Telephone: +39 2-8245222/8245177. West Germany_ Telephone: +49 711-7701522.
rm,e -Trademark of Mitel Corporation
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a new name on
There's
our masthead, that of

happening in the U. S. IC
industry. At the same
the person who's filling
time, Jeremy edited the
one of the most important
story and executive news
slots in New York: Larry
editor Art Erikson looked
King, our copy chief.
it over, after which it
Larry is the editor responwent to the copy desk
sible for seeing that every
queue, where King swung
word in every article in
into action by reading it
the magazine says unamand assigning it to acopy
biguously what it's supeditor.
posed to say, and that all
After the copy editor
the words flow smoothly
polished the story, it went
through the editing proback to Young, who sent
cess.
any questions from the
And that's no simple KING: In charge of seeing that desk—as well as those
task, particularly on Elec- the words mean what they say. from Cole—to Cohen. His
tronics. Telling our readreplies were incorporated
ers what they have to know about a in the piece, which was then read again
technology as complex and a business
by another copy editor and sent into
as competitive as electronics is aprocess
production. But that's not the end, for
that requires hours of work behind the
the next day atypeset copy of the story
scenes by asmall army of talented peowas read by the editor-in-chief and the
ple. Reporting and writing a story are
two executive editors.
only the first steps in that process.
King is a kind of quarterback, handNo publication in the electronics press
ing off stories and articles to editors
works so hard and so thoroughly on its
and also taking part in the planning procopy as Electronics. To understand how cess that decides the direction and depth
the system works, take a typical news
of our coverage. His background has
story—such as the one in the Aug. 21
prepared him well for this exacting
issue from our Tokyo bureau chief,
work, which requires expertise in both
Charlie Cohen, headlined "Master slice
the language and the technology, as
has bipolar functions, CMOS logic."
well as the ability to organize well and
The story was transmitted to New
react quickly under pressure.
York, to the queue of news editor JerKing, 34, grew up in Virginia. He has
emy Young, via the McGraw-Hill Pub- a BS in journalism from Virginia Comnet network. Jeremy copied it electronimonwealth University and has worked
cally and sent it to our Silicon Valley
on newspapers in Virginia and upstate
bureau, in San Mateo, Calif., to semiconNew York. Before coming to Electronductor editor Bernie Cole, who helped
ics he was assistant managing editor/
evaluate the story in light of what's
features of Information WEEK
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NEWS

INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

Newsletters

Cover: Fairchild's radical process for building bipolar VLSI, 55

Electronics, 21
•Compaq will introduce an 80386-

based microcomputer this week
•GTE doubles the capacity of
fiber-optic lines
International, 50
•U. S.-Japanese combine plans a

joint venture in chips
Military, 29
DOD spurs VHSIC efforts with

"advance agreements"
Semiconductors, 30
New memory-cell design may
lower EPLD costs
Networking, 31
How DOD will coexist with open

systems
Broadcasting, 31
Ways of cutting AM skywave
signals to be tested
Industrial, 32

With carrier-band chips, MAP
networks will soon cost less
IC testing, 37
ATE makers eye ISDN chips as a
bright new market

Aspect, Fairchild's 2-gm process based on contactless transistors,
eliminates interconnections to bring CMOs-like vim density and 500MHz clock speeds to an enhanced class of ECL chips. What's more, the
process can be scaled down: 1-gm features will be available eventually
Special report Bit slices tackle the 32 bit world, 64
The 32-bit microprogrammable building block is now one of the
fastest-growing sectors in the 32-bit processor marketplace. By the
end of the year, components will be available from at least four
companies with others on the way. But 32-bit microprocessors aren't
standing still. Their makers are boosting clock frequencies, offering
better development tools, and increasingly supporting AT&T'S Unix
operating system
This supercomputer also runs VAX/VMS programs, 74

New software for Elxsi's 64-bit multiprocessor minisupercomputer
makes it compatible with the most popular operating system in
engineering and scientific computing
An ATE system that cuts the cost of ASIC testing, 81
Aiming squarely at the midrange test market, Semiconductor Test

Solutions' new tester can exercise 256 pins at 20 mHz with asystem
accuracy of ±2 ns—all at the moderate price of $700,000
A new way to probe submicron details, 88
vs Inc. has added image processing to an optical scope system,

making it accurate enough to make critical measurements and inspect
semiconductor devices with features under 1gm
Special report: Software is the challenge in better graphics, 95
The hardware, firmware, and system software for advanced high-

performance graphics are firmly in place. But still lacking is
application software that can use the latest technology effectively

Imaging, 37

Holographic filter spots images
from any angle
Business, 38

Half-hearted cheers greet the new
tax bill
Instrumentation, 42

Software turns PCs into IEEE-488
bus monitors
Information technology, 44

Module adds smarts to Minitel
terminal so it can be used off line

4

PROBING THE NEWS
Bipolar comes alive again as development speeds up, 100

Bipolar technology is overcoming many of its scaling problems and is
advancing rapidly into VLSI. Its momentum can be measured by the
number of new processes being moved to production—and by the
resurrection of the Bipolar Circuits and Technology Meeting
The ATE Al partnership is hitting its stride, 104
Artificial-intelligence functions for ATE are being expanded and

refined beyond their first incarnations. This year's International Test
Conference will hear about some new uses and about some expert
systems that are appearing on the market
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NEW PRODUCTS
Newsletter, 25
•Da; to announce the VAXmate,
an IBM Pc-compatible computer
•VLSI Technology's static RAM

transfers data with different
word lengths
•Heurikon Multibus II computer
has faster direct memory access
Computers & peripherals, 149

•Imagraph unveils ahighresolution graphics board for
vmEbus systems
•Floppy-disk-drive controller
from Computer Peripherals
quadruples PC storage capacity
•Heurikon's vmEbus computer
uses the 25-MHz 68020
Industrial control, 152

•Robot from Universal Machine
Intelligence aims at niche between
industry and home
•Pro-Log's new cards enable the
IBM PC to program in ladder logic
•Ultrasonic measuring system
from Kistler-Morse works as far
as one mile away from its target
•AT&T unveils factory work
stations based on its personal
computers
Communications, 158
•cMos lc from Space Research

Technology packs fast errorcorrection code into a24-pin DIP
•Motorola's dialer chips need only
1.7 vto store numbers
Semiconductors, 162

•Dual-port SRAM from Thomson
Components-Mostek has on-chip
access-control logic
•AMD's disk-controller chip can
run four drives
•Fast CMOS SRAM from Saratoga
Semiconductor is ECL-compatible
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PAGE 64
DEPARTMENTS
Publisher's letter, 3

Every Electronics story is the
work of asmall army of talented
people, beginning with the writer
FYI, 8

Almost every time we've ever
heard doom-and-gloom forecasts,
the market has ended up
bouncing back higher than ever
Letters, 12
People, 16

•Why Rudolf Schwenger likes his
new job at Siemens
•How Hiroaki Terada is pushing
telecommunications R&D in Japan
Meetings, 164
Electronics Week, 168

•Gould will sell its defense
business
•Petritz seeks startup funds
•Ashton-Tate ends copy
protection
•Motorola to sell Toshiba's
DRAMs
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48
47
46
Sick of working in half the
space you need? Heartbroken at
having to leave out those exquisite little bits of code? AMD has
the cure. The 8053 Single-Chip
Microcomputer.
8053

4K ROM free.
No green stamps.
The 8053 is just like our highspirited 8051 except you get 4K
bytes of extra ROM. Free. Just
like the 8051, it has two 16-bit
timers, four 8-bit I/O ports and
128K x8RAM. But where the
8051 has a4K x8ROM, the 8053
has an 8K x8ROM.
And all this doesn't cost any
more than the 8051.
For prototyping and development work, we have the EPROM
version: The 8753.
We think giving 4K ROM free
is avery generous offer. Youll
never miss the stamps.

Circle 151 on reader service card

Just remember AMD's new
4K x4CMOS SRAMs: The
Am99C58 and the Am99C59.
They have the fastest 16K CMOS
SRAM access time around: 2Ons.
But even at speeds like that, they
don't forget what they're made
of: An advanced CMOS. So they
don't use much power.
Am99C58/59

The fastest way
to improve your
memory.
What else could you ask for
in an SRAM?
You could ask for separate I/O.
Okay. Both chips have separate
I/O ports to eliminate bus contention snarls and give you faster
throughput Being able to fly
through like that increases
performance by 20%.
The Am99C58 also has achip
enable function which automatically powers down the chip when
deselected. And that decreases
power consumption by over 70%.
The Am99C59 has ascorching lOns chip select access time
which will increase memory system throughput It's just the thing
for cache memory applications.
With the fastest access times
around and separate I/0, AMD's
Am99C58 or Am99C59 CMOS
SRAMs give you the options
you need to improve your memory Fast And that's worth
remembering.

Circle 152 on reader service card

It's about time someone met
the needs of the stingy.And AMD
did it With our new Am29C841
High-Performance CMOS 10-Bit
Latch. Another member of AMD's
Bus Interface Family.
The Am29C841 gives you
speed comparable to abipolar
latch—with apropagation delay
of only lins. But it only uses
80 microAmps at stand-by
That should warm any powerpincher's heart
Am29C841

A latch for
the stingy.
In addition to saving power,
the Am29C841 is 10-bits wide.
That extra data width is just what
you need for wider address/data
paths or buses carrying parity
Use the Am29C841 instead of
abipolar latch when you need
only moderate drive capability
The CMOS Am29C841 provides
24mA drive. Its MOS/TI'L compatible inputs and outputs mean
you can use it with both bipolar
and MOS systems.
You don't necessarily have to
be stingy to want alow-powered,
high-performance latch like the
Am29C841.You just have to be
wise, far-sighted and exceptionally bright

Circle 153 on reader service card

WEEK
49
Nothing travels faster than a
good rumor except the data in
AMD's new Am9580A Hard Disk
Controller.A single chip that can
make data approach the Speed
of Gossip.
Am9580A

Only rumors
travel faster.
To achieve this feat, we
designed the Am9580A with onboard sector buffers. These make
data easier to find so it's easier
to pull up when it's needed. We
also designed in Direct Memory
Access (DMA). DMA retrieves
data and transfers it directly to
the main memory And that takes
aburden off the CPU.
But what really makes us a
challenger to the coffee room is
our Zero Sector Interleave.A user
can pull up random data as
much as six times faster than
other hard disk controllers.
The Am9580A supports the
ST 506 ANSI standard interface
and the ESDI interface (which
the coffee machine doesn't).
And it's flexible. Handle any
combination of up to four hard
or floppy disk drives.
Get in and out of storage faster
than ever with the Am9580A
Hard Disk Controller. And, in
case you were wondering, we got
all this information from avery
reliable source: AMD. Pass it on.

Advanced Micro Devices has broken the
game wide open.
After building acomfortable lead with a
new product aweek, every week—on the
shelf, in volume—we called in the heavy
hitters:
ISDN. CMOS. 32-bit microeit—
a—
processor chip set.
ete‘e
es'
High-speed RAMs.
(yelice
Modems.
e'ciesü"le
No one who follows
the game closely is the
least bit surprised.This team puts more dollars
into R&D, as apercent of sales, than anyone
else in the business.
If you like the sound of extra bases, call
Advanced Micro Devices.
tees

Advanced Micro Devices CI

901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088
Call toll free (800) 538-8450, ext. 5000, inside California, call (408) 749-5000.
Circle 154 on reader service card
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AVAILABLE!
1986-'87

Electronics
Buyers' Guide

Almost every time we've ever heard
that kind of doom-and-gloom
forecast, the market has ended up
bouncing back higher than ever
ne big advantage that comes from
covering the electronics industry
O
for as long as we have is knowing that

Order your copy today for
the industry's most oftenused directory:
• It's three directories in one
• Includes more than 4,000
product listings. (approx. 700
pages)
•Contains over 5,000 company
listings (approx. 400 pages)
including:
•Company name, address
and phone number.
• Name and title of contact
for sales information.
• Number of engineers at
plant and number of
employees.
•Annual dollar sales volume.
• Local sales offices and
manufacturers
representatives.
• Local distributors.
• Instant referral to
company's advertisements.
•Offers FREE current catalog
retrieval service (approx. 1300
catalogs)

Price: S40 USA & Canada
S50 elsewhere
(add $30 for airmail)
Send order with payment to:
Regina Hera
Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
Iltra
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history can and usually does repeat itself. That certainly holds true for product demand. Granted, the past year
has been a tough time for U. S. chip
makers. And computer sales may be in
the dumps because there is too much
capacity in place. But we don't go
along with those people who now paint
an uncertain future for these markets.
Almost every time we've heard that
kind of doom-and-gloom forecast, the
market has ended up bouncing back higher than ever.
Stick around. The same magic is going to happen once
again. The first thing we need is innovative new products,
and on a late-August trip to California's Silicon Valley, we
were struck by the huge number of products in development and by the many classy new products that have
recently been introduced or soon will be. National Semiconductor Corp., for example, introduced 154 new chips in the
past 12 months, 80% of them proprietary designs, reports
Jim Smaha, who heads the semiconductor group.
Much of the talk around the Valley centered on another
flood of new products—those being designed around Intel
Corp.'s 80386 microprocessor. As many as thirty 386-based
products will be announced this year, predicts George
Alexy, Intel's microprocessor marketing manager. He's
now about to ship the first lots of thousands of the 386.
There were other rumblings in the Valley that made us
feel alot better about the state of the industry. Executives
at Hewlett-Packard Co. see more blue skyi ahead as their
overall order backlog grows in the U. S. as well as overseas. HP wrote $1.86 billion in orders during the quarter
ended July 31, up a tidy 25% from the year-ago period.
And an ebullient T. J. Rogers was claiming bragging rights
at Cypress Semiconductor. He is logging a book-to-bill ratio
of more than 1.3 for his lines of SRAM, PROM, and PLD
products. But the icing on the cake was the San Jose company's second-quarter profits of $327 million: up from a yearago loss and 66% over the previous quarter. And sales hit
$12.26 million, an awesome 330% over the year-ago quarter.
"I'm still production-limited," Rogers claims, but a second
wafer fab line should help solve that problem next year.
Those are just afew of the reasons why we're convinced
history once again will repeat itself.
ROBERT W. HENKEL
Electronics/September 4, 1986
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DUAL 125 MHz DIGITAL OSCILLOSCOPE
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/25 MHz BW; 100 MS/s ADCs; 5 GS/s Interleaved Sampling; 128 k Waveform Memory;
± 1% Accuracy; Summation and Continuous Averaging; Arithmetic Processing; Fully Programmable.
PROGRAMMABILITY. All settings of the 9400 Digital
Oscilloscope are programmable; you can operate the instrument in unattended areas or as a computer-aided testing
station. You can redefine the softkeys and send messages to
the display, in order to step inexperienced operators through
complex test procedures. And even without a computer you
can store and quickly reproduce up to eight front-panel setups,
for your most common measurements.
SIGNAL CAPTURING. Long 32 k memories and versatile programmable triggering makes capturing any signal sure and
easy. Pre-trigger sampling over 32,000 samples captures not
only the triggering signal but also its cause. Post-trigger delay
is programmable up to 10,000 divisions.
INTERFACING. Unequalled computer interface capability is
provided by one GPIB (IEEE-488) and two RS-232C ports. Simple English commands send any portion or all of data record
to a computer at speeds as high as 400 kbyte/sec.
ARCHIVING. On-board firmware makes archiving of measurement results by a digital plotter fast and easy. The entire
display may be dumped in any size to a wide range of highresolution multicolor plotters—ready for publication or
immediate presentation.
*And there is much more to say about this versatile and cost
effective ($9900 base) DSO. Call us now...for details and
a demonstration!!
'USA price list only
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Top: Acquisition Parameters listing enables the 9400 user to
precisely set and check front panel settings, all of which can
be remotely controlled.
Middle: Window mode trigger set at ± 3,5 divs from center
grid captures switching transient. 50% pre-trigger shows contact bounce prior to trigger moment.
Below: Crosshair marker, acting as aprecise timer and DVM,
gives times from trigger (arrow) and absolute voltage.

LeCroy

700 S. Main St., Spring Valley, NY 10977, (914) 578-6038; Geneva, Switzerland, (022) 82 33 55: Heidelberg,
West Germany, (06221) 49162; Les Ulis, France, (1) 6907-3897; Rome, Italy, (06) 320-0646; Botley, Oxford,
England, (0865) 72 72 75.
Representatives throughout the world.

Circle 168 for Demonstration

Circle 9 for Information

At last, the ordinary

microprocessor
can take its rightful
place in history.
•

•

INMOS, Transputer.

nnd IMS ore trader/10.k sof the INMOS Group of Componles.

It had to happen—the conventional microprocessor
has had its day. Relegated to the ranks of yesterday's
devices by the new transputer family from INMOS. It's
history in the making.
The IMS T414 transputer is afast, easy-to-use VLSI
component, integrating a32-bit processor, four intertransputer communication links, 2K bytes Static RAM,
32-bit memory interface and DRAM controller. All on a
single CMOS chip—offering execution rates up to
10 MIPs.
While transputers excel in single-processor
systems, their real power can be unleashed by
connecting any number of transputers together via
the high-speed serial links. Multi-transputer systems
can deliver the performance you need today, and can
be easily expanded in the future as your processing
requirements increase.
And there's more. Programming multiprocessor
systems has never been easier. The Transputer
Development System (TDS) supports C, Fortran, Pascal
and OCCAM, providing acomplete software
development environment, and is available for a
number of popular hosts. Software developed on the
TDS can be executed on one or more transputers,
enabling cost-performance tradeoffs to be made.
INMOS transputers are available now and have
already found their way into companies who are
evaluating, prototyping and manufacturing transputerbased systems. Applications include supercomputers,
DSP, graphics, robotics, Al, distributed control systems,
PC's, engineering workstations and many others.
Write or phone for more information on the
transputer family and start making history yourself.
TRANSPUTER PRODUCTS
IMS 1414
IMS T212
IMS M212

32 bit Tronsputer-2Kbyte —4 links
16 bit Tronsputer-2Kbyte —4 links
16 bit Disc Processor-1Kbyte-2 links

IMS D701-2
IMS D600

IBM PC—Transputer Development System.
VAX/VMS—Transputer Development System.

IMS BC102-2
IMS B003-1
IMS B004-2
IMS B006-2
IMS B007-1

Double Eurocard + IMS 1414 + 2Mbyte DRAM + 2xRS232.
Double Eurocard + 4xIMS T414 + 4x256Kbyte DRAM.
IBM PC Format + IMS 1414 + 2Mbyte DRAM.
Double Eurocord + 9xIMS T212 + 128Kbyte SRAM.
Double Eurocard + IMS 1414 +0.5Mbyte DRAM +0.5Mbyte VideoRAM.

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

EVALUATION BOARDS

HIGH PERFORMANCE VLSI MEMORIES
16K CMOS SRAM, 25-45ns, 64K CMOS SRAM, 35-70ns
256K CMOS DRAM, 60-100ns

TRANSPUÏr

PARALLEL PROCESSING. UNPARALLELED POTENTIAL.

hmos

INMOS, P.O. Box 6000, Co orado Springs, CO 80935, Tel. (303) 630-4000;
Bristol, England, Tel. 454-616616; Paris, France, Tel. (14) 687-2201;
Munich, Germany, Tel. (089) 319-1028; Tokyo, Japan, Tel. 03-505-2840.
Circle 11 on reader service card
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Put your chips
on the software.
The best bet.
If you're betting your
future on a32-bit microprocessor-based system,
you'd rather bet awinner.
Today, the clear winner is
the MC68020 microprocessor.
It's faster. It's fully supported
in hardware and software.
It's backed by what others have
called, "The strongest support
team in the business'.' And,
we're delivering production
quantities. Now.
In fact, last year Motorola
shipped over 50,000 units
and this year we expect to ship
more than aquarter of a
million MC68020s.
Software support. Now.
When you choose the
MC68020, you get the largest
body of software available for
32-bit microprocessor-based
machines. Operating systems.
Languages. Tools and utilities.
Host independent development
systems. And, of course, applications. In fact, 80% of the
microprocessor-based system
designs running UNIX® OSs are
based on M68000 Family chips.
The fastest just got faster.
At 25 MHz, the latest version of the MC68020 and its
earlier 20 MHz version remain

The MC68020
the fastest general-purpose
processors on the market today.
And fully compatible. But
speéd alone isn't the answer.
And for the generation beyond
the MC68020, we're committed to higher performance
devices while maintaining the
M68000 Family software base.
Chips, boards or boxes.
Motorola is with you at
every level. As the world's
leader in VMEbus products,
supplying MC68020-based
VMEmodule - and VMEsystemproducts, we can work with
your development team at virtually every level, including
technical training.

Betting the winner.
There's alot of 32-bit
talk in the press. Sampling
quantities, blue sky and
vaporware are fine, but
maybe you'd rather not bet
your company on them.
When you're planning to
build the kind of leading-edge
systems that win in the marketplace, Motorola offers you
speed to market, aggressive
pricing and the strength of a
fully-realized 32-bit environment.
If you're an executive
evaluating microprocessors,
software and support, call us
at 1-800-521-6274. We'll arrange
aone-on-one managementlevel meeting. Fast. And we'll
show you why abetter microprocessor, coupled with hereand-now volume production,
software and support, adds
up to awinning combination.
UNIX is aregistered trademark of AT&T
Concurrent DOS and GEMDOS is
atrademark of Digital Research Inc.
VERSAdos is aregistered trademark
of Motorola Inc.
VRTX is aregistered trademark of Hunter
& Ready, Inc.
RTUX is atrademark of Emerge Systems
ADA is atrademark of the Department
of Defense
VMEmodule and VMEsystem are
trademarks of Motorola Inc.

MOTOROLA

Did You Know
That LastYear's
U. S. Savings
Bonds
Average Rate
Exceeded 9%?

Many Americans are surprised
when they hear all that U.S. Savings
Bonds have to offer. Today's Bonds
give you market-based interest
rates—like the money markets—plus
aguaranteed return. So you can earn
afot more than the guaranteed
minimum rate of 71/
2°h, but never less!
To earn the higher rates, just hold
your Bonds five years or longer.
What's more, Bonds give you
big tax advantages, cost as little as
$25 and are easy to buy. You can
purchase them at most banks and
savings and loans, or through the
Payroll Savings Plan.
For more surprising news, call
toll-free 1-800-US-BONDS.

US. SAVINGS BONDS.

Paying Better Than Ever —

Market-based rates apply to Bonds purchased on and atter
11/1/82 and held at least five years. Bonds purchased before
11/1/82 earn market-based rales when held beyond 10131/87
Bonds held less than five years earn lower rates.
A public service of this publication.
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WHY SCHWENGER LIKES
HIS NEW JOB AT SIEMENS
If Schwenger does not want Siemens
to be known as a full-range commodity
supplier, neither does he want it to become known as aniche-filler. The entire
industries he wants to serve are more
than just niches. Eventually, they will
turn out to be substantial businesses.
Schwenger exudes the can-do spirit
typical of Siemens executives during
these days of confidence in their firm's
technological prowess. He is certain the
company will become aworld competitor
in specialty markets. Underlying his optimism is the expertise his company has
gained with certain products. For example, Siemens already has sold tens of
thousands of the chips recently introduced for integrated services digital networks [Electronics, Sept. 30, 1985,
p. 46].
PUSHING ISDN. Siemens is now making a
strong push with its ISDN chips in the
U. S. Schwenger concedes that competing with such innovative companies as
Intel Corp. and Advanced Micro Devices
Inc. won't be easy. "And the moment of
truth will come in two or three years,
when the Japanese enter the scene with
low-cost ISDN devices," he says. But by
then, he thinks, his company will at
least have its foot in the door and could
be well established.
Schwenger also sees good chances in
world markets for automotive ICs, a
sector in which Siemens has acquired
much know-how as acomponents supplier to German car-accessory makers.
The company wants to put to use in
devices for world markets the expertise it has gained with chips for
such subsystems as antiskid systems and airbag safety equipment.
It also plans a push with enginemanagement chips.
Also prominent in Schwenger's
"noncommodity" IC strategy are
chips for entertainment electronics.
Here, Siemens plans abig effort in
ICs that sharpen the picture of digital TV sets and add new features,
such as teletext, to them. With
such chips, Schwenger thinks Siemens can catch up with, and perhaps overtake within a few years,
other semiconductor producers already active in digital TV.
The
46-year-old
Schwenger
brings just the right credentials to
his new job. A graduate of Munich's Technical University with a
master's degree in communications
SCHWENGER: Aiming Siemens ICs at the communi- engineering, he joined Siemens in
cations, auto, and entertainment fields.
1968 and has been active in ICs
MUNICH

T here

is acertain fascination for Ru111 doff Schwenger in his new job as
worldwide sales and marketing manager
for integrated circuits at Siemens AG's
Components Group. "The fascination is
the chance it offers to push the company from an underdog status to aworldclass position—in certain segments," he
says. At the same time, he does not
have to worry about where the Munich
company ranks overall among the
world's IC suppliers.
In his strategy for Siemens's $400 million IC business, not only is world rank
immaterial—Siemens is not even in the
top 10—but Schwenger doesn't particularly want Siemens to build up strength
in commodity parts. "What we must become is aspecialist in specific fields and
then excel in them," he declares.
By that he means communications
and automotive and entertainment electronics. And with the ICs developed or
envisioned for these industries, "we
want to go worldwide, including the
U. S. and Japan, and play a leading
role," Schwenger says. "That's the goal
for the next five years."
For all his efforts in the special-circuits field, the Siemens executive will
not let the microprocessor and dynamic
random-access memory areas slide. "We
must have such devices to keep our factories busy and to serve as abase load
for our sales organization," he says.
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edge and still expanding: your dpportunities in OKI CSIC* product and

performance—supplied by the VLSI source with major experience in single-chip logic
integration. OKI's been applying the world's most advanced CMOS technology to Gate
Array development since 1977; to Standard Cells and Customs since 1979. Today you
can count on OKI for full-range CSIC capabilities.
Por quick turnarounds: very broad predesigned Gate Array options.
To save silicon: easy conversion to Standard Cells, through OKI's fully-transparent
data bases—exclusive OKI software you can design-interface with any major CAD workstation tool. And OKI Design Services are available throughout your development cycle.

orld leaders
ckaging.
OKI offers the most extensive packaging
options in the industry today. You can specify
your CSIC chips in any package type that will
support your die. And you
can count on OKI for
technical assistance to
help wrap up a precise
fit with your specific
gate-size and
pin-count
requirements:

'Customer-Specific Integrated Circuit

orld leaders
in plant automation.
In one of the world's most highly automated
facilities, fully robotized CSIC
lines are assigned to fabrication, assembly and 100%
testing—compatible line-automation dedicated to Gate Array,
tandard Cell and Custom runs. OKI's
invested over $500-million in plantwide
automation to lower production time and
costs, and to assure strict quality control.

Count on OK to expand
MOS
options
RP
Gate Arrays.

Q

OKI CMOS
Gate Arrays

REQUEST FOR QUOTE

1.5-micron & 2-micron
70V000 Series

70H000 Series

VERY HIGH SPEED

H;GH SPEED

#Gates

700

#I/0s

66

#Gates

3289

#I/0s

86

3-micron
70000 Series

#Gates

#I/0s

387

For prompt response to your Request for Quote
(returned with complete technical data), please
fill out the brief specs needed below:
Name/Title
Company

44

Address

62
88

City

1000
1500

56
56

4290
6000

104
130

720
1445

2000
2500

80
80

8024
10008

148
172

2000

106

4205

120

State

Zip

Tel:

My application requires:
1. Gate count:

2 Pin count .

3. CMOS process:

product families and packaging. For more cost-effective, more
flexible single-chip logic integration,
OKI supplies more pre-designed Gate
Array options, in the most advanced
package types: plastic or ceramic
through-hole DIPs or pin grid arrays;
or plastic surface-mount PLCC or

( )1.5 micron ( )2micron ( )3micron
4. Packaging preferred:
Surface-mount ( )PLCC ( )Flatpack
Through-hole ( )Pin Grid Array ( )DIP
5. Anticipated volumepieces/month

D Please call me for immediate consultation.

Request for Data
Please rush complete technical input on:
( )CMOS Gate Arrays

services, plus world-leading
production automation. OKI CSIC*
design expertise is accessible at any
development stage. And OKI's CSIC
manufacturing/testing facilities—
among the world's most highly automated—assure high cpiality, high
volume fabrication.

)CMOS Standard Cells
( )CMOS Custom VLSI Logic

Alla

-.r.,.......

!

"*...-

Customs

OKI

To return your RFO to OKI: Remove entire page and fold into thirds. Staple or tape together
and mail to: OKI Semiconductor, 650 N. Mary Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Tel: (408) 720-1900.

FOLD
HERE

Count on OKI
to deliver
world-class CSIC!

OKI
SEMICONDUCTOR

CSIC Marketing
650 N. Mary Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

•Customer-Specific Integrated Circuit
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AFFIX
FIRST-CLASS
POSTAGE
HERE

ever since—in production, project management, development, and sales. He
also spent five years in Singapore, building up and running aSiemens IC plant,
before moving into his present post last
spring.
Among Schwenger's hobbies is mountain climbing. "That makes you tough,"
he says. It also gives you a chance to
think undisturbed, he adds, especially

when you're waiting in a hut for the
weather to clear.
One of Schwenger's thoughts is that
Siemens has no choice but to keep making ICs. "That business is a technology
engine enabling us to stay in Europe's
league of successful semiconductor suppliers," he says. "We are determined to
stand up to world competition and to
make good in the market."-John Gosch

HOW TERADA IS PUSHING
TELECOM R&D IN JAPAN
TOKYO

gest changes will be seen among those
Hiroaki Terada was an elecmanufacturers. He says they will come
tronics engineering student more
up with new products and technologies
than 30 years ago, he recalls, "the only
more rapidly now that they're compettelecommunications switches we Japaing head-on with the former monopoly.
nese were building were on paper." Ja- And Terada believes NTT will continue
pan's switching technology still lags beto prosper as well, "because the major
hind that of the U. S., but Terada says
makers still will compete strongly to
the gap is narrowing, and it could be
win NT!' contracts, which means NTT
closed alot sooner than anyone thinks.
can play them off against each other
The 53-year-old Osaka University pro- and keep production prices down."
fessor has specialized in switching-conA graduate of Ehime University in
trol-system design for more than 15
western Japan, with adoctorate in elecyears. He recently led a government- tronics engineering from Osaka Univerbacked joint project in which the univer- sity, Terada first worked under Prof.
sity and four leading Japanese technol- Zenichi Kitamura, who designed and
ogy companies develbuilt Japan's first tranoped anew type of dualsistorized switching syspipeline microprocessor
tem in 1957. In the midwith telecommunications
1970s, Terada worked on
applications. The basic
the design of control
reason for the rapid adsoftware for switching
vances Terada foresees
systems at Essex Uniin Japan's telecommuniversity in England, then
cations switching techmoved on to the Centre
nology is the liberalizaNational d'Etudes des
tion of the country's
Télécommunications in
telecommunications inFrance, to work on disdustry last year.
tributed control architec"NTT [Nippon Tele- TERADA: NTT will still be strong, ture for use in French
graph
& Telephone but now other manufacturers will digital
telecommunicaCorp.] is still a giant," develop more products faster.
tions systems.
he says, "but there is a
At Osaka University,
new kind of dynamism in research."
he has been working for more than a
When NT!' was a monopoly and condecade on what he calls an "elastic stortrolled all telecommunications markets,
age" concept. In the recent joint project,
its group of private suppliers, the sothe concept was used to develop a socalled "NTT Family." had to follow its
called Q-p (queue-prototype) single-chip
dictates in technical standards and prodmicroprocessor. The Q-p splits processuct design. Now, with all the major Japing functions into several autonomous
anese makers competing not only in
subfunction units that are realized by
products but also in services ranging an elastic queue structure. Terada also
from value-added networks to satellite
designed a data flow-through architeccommunications, they are freer to go
ture to create an easily programmable
their own way in the laboratories, too.
one-chip microprocessor unit.
Terada thinks that within 10 years, the
Terada spends agreat deal of his time
Japanese will be building switches to riin offices and laboratories, but he has
val those of Western leaders such as
managed to get one of the best suntans
AT&T Co. and Northern Telecom.
in Japanese academia. "You can tell my
NTT's laboratories will remain imporhobby by looking at me," he says, smiltant in research, Terada predicts, acting
ing. "I love golf, even though Iam only
as astimulus to the major manufacturaduffer." He carries an 18 handicap.
ers. But he also believes that the big-Michael Berger
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We let the
cat out
of the bag.
Millions of children might
never have met Dr. Seuss and his
famous Cat had it not been for
The New York Public Library.
That's because our renowned
children's librarian, Anne Carroll
Moore, gave his first book an
outstanding review. He became
famous overnight, and Dr. Seuss
himself credits her with his
success.

Others too, credit our
librarians. "The people who
work here," says author David
McCullough, "provide aservice
to the whole of society that's
never sung enough." Indeed, the
librarians are the very heart of
the Library.
They are the ten librarians
who answer five million telephone inquiries ayear. They are
the librarians who introduce
children to the magic of literature and help adults find
employment through our Job
Information Center. They are
also the librarians who select and
preserve books for users of
tomorrow.
The Library can help just
about anyone with anything.
Even aDoctor with his Cat.

lii 'UM!'

emir rtisy

The New York Public Library
WHERE THE FUTURE IS
AN OPEN BOOK
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Leaving the Other SINGLE CHIP
Modems Far Behind
Silicon Systems now leaps far ahead of all the
breakthrough claims of lesser chips with the
only family of modem IC's with 'upward design
capability' This new SSI modem family covers
the entire Bell and CCITT range of full-duplex
split-band modem standards, from 300 to 2400
bits per second—and out-performs the competition. Now you can design your system hardware and software with this family in mind and
enjoy the benefits of total compatibility between
the three major single-chip modem IC's—the
SSI K212, the SSI K222, and the SSI K224.

Start with the K212 and Move
Up to the K222 or K224.
The SSI K212 is the finest Bell 212A one-chip

modem
available today.
It ties directly into such microprocessors as the
80051 through astandard bus, without requiring
aspecial controller chip. And if you are anticipating the need for aV.22/V.21 1200 bps
modem IC or aV.22 bis 2400 bps, the SSI
K222 or the SSI K224 will meet your needs.
Design in an SSI K212 now and plug in an SSI
K222 or aK224 later. Plug it into the same
holes in the same hardware using the same
software, and you can take advantage of the
industry's only no-penalty upward-design
feature in modem IC's.

Here's How to Get Started.

Here's the Bottom Line to the User.

Call Silicon Systems now. Let us help you put
the industry's finest family of standard modem
IC's to work for you.

Here are just afew of the benefits of incorporar
ing this family of IC modems into your products:

Silicon Systems,14351 Myford Road, Tustin,
CA 92680, (714) 731-7110, Ext. 595.

eon

INNOVATORS IN
Circle 20 Product Information

•Affords field upgradeability
•Family hardware/software compatibility
•Preserves hardware/software design
investments
•Helps user get products to market faster
•Reduces users inventory and design
documentation requirements
•Basic feature sets available in firmware
•Demo boards available for characterization

tfkillS
INTEGRATION

Circle 21 Career Information
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COMPAQ WILL INTRODUCE AN 80386-BASED MICROCOMPUTER THIS WEEK
an the race to get on the market first with a microcomputer using Intel
aCorp.'s powerful new 32-bit microprocessor, the 80386, Compaq Computer
Corp. of Houston will announce its version this week in New York. Compaq's
entry will be one of 20 to 30 80386-based machines introduced this year. It
will run at 16 MHz, twice the speed of the IBM Corp. Personal Computer AT. It
will likely run an enhanced version of Microsoft Corp.'s MS-DOS operating
system and Xenix, Microsoft's Unix-like operating system. Microsoft is readying its next generation of MS-DOS, Version 5.0, which will support machines
equipped with more than 640-K of random-access memory—including Compaq's 80386-based computer. Intel says MS-DOS 5.0 should be available late
this year or early next. Though executives at both Microsoft and Compaq
remain mum on the machine and its software, industry sources say the
computer should retail for $6,000 to $9,000.
D
GTE DOUBLES CAPACITY OF FIBER-OPTIC LINES

G

TE Laboratories has taken a hatchet to the $50,000-per-20-km cost of
fiber-optic lines by developing a division multiplexer that doubles each
line's capacity. The device can simultaneously send two distinct light signals
through a single cable and is usable with "virtually any terminal equipment,"
says Leslie Riseberg, director of GTE's electronics and phototonics lab in
Waltham, Mass. What's more, he says, the technology could be applied to
more than two channels. The multiplexer can distinguish between signals as
close together as 14 nm; the channels it creates are independently tunable
and can be retuned to adapt to laser fluctuations in the field. A field test is
scheduled to begin later this year on the U. S. Sprint system.
El
MITSUI WILL SPEND CHEAP DOLLARS TO BUY U. S. FIRMS—AND TECHNOLOGY
Brie Japanese are taking increasing advantage of the cheap dollar by
a buying into U. S. companies and thereby gaining access to new technology. No one is practicing that strategy more aggressively than Mitsui & Co.,
one of Tokyo's giant trading companies. It has formed a Los Angeles-based
concern, Mitsui Comtek Corp., that will acquire companies marketing computers, semiconductors, and telecommunications equipment. It intends to obtain
products or development data, manufacture offshore, and sell everywhere,
including Japan. The new company, actually a subsidiary of Mitsui USA,
which exports high-technology goods to Japan, expects $50 million in revenue its first year and $200 million within five years.
C
AT LAST, A PRODUCT WILL INCORPORATE Ti's VOICE-VERIFICATION ALGORITHM
Ittook 10 years to get the right price, and now a voice-verification system
based on an algorithm that Texas Instruments Inc. developed for the Air
Force will hit the commercial market this month when Voxtron Systems Inc.
introduces its Veritron 1000 Voice Verification System. The New Braunfels,
Texas, division of Detex Corp. says the security system analyzes a voice's
spectral components and timing and matches them to a prerecorded template. If the voice does not match the template, Veritron denies entry. With its
processing engine, a TI Business Pro computer with a 20-megabyte hard
disk, it can control access at up to 16 doors or gates. Ten years ago, a
system would have been powered by a VAX computer and cost $200,000;
today's price is $40,000 to $50,000. Would-be entrants access the computer
by telephone and respond to synthesized voice prompts. Five levels of security are possible. In field tests in which the system was used more than 10,000
times, Voxtron claims, it let not a single impostor in.
D
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HUGHES DESIGNS ITS VHSIC CHIPS INTO ELECTRO-OPTICAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

Asystems with chips developed

dd Hughes Aircraft Co. to the growing list of companies designing military
under Phase 1of the Defense Department's Very High Speed Integrated Circuits program. Hughes's Electro-Optical
and Data Systems Group in El Segundo, Calif., has inserted its VHSIC chips
into a prototype programmable electro-optical signal processor. The unit is
aimed at a variety of image-processing tasks that require different performance levels, so it uses aparallel-computing architecture that allows the easy
addition of modules to increase speed. The new VHSIC chips boost throughput while cutting power, weight, and size—which keeps the processor small
enough for airborne tasks, says the GM Hughes Electronics Corp. subsidiary.
VHSICs from Honeywell, IBM, RCA, Texas Instruments, TRW, and others have
already been used in equipment [Electronics, Dec. 16, 1985, p. 33].
D

WILL A NEW DATA-COMPRESSION SCHEME SPARK THE SLOW CD-ROM MARKET?

Stechnique will spark an expansion of their slow-moving market for comorne optical-memory makers are hoping that a new data-compression

pact-disk read-only memories. The latest to toss its compression scheme into
the ring is Reference Technology Inc. At this week's Federal Computer
Conference in Washington, the Boulder, Colo., company will introduce aCDROM work station that is compatible with the IBM Corp. Personal Computer.
The DocuStation, which includes a laser printer, has a special engine that
builds up full images and text from disks containing compressed data that
conforms to the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee's Group Ill and IV standards. DocuStation sells for less than $11,000, and
DocuTrieve, the software controlling the CD-ROM access and information
display, will cost $95 in single quantities. Reference Technology also provides
aservice, DocuCapture, that writes the data on the disks.
D
NEC WINS 'GRAY-MARKET' CHIPS SUIT, STOPPING IMPORTS

Uabroad have something new to worry about now that aU. S. district court
has found that at least one such distributor infringed trademark laws. NEC
nlicensed third-party U. S. distributors of semiconductors purchased

Electronics Inc., awholly owned U. S. subsidiary of the Japanese electronics
giant, won a ruling late last month preventing Cal Circuit Abco of Woodland
Hills, Calif., from importing and selling NEC parts purchased in Japan. The
court ruled that NEC Electronics has exclusive ownership of the NEC trademark in the U. S. Cal Abco, which has been selling Japanese and U. S. parts
for years, says it will appeal. It is also banking on an overhaul of the 50-yearold trademark law under a bill (S. 2614) now in the U. S. Senate.
ID
A COLOR COCKPIT DISPLAY THAT DOESN'T WASH OUT

nutting color displays in airplane and helicopter cockpits has befuddled

r• designers, because they haven't been able to get their hands on tubes
bright enough to shine through the glare at high altitudes. The problem is that
when display makers try to boost brightness, the excessive heat from the
brighter light source causes the image to distort. Now Bendix Flight Systems,
the Teterboro, N. J., division of Allied Aerospace, and Tektronix Inc., the
Beaverton, Ore., instrument maker, have designed ahigh-resolution CRT that
uses a tension mask rather than the usual metal shadow mask; the metal
mask bends when used with bright, hot light sources, distorting the image and
muddying the color. By stretching athin metal foil over aframe, like adrum
skin, Tektronix built ataut mask that holds its shape—and therefore its focus.
The result: tubes five times brighter than conventional displays.
E]
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TWO FUNCTIONS
ONE CARD
1MByte memory ± 1floating point processor
on asingle board for your HP Series 200/300 computer.
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When you only have two slots—
like on your HP 216—or even afew
more slots as other HP 9000 computers do, you want the most capability in the least possible space.
Now, you can have afull megabyte
of memory plus an advanced floating point processor on asingle
card—the MF 300 from Infotek.
The MF 300 incorporates a
powerful floating point processor
(based on the Motorola 68881 processor) which significantly increases
the speed of transcendental functions as well as arithmetic operations for both BASIC and Pascal.
For math intensive applications
such as CAD, improvements in
speed of three to five times are

experienced by most
users. Some functions
improve by afactor of 30!
The same performance (without
the memory) is available in the
new FP 881 floating point processor. Or you can choose the Infotek
FP 210 floating point processor for
BASIC and Pascal. The FP 210
employs the National 32081 processor to increase real arithmetic
speed as well as transcendentals.
And all floating point boards further enhance real math functions
when used with Infotek's BASIC
compilers.
As with all Infotek HP enhancement products, the floating point
processors demonstrate their

exceptional reliability
with afull two-year warranty. So give new life to
your HP 216 or other 9000 computer! Put maximum performance in asingle slot. Call Infotek
Systems at woo) 227-0218, in California (800) 523-1682, or (714) 9569300, 1400 North Baxter Street,
Anaheim, California 92806-1201,
TELEX 182283.

INFOTEK
SYSTEMS
A oiviStON OF AIS CORPORAF.C'.

Your Second Right Decision.
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RAM-BASED STORAGE SYSTEM SPEEDS NETWORK-ACCESS PERFORMANCE

SPersonal

anta Clara Systems is delivering a storage system for the IBM Corp.
Computer line that's based on battery-backed RAMs, has a
capacity of 4 to 20 megabytes, and boasts processing speeds as much as
700% faster than conventional PC storage. According to the Santa Clara,
Calif., maker of networking products, the Batram system is designed to be
used as a file server and will greatly improve network performance: it can
transfer data at 3.7 megabytes/s, compared with the 5-megabit/s transfer rate
of a hard disk drive. The 4megabyte storage version sells for $1,895.
D
SUPERTEX COMBINES THE BEST OF BIPOLAR AND POWER MOS FETS

Sfeatures of power MOS FETs and bipolar power FETs. Called the bipolar
upertex is bringing to market a power transistor that combines the best

enhanced FET, or Benfet, the monolithic chip is an array of eight FETs on a
36-by-93-mil-wide die. Each FET has an input capacitance of only 5 pF and
an output drive capability of 200 mA and 300 V. The lateral structure retains
bipolar's low on-resistance rating—eight times lower than that of MOS FETs—
but with the high voltage and fast switching speeds of MOS FETs. The
Sunnyvale, Calif., company is completing plans for aJanuary 1987 introduction of afamily of n- and p-channel Benfet arrays; prices have not yet been
set, but they will be about 40% less than those of comparable MOS FETs. 0
PC/XT COMPATIBLE BOWS FOR JUST $699

A$699.

nother IBM PC/XT-compatible has hit the market, and it's priced at only
Blue Chip Electronics Inc.'s new machine is equipped with one
floppy-disk drive, where the $2,000 PC/XT has one floppy- and one hard-disk
drive. The 8088-based Blue Chip Computer comes with 512-K bytes of RAM,
aparallel port, and a 12-in, monochrome monitor. Memory can be expanded
to 640-K bytes, and a 14-in, color monitor and asecond floppy-disk drive are
available as options. Deliveries from the Chandler, Ariz., subsidiary of Korea's
Hyundai will begin this month.
D
LANCORE UNVEILS FAULT-TOLERANT NETWORK SERVER
tolerance is coming to local-area networks. The Core 75 FT server
Fault
from Lancore Technologies Inc. features system firmware that improves

data security and provides fault tolerance by mirroring the disk—duplicating
the data on a secondary drive. One of the dual 75-megabyte disk drives is
mounted in the main system unit along with its power supply, and the slave
disk drive is enclosed in acabinet with its own power supply. In addition, the
server has a60-megabyte streaming-tape drive or an optional 400-megabyte
optical-storage device. Priced at $12,235, the server is available immediately
from the Westlake Village, Calif., company. It works with most popular network operating systems.
D

TEXET GOES TO SUN WORK STATION FOR ELECTRONIC-PUBLISHING SYSTEM

Tpublishing product line by introducing anew system based on apopular
exet Corp. will shift away from proprietary hardware in its electronic-

work station from Sun Microsystems Inc. The Arlington, Mass., company's LP
3300 system has a controller with an attached production work station, 4
megabytes of main memory, and a 330- or 660-megabyte hard disk. Each
base system can support three additional diskless production work stations.
Base systems are priced at around $100,000, with additional work-station
nodes starting at $30,000. Texet is shipping systems now.
D
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ROCKWELL
SEMICONDUCTOR
TECHNOLOGY DELIVERS
1200 BPS AT 300 BPS PRICES
(Off-The-Shelf)

Introducing Rockwell's
new R212AT smart
modem device set featuring Automatic
Adaptive Equalization.
Rockwell
International's
exclusive Automatic
Adaptive Equalization
Algorithms automatically
enable the modem to adapt
to any quality of phone line.
Even signals over poor lines are
enhanced to ensure virtually
error-free transmission.
The R212AT smart modem
device set is the most cost effective
communications solution available for personal computers. And
R212AT has implemented in silicon the software necessary for
compatability with the industry
randard "AT" command set. This
allows quick design-in because
we've presolved all the AT" dialing
functions. It incorporates auto
dial, auto answer and can dial
AUTOMATIC ADAPTIVE EQUALIZATION
Bit Error Rate (BER) Curve 1200 bps

Rockwell's
Automatic
Adaptive
Equalization

Also available: Rockwell's R212DP.
Ideal for remote diagnostics
and other integral applications, it
provides specific advantages in
price, performance and system
cost savings.
300 BPS
The R212DP, like the
R212AT, has automatic fall
back to slower speeds and
an RS232C interface. Both
these Bell 212A and 103
compatible device sets are
available at any level of
integration from devices to
boards or customized private label systems.
For ease of evaluation,
Rockwell provides aboard
level evaluation modem for
laboratory analysis to
assure the performance
and quality of R212AT and
R212DP.
Call your local Rockwell
dis
tor today for off-theDTMF tones or pulses.
shelf eivery of an evaluation
The R212AT smart modem
board complete with aDesigner's
offers lower system cost because it
Guide Kit
incorporates the controller and
Semiconductor Products Division
analog filter circuitry required for
Rockwell International, P.O. Box C,
MS. 501-300, Newport Beach,
modem communications in the
CA 92658-8902 (800) 854-8099.
device set itself. This reduces parts
In California (800) 422-4230
count, enhances total system
reliability and meets low power
Rockwell
requirements for portable
International
applications.
As well as operating asynchro...where science gets down to business
nously, the R212AT has synchronous mode operation for
Aerospace /Electronics /Automotive
higher transmission throughput.
General Industries /A-B Industrial Automation
1200 BPS
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europac -designed flexibility for

Microprocessor
Systems

0 1111

Our philosophy: "a packaging solution of breaking
down large systems to logical and serviceable functions", has found its way into contemporary Microprocessor developments.
Flexibility without adjustment, quality without compromise and availability on demand are typical
advantages.
19" subracks, cases, backplanes, WW boards, testadapters, power supplies, powerfail modules, etc.
— available in kit form or assemblies.
VME or Multibus II are typical examples of euroboard
based Microprocessor Systems to which Schroff offers
awide range of cost effective, high
quality products from stock.
Distinct marketing advantages
including aworldwide
support and availability
of Schroff europac.
Information on
standardization and
products is available
upon request.

5c-hi-off"'
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Schroff Inc. 170 Commerce Drive
Warwick, R.I. 02886 Tel. (401) 732-37 70
Telex 952 175
Telefax (401) 738-79 88
Production and Distribution in the U. S.

Our Representative for Canada:
A.C. Simmonds + Sons Ltd.
975 Dillingham Road •Tel. (416) 839 80
Pickering Ontario L1W 3B2 Tx 06 981 3
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DOD SPURS VHSIC EFFORTS
WITH 'ADVANCE AGREEMENTS'
NONCOMPETITIVE PACTS WILL PUMP MILLIONS INTO IC PRODUCTION
MELBOURNE, FLA.

fhe managers of the Defense Depart. ment's Very High Speed Integrated
Circuits program are taking an unusual
step to speed up production of devices
designed according to VHSIC criteria.
They have signed "advance agreements" with a number of the VHSIC
suppliers—agreements that will pump
many millions of dollars into chip production efforts.
The advantage of the agreements,
from the government's point of view, is
that they are not considered contracts.
Therefore, they do not have to be
opened up to competitive bidding. The
agreements are signed after detailed negotiations, during which both sides
agree, for example, on how much acontractor will be reimbursed for his overhead during device development. Essentially, the agreements are an accounting
device. Besides avoiding the bidding process, they are said to help control costs
for the work they cover.
Details about the agreements—which
suppliers they are being offered to, and
how those companies were chosen—are
not clear.
Most VHSIC contractors say for the
record they have not been informed
about the agreements and are puzzled
as to what they mean. For example,
Dallas Burns, director of the Honeywell
Inc. VHSIC program, says: "We are not
yet familiar enough with details and
prefer not to comment at this time."
But several contractor officials say,
not for attribution, that the only interpretation is that the directors of the
VHSIC program are trying to beef up a
device production capability that is perceived to be lagging. "We would be in
better shape with more money like that,
too," adds one executive.
One of the two companies known to
have signed an advance agreement is
Harris Corp., Melbourne, Fla. Its Government Systems Sector has a contract
to supply devices under VHSIC Phase 1,
but lost out in the competition for Phase
2 contracts. Oddly enough, though, the
$46.5 million that the Harris operation
will get through 1990 under the advance
agreement will be used to help it develElectronics! September 4, 1986

op a Phase 2chip production line.
Harris last month announced the signing of its agreement, making its case all
the more unusual—again unlike contracts, the agreements are seldom made
public. Harris, in fact, was the first company to reveal that it had one for
VHSIC work. The other advance agreement that has come to light is with IBM
Corp.'s Federal Systems Division, Manassas, Va. The company is acontractor
for VHSIC Phases 1and 2, and was the
only Phase 1contractor to deliver chips
on schedule.
So far, the VHSIC program office has
nothing to say about the Harris agreement, other than that E. D. (Sonny)
Maynard Jr., the office's director, took
an active part in the process of qualifying the company for it. Maynard was
away on a personal emergency leave
last week and not available for
comment.
A VHSIC program spokeswoman noted, however, that financial support for
this agreement will not be charged to
VHSIC, since funds for such agree-

ments come from a DOD-wide pool,
rather than specific programs. She also
confirmed industry reports that IBM's
Federal Systems Division holds an advance agreement as well. The agreement covers engineering support to
bring out the VHSIC line, according to
an IBM spokesman who declined to elaborate further.
MORE COMING. Similar pacts with other
companies doing VHSIC work are either
signed or in the works, according to industry reports. The VHSIC office offers
no comment on these.
The Harris agreement comes as something of a surprise to VHSIC contractors and observers of the research program for advanced military devices, who
generally have regarded the Phase 2
lineup as frozen since it was chosen two
years ago [Electronics Week, Nov. 12,
1984, p. 20]. Nevertheless, Harris says it
will use the money from the agreement
to help support its development of a0.5gm, 100-MHz, Phase 2 fabrication line
for radiation-hardened CMOS devices.
"This definitely is a new wrinkle for
VHSIC," says Robert N. Castellano, a San Franciscobased integrated circuit consultant and analyst who recently wrote a report that
presents a comprehensive
look at the program. But a
DOD effort to bring in additional production muscle for
VHSIC from a proven semiconductor house appears logical to him, since it addresses
a weakness that Castellano
says is growing ever more
apparent.
"The problem is ashortage
of actual chips," says Castellano. Although Phase 1 of
VHSIC, which officially ran
from 1981 to 1984, stayed
fairly close to schedule in designing the 1.25-µm chips,
contractors have fallen much
further behind in producing
working prototype devices so
designers of military systems
BENEFICIARY. DOD is encouraging Harris's VHSIC pro- can experiment with them.
gram, which aims to produce 0.5-pm ICs in this facility.
Castellano says delivery from
29

it is laterally isolated from the channel
of the cell transistor both physically and
electrically (see diagram). The floating
gate extends over the control gate to
obtain capacitive coupling.
The new cell type makes for better
reliability and abetter match with logicfabrication processes than the standard
design. But the tradeoff is alarger cell,
because of the need for an additional
field-oxide isolation area and the control
gate. For cells designed with 1.2-p.m design rules and 20-nm-thick gate oxide,
cell size is about 50 pm2,compared with
20 ,.m2 for the stacked design.
LESSER PENALTY. Yoshikawa points out,
however, that this real-estate penalty is
much less damaging than it might apSEMICONDUCTORS
pear. A logic array will usually have
10,000 to 20,000 gates rather than the
256-K bits or more of amemory device,
and only a small portion of the gates
need be reconfigurable. In microprocessors and similar systems, only a tiny
portion of the total number of transisKAWASAKI, JAPAN
ule set for the new cell type. But
tors will require the reprogramming
new
memory-cell
configuration
chances are that when the company
capability.
from Toshiba Corp. shows promise
The oxide between the control gate
does go into production, competitors will
of driving down the cost of ultravioletnot be far behind. Roger Cuppens of and the floating gate is thermally
erasable programmable logic devices.
Philips International NV proposed asimgrown bulk silicon oxide, which makes
Based on a single-polysilicon-layer gate
ilar structure for EEPROMs in 1984.
for better data retention. In the stackeddesign, it will be used in the erasable
And researchers at WaferScale Integragate cell, the oxide between the gates
programmable read-only-memory cells.
tion Inc., Fremont, Calif., set forth such
must be thermally grown polysilicon oxIt will replace on the EPLDs the dual- a design for EPROMs independently of ide, which is more prone to leakage. In
poly cell configuration used in EPROMs.
Toshiba at the Custom Integrated Cir- the new cell, there is no leakage at voltThe cell should make it easier to procuits Conference in Rochester, N. Y.,
ages below the breakdown voltage of
duce inexpensively the user-programma- last May.
the control gate, which is designed to
ble and reprogrammable logic devices
Toshiba's memory cell bears some deprovide a healthy margin above proneeded for turning out systems quickly
sign similarities to the standard stacked- gramming voltage of 12.5 V. Erasing is
or in quantities too low to justify semi- gate EPROM. To store data, for examabout 2.8 times faster than it is for the
custom production, says Kuniyoshi Yo- ple, it utilizes stored charge in afloating stacked-gate design, because the floatshikawa, senior researcher at the com- gate embedded in silicon dioxide overly- ing-gate peripheral length in proximity
pany's Semiconductor Device Engineer- ing a transistor channel. As in the
with the n' layer is longer.
ing Laboratory in Kawasaki.
stacked-gate EPROM, the floating gate
Starting with a conventional n-well
ADVANTAGES. The single-poly technique
is programmed by voltage capacitively
CMOS process, Toshiba required only
holds a number of advantages over the
coupled from a control gate. Hot elec- one additional mask to define the condual-poly-gate configuration used in sev- trons generated near the drain by imtrol-gate region and one extra ion imeral generations of commodity n-M OS
pact ionization tunnel into the floating plantation for fabrication of the protoand CMOS EPROMs, although it does
gate of cells to which programming
type erasable programmable device. The
exact a substantial real-estate penalty.
voltage is applied.
floating-gate oxide and control-gate oxThe cell is compatible with the processBut unlike the usual stacked-gate
ide are grown simultaneously. In actual
ing used in CMOS logic devices, says
EPROM, the control gate in the new cell
production, it may be possible to fabriYoshikawa. And it's faster, cheaper,
is an n diffused layer in the substrate
cate the control gate during the process
more reliable, and easier to fabricate
rather than an insulated gate. Moreover,
steps when a depletion transistor gate
than the dual-poly structures.
implant or n-well implant
Despite its complexity, the dual-poly
are formed, eliminating
method is practical for commodity prothe need for the extra
duction of dedicated EPROM chips,
mask and process steps.
which come in limited varieties. Design
After completing relicosts are amortized over the large numability tests, the company
bers of chips built, and economies of
will allocate resources for
scale prevail during production.
production of chips using
But that same complexity makes dualthe cell. The next task for
poly gates impractical in most types of
Yoshikawa, and researchlogic circuits, which come in innumeraers Seiichi Mori and Norble varieties and in much smaller quantiihisa Arai is to convince
ties. Moreover, rapid turnaround time
company executives the
for new types of logic or processor deprocess is ready for
signs is extremely important.
SINGLE POLY. Toshiba's EPROM cell laterally isolates the production.
Toshiba has no firm production sched—Charles L. Cohen
control gate from the cell transistor physically and electrically.

all contractors was due in 1984 and estimates the lag averages about 18 months
and is widening. Texas Instruments
Inc., for example, late last month said
it has delivered the first operational set
of its Phase 1chips.
The next step in Phase 1, which is to
extend over several years, aims to make
chips available in quantity, and this
looks increasingly shaky, according to
contractor sources involved in the program. Potential users especially are
"worrying about betting on something
they don't have in hand," observes an
executive at a Phase 1contractor who
declines to be identified.
For its part, Harris regards the agree-

ment as an important stepping stone
that "allows us to design our own line
of Phase 2ASIC devices," according to
Lee R. Allain, vice president of VHSIC
operations. The significance of the
agreement, in his opinion, is that "it
brings more capacity and more components to VHSIC."
Harris, a member of the Westinghouse Corp. Phase 1team that lost out
in its bid for aPhase 2contract, is highly regarded in the industry for its expertise in building militarized rad-hard
chips. It presently is entering the prototype phase with its own VHSIC chip intended for high-performance space computers.
—Larry Waller

NEW MEMORY-CELL DESIGN
MAY LOWER EPLD COSTS

A
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NETWORKING

CAN DOD COEXIST WITH OPEN SYSTEMS?
ers log on to each other's networks, is
held. Sponsored by the Defense Adprobably a long way off. The Internavanced Research Projects Agency, it
he Defense Department has been
wrestling for years with merging
tional Organization for Standardization
brought together representatives of
open systems interconnection protocols
has not yet fully specified the OSI
more than 100 commercial developers of
with its widely used Transmission Conprotocol.
TCP/IP with DOD users and the old Artrol Protocol/Internet Protocol [ElecAnd when it is specified, the protocols
panet hands who have been writing the
tronics, May 13, 1985, p. 34]. The indi- will still have to be turned into products.
protocols for over adecade.
vidual services want OSI as soon as pos- The newly formed Corporation for Open
Vendors who turn to TCP/IP find that
sible, but the DOD says it could take
Systems, a consortium
its roots in the research
seven years to replace TCP/IP.
of computer and netcommunity have proTo make the transition gracefully, the
working companies who
duced aprotocol set that
DOD is forging a coexistence plan, the
want to speed developis as much a philosophy
first step of which is applications-transment of OSI and the inas it is aprotocol. "Venlation software. Later, the National Bu- tegrated services digital
dors are in the dark,"
reau of Standards, under a contract network, is only beginsays Daniel I. Lynch,
from the Defense Communications
ning to staff up.
who is the president of
Agency, will develop internet gateways
In contrast, TCP/IP,
Advanced
Computing
that will "unwrap" datagrams to see which was first impleEnvironments, Cupertiwhether they belong to DOD or OSI sysmented on the Arpanet
no,
Calif.
"They're
tems. It will also develop terminal ac[Electronics,
May 5,
faced with a de facto
cess devices that will log on to either
1983, p. 61], has been
standard that exists only
kind of system. Meanwhile, the NBS has
finding increasing use in
as acollection of papers
set up agroup to develop OSI specifica- industry. The DOD will GATEMAN. An electronic-mail link on the Arpanet."
tions for use by federal agencies.
support further develop- between OSI and DOD nets will be
At Monterey, attendPRIORITY FOR MAIL A series of OSI/
ment of the TCP/IP and first, says the NBS's Mulvenna.
ees debated whether
DOD gateways will begin to take shape
invariably specifies it in
methods of testing and
next month when the NBS network-ap- procurements. Also written into the popcertifying TCP/IP equipment should be
plications group obtains a processor to
ular Berkeley 4.2bsd Unix operating
developed—and if so, who should do it.
support both protocol sets and on which
system, TCP/IP is becoming the commu- They also learned of new Internet protoit can run translations of network-applinications protocol of choice in the abcols being investigated by the Internet
cations software. The first translation
sence of OSI products.
Activities Board, an informal research
will be for electronic mail, enabling
It was precisely because TCP/IP is
group with private-sector and governtransmissions between X.400 OSI net- finding its way into so many commercial
ment members. Its task forces are
works and DOD networks that use the
systems—while OSI struggles to be
working on applications, end-to-end serSimple Mail Transmission Protocol.
born— that last week's seminar was
vices, architecture, engineering, privacy,
X.400 will be first for two
reasons, says group manager
WAYS OF CUTTING AM SKYWAVE SIGNALS TO BE TESTED
Jerry Mulvenna: it's the most
widely implemented OSI ap- An experimental AM antenna
particular problems at night,
signal. They will also radiate
plication, and the translation
project organized by the Nawhen they can bounce off the
skywaves that can cancel out
will be the easiest. The
tional Association of Broadionosphere and produce intermuch of the monopole's skyX.400/SMTP software will
casters could lead to the first ference hundreds or even
ward radiation.
probably be available by late
major improvements in the
thousands of miles away
In Beltsville, the associanext year, Mulvenna said last technology in more than 50
from the source.
tion will set up an antenna
week at aTCP/IP seminar in
years.
To attack the problem, the designed by Ogden PrestMonterey. Next will come a
The project, which will be
NAB will construct towers
holdt of A. D. Ring & Assotranslation between DOD's
discussed at the NAB's Radio
based on two experimental
ciates, Washington. That deFile Transfer Protocol (FTP)
'86 conference in New Ordesigns at leased sites in
sign relies on a combination
and the OSI File Transfer Acleans next week, will focus
Leesburg. Va., and in Beltsof vertical, horizontal, and dicess Method (FTAM); and folon new broadcast antenna deville, Md.
agonal antenna elements that
lowing that a link between
signs that aim to boost signal
At the Leesburg site, the
should improve separate conDOD's Telnet and OSI's Virstrength by pumping more
NAB will try out adesign detrol over groundwave and
tual Terminal Protocol.
radiated energy into the
veloped by Richard Biby of skywave radiation.
FTAM to FTP translation,
groundwave signal while reCommunications Engineering
Before building the towers,
which would give users ac- ducing the amount of energy
Services, Arlington, Va. It's
the NAB must obtain approvcess to each other's network
radiated into askywave.
based on a round electric al from the Federal Commufiles, may be ready six
Current AM antennas rely
screen and a number of
nications Commission, the
months after the mail soft- on vertical towers, which
short, vertical radiators deFederal Aviation Administraware is finished, says Martin generally focus only about ployed around the base of a tion, and local zoning boards,
A. Thompson, assistant direc15% of radiated energy into a conventional vertical, monosays Michael C. Rau, the
pole antenna.
NAB engineer in charge of
tor for interoperability and
groundwave signal that AM
When
properly
tuned,
the project. Then will come a
standards for the Defense
receivers can pick up. The remaining 85% travels outward
these elements are expected
one-year construction period,
Communications Agency.
However, virtual-terminal
and upward into a skywave.
to increase the strength of followed by one year of field
software, which would let us- These skywave signals cause
the monopole groundwave
tests.
-Wesley R. Iversen
MONTEREY, CALIF.
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scientific computing, and testing.
The NBS has also set up the interagency Government OS! Users Committee, to develop afederal specification for
product procurement. The group was
formed in anticipation of apolicy recently developed, but as yet unissued, by the
Office of Management and Budget,
which would mandate use of OSI products on a government-wide basis, says
John Heafner, chief of the NBS Systems
and Network Architecture division.
The committee will attack the problem in two phases, says Heafner. In the
first, the group will define and adopt
OSI protocols that have already been defined for the commercial world by the

NBS/OSI Implementers Workshop. This
group is made up of vendors and users
of commercial OSI equipment.
In phase two, the committee will
identify protocols needed by the government that are not yet part of OSI, and
will work with the ISO and the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee to get them developed.
The Government OSI Users Committee will hold its first meeting only this
month, however, and does not have a
target date for completing the job. In
the meantime, DOD expects entire user
communities to stick with either TCP/IP
or OSI protocols, and to communicate
via the gateways.
-Clifford Barney

on MAP will use a broadband-network
backbone fôr factory-wide communication, but will rely on attached carrierband subnets for cell-level control [Electronics, Nov. 11, 1985, p. 16]. The less
expensive carrier-band technology is
crucial to this scheme; without it, additional broadband network hardware
must be used, and costs climb.
SIMPLER APPROACH. The carrier-band
subnets use phase-coherent frequencyshift-keyed modulation for sending messages with only asingle pair of frequencies. This approach is much simpler and
thus potentially less expensive than the
broadband technique, which requires radio-frequency components and other
complex circuitry for sending modulated
INDUSTRIAL
signals over numerous channels.
Besides being cheaper, carrier-band
subnets are more flexible than broadband, says GM's Bukowski. "With carrier-band, plant maintenance personnel
will be able to set up an application,
modify it, take it down, and move it
CHICAGO
dems—is of vital interest to General Mo- around," something that's not feasible
tors Corp. and other major backers of with broadband, he says. What's more,
major step toward making the
Manufacturing Automation Protocol
MAP. Though testing has focused on
some observers believe that for MAP to
cost-competitive
with
proprietary
broadband implementations so far, the
be practical in the process industries a
networking schemes may be taken be- carrier-band portion of the proposed
carrier-band approach may be necessary
fore the end of the year. The first sinMAP architectures will do the most to
to achieve performance adequate for
gle-chip carrier-band modems designed
hold down costs, according to MAP protime-critical process-control jobs.
to implement the MAP specification are
ponents. "We're expecting multiple venBesides about 10 pilot broadband
about to appear, promising anew thrust dors [of carrier-band products], and
MAP networks that GM is testing at
for those hoping to make MAP the stan- we'd like to see the chips get out there
various factory sites, the automaker
dard in multivendor factory networking.
and knock the price down," says Miearly this year began limited carrierMotorola Inc. is poised to enter the chael F. Bukowski, an Advanced Engiband MAP tests in its Oshawa, Ont.,
market first, with its MAP-compatible neering Staff project engineer at the
plant, says Michael A. Kaminski, MAP
MC68194 carrier-band modem chip. It GM Technical Center, Warren, Mich.
program manager. He adds that GM is
fabricated initial working versions about
MAP is based on the seven-layer open- planning to install its first pilot productwo weeks ago. Sample devices will be
systems interconnection reference model
tion carrier-band MAP subnets in anothready by December, says James F. Vit- developed by the International Organi- er plant next spring, with two more
tera, astrategic marketing manager for zation for Standardization. GM and oth- plants set to come on line next summer.
the company's Semiconductor Products
ers assume that factory networks based
Tests are also planned by the IndusSector in Phoenix, Ariz.
trial Technology Institute, Ann
CARRIER BAND NETS TO OUTSTRIP BROADBAND TYPES
But it looks as if other chip
Arbor, Mich. By the end of the
makers won't be far behind.
year, the nonprofit corporation
West Germany's Siemens AG,
will begin a conformance-testfor example, is developing a
ing service for MAP carriersingle-chip carrier-band modem
6,000
band products, similar to the
device to be known as the
broadband MAP testing service
MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION
PROTOCOL IMAM CARRIER-BAND NETS --dy
SAB82511. The Munich compait already offers, says Andrew
ny declines to say when the
McMillan, manager of the IT!
D
chip will be available, but some
Network Evaluation and Test
4`:)".
industry sources believe samCenter.
co 4,000
ples could be ready by the secGiven the cost, flexibility,
- àc
PROPRIETARY
ond quarter of next year.
and real-time control advancc
MAP BROADBAND NETS /
DISTRIBUTEDo
Intel Corp. plans a similar
CONTROL NETS
tages, most observers expect
e
w
chip for its MAP product line.
the number of carrier-band
PROPRIETARY
No date has been set for intronets sold for MAP applications
PROGRAMMABLE/
duction, says Adi Golbert, secc
will eventually outstrip the
CONTROLLER NETS /
It' 2,000
nior applications engineer for
number of broadband nets.
PROPRIETARY
.\
Intel's Data Communications
Venture Development Corp., a
/ BROADBAND NETS
2
Component Operation in FolNatick, Mass., market research
som, Calif.
firm, projects that sales will
The early availability of carramp up quickly beginning
rier-band chips—which are denext year (see chart) and pass
0
signed to replace the board-lev1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
the 6,000 mark by 1990. That
1990
el circuit implementations now
figure compares to fewer than
SOURCE
VENTURE DEVELOPMENT CORP
being used in carrier-band mo3,000 broadband nets.

WITH CARRIER-BAND CHIPS,
MAP WILL SOON COST LESS

A
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DATA GENERAL ASKS:
ARE YOUR ENGINEERS OPERATING ATA HANDICAP?
GIVE THEM TOTAL RESOURCE-SHARING WITH TE0.1v
THE FIRST COMPLETE INTEGRATED ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENT.
Take the blinders off your engineering and development operations. With asystems solution that
affordably integrates hardware,
applications, advanced office automation and personal productivity
tools in ashared environment.
Data General's Technical
Electronic Office (TEO) integrates
technical applications software
with our industry-leading CEO®
office automation. And our AOS/
DVSTM distributed operating system
allows you to tap all the power and
responsiveness of your entire computing resources from each
workstation.
It's just one of Data General's
total solutions for industrial and

business automation. Asolution
that lets engineering workstations,
superminis and servers work
together as asingle resource.
Only Data General gives you
AOS/DVS or your choice of
enhanced UNIX"' environments on a
full range of compatible processors,
from our new DS/7000" family of
workstations to the new standard for
superminis, the Data General

NW/ 20000'.1And our commitment to
industry standards lets you integrate
your current mainframes. Easily
expand your network. And protect
your investment.
Learn more about Data General's
integrated solutions. Write Data
General, 6300 So. Syracuse Way,
Englewood, CO 80111. Or call
I-800-DATAGEN (in Canada call
1-800- 268-5454).

IjData General
aGeneration ahead.
19S6 Data General Corporation. Westboro, MA. CEO is aregistered trademark and
TEO. AOS,EIVS, DS/7000 and MW200011 are trademarks of Data General.
UNIX is atrademark of AT&T Bell Laboralocies.

Circle 33 on reader service card

NOW EVERYONE'S TALKING
IN 1
EGRATED 1
ESTING.
FOR 'THE LAST THREE YEARS,
GENRAD'S BEEN SHIPPING IT.
No wonder the electronics industry
is clamoring for integrated testing.
By collecting and correlating information
from different parts of your manufacturing
process, integrated test systems enable you
to improve that process dramatically.
For the last three years, GenRad
has been making integrated test systems that
do just that.
Our SCANTh data management
system automatically integrates information
from your component test operations. To
help you identify the most cost-effective test
strategies. And the most reliable vendors.
Our TRACS® data management
system instantly collects and correlates information from all your board test, inspection
and repair loop operations. To give you
on-line feedback on your entire process. So
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you can greatly improve first-pass yields and
cut rework costs.
Our HIPOSr-ST interface translates test patterns generated by our HILO®
logic simulation system to the test pattern
format used by our VLSI testers. This greatly
accelerates test program development. Dramatically reducing your programming costs
and time to market.
And because we have experience
with afull range of design and test systems,
our integrated testers of today will
fit into the completely integrated
factory environment of tomorrow.
A tomorrow we're three years closer
to than anybody else.
1-800-4-GENRAD

The state of the art of
integrated testing.
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DRAMATIC INCREASE IN
MOTOR EFFICIENCY AND
RELIABILITY RESULTS
IN SUBSTANTIAL
COST SAVINGS!
If you use discrete
semiconductor components in 1/2 h.p. to
10 h.p. motor drive cir*Patent
cuits, Solitron Devices'
Pending
new power hybrids* allow
the reduction of space and
weight and resolve complex wiring problems.
If you're not using Solid State components,
these "Mini" packages give you the opportunity
of moving into proven state-of-the art power
hybrid motor drive circuitry.
Just imagine. Power Mosfet or Bipolar hybrid circuits in copper "Mini"
packages with the necessary interconnects including flyback diodes. Today
it's areality. With Solitron's new half bridges, single phase and three phase
full bridges, all the components are electrically isolated from the package
so that it may be directly attached to the heat sink. Electrical insulators are
eliminated, improving mechanical stability of the system with reduced thermal resistance.

Power ratings for half bridges, single phase full bridges and three
phase full bridges are 500V/13A; 400V/15A; 200V/30A; and 100V/40A.
Special circuit configurations are also available on request.
Solitron's energy saving motor speed controllers have numerous aerospace,
military and industrial applications where brush and brushless motors are
employed and where high reliability and high efficiency are design criteria.
They can replace conventional hydraulic control systems presently used on
aircraft for steering, flaps and landing gear with increased efficiency and
reliability. Other applications include drives in automation, robotics and portable equipment where limited source of power, weight, size and high reliability are very critical factors.
All Solitron circuits, whether custom designed or standard types, can be
tested to MIL-STD-883 requirements. For specific information, call our Sales
Department toll-free 1-800-327-8462.

lu
n olitron
DEVICES, INC.

1177 Blue Heron Blvd. Riviera Beach, Florida 33404 (305) 848-4311
TWX: (510) 952-7610/TLX: 51-3435
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Circle 36 on reader service card

Although carrier-band networks may
come to represent the largest unit-volume market for MAP chip and equipment vendors, the business will fall
short of broadband in terms of dollar
volume. Venture Development, for one,
projects the average MAP selling price
per node by 1990 at $1,860 for broadband and $1,375 for carrier-band.
Many industry watchers believe the
difference could be even greater. In
fact, some say, if MAP is to predominate in the factory, carrier-band connection costs must approach parity with the
price of today's proprietary nets. "Users
are looking for Ethernet-type connect
costs, in the $300-to-$600 [per node]

The big question: will
carrier-band nodes
drop to $600 or less?
range," observes Motorola's Vittera.
"Because the silicon in carrier-band
MAP is very similar to [that in] Ethernet, there's no reason why the price
couldn't be about the same."
So far, with no single-chip devices
available, MAP carrier-band modems
have been based on board-level circuit
implementations. Modems made this
way are available for about $700 from
such companies as Concord Data Systems, Waltham, Mass., and the Ridgefield, Conn., Computrol division of
Kidde Automated Systems Inc. Both can
replace a broadband modem in working
with a separate MAP controller board,
which handles layers 2through 7of the
MAP token-passing protocol drawn from
the IEEE-802.4 standard.
The arrival of single-chip carrier-band
modems will allow makers to cut modem prices significantly. At Motorola,
Vittera says the 68194 large-scale-integrated chip, which is fabricated in a 3p,m emitter-coupled-logic process, will be
packaged in a 44-pin plastic-leaded chip
carrier and will be priced initially at
around $30 to $35 apiece. But within a
couple of years, he says, volume pricing
should bring that figure down to between $10 and $15.
Besides selling the chip for use by
original-equipment manufacturers, Motorola is also planning a carrier-band
product as part of its systems-level
MAP line. This unit will integrate the
carrier-band modem chip and associated
devices on a single board with the MAP
token-bus control circuitry. Planned for
introduction late next year, it is expected to sell initially at about $1,000 to
$1,200, Vittera says. But with volume,
the price could eventually drop to
around $500, with the modem accounting for $100 to $150 of the total, Vittera
predicts.
—Wesley R. Iversen
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IC TESTING

ATE MAKERS EYE ISDN AS NEW MARKET
BOSTON

B

nttered by the overall industry
lump, by
of automatic test
equipment are taking increased notice
of the market for ISDN hardware as a
growth area. Though complete standards are still two years off and the
integrated services digital network business is far from booming now, ATE vendors see a large and growing market
coming within reach.
The optimism arises from the production of ISDN chips, the scheduling of
field trials, and the generation of specifications by Bell Communications Research [Electronics, Aug. 21, 1986,
p. 57]. A panel discussion scheduled for
the Sept. 8-12 International Test Conference in Washington will examine what
this activity means for the test industry.
LTX Corp. of Westwood, Mass., was
among the first test-equipment builders
to aggressively target the telecommunications market and now it holds aleading share. Now LTX is among those
pressing hard to capture ISDN devicetest business. Paul Scrivens, vice president of the linear business unit at LTX,
describes the market as "embryonic,"
pegging it at about $100 million for last
year. Business for the current year, he
adds, will probably be down. "I don't
expect it to come back until 1988, when
the [additional] standards are set," says
Scrivens. But within five years, he believes, the ISDN test market will double
In the past, telecommunications had
been mostly an industry closed to testequipment vendors. AT&T Co. and other
major telecommunications companies developed most test equipment themselves. For example, Northern Telecom
Ltd.'s Bell-Northern Research unit, Ottawa, Canada, recently announced asystem for testing ISDN products and analyzing protocols. Such companies have
considered the ATE firms' testers
inferior.
But ATE manufacturers have caught
up with and surpassed the communications industry in test-equipment technology, Scrivens claims. For example, ATE
vendors introduced computer buses into
test equipment, replacing IEEE buses,
and initiated the use of digital signal
processing. Now, Scrivens says, "every
time there's atechnical change, we get
a little more of the market." With the
technical gap closing and AT&T broken
up, there is "very little possibility of
test-equipment companies getting locked
out of the market," he says.
Mixed-signal ISDN devices present
problems of overall synchronization between the analog and digital aspects of
Electronics! September 4, 1986

SCRIVENS: ISDN test-system market will not
take off until 1988, says LTX executive.

the devices and the test system, as well
as event control—the synchronization of
inputs with outputs, ATE makers say.
An additional demand comes from chip
makers, who are struggling to shorten
time-to-market cycles. "Semiconductor

makers have told us it's taking two to
three years" to get devices to market,
says Randy Kramer, communications
applications manager at Teradyne Inc.
of Boston.
Responding to the semiconductor
makers, ATE makers say life with ISDN
could be easier if chip makers provided
for bit-error-rate testing in the receiver
circuit, says Kramer. Test channels or
pins and loop-back modes for receivers
and transmitters internal to the devices
would also be helpful, he adds.
Because ISDN devices have both digital and linear characteristics, the question of single-socket versus multiplesocket testing also arises. "You can't
afford to buy a very large-scale-integration tester and alinear tester," says
Richard Mullen, Teradyne's product
marketing manager for the communications market. So "the problem is how
you maintain ahigh level of quality and
[adherence] to specifications at the test
head with both analog and digital" capabilities. Mullen predicts ATE vendors
will provide integrated testers to satisfy
this need by 1988.
-Craig D. Rose

IMAGING

HOLOGRAPHIC FILTER SPOTS
IMAGES FROM ANY ANGLE
LIVERMORE, CALIF.

R

esearchers at Sandia National Labwioratories have developed a patternrecognition method that could be used
to improve machine-vision systems. Using aholographic filter, the new system
can detect two-dimensional images regardless of position, rotation, or intensity. When rotated, the holographic filter
reveals target images as points of constant amplitude in a Fourier image

15.0

10.0
5.0
0.0

while points corresponding to all other
images are fluctuating in value.
Existing optical methods of pattern
recognition employ correlation filters
that produce maximum response when
the input image closely matches the
stored pattern. However, such filters do
not take into account parametric distortions such as rotation, intensity, or perspective. They recognize only the information that is invariant under these distortions, and such invariant information frequently matches
images other than the target.
The new system was developed by two researchers at Sandia's
Livermore
laboratory,
mathematician George F. Schils
and optical scientist Donald W.
Sweeney. They call it a "lockand-tumbler" process because
only the target image can "unlock" a filter that has been
04
keyed to it. Schils and Sweeney
•
performed their work as part of
SPOTTED. Two spikes in Sandia
system's plot correspond to images
matching astored target image.
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a Digital Equipment Corp.
Sandia's basic research proVAX computer is performed
gram, but they note that it
by the optics in less than a
has applications in all aspects
hundredth of a second, acof machine vision, from
cording to Sweeney.
smart weapons to robotics.
However, not all combinaThe discrimination of the
holographic filter is demontions of the inner products
will produce a filter that exstrated in the illustrations.
hibits the constant response.
The two spikes in the chart
The technique of finding one
(p. 37) were produced from
the two images of the four
that does, called spectral itershown (this page) that match
ation, is similar to those used
in enhancing telescopic imthe target image, by plotting
the ratio of the mean value
ages of stars, Sweeney says.
of each point in successive
It begins with a random
displays of the Fourier image
guess and converges by reto its root-mean-square value.
peated iterations of an algoThe rms deviation at the inrithm to asolution for which
variant points, corresponding
the amplitude harmonics are
to the target images, is zero,
equal.
and thus the ratio approaches
Interestingly, a different
infinity. All other points are
initial guess will produce a
t
7e
smoothed out by variations.
different solution and a difThe constant points are
ferent hologram. Schils says
displayed in a Fourier image WHICH PLANE? Sandia system picks out the two images on the left as he does not know how many
that has been processed by matching the target image, despite their rotations; the others are rejected. solutions are possible.
the holographic filter, which
The hologram designed
is the central component of ahybrid dig- passed through a second Fourier lens.
through these calculations is written by
ital and optical system. The system first
Creating ahologram that will produce
an electron beam on a glass substrate
digitally enhances real-world images,
constant-amplitude harmonics at any ro- about 3mm in diameter. The substrate
then converts them into coherent light tation requires computing the complete is rotated so that all values of the outand passes them through aFourier lens
rotational response of the target image.
put Fourier sum will vary except those
to obtain a spatial transform. Tlle re- The method used entails calculating val- held constant by the filter, which will
sulting image is called aFourier image.
ues for each degree of rotation and find- only be those of the matching image.
SPINNING HOLOGRAM. The hologram is
ing the commonality of these values by
To identify these constant points in a
placed in the focal plane of the Fourier multiplying them together and integrat- field where most values are constantly
lens. When it is rotated, it produces the ing the result. This obtains new values,
changing as the filter is rotated, succesFourier summation of all angular harcalled inner products, that are used to sive output images are put in a frame
monics of the input image. Only the im- determine the basic elements of the im- buffer and the ratio of the mean value
ages of the same target will have the
age. These can be combined in different to the rais value calculated.
same amplitude and phase in their angu- ways to reconstruct all possible rotaDevelopment of the lock-and-tumbler
lar harmonic terms. And because the ho- tions of the image.
process took the Sandia research team,
lographic filter is designed so as to exThe basic elements are used to design
which also included laboratory optical
hibit constant amplitude, the target im- the holographic filter, which in effect scientist Ellen Ochoa, two years. They
ages will show up as constant spots on
performs this reconstruction optically. A now plan to adapt it for three-dimena detector after the beam has been
calculation that would take 10 hours on
sional images.
-Clifford Barney
BUSINESS

HALF-HEARTED CHEERS FOR THE TAX BILL
WASHINGTON

E

lectronics executives aren't exactly
jumping for joy over the compromise tax bill Congress will vote on early
this month, but they aren't spilling tears
over it, either. They say the overhauled
tax plan could have been a whole lot
worse.
The drop in the maximum corporate
tax rate from 46% to 34% is aboon for
electronics companies, many of which
got little help from the tax cuts of the
early 1980s. "We're glad and very supportive of the base-broadening aspects
of the bill," says Vico Henriques, president of Cbema, the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association in Washington. "The drop in the
38

maximum corporate tax rate brings
some instant tax relief."
The new bill, however, has its drawbacks, too. The repeal of the investment
tax credit will hurt capital-intensive
businesses, especially semiconductor
manufacturers, and could also discourage computer sales.
R&D CREDIT CUT. Moreover, although
the tax credit for increases in research
and development spending will be extended—they were scheduled to end this
year—the credit will be reduced from
25% to 20%. Also, capital gains, now
taxed at amaximum rate of 28%, will be
taxed at corporate levels up to the top
rate of 34%, which could eliminate some
incentive for investment. Tax credits for

taxes paid overseas will be reduced, and
the new tax code is designed to encourage increased R&D expenditures within
the U. S., as opposed to overseas.
Henriques says Cbema had hoped to
make the R&D tax credit permanent,
but he is encouraged that Congress recognized the importance of the credit
enough to extend it for at least three
more years. "After all, they could have
deleted it all together," he says. Cbema
also was disappointed that the R&D tax
credit dropped to 20%, but "that may be
fixable two or three years down the
road." Henriques says.
Ralph Thomson, senior vice president at the American Electronics Association, said his organization would
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A
no-nonsense
message for your
workstation
selection
committee...

For workstations that
thrive in amultivendor
HP's powerful family of technical workstations fits
right in with your present computing resources, as well
as those added in the future. With industry standard networking, operating systems, and languages. Plus hundreds
of advanced application packages, and performance extras
to give you the competitive edge in all of your engineering
and technical activities.
Our solutions are implemented on one of the industry's largest technical computer and workstation families.
It consists of the HP Technical Vectra PC, the HP 9000
series 200/300/500, and the new model 84() Precision
Architecture Computer.

Full UNIX System V compatibility.
HP's technical workstations use AT&T's System V
UNIX operating system with Berkeley 4.2 enhancements
and HP improvements. The result is astandard tuned to
the workstation environment with windowing, real-time
I/O extensions, graphics, six languages and other extras.

The networking you need.
HP offers the networking to unify design, test, manufacturing, and technical office automation in your company.
You'll have ARPA and Berkeley services and TCP/IP on
Ethernet** and IEEE 802.3 to provide connectivity with
IBM, DEC, and other vendors' products.

AI power without special AI machines.
You get everything you expect in amultipurpose
workstation, plus the ability to run Artificial Intelligence on
the same machine. Based on Common Lisp, it lets you
harness AI power for accelerated software development.
You can also get premier expert system tools from companies such as Intellicorp and Teknowledge.

Wide range of graphics solutions.
The choice is yours... from low-cost monochrome to
high-resolution color monitors...from simple report

1--1111111MIIMMI1111111111
2
,
jimme

run UNDC systems and
environment, talk to HR
graphics to 3D solids modeling. There are industry standards like GKS and ANSI Computer Graphics Virtual
Device Interface (CG-VDI), to protect your investment
by making your existing software portable. HP's accelerated graphics solutions are highly modular, so you can
upgrade whenever you choose.

Hundreds of application packages.
Specialized technical applications? No problem. HP's
application packages include logic and analog CAE, PCB
CAD, microprocessor software development, 2D design
and drafting, 3D solids modeling and fmite element analysis, documentation and report generation, and database
management. New software packages are constantly being
added for an even larger selection.

HP—protecting your investment.
Buying HP's solutions is not only asmart decision
initially, but it provides the added benefit of lower cost
of ownership that reflects our commitment to quality and
service. For more information, call your local HP sales
office listed in the telephone directory white pages.

Tap HP's DATA-LINE
for complete facts...instantly!
For on-line information 24 hours aday, use your computer, modem, and HP's DATA-LINE. Dial 1-800-367-7646
(300 or 1200 baud, 7bits even parity, 1stop bit).
In Colorado call 1-800-523-1724.
'UNIX is atrademark of AT&T.

”Ethernet is atrademark of Xerox Corporation.
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Circle 41 on reader service card

ahorizontal display to pop up across the
top of the screen. Icons show the condition of each data, bus-management, and
handshake line on the IEEE-488 bus at
the split second the monitor program
was activated. A single keystroke releases the monitor, and the GPIB-PCIII
goes back to its main task, transferring
data to and from the bus.
"The boards have had the special logic, but we have been keeping this feature under wraps" until the software
that makes use of it was ready, says
Donald Nadon, vice president of sales.
The monitoring program is a subset
of more powerful software used on National Instruments' 410 analyzer board,
which can be set to selectively capture
conditions on the 488 bus as well as
search for specific patterns. The monitoring program of the GPIB-PCIII only
presents a freeze-frame image of busline signals at the time it is manually
invoked; it has no self-triggering facility
built in.
Lab engineers and technicians often
need to determine the signaling conditions of the 488 parallel bus when they
are debugging control programs for test
and measurement applications. They
have to find out why buses hang up and
which 488-attached device is not reading
or writing correctly, notes Larry Anglin,
applications engineer for the product.
"Usually, they will have to use dedicated analyzers to evaluate the problem,"
Anglin says.
Stand-alone analyzer boxes do offer
more sophisticated capabilities, but
they're also much more expensive than
the resident monitoring software, says
Donald Nadon. He estimates dedicated
analysis hardware can cost as much as
$5,000, compared with $795 for the
GPIB-PCIII board.
-.I. Robert Lineback

industries like ours that were caught in
work toward getting apermanent R&D
a recession during 1985 and '86," Hatax credit. "With the present competitano explains.
tive environment, to be moving backSuccessful, non-capital-intensive comwards on incentives for commercial
R&D is counterproductive," he says.
panies, however, such as Apple Computer Inc. or Tandy Corp., will benefit
"Raising the percentage and extending
greatly from the legislation, according
that timespan is a major goal." The
to Eugene Glazer, an analyst at Dean
Semiconductor Industry Association
Witter Reynolds Inc., New York. "Apple
also plans to lobby for permanent tax
and Tandy, they pay real taxes, high
credits.
rates," he says. "Overall, their rates will
Some companies will be hurt more
go down." Systems integrators, such as
than others. Chip makers are really
Eastman Kodak Co. or
feeling the brunt of the
Xerox Corp., however,
bill, says Daryl Hatano,
Industry groups
will not be greatly afgovernment
affairs
want to save the fected, in Glazer's view.
manager for the SIA.
Peter
McCloskey,
"The loss of the investR&D tax credit
ment tax credit puts us
president of the Electronic Industry Associain a bit of a hole," he
tion, is among those who are not fully
says. "Even with the lower rates, we
convinced of the bill's merits. "We had
are still overall worse off than with
to make certain concessions, and the
current law."
Also painful for semiconductor com- partial loss of the R&D tax credit was a
panies, he says, is the loss of the 100% price we had to pay" to gain a better
tax law.
investment tax credit carry-over, apro"Generally, we were treated favorvision which allowed a company that
lost money (and therefore owed no tax- ably," he says. But balancing the budes) to save investment tax credits until get is still the most important economic
it started making money and paying
issue facing the country, McCloskey
says, and the bill does little or nothing
taxes. Now only 65% of investment tax
about it.
-Tobias Naegele
credits can be carried over. "That hurts
INSTRUMENTATION

SOFTWARE TURNS PC INTO
IEEE-488 BUS MONITOR
AUSTIN, TEXAS

personal

computer owners who have
m"-- recently installed an IEEE-488-bus
interface board from National Instruments Corp. got a better bargain than
they knew. The Austin-based company
is about to ship asoftware package that
brings adormant section of the board to
life as a488-bus monitor.
The software and special interface
logic depict the bus's line-signal conditions in apop-up screen display that replicates the front control panel of adedicated analyzer box. The software is
scheduled to debut next week at Midcon '86 in Dallas, and the company plans
to give a copy—which it says is worth
about $100—to anyone who already
owns a GPIB-PCIII board or who buys
one by the end of this year. The board,
which can transfer data at 1megabit/s,
has been on the market for nine
months.
National Instruments executives liken
the pop-up engineering tool to the growing number of memory-resident officeautomation aids for personal computers,
such as on-line spelling checkers and
pop-up calculators. They say it puts a
488-bus analyzer at the fingertips of
those using IBM Corp. Personal Com42

puters and compatibles. The monitor
software resides in about 9-K bytes of
main memory.
To see what's happening on the instrumentation bus, users strike two
keys simultaneously. The command interrupts the bus's operation and causes
'T.HR HEX
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IF IBSTAZ (8 THEN GOSUB 3889
Trigger the device.
CALL IBIRG (1)Ultz)
IF IBSIAz < 8 THEN GOSUB 3988

REM
REM Wait for the DOM to set ROS or for e
REM tiiteaut; if the current time limit is too
REM short, use IBT140 to change it.
REM
&1148
;CALL I
BMA I
I (Dotz t
mse.)
IF (IMIAZ AND &HCON) 0 9THEN GOSUB 3999
REM
REM Since neither a timeout nor an error
In occurred, IBIJAIT must have returned on

Inn 220
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FREEZE. National Instruments' software lets users halt action on the IEEE-488 bus.
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FIRST 256K. SRAMs

AT VOLUME CROSSOVER PRICES

NEC

CLEARS THE FINAL
HURDLE: COST- EFFECTIVE CROSSOVER
FROM THE 4364 TO THE 43256 -NOW
If you're looking into anew design or upgrading an existing one, gain acompetitive edge
with the industry's first 256K Static RAM. At prices
comparable to 64K design solutions, NEC now
makes it cost-effective to cross over to the 256K
Go With The Leader
When it comes to innovation, NEC leads the
way. We're the first — with the technology, in the
market, in volume production, and offering surface
mount packaging.
And, with manufacturing in both the United
States and Japan.
Gain All The Benefits
Make the move now to 256K static RAMs
and gain areal advantage over your competition.
Reduce component count. Reduce board space.
Increase density. Expand software capability.
Reduce chip select decoding logic and save up
to 40 ns for extra memory access time.
256K SRAM Selection Guide
ORG

Access
Time
(ns)

Cycle
Time
(ns)

Standby
Power
(mW)

Active
Power
(mW)

pPD43256-10

32K x8

100

100

11

385

pPD43256-12

32K x8

120

120

11

385

pPD43256-15

32K x8

150

150

11

385

pPD43256-10L

32K x8

100

100

.55

385

pPD43256-12L

32K x8

120

120

.55

385

pPD43256-15L

32K x8

150

150

.55

385

Device

Available Packages: C-Plastic DIP, 28 Pin; G-Plastic miniflat, 28 Pin.

Call Toll Free
Stay ahead of your competition. Give us a
call today at: 1-800-632-3531. In California:
1-800-632-3532.
eCopyright 1986 NEC Electronics Inc.

WE'RE TAKING ON THE FUTURE

NEC

NEC Electronics Inc.
401 Ellis Street
P.O. Box 7241
Mountain View, CA 94039-7241
Circle 43 on reader service card

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

MODULE ADDS SMARTS
TO MINITEL TERMINAL
nal. The basic idea isn't new; ahandful
of boxes already exist that hook the
Minitel up to alimited range of computers and printers or generate cyclical advertising displays, but they sell for
$300 to $700. One small company, Télématique Videotex Française SA, for example, markets an advertising-message
module for $500.
OFF-UNE SAVINGS. Mistral does that and
more. It helps cut costs for those using
Minitel's data bank, the most common
uses of which are looking up the numbers of service people and reviewing
bank statements. Mistral users can call
up information, store it, then turn off
the telecommunications link and work
with the information off line. Companies
that make heavy use of Minitel to send
internal messages can slash line charges
by preparing texts in advance, then using the line only to transmit.
The module has no controls; all functions are performed from the terminal's
keyboard, which includes afunction key
to disconnect it from the telephone line.
The module is built around an 8-bit 6802
microprocessor supplied by ThomsonCSF (which has alicense for the device
from Motorola Inc.) and has 8-K bytes
of static random-access memory and 32K bytes of erasable programmable readonly memory in its basic version. An
additional 32-K bytes of SRAM runs the
price up another $130. Dollet originally
considered using semicustom circuits for
the module but ruled them out because
they cost too much.
Even using standard components,
Dollet was able to package Mistral 1in
abox that measures 4.4 by 1by 3.7 in.,
small enough to fit into
the carrying-handle indentation at the top rear of
the Minitel cabinet.
For Dollet and cofounder Gérard Cappagli,
Mistral 1 is just the first
of afamily. "All the products will be the same
shape and price" and fit
into the Minitel handle
space, says Dollet But
unlike the Mistral 1, "the
next project will directly
attack the home-computer
market. Minitel in the future will be in all homes,
so we will need to develop
family uses, such as cassettes with applications
INTELLIGENCE. Mistral module fits into the handle space of a software," he suggests.
-Jennifer L. Schenker
Minitel and turns it into areasonably smart terminal.

PARIS

T

French Minitel videotex terminal
already has proved to be afountain
of francs for banks, retailers, airlines,
service industries, and a growing band
of entrepreneurs who use it to offer everything from legal advice to dating services. Now asix-person Paris firm, C&D
Informatique SA, is cashing in on the
fast-growing Minitel network with hardware—a $200 microprocessor-based interface module that lets users work
with their terminals off line.
Intended mainly for business users,
C&D's Mistral 1module got off to afast
start last month after it was featured in
aTV newscast. Vacations make August
a poor month for business in France,
but 4,000 viewers phoned to ask about
the module the same week, reports
Christian Dollet, a cofounder of the
two-year-old company. "We had athousand in stock and they're almost gone."
C&D has an arrangement with asmall
factory in Limoges to produce the module, but it is lining up other contractors
to turn out as many as 100,000 amonth
if they are needed to meet demand.
"Mistral targets a large percentage of
people using Minitel," Dollet says.
"There are 1,800,000 Minitels in France
and we know that the Direction Générale des Télécommunications [the government agency that runs the phone system] wants aMinitel for each telephone
in the future, because the system was
created to replace telephone books
[ElectronicsWeek, June 10, 1985, p. 17]."
In effect, the Mistral module converts
a "dumb" Minitel tethered to the telephone network into an intelligent termihe

To 27 million
Americans,
this scene is
afairy tale.
Simply because they
can't read.
Functional illiteracy is a
problem that now affects
1out of 5American adults.
You can change that by
making atax-deductible
contribution to the Coalition
for Literacy. Call us toll-fi-ee
at 1-800-228-8813 and bill
it directly to your credit card.

Volunteer Against
Illiteracy.
The only degree
you need is a
degree of caring.
Coma
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HOW TO PUT
PEN To PAPER.
First, clear your mind of all thoughts of
ing density adjustments and special effects
using aplotter.There's afaster, more colorful, with easy front panel control entries.
more controllable way to get color
Then you'll see your A or B size copies
hardcopy.
(and A size transparencies) in as little as
45 seconds.
The new Seiko Hardcopier.
It gives you solids like you've never seen
Interfacing is easy, too. You can work
before. In shades you've only thought
with either video (no need to write software)
or parallel interfaces. And get copies the
about. Because this hardcopier lets you
work with 4,912 colors. And adjust the
same morning your hardcopier is delivered.
individual intensity of each one. Without
One more thing. Your hardcopier can be
relying on your host to do the
ashared resource with Seiko's new multiwork.
plexor. Because it lets you connect up to four
Plus you can use the copier's different signal sources at the same time.
own intelligence. Doing color
So make anote. Look into the Seiko
assignments, dithering techHardcopier today. You'll see the fastest, most
niques, scaling, rotacolorful way ever to get your pen on paper.
tion, aspect ratio
Call Martin Nelson at
changes,
(408) 943-9100 today INSTRUMENTS
print-

SEIKO

c 1986 Seiko Instruments US &, Inc.
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If you're not finding Gate An y
Advanced Schottky and SMI faults,
maybe the fault lies with your tester.
:
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Introducing Teradyne's L210i.
Test ASIC's ASAP.
The only true VLSI in-circuit tester.
One of the biggest problems for in-circuit
There are alot of other in-circuit testers
testers today is ASIC's. If they detect ASIC
out there. But on VLSI boards, all they test
faults at all, it's only because you've spent
is your patience.
weeks and weeks programming them.
Now there's the L210i 'VLSI In-Circuit
Not so with the L210i. It has aunique
Tester from Teradyne. It has over 3,000
VLSI device tester architecture. So you can
bidirectional test pins. With digital, analog,
use patterns from device design and test
and memory testing on every pin. And 10
databases. The L210i's translators convert
Board Under Test
MHz pattern rates.
patterns quickly.
Most importantly, the
Plus, the L210i stores
L210i delivers 95% or greater
'
and processes lengthy test
4"-8" Fixture Wire
fault coverage on VLSI boards,
data efficiently. So you save
in just 1-2 months. Because it's
valuable time in testing
the first and only in-circuit tester
gate arrays and other semithat handles the three biggest
custom devices.
problems in in-circuit testing
You won't find that in any
today.
other in-circuit tester.
The L2101 delivers waveforms
accurately at the board under test
for repeatable test resul s.
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High Performance
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clusters. Memory arrays. Or hard-toisolate devices.
With its MultiMode capability, you
can easily partition the board into
functional clusters, making the most
of the L210i's functional test and diagnostic techniques.
That means you'll never be trapped
by in-circuit testability problems again.

The L210i is Teradyne's first board tester for VLSI
in-circuit testing, and in-circuit tester budgets.

Repeatability. Repeatability.
Repeatability.
With the L210i, you won't be plagued
by unreliable tests of your high performance logic. False clocking. Or shifting
signal timing.
Because the L210i features short, low
inductance fixture wiring. Superb driver
electronics. And powerful debug tools. So
everything you test gets tested repeatedly.
Including high speed ECL and FAST* Even
Advanced Schottky and CMOS, with their
tricky overdrive impedances.
The L210i fears no logic.
The only in-circuit tester with an
escape hatch.
The L210i is the only in-circuit tester
that's flexible enough to test today's SMT

No-fault insurance.
Teradyne's L200 family has set the
standard for VLSI board testing in
this decade, driving test quality up to
bring costs down.
Now the L210i offers the first practical
VLSI in-circuit test solution. It's the system
you need to boost board yields at system
test. And make your in-circuit test strategy
successful.
If you can't afford atester that misses
VLSI faults, you'd better find out more
about the L210i. Write Teradyne, 321
Harrison Avenue, Boston, MA 02118. Or
call Daryl Layzer, L200 Product Group,
617/482-2700, ext. 2808.
'Trademark of Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.

We measure quality.
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sor buts.
Sanyo's No Excuses
Guarantee means
just that-on time,
on performance and
on price.
Sanyo has been selected "Vendor of
the Year" by the world's leading manufacturers of computers, telecommunications
equipment, portable tools, appliances and
calculators.
Why?
We simply make good on what we
promise.
We begin by providing atruly comprehensive line of batteries: rechargeable
NiCad, 10-year laser-lithium, solar batteries and of course, avariety of custom
designs.
They meet specifications—the first time
around. Because we start by getting aclear
idea of our customers' needs—and letting
that determine our solution. Instead of
supplying a"formula" answer.
Sanyo batteries perform at the highest
standards of quality and reliability. Because
before they leave our hands, they're subjected to tests far tougher than anything
they'll meet in the field.
Delivery? It goes without saying that
shipments will absolutely be in on time.
And in on price.
No excuses.
No wonder Sanyo is the choice of leading manufacturers. When you keep your
word, word gets around.
For more information, call Sanyo
Electric, Inc. Battery Division: In NJ,
(201) 641-2333; CA, (213) 537-5830;
IL (312) 595-5600.

When you make the world's best,
word gets around.
Circle 49 on reader service card
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U. S.-JAPANESE COMBINE PLANS A JOINT VENTURE IN CHIPS
'executives of aU. S. maker of chip sets for IBM PC clones were scheduled
Gto head for Japan on Labor Day to nail down details of apartnership with
one of Japan's largest software companies. The two firms, Chips & Technologies Inc. of Milpitas, Calif., and Ascii Corp. of Tokyo, are putting together a
company to enter new worldwide markets, particularly in communications
protocols such as those for the integrated services digital network. Plans are
still tentative—the new firm does not even have aname yet—but the idea is to
use Chips & Technologies' computer-aided-engineering system for design
work and have the products manufactured by major Japanese chip makers
working as silicon foundries. The two companies will each hold an equal
share of the majority interest in the new venture. Minority investors will include
general trading company Mitsui Bussan, component and equipment manufacturer Kyocera, and perhaps others, including diversified manufacturer Nippon
Gakki. Tentative arrangements call for Kazuhiko Nishi, vice president of Ascii,
to be president of the new company and for Gordon A. Campbell, president
and chief executive officer of Chips & Technologies, to be chairman.
D
SIEMENS MIXES LITHOGRAPHY METHODS FOR GaAS ICs
iemens AG is joining the likes of Raytheon, Tri Quint Semiconductor, and
SWestinghouse
in combining optical and electron-beam lithography to build

gallium-arsenide ICs. Researchers at the Munich company are producing
prototype GaAs field-effect transistors for use in broadband communications
systems that handle data at rates up to 10 gigabits/s. Like the other companies, Siemens uses the electron beam to make the gates, whose length-0.5
burl and less—is crucial to high-speed device operation. It uses the speedier
optical methods for the less critical structures between 0.5 and 2p.m.
0
SONY INTRODUCES NEW 8-MM PRODUCTS AND PROMISES MORE

Sment, Sony Corp. is coming out with afeature-loaded camcorder as well

triving for advantage in the battle over 8mm-format video-cassette equip-

as anew recorder, and promises more products before the end of the year.
At $1,795, the camcorder is $182 more than Sony's recently introduced
model [Electronics, June 2, 1986, p. 11]. It boasts a wiper/fader, titling in
seven colors, continuous color balance, variable zoom speed, and both
single-frame and interval recording (at 8frames every 10 seconds). The new
VCR sports aprice tag of $1,149, some $464 less than the existing top-of-the
line model. Meanwhile, Hitachi Ltd. has lined up with Victor Co. of Japan and
against Sony in the format imbroglio. Hitachi, which sells camcorders under
its own name in JVC's VHS-C format, says it will stay in that camp and will
supply a 3-lb unit to camera makers Kyocera (Yashica), Asahi Pentax, and
Minolta [Electronics, July 10, p. 42]. Kyocera will also continue to sell privatelabel Sony models.
0
EAST GERMANS EMPHASIZE ELECTRONICS IN THEIR LATEST 5-YEAR PLAN

Tbasket, with particular emphasis on automated production. In the newest
he East German government is placing most of its eggs in an electronic

version of the government's five-year plan, running through 1990, the electrical and electronics industry has been assigned a growth rate of 8.3% to
8.6% ayear, agoal higher than those assigned to any other industrial sector.
The number of industrial robots is to triple, from about 4,500 last year, and the
number of flexible automated-production centers is to quadruple, from the
present 20 to 80. All in all, East Germany's GNP is slated to rise to 4.7% a
year, which compares with an annual 4.4% during the previous five years. D
50
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Long hours.
Late nights.
Lost weekends.
Nobody said
choosing an ASIC company
was going to be easy

Xerox spent ayear
examining the same
ASIC companies you're
looking at now.
Only one made it
to the top.
Long hours. Late nights. Lost weekends. Nobody said it was going to be easy.
But choosing the right ASIC manufacturer is critical to your product's
success — and perhaps your company's.
So when Xerox anticipated their
long-term needs for CMOS gate arrays
and standard cells, they constructed
acomprehensive list of criteria and
launched aworld-wide search.
That search took more than ayear
and involved over 30 companies. In the
end, only one had the right combination
of sophisticated design tools, extensive
cell libraries, dedicated engineering

and support staffs, well-established
manufacturing strength, the flexibility to
meet customer needs, and ademonstrated long-term commitment to ASIC
technology.
Because Xerox knew they needed
more than just an ASIC supplier... they
needed an ASIC technology alliance.
That's why Xerox chose National
Semiconductor.
Ifyou want to learn what Xerox
learned about National, just write:
National Semiconductor Corp.
MS/23-200
P.O. Box 58090
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090

rr:n National
&A Semiconductor
Circle 53 on reader service card

Maglatch10-5.
The world's smallest
relay with
indestructible memory.

Our little magnetic latching TO-5
relay simply never forgets. Once it's
set with ashort pulse of coil voltage,
Teledyne's Maglatch TO-5 will retain
its state until reset. Even if system
power fails or is shut off.
Because holding power is not
required, the Maglatch TO-5 uses
less energy than any other relay you
can buy. This makes it ideal for any
situation where power drain is critical.
And its tiny footprint makes it ideal
for high density printed circuit boards.

For RF switching applications, the
Maglatch's low intercontact capacitance and contact circuit losses provide high isolation and low insertion
loss up through UHF
The Maglatch TO-5 is available
in SPDT and DPDT styles. And it
comes in commercial/industrial
versions as well as military versions
qualified to "1,22 "M' and "P" levels
of MIL-R-39016.
Teledyne is an industry leader.
We have been for over twenty years.

We've used our technical and manufacturing know-how to create the
world's best subminiature electromechanical and solid state relays.
If you'd like complete technical
information about our Maglatch
TO-5 relay, or applications assistance,
please call or write today. We're here
to help you.

O'TELEDYNE RELAYS

Innovations In Switching Technology

12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 •(213) 777-0077
European Huns: Abraham Iincoln Suasse 38-42, 62 Wiesbaden, W. Germany •06121-7680
Belgium Sales Office: 181 Chaussee de la Hulpe, 1170 Brussels •(2) 673-99-88
U.K. Sales Office: Heathrow House, Bath Rd., Cranford, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW 59QQ •01-897-2501
Japan Sales Offit r: "litikoh No. 3Building, 2-10-7 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku. lbkyo. 150 Japan •(03) 797-5255
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH I

INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

FAIRCHILD'S
RADICAL PROCESS
FOR BUILDING
BIPOLAR VLSI

B

ipolar technology, always faster than CMOS, is about to
break through into CMOS-level density. For years, that
achievement has eluded the makers of bipolar chips, although
they have managed to reach the feature size necessary for very
large-scale integration. Attempts to fabricate dense bipolar
Electronics/September 4, 1986
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approaching 1-ns speeds are possible. The
next-generation 1-1.1.m process will bring 256-K
SRAMS of comparable speed.
Within the next six to nine months, Fairchild
expects to begin shipping samples of avariety of
Aspect products, including a 10,000-gate ECL array, a400-MHz digital-to-analog converter, and a
video shift register for graphics processing. The
Aspect process will reach its full potential in fullcustom and standard random-logic designs, at
least doubling the density of such implementations as gate arrays. And density will be increased even more by stacking logic levels.
One of the most exciting prospective applications of the Aspect process is in the fabrication
of high-performance 16- and 32-bit microprocessors. Fairchild's designers can integrate 20,000
gates in 2-p.m geometry on a 0.4-by-0.4-in. chip,
assuming that power consumption does not exceed 20 w. Using 1.5-p.m design rules, a chip of
the same size can hold another 10,000 gates. And
when 1-1.4.m Aspect technology becomes available,
70,000 gates will fit.
Aspect is one of a number of developments
marking the resurgence of bipolar technology.
One sign of that resurgence is the resurrection
of the Bipolar Circuits and Technology Meeting
(see p. 100). Before Aspect, bipolar technology
trailed mos processes in the number of gates
that could be packed on achip. At current 2-pm
geometries, MOS has a significant lead over ECL.
Moreover, while mos continues to improve in
density, conventional ECL hits a plateau even as
feature sizes fall to the 1-p,m dimension.
Aspect processing, however, allows bipolar
technology to challenge the dominance of mos
(Fig. 1). The density of bipolar will soon equal
that of MOs. Moreover, chips fabricated with the
Aspect process will continue to provide faster
switching speeds than their mos counterparts.
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1. ONE BETTER. Bipolar

ICs fabricated in the Aspect process wil

match the density of MOS devices and surpass them in speed.

devices have run up against oversize transistors,
excessive power dissipation, and low yields. Now
a new process based on the concept of contactless transistors has reduced the size of these
devices and virtually eliminated the problems of
interconnecting them on a chip. It will make it
possible to create the chips needed for further
development of such products as mainframe supercomputers and advanced engineering work
stations. The contactless process also cuts power
consumption and increases yield.
Developed by Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.'s
Research Laboratory, the Aspect process uses
conservative 2-gm design rules to bring omoSlike VLSI density and 500-MHz clock rates to an
enhanced class of emitter-coupled-logic integrated circuits. Not only will Aspect allow fabrication of gate arrays ranging in density from
20,000 to 80,000 gates; it will also allow the design of memories of very high density and
speed. With the present 2-p.m process, 64-K
KEY PROCESS PARAMETERS
Aspect

o.— —
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Effective gate size (mil 2 )

4

Power per gate (PM)

1

Isoplanar ECL
15
5

Loaded-gate delay fps)

350

500

Unloaded gate delay (ps)

200

250

Power-delay product IPM
--

0.2

1.25

REDUCING THE GATE
To fabricate dense ECL digital ICs, chip designers must optimize three parameters: density,
power, and speed. The first step is to reduce the
size of a basic gate. With Fairchild's current 3p.m Isoplanar ECL technology, each gate occupies about 15 mil 2.A standard 0.4-by-0.4-in. chip
can theoretically hold about 5,000 gates, including interconnecting wiring. Each gate, however,
consumes about 5mw in order to keep propagation delays in the range of 500 ps under loaded
conditions. But if each gate dissipates 5 mw, a
5,000-gate chip would consume 23 w, far too
much power for current IC packages. Conservative design in Isoplanar ECL dictates a total of
about 200 gates for a device that consumes 5
mw/gate—hardly VLSI.
An Isoplanar ECL gate's power-delay product is
1.25 pJ, based on a dissipation of 5 mw and an
unloaded-gate delay of 250 ps. Aspect's designers,
aiming for true VLSI densities of around 20,000
gates per device, sought to lower the power-delay
Electronics/September 4, 1986

CROSSCOUPLING
POLYSILICIDE LINES

2. DUAL-PURPOSE. Fairchild Semiconductor's Aspect process is based on the concept of contactless transistors. The polysilicide
lines that interconnect common transistor nodes also serve as part of the transistor's base, collector, and emitter.

product to less than 0.2 pJ per gate (table). This cide can be extended in any direction throughout
meant a dissipation of about 1mw/gate and an the substrate, any number of transistors or logic
unloaded propagation delay of 200 ps. And it re- elements having common points can be connectquired transistors small enough—less than 4 ed (Fig. 2). Moreover, the metal contact that
connected the emitter to other elements kept an
mi12—to fit these operating parameters.
Fairchild designers decided against modifying emitter from coming close to the surface. With
Isoplanar ECL technology. For one thing, Iso- the development of polysilicide as an interconplanar ECL consumes too much power. For an- nect, Fairchild designers had an opportunity to
other, scaling down from 3-1.tm to 2-Ftm geometry not only bring emitters closer to the surface but
does not appreciably increase packing density, also to fabricate shallower bases.
because lateral diffusions and encroachments
Because polysilicide can short two doped layare too large. In addition, designers
would have had to deal with exacting ECL processes such as diffusions,
contact holes, and inside islands, plus
the technology's inability to align
mask levels—all formidable barriers.
Yields also would be problematic.
VLSI devices must be manufactured
at yields at least an order of magnitude better than those of low-density
ECL chips. Typical failure rates for
ECL transistors in manufacturing are
on the order of 100 parts per million.
Aspect, however, has a manufacturing failure rate of 10 ppm. Such low
rates are mandatory for devices that
will contain 100,000 or more transistors. In fact, recent yield figures on
the Aspect process indicate that 3
ppm could be possible once the process is refined.
An npn transistor fabricated in Aspect's contactless process has polysilicide running above the base and
collector regions, which serves two
purposes. First, it connects the base
and collector electrodes; second, it
eliminates the need to connect the 3. BUFFER. A chemically deposited oxide covers an Aspect-fabricated npn
two electrodes on a common metal transistor's polysilicide interconnection material and isolates the emitter, base,
contact point. Because the polysili- and collector from the metal layer that will be formed over the oxide.
Electronics/September 4, 1986
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4. FAST SWITCH. An Aspect gate (right) will still switch at subnanosecond speeds, even though power varies.

ers—one p and one n—fewer contact windows
need to be opened on the chip. This makes more
area available for active devices, which permits
increased packing density.
These contactless connections are the result of
anumber of bipolar processing enhancements to
planar technology. For example, Fairchild's planarization process eliminates the well-known
bird's beak phenomenon, in which residual polysilicon, called stringers, cause the shorting of
transistor bases to emitters. This improved planarization opens the way for polysilicide to be
used as an interconnection medium.
One reason that polysilicide can be used as an

Because Aspect is relatively insensitive
to misalignment, it will be able to move
to smaller geometries much more easily
than can conventional bipolar processes
interconnection medium is that it is buried beneath alayer of oxide formed by chemical vapor
deposition. A metal layer can be formed over the
oxide without concern for its shorting to the
polysilicide.
Instead of using conventional copper-doped
aluminum for emitter connections, Aspect uses
polysilicide because it is a more reliable current
carrier. Metal lines must be made extremely
thin-3/4 to 1-p,m wide—to fabricate a small
transistor whose base and emitter are close together. The already thin lines narrow even further as they pass through the bird's beak area in
other ECL transistors, creating a localized weak
spot. Current flow on the order of 5 mA can
burn through the metal at the weak spot, especially if the transistor operates at high temperature. Polysilicide emitter connections can be up
58

to 4 p.m wide, and so they pose no currenthandling difficulties and no excessive dissipation
that could melt the lines.
In the Aspect process, atypical npn transistor
is fabricated by composed masking, which means
that critical spacings between the base and emitter are defined at the same mask level (Fig. 3).
Alignment becomes less important, because any
movement of the polysilicon mask either to the
left or to the right equally shifts the base and
emitter electrodes. If the base and emitter were
defined at different mask levels, as in conventional bipolar processing, even the slightest misalignment between two masks could result in
open or shorted connections.
Because alignment tolerances are not expected
to improve significantly as transistor geometries
are scaled to 0.5-µm spacings, Aspect's relative
insensitivity to misalignment will enable it to
move to smaller geometries with less difficulty
than conventional bipolar processes. For example, the best available steppers can hold a tolerance of about 0.1 i.tm, more than adequate for
building transistors with 2-p,m spacing. Though
designers would like greater tolerances for 0.5spacing, it is unlikely that the necessary
machinery will materialize.
An important feature of Aspect is that it is
almost entirely self-aligning. The polysilicide covering the base, emitter, and collector regions can
align itself to the polysilicon layer, and the n+
polysilicon layer can align itself to the emitter.
Aspect also uses polysilicon resistors, which are
formed over the field oxide. Such resistors exhibit very low junction capacitance, making them
ideal passive components for high-speed logic
circuits.
Aspect is the first bipolar process to use polysilicon for the emitter structure. Polysilicon acts
as a source of impurities that enter the device's
crystal structure. This permits the fabrication of
Electronics/September 4, 1986

extremely shallow emitters—about 500 A below
the surface. Before Aspect, the shallowest emitters in bipolar technology were at least 1,000
below the surface—it was impossible to make
them shallower. The metal-over-single-crystal
emitter structure in conventional bipolar technology acts as a sink for the hole current coming
from the base, thereby lowering the transistor's
current gain.
As in the emitter, polysilicide serves as a
source of impurities for the base. This allows
both shallow and narrow base regions to be fabricated with significant amounts of base doping.
The combination of shallow emitters and bases
leads to transistors with a very high gain-bandwidth product. And the higher the gain-bandwidth product, the faster the transistor operates
in switching applications.
BUFFERING THE STRUCTURE

In addition to eliminating conventional metal
contacts, polysilicide acts as a buffer between
the polysilicon base and emitter regions below it
and the metallization layer above it. Although
the layer is only about 0.2 gm, it plays an important role in the vertical scaling of bipolar transistors. Before Aspect, transistors could be scaled
only in the horizontal plane, in part because extremely shallow junctions could not be fabricated. No matter how small atransistor's horizontal
dimensions, its performance seldom reached designers' expectations. By scaling both horizontally and vertically, bipolar transistors can be re-

duced in size and upgraded in performance.
The power-delay product remains the most
useful and universal specification for defining
the performance of a logic gate. Besides reducing agate's power consumption to 1mw or less
to achieve device densities of about 20,000 gates,
bipolar chip designers must develop gates that
operate at 1ns or less to meet the requirements
of supercomputers and other sophisticated, highend computing equipment.
An Aspect gate's power consumption can vary
over a wide range (Fig. 4); yet the device maintains subnanosecond switching performance. For
example, at acurrent of 55 jaA, the gate delay is
550 ps; at 350 I.LA, the delay improves to 170 Ps.
This is an important factor in application-specific
IC fabrication. It means that a designer can program slower logic paths for lower current (hence
lower power consumption) while maintaining high
performance in terms of switching speed. And
when power consumption is reduced, packing density can be increased, since achip's consumption is
the limiting factor in Ic design. With more gates
on achip, agreater number of logic functions can
be incorporated within a single IC.
El
TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH is a regular feature of

Electronics that provides readers with exclusive, in-depth reports on important technical
innovations from companies around the
world. It covers significant technology, processes, and developments incorporated in major
new products.

HOW VORA TURNED ECL INTO A TECHNOLOGY DRIVER
the importance that
Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. places on
bipolar technology is that 50 to 60 designers and engineers are on the bipolar
research team—more than the entire
technical staff at many companies.
Heading that effort is 48-year-old
Madhu Vora, principal architect of Fairchild's Aspect, a bipolar process based
on the use of contactless transistors.
By the early 1980s, it became clear to
Vora and his fellow workers at the Fairchild Research Laboratory in Palo Alto
that the design and fabrication of bipolar circuits would have to be changed
radically to achieve very large-scale integration. "The situation is very much different from the late '70s when bipolar
designers looked to MOS and CMOS for
the techniques and processes that would
allow them to achieve LSI levels," he
says.
"Bipolar VLSI is pushing into areas
that even CMOS VLSI has not gone. Reversing the situation of the '70s, CMOS
designers are looking to bipolar VLSI as
their technology driver, borrowing such
One measure of
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techniques as multilevel interconnections, the use of alternatives to aluminum for interconnect, and silicided interconnects and gates."
Fairchild's Aspect process goes several steps further. "I think it is safe to
say that Aspect is a revolutionary step
forward, not only in bipolar, but also in

VORA: Pushing bipolar into new areas

MOS/CMOS VLSI as well," Vora says.
Ultimately, he believes, almost every
technique that the Aspect process uses
for the fabrication of bipolar circuits can
also solve certain problems in MOS design. "In particular, advanced CMOS
VLSI processes are running into the
same problems with diffusions and contact holes that ECL designs are having.
Applying the contactless-transistor approach to MOS designs would result in
similar improvements in density, speed,
and reliability."
Born in Amreli, India, Vora earned his
BSEE degree at the Government Engineering College in Jabalpur and his
MSEE at the Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Mass. Before joining Fairchild as its director of bipolar
research, he spent 14 years at IBM
Corp. in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., leaving in
1976 as asenior engineering manager.
His first effort at Fairchild was managing the development of Isoplanar ECL
and its transfer to production. He also
worked on the company's 9450 bipolar
microprocessor.
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An ASIC design won't sparkle,
if your vendor doesn't cut it.
In Application Specific ICs (ASICs),
you have two choices—an optimal
design or something less brilliant.

array. Or astandard cell. Or acellbased custom circuit.

That's why you can be shortchanged
by aone-product ASIC house. They
must sell you what they have— not
necessarily what you need. You miss
out on the full promise of ASICs.
Here's why.

These are simply different approaches to an IC that meets your
application requirements. Time-tomarket, development cost, production
price and performance needs make
every job different. No design
approach works best every time.

An optimal ASIC design gives
you the edge.
An ASIC solution is not just agate

When is that aproblem? When a
vendor has only one design approach,
odds are it isn't the best one for you.

Gould AMI offers all approaches to
assure you the optimal solution. And
aleg up on competition.
Get an uncompromising team
on your side.
Choose atrue ASIC house. One with
afull continuum of design approaches.
The leading design capability. And an
experienced team of ASIC professionals committed to making your job
easier. That's the best guarantee of
getting the results you want. That's
Gould AMI.

High Performance Solutions in Factory Automation, Computers, Instrumentation, Defense and Semiconductors.

Contact us for details and our informative new booklet, "How to Choose
an ASIC Solution" Call Gould Inc,
Semiconductor Division, manufacturer
of Gould AMI Semiconductors, at
(408) 554-2311
See what astunning difference one
call can make.
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Tests also show the GXT plating
system is better than gold in solderabffity,
porosity, bend ductility, and corrosion
resist ance. Yet GXT can reduce costs
as much as 20%.
Independent testing laboratories have proved that
the Du Pont GXT plating system is superior
to gold in wear resistance, solderability, porosity,
environmental corrosion resistance and bend
ductility. And is as good as gold in contact resistance and wire-wrapping performance.
Moreover, connectors protected by this remarkable new coating system frequently cost considerably less than comparable parts plated with gold.
For example, savings of up to 20% are possible
on pins plated with GXT. (Savings depend on the
price of gold and upon the amount of gold being
replaced.)

tMXIMUM RESISTANCE (m S2)

Cutaways of pins (shown in these microphotographs) prove GXT
plating resists wear better than gold. After 25,000 mating cycles,
note the minimal deterioration of the Du Pont coating.
With GXT, acycle life greater than 25,000 cycles is possible.
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GXT assures minimum
contact resistance after wear
and exposure to H2S
By 25,000 cycles, gold shows contact resistance increases to 4,000 milliohms or higher. In
contrast, GXT shows excellent electrical performance even after 25,000 cycles.

GXT is ati ademark of the Du Pont Company.

Berg Electronics is now
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outwears, outperforms gold.
connector pins prove it.

In these tests, other gold substitutes didn't measure up to GXT, either. In porosity, solderability,
intermetallic growth, bend ductility, internal stress,
and manufacturing process stability, the GXT
plating system clearly outperformed all other gold
alternatives including other palladium-nickel and
pure palladium coatings.

In fact, in no test did any gold substitute—
or gold itself—outperform GXT.
GXT plating, an exclusive Du Pont development
is now available on Du Pont's 0.025" square pins,
including BergStik - headers, BergPost - and
BergPin - terminals, and compliant press-fit pins.
Some industry leaders already have switched
from gold to GXT to help improve the reliability of
their products.
If you require high reliability connectors, you're sure
to want complete test results. They're yours for the

asking...along with sample pins for your own
tests/inspection.

Get all the facts! Order this free GXT
Convincer Kit.
Review results from
independent test
laboratories. Proof positive
that GXT palladium-nickel
plating outwears,
outperforms gold. To
request kit...

Make the
"Du Pont Connection"
Call (800) 237-2374
Or write The Du Pont Company,
Du Pont Connector Systems,
30 Hunter Lane, Camp Hill, PA 17011.

DU PONT CONNECTOR SYSTEMS
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SPECIAL REPORT

BIT-SLICE
ARCHITECTURE
TACKLES THE
32-BIT WORLD
A raft of microprogrammable 32-bit-slice
components is heating up the competition,
but microprocessor makers are fighting
back with faster parts and enhancements
by Bernard Conrad Cole and Alexander Wolfe

An upstart product is capturing a lot of attention in the 32-bit processor world, a market
that's already generating plenty of excitement.
In the past year or so, the action has shifted to
the 32-bit-slice microprogrammable building
block.
Many semiconductor companies are jumping .into this new market and are introducing
products at a quickening pace. By the end of
the year, 32-bit-slice components will be available from at least four companies, and other
product families are slated for early
introductions.
Not that advances in the traditional 32-bit
microprocessor market have peaked. Faster
clock speeds, along with architectural and software enhancements for existing products, have
either been announced or are expected soon.
And chip makers are beginning to drop some
hints of what's in store for the next generation
of 32-bit microprocessors.
Part one of this special report, on 32-bit-slice
developments, was written by Bernard Conrad
Cole in San Mateo. New York-based Alexander
Wolfe wrote the second part, on 32-bit microprocessor advances, beginning on page 67.
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PART 1

arely making the scene ayear ago, the
32-bit
microprogrammable
building
block, the high-end successor to the 4-,
8-, and 16-bit 2901-type bit slice, is now
one of the fastest-growing portions of the 32-bit
processor marketplace. Last year about this
time, only one manufacturer, Advanced Micro
Devices Inc., had announced such a product: its
29300 wircompatible family of general-purpose building blocks.
The Santa Clara, Calif., company
expects to be in production by the
end of this year not only with the
29300, but also an FlOK emittercoupled-logic version, the 29400.
Both will be fabricated with the
company's 1.5-µm imox-s bipolar
process. Also due by year-end is a
1.6-µm CmOS version, the 29C300.
Others are joining the fray, however—for example, Texas Instruments
Inc.
with
its
32-bit
Am 29323
PARALLEL
74AS88XX family of bipolar and

MULTIPLIER

1. THREE BUSES. AMD's 32-bit Am29300 family uses external registers and is linked by three
32-bit buses using aflow-through architecture.
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cmos building blocks. The Dallas company also
expects to be in production by year's end.
Another player is WaferScale Integration Inc.,
of Fremont, Calif., with its cmOS WS59032, a32-bit
general-purpose building block available both as a
standard product and as a cell in WaferScale's
standard-cell library. Also staking a claim is Weitek Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif., with its cmos
7000 series, aimed at use in computationally intensive numerical processing and intelligent controller
applications. WaferScale's part is in production
now; Weitek has just announced its chips.
This rush to production is all the more remarkable considering that the 32-bit microprogrammable building blocks currently have a virtually
nonexistent share of a bit-slice market that
Gnostic Concepts Inc. of San Mateo, Calif., estimates at $217 million this year. "Barely above
the noise level," as John Rizzo, Weitek's vice
president of marketing, measures it. But Weitek
and the other chip makers expect the 32-bit-slice
market to grow rapidly, to $300 million to $500
million by 1990, approximately half of all bit-slice
sales they expect for that year.
One reason for this remarkable growth is a
move toward more sophisticated architectures in
high-performance superminicomputers and supercomputers, which are a traditional centerpiece in
the bit-slice market, observes Christopher King,
AMD'S 29300/2901 product marketing manager.
Also, as much as 20% of the high-performance
digital signal-processing applications—long a
main source of sales for general-purpose bit-slice
components—will remain the domain of these
microprogrammable building blocks, King adds.
That's despite the fact that a majority of such
applications are moving
to single-chip DSPS such
as TI'S 32020.
But fueling most of
the growth, says Weitek's Rizzo, are such
applications as industrial automation, communications, graphics, robotics, peripheral controllers, avionics, and
MAIN
military and other soMEMORY
phisticated controllers.
These applications need
such features as 32-bit
word lengths, fixed-instruction words, high
speed and low power,
multiply and divide capabilities, internal data
storage, bit/byte/word
2.

FOUR

BUSES.

Ti's

74AS88XX 32-bit-slice family
incorporates registers onto the

data types, multiple interrupts with fast response and powerful bit shift, mask/merge, and
other bit-manipulation capabilities.
Scarcely out of the starting gate, the participants are jockeying for position, attempting to
divine the needs of the diverse users and evolving architectures that diverge in a number of
fundamental ways from that of AMD'S pioneering 2900 4-bit-slice family. That line has vertical
partitioning, in which the register file memory
and arithmetic logic unit are combined in a single package; the ability to cascade and on-chip
carry-lookahead logic; and the use of a bidirectional bus structure for increased flexibility in
design.
AMD CHANGES COURSE
Suprisingly, one of the companies to diverge
most radically from this original architecture
is AMD itself, with its 29300 family (Fig. 1).
The line includes the Am29331 microprogram
sequencer, the Am29332 integer-processor
ALU, the Am29323 parallel multiplier, the
Am29334 register file, the Am29325 floatingpoint processor, and the Am29818 pipeline register. AMD is betting that the 32-bit-slice market won't overlap with the 4-bit-slice market,
and so cascadability and code-compatibility
with the 2900 family won't hobble the 29300
and 29400 families.
The main divergence from the 2900 family is
the use of horizontal partitioning, with the register file separated from the rest of the datapath elements. King says that separation has
two advantages: it offers an easily expandable
register file space, and it enables arithmetic

LBUS 132 DATA BITS +4PARITY BITS/

R BUS 32 DATA BITS •4PARITY BITS)
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to throw out microcode that's been years in the
writing and develop totally new code.
TI has retained the vertical-slice architecture by
combining a64-by-36-bit register file and a32-bit
ALU into the same part, the 74AS8832 microprogrammable central processing unit. The new
chip retains microcode compatibility with TI'S
74AS888 8-bit-slice family. Moreover, unlike the
AMD CPU, whose word length is fixed at 32 bits,
TI'S device can be configured as four 8-bit Aws,
two 16-bit Aws, or a single 32-bit ALU.
The two companies also differ on such functions as funnel and barrel shifting. The Am29332
I
I
incorporates them on the same chip as the ALU.
But in the TI approach, the two functions are
separate ICs—the 74AS8833 and 74AS8838, respectively. Other family members include the
74AS8834
register file, the 74AS8835 microset'4' e•A•4±+•4 4 t'f'4
quencer, the 74AS8836 32-bit multiplier, and the
)3
74AS8837 floating-point processor.
For overall .bus architecture, Demonico says,
TI has attempted to combine the best of the ver4/ stIt.
tical- and horizontal-slice worlds (Fig. 2), with
three bidirectional I/O buses, each accommodating 32 bits of data and 4parity bits, and afourth
3. 2901 COMPATIBLE. WaferScale's WS59032 contains 32
control bus that transfers the microword from
the microsequencer block to the other processing
registers, eight 4-bit 2901-type ALUs, and carry-lookahead logic.
elements for execution. This gives the designer
It is microcode-compatible with the 2900 family.
the option of setting up either multiport memory
accelerators to be added to the data path.
communication or time sharing of the buses to
A major disadvantage of the original 4-bit-slice system-wide single-port memory, Demonico says.
architecture is that much time is lost in transmitAMD has opted for separate processes for its
ting carries from one chip to another. To avoid different bit-slice families, but TI mixes process
this, the Am29300 family has full 32-bit data technologies. It fabricates the 32-bit multiplier
paths. That not only speeds up data transfers, and floating-point processor in 1-1.tm cmos and the
but allows inclusion of functions that are not other devices with its 1.5-1.tm Impact-X bipolar
easily sliced. For example, multipliers and shift process [Electronics, Dec. 23, 1985, p. 56].
arrays require an unacceptable amount of data
While TI considers the horizontal approach to
to be transferred between slices.
be a problem in AMD'S products, WaferScale Integration pegs the lack of cascadability and of
microcode compatibility with its 4- and 16-bit preAMD is alone in switching to anew
decessors as weak links in tho 29300 family. So
WaferScale
has taken aim with its 1.2-p.m cmos
horizontal-slice architecture for 32-bit
WS59032 (Fig. 3)—the equivalent of eight 2901 4building blocks; other makers are keeping bit-slice Aws and three 2902-equivalent carrylookahead units. The part also contains 32 registhe All/12900's vertical-slice configuration
ters to enhance throughput by eliminating many
external memory fetches. Designed to be 100%
To take full advantage of the 32-bit internal microcode-compatible with the 2900 family, the
data paths, AMD has eliminated the bidirectional WS59032 can also be cascaded, allowing it to
or shared input/output approach and opted for a emulate almost any 4- or 16-bit computing systhree-bus flow-through architecture, with two in- tem based on a2900-type bit slice, says director
put buses and one output bus. "The advantage of marketing Dale Prull.
of this approach lies in its simplicity," says King.
In contrast to other vendors' presentation of
"It allows the designer to tailor the system's their 32-bit building blocks, WaferScale also ofregister file to the specific application, rather fers the WS59032 as part of its Probe cell lithan forcing the use of a fixed, more general brary, which includes cells that are functionally
memory organization."
equivalent to AMD'S 2904 status and control unit,
But the horizontal architecture AMD uses in its 2909 microprogram sequencer, and 2913 priority
29300 family presents a major problem, argues interrupt expander. In addition, the Probe liChristopher Demonico, bit-slice strategic market- brary has such support cells as expandable raning manager at TI. It forces the user who has dom-access memory and erasable programmable
been designing with smaller, word-sized bit slices read-only memory, as well as avariety of mediI
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um- and small-scale macrocell functions such as
inverters, buffers, NANDS, flip-flops, and latches.
In developing its 32-bit-slice family, Weitek's
approach is to offer specific architectural and algorithmic solutions to particular applications
problems. For example, the WTL7137 integer processor (Fig. 4) is targeted at numeric and controller applications, and so it combines a 32-bit ALU
with a four-port register file, a field merge unit,
and independent multiply and divide units.
The WTL7136 sequencer-controller incorporates such features as a 32-bit code address
space, instruction neutralization logic, code- and
data-breakpoint registers, timer and status registers, and stall and abort circuitry to allow connection to variable-latency memory systems such
as caches and static-column-mode dynamic RAms.
Weitek also offers the 64-bit double-precision
WTL2264 floating-point multiplier/divider and
the 32-bit WTL2265 floating-point ALU. All four
parts are fabricated in 1.5-µm CmoS.

[rerzeutitui
, 11,1 1u,
I1
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FLEXIBLE BUSES
Weitek's approach to bus implementation has
to be as flexible as possible, with one bus for
code transfers between the sequencer, the integer processor, and the floating-point processor.
A data-bus arrangement allows the parts to be
linked via two bidirectional buses, asingle bidirectional bus, or one input and one output bus.
Though these chips offer users abroad choice,
several more players are targeting particular
market sectors. One is Analog Devices Inc. of
Norwood, Mass. In January, it introduced a 32bit microprogrammable floating-point ALU, the
ADSP-3220, aimed at numerical, or array, processing and digital signal processing. It also introduced the ADSP-3210, a 32-by-32-bit floatingpoint multiplier.
Scheduled for introduction later this year from
Integrated Device Technology is the IDT49C404,
a32-bit bit slice containing a32-bit ALU, a64-by32-bit register file, a cascadable funnel shifter,
priority encoder, merge logic, and amask generator. The part will be built in the Santa Clara
company's bipolar-optimized CmOS process.
Also planning to enter the market with families of 32-bit microprogrammable building blocks
are Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. of Cupertino,
Calif., and Integrated Device Technology Inc., of
Santa Clara. Fairchild will offer amicroprogrammable DSP building-block family, probably built
around Aspect, its new 2-µ,m contactless process
(see p. 55), or with a Bimos process still under
development [Electronics, March 3, 1986, p. 27].
Four other companies also likely to be seriously considering participation in the 32-bit microprogrammable building-block market are Logic
Devices Inc., of Sunnyvale, Calif., and Cypress
Semiconductor Corp., of San Jose, Calif., both of
which have just introduced 16-bit slice products;
LSI Logic Corp., Milpitas, Calif., a gate-array
manufacturer that has just introduced its first
Electronics/September 4, 1986

4. NUMBER CRUNCHER.

Weitek's entry in the 32-bit building-

block race is the WTL7137, a32-bit integer processor with the
on-chip functions needed in numeric and controller applications

standard product, the L64032, a32-bit multiplier
accumulator; and VLSI Technology Inc., another
Milpitas semicustom-circuit manufacturer.
Many of these newcomers are expected to focus on the lucrative DSP market in their initial
offerings. In doing so, they will have to take into
account the fact that AMD is protecting its flank.
Not only has it included a floating-point processor, the 29325/29C325, as part of its 29300 32-bitslice family, but it also has introduced the 29500
family of microprogrammable DSP building
blocks, including the 32-bit 29501 multiport pipelined processor.

A

PART 2

lthough 32-bit microprocessors are now
readily available, semiconductor manufacturers are not letting the technology sit still. They're increasing the
chips' clock frequencies, offering improved software tools and emulators, and supporting the
Unix operating system. In a highly competitive
marketplace, such attention to technical features
that make the chips easier to use is seen as the
way to win the hearts and minds of potential
customers.
Of all specifications, the one most closely followed in the 32-bit world is clock frequency. And
Fairchild Semiconductor Corp., Cupertino, is
67

point yardstick), the new chip
should top out at approximately 1.7
megawhetstones, Motorola estimates. Motorola representatives
say there will be introductions in
the 32-bit area in the fourth quarter of this year.
National Semiconductor Corp. offers 15-MHz versions of its full Series 32000 family. The NS32332, the
top of that line, offers full 32-bit
external-address
and
data-bus
widths. The Santa Clara, Calif.,
company has not yet announced
plans for faster versions, but "certainly 20 mHz is not beyond the
realm of possibility," says marketing manager Anil Uberoi. If Na1. CLIPPER CHIPS. Fairchild's three-chip Clipper 32-bit microprocessor module is
tional announces a faster speed, it
being introduced in a40-MHz version featuring atop execution speed of 6.5 mips.
will release upgrades for the entire
readying a 40-MHz version of its Clipper 32-bit Series 32000 line, says Uberoi.
microprocessor chip set. With the new frequenIn addition, the chip maker will add technical
cy, the Clipper's top execution speed rises from enhancements to the current 32-bit architecture.
the 5.0 million instructions/s of the initial 33-MHz Improved microcode and additional on-chip pipechip set to 6.5 mips. The three-chip set is mount- lining to increase chip throughput by 30% to 40%
ed on a printed-circuit board; the package is at the same clock frequency are on tap. At the
same time, the company plans to introduce a
called the Clipper module (Fig. 1).
The Clipper features astreamlined instruction new 32-bit microprocessor, which will become the
set that offers the execution speed of areduced- top of the line in the Series 32000. Designated
instruction-set computer without sacrificing the NS32532, it will operate initially at 20 MHz
floating-point number-crunching power. Dual and will become available by mid-1987.
pipelining—an ALU pipeline can operate concurBut National argues that clock speed cannot be
rently with the CPU pipeline—is another key the sole standard by which 32-bit microprocessors
speed-enhancing architectural feature. The 40- are judged. "Beyond clock speed, the thing that
MHz Clipper will be available in the second quar- leverages a microprocessor's performance most
ter of 1987.
strongly is compiler performance," says Uberoi.
For the Series 32000, National now offers an
Motorola Inc. also recently topped its highest
32-bit frequency, 20 MHz, with the introduction of optimizing compiler available with both C lana25-MHz MC68020 (Fig 2). The higher clock speed guage and Fortran 77 front ends. These front
ends generate a semantic-tree representation of
the input code. The compiler's optimizer, using a
Clock speeds are climbing above 20 MHz, technique called "coloring," then replaces comand enhancements such as pipelining are plex semantic structures with simple semantic
structures that perform the same function. From
also boosting instruction execution
this simplified tree, the optimized output code is
generated.
in the newest 32-bit microprocessors
Increasingly, such software tools are playing
an important role in the 32-bit market. "People
was attained with a1.5-µ,m HCMOS manufacturing buy these microprocessors for just one reason—
process and asingle metal layer with polysilicide. to get software," says Bob Freund, National
The 25-MHz MC68020 can execute 5 mips of sus- Semiconductor's Series 32000 development systained throughput and 12.5 mips in burst mode. tems and software group director. Where hardThat performance comes from the increased clock ware performance among competitive chips is
frequency, added on-chip instruction caching, and roughly equal, users will go where the accompathree-stage instruction pipelining. A completely nying software environment and development
new 32-bit microprocessor, dubbed the 68030, is tools allow the greatest productivity in terms of
rumored to be in the works.
getting their design to market quickly.
Another important attribute for 32-bit microMotorola is also introducing a25-MHz MC68881
floating-point coprocessor. The chip is typically processors, National believes, is the ability to
incorporated into 68020-based systems to boost run AT&T Bell Laboratories' Unix operating sysnumber-crunching performance. While the 16- tem. National now supports the new Unix SysMHz MC68881 was benchmarked at 1.2 mega- tem V Release 3.0 [Electronics, June 16, 1986,
whetstones (whetstones are a standard floating- p. 15] for the Series 32000 chips. And compatibil68
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ity with Unix's file-format standard
allows users to take files developed
on one system and execute them on
another. "Instead of coming up
with our own file-format standard,
we adopted AT&T's common-object
file format," explains Freund. Motorola also says it has internally
demonstrated achip that runs Unix
System V Release 3.0.
For 32-bit microprocessor users
looking to get right down to developing software, the single-board
computer may be the way to go.
That approach bypasses the four to
six months it typically takes to design a system from scratch. Intel
Corp.'s 80386-based single-board
computer is likely to find ahome in
high-end work stations, predicts
Gordon Reid, marketing manager
for the Santa Clara, Calif., company. "That's where the pressure for
performance has been the highest,"
he says.
Going with aready-made board
allows work-station manufacturers to concentrate on developing
the software for their new machines. "One of the things to understand in a make-versus-buy
decision is that it's hard to differ"to—
irtikf
entiate the hardware [from other 2. SPEEDUP. Motorola boosted the speed of its MC68020 to 25 Ml-Pz using a1.5manufacturers' designs]—the dif- ,um HCMOS manufacturing process and asingle metal layer with polysilicide.
ferentiation is in the applications
software," Reid explains.
makes much of its work with Sandia National
To help develop that software, Intel offers a Laboratories to develop radiation-hardened verrange of development tools, such as compilers, sions of the N532332. Because the chip is availlinkers, and debuggers. But these tools work in able in CAWS, it dissipates a small amount of
an environment that has changed dramatically power—roughly 300 mw on average. This makes
over the past several years. "The old 'blue box' it desirable for military applications where low
[Intel's Series II and Series III software-develop- heat translates into low cooling requirements.
ment systems] started out as an individual-user That's important because equipment on aircraft
work station. But the applications have become and ships is specified to run at all temperatures
so large that an individual user on a work sta- from -55°C to +125°C. "This will be the only 32tion is no longer effective," Reid says.
bit microprocessor to be radiation-hardened. so it
So Intel is using a local-area network to link will be the only chip for Strategic Defense Initiatogether 80386 software developers working on tive applications," claims Uberoi.
awide variety of both large and small machines.
As fabrication technology advances, higher
Software development tools for the 80386 can levels of device integration will be possible. In
now reside on Digital Equipment Corp. VAX su- the future, the Series 32000 will become part of
perminicomputers; Intel's microcomputers run- a standard-cell library. System designers will be
ning the Xenix 286/310 and iRMX 86 operating able to incorporate aSeries 32000 microprocessor
systems; PC-DOS-based personal computers and into alarger VLSI design, thus creating complete,
work stations; and Intel's Series II, III, and IV individualized systems on a chip.
and Model 800 software-development systems.
Other U. S.-based manufacturers of note in the
The disparate machines are linked together with 32-bit microprocessor field include Zilog Inc.,
Intel's OpenNet LAN. Such high-powered com- Campbell, Calif., and AT&T Co. Zilog's Z80,000
puting hardware lets engineers develop software chip is expected to go into production in the
at their desks. And in the laboratory, the debug- fourth quarter of this year; sampling quantities
ging and testing can proceed on the software- are currently available. AT&T'S WE32100, aimed
development systems.
strongly at Unix applications, is already in
On the military front, National Semiconductor production.
EJ
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YOU'RE ONLY LOOKING AT CATE ARRAYS,
YOU'RE NOT SEEING THE WHOLE PICTURE.

The only way to make sure you get the right ASIC solution
is to call the only place that has them all. VLSI Technology. Ask
for our brochure on programmable logic, gate arrays, standard
cells, megacells, silicon compilation, design tools, and
manufacturing. It'll really open your eyes.
Drive, San Jose, CA 95131, 800-535-1860
(In California: 800-862-1860) Dept. 700
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State-of-the-art.
CLIPPERTM from Fairchild.
The most significant advance in
microprocessors since microprocessors themselves.
Unlike the others, its performance isn't limited by an architecture designed back at the dawn of
the microprocessor era. It's built
from the ground up with abrand
new architecture, for
today's high-performance applications.
And it's the only microprocessor that can
bridge the architectural
gap to true supercomputer performance.
CLIPPER. The new
definition of state-ofthe-art.

Supercomputer technology
on achip.
Unlike any other microprocessor architecture, CLIPPER
uses proven supercomputer and
mainframe architectural concepts.
Such as extensive pipelining.
An on-chip floating point unit
processing in parallel to athree-
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How CLIPPER backs
you up.
CLIPPER is supported
e' Las 1111111ibliF111111MPti
keD
c
—à
by apowerful software
environment. Including a
o
it
port based on the UNIX
System Voperating system.
T
Optimized FORTRAN, C
! '
I
and Pascal compilers. Plus
numerous utilities.
rec
Or you can choose a
äiiiiiiiiIiiiiiiiiiijiiliiiI
complete VAX crosssupport package.
And you're further
•
supported by our application engineers and system
IL"
°°
designers. Each of them
experts on CLIPPER.
For more information
e=on the most advanced
t. IIIIlIlfflIrnnInhIIHlIfl1iI Le
-J
•
microprocessor since the
advent of microprocessors
Actual he size appmximatelv44llrnil. s440 nil.
themselves, just give us a
stage, pipelined integer execution
call. You'll find us at The Fairchild
unit. Two 32-bit buses, one for inCustomer Information Center,
structions, one for data, delivering
1-800-554-4443.
up to 133M bytes per second to
CLIPPER from Fairchild. All
the CPU, eliminating bandwidth
eof
it'sa
the
as aperformance bottleneck.
Two large 4K-byte cache/
of-the-art
memory management units
microprocessor on the market.
t1986 Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation. CLIPPER is atrademark
(CAMMUs) provide mainframeof Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation. UNIX is aregistered trademark
of AT&T VAX is atrademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
style, copyback caching concurrent
with virtual address translation.
We're taking
Then there's our Streamlined
Instruction Set. With 101 instructhe high ground.
tions hardwired instead of microcoded for performance. There's
also amacro-instruction unit,
providing 67 high-level instructions
l

9

How the
competition wishes
they'd done it.
In ahighly integrated
three-chip set, you get
an architecturally
advanced, very high
performance, CMOS
32-bit compute engine,
cc
optimized for scientific
and professional computa_
è-1
ing applications in the
UNIX® operating system
Li
environment. In fact, you
get everything in the
three CLIPPER chips
that it takes the competition's entire CPU board to
give you.
Designed for high bandwidth
and true concurrent execution of
instructions, CLIPPER runs at
33 MHz. Which, until we proved
otherwise, was considered
impossible. CLIPPER achieves a
peak execution rate of 33 MIPS,
with average performance greater
than aVAXTM 8600 —twice as fast
as any other microprocessor in
existence, five times as fast as a
VAX 11/780. And floating-point
performance exceeds 2MFLOPS,
while simple instructions execute
in ascant 30 ns.
Electronics/September 4, 1986

and system functions. For all
the advantages of MSC and the
robustness of aCISC.
What got into CLIPPER.
Residing on a3.0 x4.5-inch
printed circuit card, the CLIPPER
three-chip module includes apipelined CPU with an on-chip, IEEEstandard FPU, and two 4K-byte
cache/memory-management
units. Aclock generator
completes the package,
adding up to astaggering
total of 846,000 transistors.
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THIS SUPERCOMPUTER ALSO
RUNS VAX/VMS PROGRAMS
With its new software, the Elxsi 6400
minisupercomputer runs applications from
the most popular computing environment
for engineering and scientific installations

A

supercomputer can bring superheadaches to users unfamiliar with such an
exotic machine—but not if it looks like
the most popular system in engineering and scientific computing. That's why Elxsi is
blazing a new trail with its System 6400 64-bit
multiprocessor minisupercomputer (Fig. 1). It is
announcing a four-package bundle of software,
called EMS, that, along with afew operating system enhancements, is designed to make the System 6400 compatible with the popular vms operating system used on Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX superminicomputers.
The new Elxsi software for the 6400 gives vms
users a way to easily increase the capacity of
their computing installations. With its fast new
processor [Electronics, July 24, 1986, p. 22], the
6400's throughput is expandable way beyond the
top machine in the VAX line—up to about 80 million instructions per second, or roughly six times
the top-of-the-line VAX 8800, according to Elxsi.
The VMS-compatible EMS software represents a
major strategic thrust for Elxsi. The San Jose,
Calif., subsidiary of Trilogy Ltd. thinks that EMS
will propel its machines into the many VAX/VMS
shops, either as a computation and device server
for VAX-based networks or as aVAX replacement
for users accustomed to vms. VMS compatibility
will also make the Elxsi system amore attractive
target for third-party software and
will make it much easier for software vendors with VMS applications
to produce Elxsi 6400 versions of
.
their products.
In almost every significant engineering discipline, the major computer application programs run on
VMS. This has resulted in most
large engineering organizations
building their computing environments around the VAX/VMS environment and training many programmers and users how to use it.
Elxsi does not intend to provide a
VAX plug-compatible processor. In1. VERSATILE MACHINE. The System 6400
minisupercomputer from Elxsi now can run
software designed for VAX/VMS computers.
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stead, it is extending its proprietary Embos operating system and adding new software to provide VAX/VMS compatibility without losing any of
the features of the 6400 system architecture.
"We gain our technological advantage over the
VAX through fundamental architectural differences all through the software and hardware,"
says Robert Olson, director of software development. "For example, we can allow EMS, Embos,
and both flavors of Unix [AT&T System 5 and
Berkeley 4.2] to run simultaneously through
what is in essence a virtual machine approach."
Besides the changes to Embos, EMS includes
four software products to emulate a VAX computer more closely than does any other computer, according to Elxsi. The first three packages,
to be available in September, are ECL, which
emulates the Digital Command Language (DCL)
interpreter; ERT, which provides the vms system
services and run-time library; and an editor that
is compatible with the vms EDT editor. The Elxsi
6400 already has VMS-compatible Fortran.
Elxsi will add the fourth new support package
by the first quarter of 1987. It will be apackage
called Community that emulates the DECnet
Phase IV end node. With it, the System 6400 can
communicate with VAX machines over an Ethernet-DECnet lashup. Many customer sites use DECnet as their primary communications technology,
and those users will be familiar with the DEcnet
commands.
Experienced computer users know how difficult it is to switch back and forth between different user interfaces that have different names for
the same function. In reality, many users will
simply refuse to use two different operating systems. With the VMS environment provided by
Elxsi's EMS, users familiar with vms will not
have to learn another operating environment to
use the System 6400.
THE STARTING POINT
To develop EMS, the Elxsi engineers decided to
keep everything they had. They modified and
extended Embos rather than create awhole new
operating system. The organization of Embos
made the task simple, for it is amessage-oriented operating system built out of multiple processes. These processes automatically load-balance themselves over the available central processing units, so that the operating system does
not become a bottleneck causing the other CPUs
to sit idle. The Embos processes are networked,
with well-defined interfaces among them.
In designing the Embos processes, Elxsi closely adhered to the abstract-object model, in which
service objects, such as tables and control structures, are completely encapsulated inside operating-system processes. The effect of this encapsulation is to make service objects and the applications using them independent of one another.
Changes can be made to either the objects or the
application software without affecting the other.
Electronics/September 4, 1986
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2. EASY ADDITION. The compartmentalized structure of the

System 6400 lets Elxsi add EMS functions at all levels while
leaving existing Embos and Unix functions virtually intact.

This highly structured organizational model
made it easy to add functions at each of the
levels without significantly altering existing Embos and Unix functions (Fig. 2).
The Embos command interface is very similar
to the Unix shell, with its pipe and filter facilities
for interprocess communication. In particular,
these strong interprocess communication features in Embos provide for multiple command
interpreters, even within the same job. For much
of its work, the command interface simply
makes requests on other operating system processes. So the EMS designers found it easy to
integrate an optional command language interpreter that executes the VMS DCL instead of Embos's command language.
The interface most used by the least sophisticated vms users is the DCL intepreter. It was
here that EMS had to be most faithful to vms.
The Elxsi engineers working on En—their version of DCL—set a goal that all commands used
on adaily basis, either interactively or in acommand file, would be available with the first release. By the second release, all non-operator
commands would be implemented exactly as
DEC's DCL manual specified.
DCL provides a number of programming language-like features and amodest-sized command
set. The first design challenge for Elxsi was to
build a command interpreter that would handle
the syntax and semantics of individual vms commands. The resulting program supports VMSstyle parameter specification and handling, including prompting and defaults. The program
also allows command names, qualifiers, and key
75

written for the vms operating system make use
of its system services and run-time library.
These run-time procedures support a wide variety of services, from asynchronous input and
output and interprocess communication to simple
time- and date-string manipulations.
The ERT run-time interface for programs
evolved from the beginning on the vms model—
hundreds of run-time routines specialized for
their tasks. Modifying the Embos file system to
match vms and to handle its run-time library was
not difficult because of Elxsi's very flexible file
system architecture, which is built in a layered
fashion. So most of the EMS run-time library—
routines to do the same things as the vms runtime library—could be merged into Embos. The
EMS run-time library either calls an Embos runtime routine if an appropriate one is available or
else directly accesses the same lower-level system facilities that Embos run-time routines use.
For text editing, DEC supplies EDT, an interactive text editor very rich in functions, as part of
the VMS operating system. The EMS version, called
CLXCI, is a complete implementation of EDT.
Also, extensions were made to EDMS, the Embos implementation of the Ingres relational database manager from Relational Technology Inc., to
bring it into full conformance with the VAX/VMS
version. Since EDMS also runs under Elxsi's Unix, users can run
'NO WINDOW DRESSING,' VOWED THE EMS TEAM
data-base-management applications
on the Elxsi 6400 under any of the
and much more complete set of products
Deciding to emulate a VAX/VMS softthree operating systems—Unix,
ware environment on the Elxsi 6400 parin almost the same amount of time. In
EMS, and vAxivms—with a single
allel processor was the easy part. "It retrospect, they were absolutely right,"
user interface.
was pretty clear that our customers says the 36-year-old graduate of StanFinally, to make the System 6400
wanted the System 6400 for its perfor- ford University.
a compatible contributor to VAX
Olson spent nearly seven years at
mance, easy expansion, and real-time renetworks, Elxsi engineers are busy
sponsiveness. But they wanted to use it Hewlett-Packard before joining Elxsi in
adapting Community, a software
in aVMS environment," says Robert Ol- 1980 as one of the System 6400 archipackage from Technology Conson, Elxsi's director of software devel- tects. His involvement has ranged from
cepts Inc., to Embos and EMS.
opment. At first, "I thought that might the instruction-set architecture through
This package will allow a 6400 to
be difficult, so Ihad the idea to make compilers to his current position, where
act as aDECnet Phase Iv end node
the first release just ashell with win- he manages the EMS and various Emon an Ethernet. As long as that
dow dressing."
bos file-system and data-communicaEthernet is part of a DECnet
But his development team talked him tions projects.
through a gateway interconnecThe key members of the project team
into aset of products deeply integrated
with Elxsi's native operating system, were Claude Teeter, Nick Whyte, Jeff
tion, the 6400 can be a fully functional member of a DECnet-based
Embos. "After looking at the problems Norton and Peter Thiesen, with anumnetwork.
and goals for the products, the team ber of other staff members making imWith Community in place, EMS
committed itself to abetter-performing portant contributions. Teeter is the proprovides System 6400 users all the
ject manager in addition to
his design and implementaadvantages of both vms and the
Elxsi system technology and archition tasks. Whyte was respontecture. And EMS is a response to
sible for adapting the Ebmos
the fact that vms is the most sucfile system to VMS. Norton
performed much of the other
cessful operating system in the engineering world and therefore ade
operating-system work "and
facto standard. In an era when the
kept encouraging us to get it
computer industry is entering aperight, not just close," says Olriod of intense new interest in
son. Thiesen applied his comstandardization and compatibility,
EMS TEAM. The Elxsi project team for the EMS software piler background to quickly
that's an important plus for the
package included (I. to r.) Claude Teeter, Jeff Norton, produce ECL, the command
interpreter.
System 6400.
Robert Olson, Peter Thiesen, Nick Whyte..
words to be truncated according to the DCL
rules.
ECL handles all of the complex VMS-style file
names, such as version IDs, wild-card characters,
and default-device, default-directory, and foreign-file specifications. It supports logical names,
including the creation, deletion, and display of
names and the process, job, group, and system
scoping of them. Much of this support was integrated into the Embos file system in order to
achieve the highest possible performance for
these features. As a consequence, EMS files are
accessible from Embos and vice versa.
Many builders of the most significant vms application packages have put DCL commands in
command files as an integral part of the application. This practice was an important incentive for
Elxsi to provide the DCL command-file functions
in ECL. These functions include batch execution,
use of defined parameters and qualifiers, and
the nesting of command procedures to an arbitrary depth. ECL also handles the typical programming uses of command files.
However, command files and programs written for vms will not run on another system unless that system also supports the same run-time
routines. Moreover, many, and perhaps even
most, of the thousands of application programs
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FEW REMEMBER WHO WAS SECOND TO SOLO THE ATLANTIC...

OR SECOND
IN THE MARKET...

AT&T DOESN'T
ItIMORTALITL.
WAY TO MAKE
Today, the product that's first in
the market is
likely to win the
biggest share of
market.
So when
you're racing to get
agreat idea off the
ground—ahead of
WE °
32100,
your competitors—
heart of the first
full 32-bit chip set.
you need more than
just a"supplier!'
You need acompany with abroad line
of high-performance components and
electronic systems. A company with a
networking point-of-view, an end-to-end
capability, and the people and resources
to assure all-out technical support.
AT&T
Ready now to offer you the total
commitment to quality and reliability that
we've always insisted on in the systems
and products we develop for ourselves.
Ready now to deliver solutions.

We'll keep you on the
leading edge.
Because that's where
AT&T Bell Laboratories
keeps us.
Our new 32-Bit UNIXTM
Microsystem, for
example, delivers
performance others only
promise. It's achip set
that's 100% complete,
100% CMOS, and
100% TM-compatible—
fully able to reduce your
design time by as much as
50 percent.
In data communications devices, we're stateof-the-art every step of
the way. (As you might
expect from the company
that developed the world's
biggest, most reliable
communications
network.)
Right now, for example, AT&T is the only
company in volume production of amicroprocessorcontrollable, single-package
modem that can handle
up to 2400 bits per second.
Our Digital Encryption Processor is the
only softwareprogrammable,
When off-the-shelf won't do, our advanced
custom design gives you the edge.

Few remember
James Molliscrn,
the second man to fly solo
across the Atlantic, because
'Lindy' did it first.

encryption processor available.
And our X.25 Protocol Controllers
offer the widest range of applications,
from PCs to satellites.
In memory, not only are we currently delivering an American-made
256K DRAM, but we offer arange of

PROMISE YOU
JUST THE FASTEST
AN IDEA FLY.
leading-edge specialty memories.
And our third-generation, singlechip Digital Signal Processor gives you
the edge you need to design-in superior
system performance at acompetitive
price.

New ST'S Connector doubles your connections.

Count on AT&T's advanced technology to help you move your product
out the door on schedule.
Advanced custom design
capability.
Nobody knows better than you—
moving to market first, and staying
there, can require custom designed
components.
At AT&T, we'll get involved at any
stage of your product design—from layout to prototype to production. We'll
support you with the industry's most
advanced CAD/CAM software, rapid
prototype turnaround, and unsurpassed volume manufacturing capability. Everything you need to ensure the
success of your product—on your manufacturing line and in the market.
Your specialized interconnection
needs will be taken care of—from flexible printed wiring to multilayer boards
to hybrid ICs—all produced with our
high standards of quality and reliability.
We'll meet your applicationspecific IC needs with expert design

and engineering personnel. And with
powerful CAD software that helps
make sure your devices work the first
time. The commitment and resources
to deliver solutions—that's what makes
AT&T, AT&T
It all takes power.
AT&T's board-mounted
power products cut
design time with
unmatched flexibility.
Our low profile power
converters are modular
in design and about one
quarter the size of conventional DC/DC circuit
board converters. So
they can be mounted in
more places. And in the
tightest situations.
Whatever your
power needs, from
board-mounted to off-line switchers, we
can work with you to develop asystem
to meet your needs.
Networking products that lock-in
the future.
For local or long-haul transmission,
AT&T offers acomplete family of fiber
optic products and apparatus.
In local area networks, our new
ST" Connector can actually double
your network connections—or double
the distance between connections—
without affecting the fiber optic cable
or electronics.
And for high performance data
transfer, AT&T's ODL® 50 and ODL®
200 Lightwave Data Links, with bit
rates up to 200 Mb/s, incorporate the
latest optical and integrated circuit
technology. These products, as well as
our ODL RS232-1 Fiber Optic Modem,
ahigh performance data interface,
readily mate with the ST Connector.
Our newest addition to the AT&T
lightwave family—the ASTROTECT"
ceramic laser module—is areduced-size,
long-wavelength laser that offers highly
reliable, low cost performance.

Advanced processing technology provides
superior buried microvias in multilayer
printed wiring boards.

News in ac plasma.
AT&T has just introduced anew lightweight, compact ac plasma display for
alphanumenc and graphic images. It
offers excellent visual characteristics in
virtually unlimited applications.
We'll work with you, all the way.
Call us right from Day One, and we'll put
our expertise at your disposal. Call us
when you hit asnag, and we'll work out a
solution together. After all, we've got the
world's greatest problem-solvers on
call—the men and women of AT&T Bell
Laboratories.
For more information, phone AT&T
at 1800 372-2447. We'll help you put
wings on your concept, and "first" on
your product.
(In Europe, phone AT&T Microelectronics in Munich, Germany, at
089/95970. Telex 5216884 attm d.)
©1986 AT&T Technologies, Inc.
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The right choice.
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r MAIL THIS COUPON FOR MORE ABOUT AT&T PRODUCES
THAT CAN HELP GET YOUR IDEA OFF THE GROUND.
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(For fast action, call us at 1800 372-2447.)
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D Communications ICs
D Digital Signal Processors
D Memory
D Application Specific ICs

Electronic Circuit Transformers
and Inductors
Cable & Wire

Fiber Optic Products

—Electronic Wire, Cable, Mechanical and Electrical Protection Devices, Cross-Connection,
Premise Distribution Components, Connectors,
Network Interfaces

Interconnection Products

Please send me acomplete list
of AT&T components and
electronic systems.

—ODL Data Links, ODL Data Interfaces,
ASTROTECTm Ceramic Laser Modules, Active
and Passive Components, SI" Connector,
Lightguide Fiber Pnxlucts, Lightguide Apparatus
—Multilaver Printed Wiring Boards.
Hybrid Integrated Circuits. Multi-Fiber
Array Connectors

Linear Integrated Circuits

—Interface and Telecom, High Voltage Solid
State Relays, Semi-Custom Arrays

Power Products

Mail To: AT&T, Dept. KB
555 Union Blvd., Allentown, PA 18103
NAME

—Board Mounted Power Modules, Custom OffLine Switchers,,dc/dc Converters, de Reserve
System, Power Protection Systems for ac

TITLE
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COMPANY
ADDRESS
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Miniature Voltage-Controlled
Crystal Oscillators
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ZIP
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AN ATE SYSTEM
THAT CUTS
THE COST OF
ASIC TESTING

. oday's high-pin-count application-specific
integrated circuits are usually tested on
a system designed to handle just a few
types of high-volume commodity chips
and costing as much as $2 million. The hefty
price tag comes less from the automatic test
equipment's ability to handle large numbers of
pins than from its testing accuracy—but ASIC
manufacturers still have had to pay for both.
But not anymore. The STS 8256 system (Fig. 1)
from Semiconductor Test Solutions aims to
serve those who need to test a wide variety of
chips with as many as 256 pins apiece, but with a
bit less accuracy. By reworking the conventional A new architecture yields a $700,000
ATE architecture from the ground up, the Santa
Clara, Calif., company has engineered a$700,000 system with 256-pin capability and
system with a flexible timing-pattern generator overall ±2-ns timing accuracy in an easily
and programmable functions that let the user
easily reconfigure it to switch from testing one reconfigured, compact package
type of integrated circuit to another.
"There is a market for a product in between
the high-pin-count, high-accuracy, million-dollar
testers and the low-end, 120-pin commodity testers selling for around $500,000," says Al Perry,
vice president of marketing and sales. "Currently, there are few if any testers that can offer 256
pins, an overall system accuracy of ±2 ns, and a
20-MHz test rate, all for about $700,000." By comparison, Genrad Semiconductor Test Inc.'s topof-the-line GR180 offers 750-ps accuracy and a
120-MHz rate for abase price of about $1 million
[Electronics, May 19, 1986, p. 49].
"What was required was a
whole new modular architecture
aimed at providing a high pin
count with reasonable performance in asystem that does not
fill an entire room with 10 to 15
racks of printed-circuit boards,"
says project manager Gregory
Illes. The STS 8256 is completely
contained in two 19-in. racks.
The 8256's architecture (Fig. 2)
consists of acomputer system, a
functional module with test-pattern and timing-generation elements, an analog module with de
parametric test components, and
the test head itself. The functional and analog modules are partitioned differently than in conventional ATE. The Semiconductor
Test Solutions designers evaluated each element in the modules
to determine whether it could be 1.COMPACT TESTER. Though it includes all the circuitry needed to test 256-pin
shared or whether separate ele- ASICs, the STS 8256 system is completely contained in two 19-in. racks.
Electronics/September 4 1986
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drive and sense circuits for eight
tester pins. Adding the capability
to test more pins is simply a
68000-BASED
TEST SYSTEM
matter of adding transceivers.
COMPUTER
Each test pin is backed by 4-K
of random-access memory that
holds either the test vectors or
DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS BUS
the device's response, if the pin
is configured to sense the chip
TEST SUBSYSTEM
output.
The more memory bePIN ELECTRONICS CAROUSEL
hind each pin, the faster the test(TEST HEAD)
FOUR CHANNELS PER BOARD
er can run, because storing a
ANALOG MODULE
large number of test vectors reduces requests for more patQUAD ANALOG SUPPORT UNIT
FUNCTIONAL MODULE
terns from the central processing unit. Each pin's RAM can be
DIGITAL FORMAT TRANSCEIVERS
PRECISION MEASURING UNIT
FOR CHANNELS 1-128
expanded with an extended vector memory board. Initially, an
PATTERN CONTROL UNIT
PROGRAMMABLE POWER
additional 5A.—n-K of RAM per pin
SUPPLIES
TIMING PATTERN GENERATORS
will be available. Later, sms will
expand add-on memory to 2 Mb
DIGITAL FORMAT TRANSCEIVERS
VOLTAGE BUFFER UNIT
FOR CHANNELS 129 -256
per pin.
The 4-K of test data in the digital format transceivers are applied to the chip's pins under di2. FAST LINKS. A DMA bus links the system computer to the analog and functiona
rect control of the high-speed pattest modules. High-speed cables connect the two modules to the test head.
tern control unit. At the heart of
the test system, the pattern conments had to be provided for each test pin. They trol unit controls the generation of timing, clock,
then aimed to share as many resources as possi- and control signals to all the pin electronics. Only
ble to keep the cost low. This modularity also one pattern control unit is needed to service all
makes it easy to expand the system.
the transceivers, however, because it supplies relThe computer, for example, serves all other atively few instructions at high speed to each.
system elements. Built around the Motorola
The timing pattern generators are also shared
MC68020 32-bit microprocessor, it is used to de- resources. They deliver the test patterns with
velop a test program, compile the program into correct timing to the chip's input pins at up to 20
test vectors, or patterns, and then load the vec- MHz. Each timing pattern generator can protors into the high-speed test components.
duce four dual-edge timing waves, for atotal of
To compile test vectors, the computer first 16 different waveforms.
needs aprogram. As one option, users can write
these in Factor, a well-known vector-generation FLEXIBILITY FEATURES
language. The 8256 also accepts test programs
The timing pattern generators make it possicreated by many chip-design systems. Work sta- ble for the 8256 to stimulate and test a wide
tions that use the Transmission Control Proto- variety of ICs. First, it lets the engineer specify
col/Internet Protocol can send files of these vec- waveforms across the boundaries of acycle, the
tor sets to the tester over an Ethernet.
time required to apply one stimulus pattern to
all input pins of a device under test, and to
FUNCTIONAL MODULE
receive a response from all output pins. To do
After compilation, the test electronics control this, the engineer programs the position of a
inside the computer ships stimulus vectors and waveform's rising and falling edge within atest
control words over a direct-memory-access bus cycle. He can specify that the rising edge begin
to the functional module. Vectors arrive at the in one cycle and the falling edge in the next.
digital format transceivers, and control words at
Second, the timing pattern generators let the
the pattern control unit. Also part of the func- engineer program up to 16 different sets of 16
tional module is a set of four timing pattern dual-edge timing waveforms in high-speed RAM
generators. After the functional module applies before the start of a test. Having multiple sets
test vectors to the device under test, the pattern of waveforms means that the engineer can procontrol unit looks for responses on the DMA bus.
gram the timing pattern generators to switch
In order to apply test patterns and receive timing to any pin on the fly. In one cycle, he can
response data directly from each pin of the de- use the waveform in set 1, set 2 in the next
vice under test, the 8256 provides one digital cycle, set 14 in a later cycle, and so on.
format transceiver per chip lead. Each of the 32
The analog module performs all de current
transceiver boards in the 256-pin tester contains and voltage measurements as well as providing
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reference and de power supplies, automatic de- do so, it uses the programmable power supplies
skew adjustment, and programmable loads. The and the high-current supplies in the voltage buffanalog module comprises aquad analog support er unit. It can force or measure up to 131 vwith
unit, programmable power supplies, a voltage a resolution of 32 mv and an accuracy of ±0.1%
buffer unit, and a precision measurement unit.
+1 LSB. In addition, it can force or measure
All are shared resources.
from ±4.096 µ, A to ±131.072 mA of current with a
The automatic de-skew and programmable resolution of 32.0 I.L.A and an accuracy within
load functions are new to testers in the 8256's ±0.1% +1 LSB. Fast ADCs perform analog voltprice range. Skew is the amount of time separat- age and current measurements.
ing the first and last tester pin to rise when a
Unlike the analog module, the test head's pin
pulse is simultaneously applied to all pins. On electronics are replicated for each pin to be testlower-priced testers, de-skewing is usually a ed. To cut costs, the designers doubled the nummanual operation that takes one to two hours a ber of pin electronics circuits on each board in the
month. It is always subject to technician error. test head from two on an earlier system to four.
The automatic compensation keeps the skew of
One function in the test head that is replicated
all pins in the pin electronics to less than 500 Ps. for every pin is the comparator circuit. The 8256
The 8256's programmable-load feature re- tester compares expected response with actual
places the switching relays found in most exist- response right at the test head. An error is deing test systems. The loads for each pin are tected as it occurs. On other test systems, the
located in the test head's pin electronics.
comparator is in the test system mainframe.
"The quad analog support unit can change the "Having the comparator at the test head greatly
loads to each test pin dynamically as a test is reduces the tester's error budget," says Ines. "It
occurring," says Illes. "Not only does this re- makes the system much more accurate."
duce test time, it also reduces the number of
With the 8256, Semiconductor Test Solutions
different tooling setups required to test a vari- has set a new price-performance mark that othety of different Asics by a factor of 10. In addi- ers will now have to match or better, Illes maintion, the programmable-load feature allows tains. "Test-system manufacturers cannot simply
many more types of devices to be tested than take their $2 million system and strip it down to
can be done with relays alone."
achieve a system such as ours," he says.
El
Finally,
the
programmable
loads can be used to perform
THE CONSULTANTS WHO BECAME ATE MAKERS
short- and open-circuit testing.
Testing all pins for opens and
Semiconductor Test Solutions Inc. began
modity parts—and little in between.
shorts can be speeded up by afac- • life as aconsulting firm, says Gregory "Knowing that no manufacturer was
tor of two.
Illes, its fourth employee and manager producing amidrange system that could
Power supplies are also proof the STS 8256 project. "We started in test smaller batches of components, we
grammable and serve the preci1979 and survived by creating programs decided to build one," says David Mees,
sion measurement unit as well as
for test system buyers who didn't have president and chief officer.
the test head's pin electronics.
the manpower to do it themselves."
When STS decided that an entirely
There are reference supplies for
The company quickly found that auto- new architecture was required, Illes led
both the analog drivers and rematic-test-equipment makers were build
the design effort. An ATE veteran, he
ceivers. Users can program suping low-cost benchtop testers and $1 mil
received his BS and MS in engineering
plies to produce a voltage swing
lion-plus systems for high-volume corn
at California Coast University in Anabetween —2 to 16 V with a 4.0-mv
heim, Calif. His master's specialty was
resolution and accuracy of ±0.1%
in ATE.
+1 least significant bit. Most
A team directed by software engiother testers produce a swing of
neering manager David O'Brian wrote
e _..
only —2 to 8 V. The larger swing
the all-important software to run the
means that high-voltage cmos and
system. After graduating from Harvard
military parts can be tested at the
in 1979 with aBA in physics, O'Brian
high end of their operating voltjourneyed west to Stanford, where he
age range.
got a master's in applied physics. He
A 12-bit analog-to-digital concame to STS as acontract programmer
verter with 1 bit of positive or
in 1981 and joined full time in 1983. One
negative sign converts the supply
of his first contributions was to convert
output to a digital value that is
all its software to the C language.
read by the tester CPU. A proAs with any good project, putting togrammable current comparator is
gether the right design team produces
also provided as an overcurrent
.
the best results. "The best sign that
.
shutdown mechanism.
we're making the right products is that
The precision measurement unit
PUTTING IT TOGETHER. The STS team inwe are prospering in the worst recesprovides voltage and current force
cluded (from left) Gregory Illes, president
sion to hit this industry since it began,"
and measurement capability. To
David Mees, and David O'Brian.
says Mees.
Electronics/September 4, 1986
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Easy loaders.
Faster test and burn-in
with AMP sockets.
Faster delivery from AMP

AMP Is atrademark DI AMP Incorporated

Our LIF burn-in sockets for
PLCCs, for instance. Rated to
200°C, they offer Jlead-down
loading— and they can be used in
automated processes.
For PGA burn-in sockets, our
ZIF styles feature normallyclosed contacts for long life, and
curved-handle design to make life
easier. Use them for test and
they're rated to aphenomenal
25,000 cycles. Loading and

Broad range of
inexpensive test
sockets, and
sockets for highcycle and 150°C
environments.

unloading leadless ceramic
packages is abreeze, too, thanks
to apress-to-release cover on our
Low Height test/burn-in versions:
no tools necessary, no loose parts.
No matter what technology
you work with, AMP sockets can
make your work easier. Popular
styles are available off-the-shelf.

IVI Fle
Press-to-release
hinged cover on
low height burn-in
socket eliminates
tools, eliminates
loose parts. Low
profile gets more
on the board.

And they all come with the
name that spells affordable
dependability: AMP.
Call 4717) 7804400. Ask for
the Test/Burn-In Sockets Desk.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3608.
Circle 85 on reader service card

Interconnecting ideas
Low-cost DIP
sockets for burn-in
and test applications
feature fast and
simple belowpackage sword slot
unloading.

THEBRA
THE Vt

THEW
THANKS
TO THOMSON-CSF
LEADING-EDGE
ELECTRONICS,
THE LATEST
SLIMMED-DOWN
AIRBUS CUTS
THE KILOS.

2

When the new single-aisle Airbus A 320 gets off the
ground in 1987 it will be the first airliner with digital flyby-wire controls.

The first with an instrument panel that incorporates
new-generation CRT displays.
And the first to feature afully-integrated systems
architecture.
These innovations—to which Thomson-CSF has made
amajor contribution—not
only enable the A320 to
zoom ahead of its rivals. By
appreciably reducing the
aircraft's weight, they
improve its ability to turn
aprofit.
At Thomson-CSF investing in spearhead technologies keeps us zooming ahead, too. Last year the
company devoted 18 percent of sales to research. Over

;800 million. It's one of the ways we maintain our edge
nthe highly competitive world markets in which we
)perate.
Thomson-CSF is aleading
;lobal producer of advanced
lectronics systems for civiian and defense applicaions. In 1985 our total revetues were $4.3 billion over
)1 percent of which was
;enerated outside France,
)ur home base.
The company's core business is
defense electronics: avionics, defense
and control systems, weapons
systems, communications and data
processing, antisubmarine warfare
systems and training simulators.
Chomson-CSF is the largest defense electronics
:ompany in Europe and the third largest in the world.
3alancing these activities are several nonmilitary busilesses that share the same advanced technologies—for
!xample, we're the world's leading supplier of air traffic
:ontrol systems.
Two specialized and separate operating groups produce

medical diagnostic imaging systems
and TV station equipment. Again,
well over half of our sales in these
two fast-growing sectors is generated outside France.
Underpinning all ThomsonCSF operations are electronic
components. Our electronic components operating group supplies
Thomson-CSF units with state-ofthe-art products and is fast becoming
amajor supplier in the world market.
Our components are everywhere.
They're out in space on satellites and on
Spacelab while here back on earth they've
been central to many major advanced technological projects.
Including our ambitious mission —in partnership with
Airbus Industrie —to take civil aviation into the 21st century.

THOMSON-CSF
173 bd Haussmann 75008 Paris France
Circle 87 on reader service card

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

A NEW WAY TO PROBE
SUBMICRON DETAILS
Adding image processing overcomes
the limitations of optical microscopes
in measuring and inspecting wafers
with feature sizes under Imicron

MICROSCOPE
SYSTEM
I (OPTIONAL) I
L
_

VIDICON
CAMERA

IMAGE
PROCESSOR

1

1
CONTROL
ELECTRONICS
(OPTIONAL)

DISPLAY
MODULE

DISK
DRIVES

0.

1g

SYSTEM
CONTROLLER

PRINTER

411--1.1

RS232C
INTERFACE
KEYBOARD/
TRACKBALL

HARD DISK
PLOTTER
SECS II
INTERFACE

OPTIONAL PERIPHERALS

1. DIGITAL MICROSCOPY. Digital signal processing and software let an Accuvision system make submicron measurements with an optical microscope.

VIDICON

RED, GREEN, BLUE MONITOR

SCANNING
ELECTRON
MICROSCOPE

SYSTEM
CONTROLLER
AOC

NO. 3
NO. 2

DAC s
131

ANALOG
PROCESSING UNIT

NO. 1
FRAME
BUFFER

ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT

INPUT/OUTPUT BOARD

2. FRAMED. The digital image processor with afast analog processing unit and
up to three frame buffers digitizes, stores, and averages object images.
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A

s circuit features drop to 1.5 p.m and
below, the demands of wafer processing are fast outstripping the capabilities
of scanning-electron and high-power optical microscopes. Now lys Inc., aConcord, Mass.,
maker of video-processing equipment, has added
image processing to an optical-scope system, making it accurate enough to measure and inspect
semiconductors with features under 1p.m.
The Accuvision system incorporates digital image processing and proprietary application software for repeatable line-width measurements
and rapid image enhancement. Users can measure and inspect on the same system, so there's
no need to handle the wafers more than once.
Today wafer processing depends on criticaldimension measurement and detection and timely analysis of both random and repetitive defects. When design rules call for 2- to 4-µm features, scanning-electron and optical microscopes
suffice. But chip makers are making atransition
to 1.5-p.m features and will soon attack 1-µm
features—too fine for these microscopes.
The optical microscope's limitations stem from
the wavelength of visible light. Its resolution
and clarity begin to deteriorate at 1.5 ban and
are extremely poor in the 0.3-p.m range. The
scanning-electron microscope can reach the 1-1.1.m
range, but has clarity and resolution problems
similar to those of the unaided optical microscope when examining lines with extremely fine
widths. Furthermore, the energy levels of the
electron beam make it destructive and slow.
The Accuvision digital microscope, which includes adisplay module, converts regular optical
microscopy to digital microscopy. Various digital
enhancement techniques are used to remove the
random noise that plagues optics and electronics.
They dramatically improve the signal-to-noise ratio, enabling the system to dependably take repeated measurements in the submicron range.
Typical repeatability is 0.008 p.m on a0.5-p.m line
on awafer. This is accomplished by using digital
image enhancement to improve the S/N ratio before the measurement is taken.
Automatic focus is another important Accuvision feature. The small dimensions of today's
ics make it difficult, if not impossible, for human
operators to focus a microscope to a consistent
level. This is why autofocus hardware and softElectronics/September 4, 1986

ware are standard on all but the low-end model—and optional for that one. To determine the
point of best focus, the digital image processor
calculates the slope of the edge of the lightintensity profile, which will be steepest at that
point.
The Accuvision family consists of four models,
ranging from the manual ACV through the highly automated ACV3 (Fig. 1). All are built around
three basic subsystems, which can be used in a
manual or automatic mode. The optical subsystem consists of a high-quality stable microscope
and a high-resolution video camera. The system
controller serves as the interface between the
user and the system. The digital image processor
digitizes and stores the signal from the video
camera at a rate of 30 frames per second.
The digital image processor (Fig. 2) has four
major elements. The analog processing unit
(APu) contains a flash analog-to-digital converter
and three digital-to-analog converters. Next are
the frame buffers: one or two for storing data
and one for transferring it. The arithmetic logic
unit performs fast processing and transformation of digital data. The input/output board communicates with the system controller.
After the video data is digitized by the APU, it
is stored in one of the frame buffers. The buffers have aresolution of 512 by 480 pixels, each
8 bits wide. Each pixel has 256 levels of gray.
With the frame buffers, the ALU can perform
mathematical and logic operations on the data.
These operations can improve the S/N ratio,
make measurements on the digital representation of the subject under test, or enhance the
digital representation of the object under test.
IMPROVING THE S/N RATIO
To improve the S/N ratio of the digitized image, Accuvision uses background subtraction,
averaging, and summation. Background subtraction accounts for the optical imperfections that
dirt, scratched lenses, and nonlinearities of the
optics can cause on the microscope and video
camera. It eliminates these distortions by acquiring a blank or defocused image containing only
the imperfections caused by the optics. This image is stored in a frame buffer and subtracted
from the image to be measured. Afterwards, the
image to be measured will contain only the information relevant to the object.
Averaging reduces the random noise introduced by such sources as the environment and
system electronics. This noise will be part of the
digitized image and, because of its random nature, can unpredictably influence the actual measurement of a chip feature.
Accuvision's high-speed digital image processor allows for 30 frames, or images, per second
to be acquired, digitized, and averaged—a process in which successive versions of the same
digitized image are stored, then added and divided by the number of samples in the ALU. BeElectronics/September 4, 1986

cause the noise is random, averaging eliminates
most of it, leaving anearly perfect stored digital
image of the object under test.
At times, because of the properties of the material or device under inspection, the image's
contrast level can be very low, and the usual
resolution of 256 gray levels might not be
enough to make a meaningful measurement.
Then the digital image processor's high speed
permits rapid summation of the incoming digitized images. Using two frame buffers gives a
range of 16 bits, or about 65,000 levels of gray.
After these procedures, measurement alga
rithms can be applied. In a measurement, the
number of pixels between two selected points on
the feature's intensity profile is counted.
FOUR WAYS TO MEASURE
Accuvision allows for selection of four measurement algorithms—dual-threshold, maximumgradient, and two proprietary ¡vs algorithms:
edge-contrast and autothreshold. The dualthreshold and maximum-gradient algorithms
take into account only the information contained
in one data point of the image's edge. The edgecontrast and autothreshold algorithms deal with
the information contained in the complete edge,
so they have many more data points to use in
determining the measurement points with the
highest degree of repeatability. Edge contrast
enables auser to determine aportion of the line
edge to be included in the measurement, whereas autothreshold automatically selects the point
of the edge of highest repeatability.
The number of pixels to be counted depends
on the degree of magnification. When measuring submicron features, it is necessary to get
the greatest magnification possible, trading off
resolution and contrast. To do this, the user
selects the parameters of the rectangular
gate—position, width, and height. The digital

3. SHEARED EFFECT. In shearing, two identical images are
displaced by several pixels, producing a3-d-like image.
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image processor then interpolates between pixels, resulting in more repeatable measurements. For example, if an optical magnification
set for an 8-pixel count represents a 0.5-µ,m
line, then the resolution of each pixel would be
0.0625 1.tm. Without interpolation, this figure
would be the measurement's repeatability and
accuracy. Accuvision's interpolation capability
raises the repeatability and accuracy.
Even with repeatability between pixel measurements, it is still important to average the
measurements for highest repeatability. The
rectangular gate, with its variable position and
dimensions, plays arole here. Measurements are
taken over each video line within the gate and
averaged to give the final measurement result
for highest repeatability.
The Accuvision system can do more than measure critical dimensions in asingle plane: it also
can check the alignment between structures located on different layers of awafer. A standard

optical microscope cannot do this adequately in
the submicron region: the magnification needed
for fine-line measurements reduces the depth of
focus, making it impossible to get both layers in
the field of view.
Multiple frame buffers and Accufocus hardware and software make it possible to store images located in two focal planes. These images,
both perfectly in focus, can be superimposed to
form one perfectly focused image, and the alignment of structures in different layers can be
measured.
Many of the image-enhancement techniques
used to improve measurement in the Accuvision
also play a role in the inspection of semiconductor wafers and masks. The digital image processor plays amajor role in wafer and mask inspection by implementing such features as shearing
and digital comparison.
In shearing, an image of the object to be inspected is averaged, digitized, and sent into two
frame buffers. The inspection program then calls for one stored imIT ALL BEGAN WITH DIGITIZING IR IMAGES
age to be shifted with respect to
IVS Inc. was founded in 1980 by Don
signed for the study of living cells.
the other in X, Y, or both direcYansen and Thorlief Knutrud, graduIt was about this time that the three
tions. The degree of shift is speciates of Massachusetts Institute of Tech- founders realized their image-enhancefied in number of pixels. The alga
nology, and Eutimio Saporetti, agradu- ment technology could be applied to the
rithm automatically subtracts one
ate of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. expanding field of wafer and mask inimage from the other, eliminating
Yansen, vice president of manufactur- spection, where need was arising for
everything that is equal but highing, specializes in electro-optics; Knu- systems that could cope with 1.5-µm
lighting the differences and the
trud, vice president of engineering, spe- features. The result is an optical system
edges in athree-dimensional fashcializes in analog-digital design. Sapor- that can do critical dimension measureion (Fig. 3).
etti worked on development programs in ments in the submicron region.
An operater viewing a sheared
electro-optics and image analysis for the
"IVS is now well-positioned in the
image can detect common failures
Mariner Mars Canopus Star Tracker as marketplace and is participating in one
such as protrusions and spots. He
asystems engineer at Honeywell Inc.
of the high-growth segments of the wacan also inspect edge roughness,
The company's first product was a fer-inspection market," says Rene Verwhich is extremely difficult to exsystem that facilitated the conversion of haegen, the company's director of sales
amine on awafer that has submiinfrared images into digital information, and marketing. Five Accuvision syscron features.
which then could be enhanced and ana- tems have been built: three are in the
Another important feature of
lyzed by computer techniques. In spring field at beta sites and two are at IVS.
the Accuvision system is digital
1984, IVS introduced a second line of The company expects to sell eight macomparison. Here, a digitized imimage-processing equipment that is de- chines in the next two years.
age known to be good is stored in
a buffer and compared on screen
with the digitized image of the object under test, which is stored in
a second buffer. This feature allows detection of process variations and defects. Differences can
be highlighted in color. Other
measurement features—such as
summation, dual-level imaging,
contrast
enhancement,
and
zoom—also can be applied to the
inspection operation.
lys is currently engaged in hardware and development work to
automate Accuvision completely
and to integrate advanced signalprocessing capabilities into the instrument to further enhance its
DIGITIZERS. Yansen, Knutrud, and Saporetti added image processing to the microscope.
inspection capabilities.
EJ
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The amazing Casio FX-4000P programmable scientific calculator. In
power, it's compaCASIO
FX.4000P
rable to the most
highly touted calcu- Functions
160
12 Scrolls to
lators on the market Display
Memory
55C Step
today.
Formula Replay
Yes
Computer Math
Yes
It offers you
160 total functions, including 83 scientific functions, such as hexadecimal/
decimal/binary/octal conversions,
standard deviation and regression
analysis.
Making it easier to deal with
long computations, its 12 character

alpha-numeric display scrolls to 79
characters and its instant formula
replay feature lets
HP
TI
15C
60
you review, edit and
repay your formula
115
124
9
7+2
'0 + 2
at
the touch of a
448 Step
84 Step
No
No
button. It even has
No
Some
an answer key that
stores your last computed value.
And to make things still easier,
the EX-4000F has a"perfect entry"
system, which allows you to enter and
display aformula exactly as written.
Plus, it has anon-volatile 550
step program memory with 10 program

,

divisions. This allows 10 different programs to be stored at once.
And it includes up to 94 data
memories, which are invaluable for
statistical analysis.
Finding all this power at your
fingertips is remarkable enough, let
alone at half the price of some competitors. If ycu can put your finger
on ascientific calculator that gives
you more power at any price, by all
means buy it.

CASIO
Where miracles never cease

Casio, Inc. Consumer Products Division: 15 Gardner Road, Fairfield, NJ 07006 New Jersey (201) 882-1493, Los Angeles (213) 803-3411
Circle 91 on reader service card

One reason Sharp components are found
in so many different products is that there are
so many different Sharp components. Over
2000, in fact.
And if we don't already have exactly
what you need, we'll work with you to custom-design it.

Of course, the quality of our components
has alot to do with our success. You don't get
to be one of the world's leading component
suppliers unless your products help your
customer's products earn areputation for
reliability.
And you don't keep growing in today's

SOME OF THE BEST RE
SHARP COMPONENTS A
AROUND YO
Is there acomputer in your office?
Then chances are you know our
components, since anumber of
major computer manufacturers
use them.

Do you have acalculator or two? Did Sharp
make them? Not surprising. We make more
than anyone else—out of Sharp components, of course.
LCD display: We can make 20 million units
per month—supertwisted, high contrast,
backlit and standard TN-FEM.
CMOS technology: Tried and proven through
millions of calculator chips.
TAB packaging: The smallest, thinnest packaging possible.

Opto: Sharp is one of the largest manufacturers ofphotocouplers, photointerrupters,
solid-state relays, rotary encoders and photodiodes.
EL display: We're the #1 manufacturer of
what many people consider the most visually pleasingflat panel display

market unless you have the technological advances the market's asking for.
Put all of this together with competitive
pricing and aproduction capacity that lets us
get your orders to you on time, and you might
wonder why you've never called on us before.
Maybe you just didn't know the people

in your area who can answer your questions
about Sharp components.
Well, we've solved that little problem.
Just check the list below.

SHARP
FROM SHARP MINDS
COME SHARP PRODUCTS'

ASONS FORB
RE PROBAB
MOM
Memory: DRAM, SRAM, ROM, EPROM
and OTP ROM. And all in CMOS!
ASIC Our standard cell series is compatible to
our gate array series.
Microprocessor: We're the only supplier ofsingle-chip
CMOS Z8 microprocessors. We can supply V20/V30 series,
Z8000 and Z80families, too.
Flex PCB: Ours are used in almost every camera made in Japan.
See any computer printers around? Ever wonder
where some of their components might have come
from? Would you like us to draw you apicture?
Thick-film hybrid IC We can make 300,000 per month.
Standard logic: 74HC and HCT series? Display driversfor LCD,
EL, LED and VFD? Sharp's the logical source.
Laser diode: We produce over 800,000 every month, making us the #1 supplier in the world.
Linear IC: From Sharp minds come Sharp linear op amps, comparators, flash AID converters
and switching regulators.

Call one of our experienced sales representatives or distributors for more information.
Sales Representatives: Alabama: Hughes Associates (205) 533-9108** Arkansas: Impaq Sales Ca (214) 929-8539 California (Southern):
Plustronics (714) 476-3619 (818) 995-8908 California (Northern): Quorum Technical Sales (408) 980-0812 Connecticut: Digital Sales
Associates* (203) 248-3641 The Orion Group (203) 621-8371 Florida: Lawrence Associates (305) 368-7373 (305) 339-3855 (305)
724-8294 (813) 584-8110 Georgia: Hughes Assoc.** (404) 622-1587 (912) 477-1889 Idaho: Blair Hirsh Ca (503) 641-1875 MilbOiS (Southern):
Baka Corp. (314) 878-4224 Indiana: SAI Marketing Corp. (317) 241-9276 Iowa: Baka Corp. (314) 878-4224 Kansas: Baka Corp. (316)
682-8411 Louisiana: Impaq Sales Ca (214) 829-9539 Maine: Alpha-Omega Sales Group** (617) 933-0237 Digital Sales Assoc.* (617)
480-0516 Massachusetts: Alpha-Omega Sales Group** (617) 933-0237 Digital Sales Assoc.** (617) 480-0516 Michigan: SAI Marketing
Corp. (313)227-1786 Mississippi: Hughes Assoc.** (601) 287-2915 Missouri: Baka Corp. (314) 878-4224 Nevada (Northern): Quorum
Technical Sales (408) 980-0812 Nebraska: Baka Corp. (913) 383-3295 New Hampshire: Alpha-Omega Sales Group** (617) 933-0237
New Jersey (Northern) and New York (Southern): Cooper-Simon (516) 489-0404 New York State: NHA (716) 586-9002 North
Carolina: Hughes Assoc.** (919) 467-7029 Ohio: SAI Marketing Corp. (216) 751-3633 (513) 435-3181 (614) 876-8650 Oklahoma: Impaq
Sales Co. (214) 929-8539 Oregon: Blair Hirsh Co. (503) 641-1875 Pennsylvania (Western): SAI Marketing Corp. (412) 261-0482
Pennsylvania (Eastern): QED (215) 643-9200 Rhode Island: Alpha-Omega Sales Group** (617) 933-0237 Digital Sales Assoc.* (617)
480-0516 South Carolina: Hughes Assoc. (919) 467-7029 Tennessee: Hughes Assoc.** (615) 587-2433 (615) 871-0906 Texas: Impaq
Sales Co. (214) 929-8539 (512) 331-1649 Vermont: Alpha-Omega Sales Group** (617) 933-0237 Digital Sales Assoc.* (617) 480-0516
Washington: Blair Hirsh Co. (206) 774-8151 West Virginia: SAI Marketing Corp. (313) 227-1786
Distributors: Diplomat Electronics Corporation [7 Added Value Electronics D Space Electronics El Western Micro Technology 0 Hyc,om
'LCD, LED Displays and Laser Diodes

••IC and Optoelectronics

CD 1986 Sharp Electronics Corp.

Sharp Electronics Corp., Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, N.J. 07430(201) 529-8757.
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SOFTWARE IS
THE CHALLENGE
NOW IN BETTER
GRAPHICS

omputer-graphics technology is advancing to the point where even personal
computers will soon be producing
graphical images with resolution, rendering, and speed that were barely conceivable
just five years ago. The hardware is ready, available, and affordable. The firmware and system
software for basic graphics operations are pretty
much in place. But one thing is still lacking: the
body of application software that can use the
latest technology effectively.
Developing such applications will be the final, and greatest, challenge for graphics engineers and a new challenge for application pro- Advances in hardware and firmware are
grammers. The hardware and firmware for
graphics were simple, in one respect: they are making high-end graphics possible on
quite similar in all computers. But there are low-end machines; now all that is needed
many ways to partition the systems—a great
variety of architectures—and hence there is a is the right application software
wide variety of choices that a programmer
must make in writing application software that
by Tom Manuel
uses graphics .
Since graphics require considerable data manipulation and plenty of memory, the technology
that has done the most to make them feasible on
awide range of computers is high-performance,
general-purpose and special-purpose VLSI processors and fast, very dense memory chips. For
example, general-purpose 32-bit microprocessors
are
commonly
available at speeds between 10 and 20 MHz,
with a few models in
the 20-to-40-MHz range
beginning to show up
[see story on p. 67].
Now readily available
are 256-K. DRAMs with
access speeds of 150 ns,
and 1-Mb chips are beginning to come on
stream. Special-purpose
ICs useful in graphics
systems include several
kinds of graphics processors, bit slices, digiINTERFACE. Apollo's Domain/
Dialogue user-interface management system makes it easy
to develop graphics interfaces
with avariety of icons, menus,
and display windows such as
those shown. The graphic at
upper right is aray-trace image.
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1. ASSEMBLY LINE. Atypical graphics subsystem has several processing steps, beginning at an application program and ending with

the display, that act like an assembly line to produce apicture. The user closes the loop between the display and input devices.

tal signal-processing chips, fast static RAMS
[Electronics, August 7, 1986, p. 121], video RAMS,
digital-to-analog converters, new integrations of
triple DAcs on single chips, and RAMS for video
lookup tables on the same chips with DACs.
A simplified model of the graphics assembly
line in a raster graphics system shows a series
of steps (Fig. 1). Building a display list and
converting it into abit map, which is stored in a
frame buffer, leads to postprocessing of the data
into video information. At that point, the digital
information is converted into analog signals.
From there it goes to the final stage, the output
device, which usually is a display screen but
sometimes a plotter or laser printer.
THE FIRST STEP
The assembly line, however, must begin with
an application. Software tools are now being developed that will allow application program developers easy access to graphics technology, enabling them to build enhanced user interfaces
and rich graphical output into their programs.
Graphics libraries, window managers, and userinterface management systems are about to
bring state-of-the-art graphics interfaces to most
programs.
Graphics library packages include DI-3000 and
GK-2000 from Precision Visuals Inc., Boulder,
Colo.; the line of graphics packages from Integrated Software Systems Corp., San Diego; Visual:GKs from Visual Engineering, San Jose,
Calif.; and the GSS`CGI (Computer Graphics Interface) Graphics Development Toolkit offered by
Graphics Software Systems Inc., Beaverton, Ore.
Such packages contain subroutines that applications programs can call to draw common shapes
and pieces of pictures, called graphics primitives.
At the other end, the user interface with the
computer, software to manage graphical user
interfaces is becoming much more common. The
96

earliest such software was often called awindow
manager; one example is Microsoft Windows,
from Microsoft Corp. As user-interface software
packages expand in scope, they are increasingly
being referred to as user-interface management
systems (uimss). A typical uims is the Apollo
Computer Inc. Domain/Dialogue system shown
in the opening photograph. The ums makes it
easier for application software developers to employ in a series of programs the same windows,
icons, menus, pop-ups, scroll bars, help facilities,
and other such graphical interface features.
The next step in the production of graphics
is display list generation. The display list manager, a graphics-utility software package,
takes information from an application program
or data base and uses it to form adisplay list:
agroup of graphics primitives such as vectors,
polygons, circles, and text in a number of
fonts. The list fits a format designed for rapid
drawing and modification of views of a modeled object. Current 32-bit microprocessors and
the densest RAMS available are the technologies of choice for the processing power that
manages the display list and the memory in
which to store it.
The next step in graphics production, view
generation, occurs when a particular view of
the model or portion of the model is ordered by
the application program. The view generator
uses drawing instructions from the application
program and coordinates for the primitives
from the display list to produce the desired
view, showing the object from aparticular vantage point. It clips that drawing to the volume
containing the portion of the model it was
drawn from. Then it takes the point in space
representing the location of the observer for
this particular view and creates the viewplane—a two-dimensional projection of the image as it would appear to the observer. The
Electronics/September 4, 1986

viewplane
is
cropped
and
mapped to the part of the
screen selected for this picture
(the viewport). The object coordinates are converted to deviceindependent world coordinates,
which are passed on to the rasterizer to be turned into a bit
map for drawing the view.
In most interactive graphics
systems, views change frequently, if not constantly, placing a
heavy computational burden on
the view generator. Standard microprocessors can handle view
generation, but the demands are
so heavy that they are confined
to the least expensive systems.
They do an acceptable job with
two-dimensional, 16-bit integer
data, when a mathematics coprocessor is also used. For more
complex images, special-purpose
processors, often implemented
with bipolar bit-slice processors,
are being used.
Among these processors are
the Advanced Micro Devices
Am29116, digital signal-processing chips such as the Texas Instruments TMS320 family, Mo- 2. PIXELS GALORE. It takes lots of pixels (2,048 by 2,048) to produce 16 images at
torola's DSP56000 [Electronics, 512-by-512 resolution each. The Metheus Omega 3720 controller does it.
March 10, 1986, p. 30], and the
ZR34161 from Zoran Corp. [Electronics, July 24, including some custom gallium arsenide Ks, the
1986, p. 59]. In the future, floating-point proces- Omega 3720 and 3710 are the first commercially
sor chips from vendors such as Weitek may be available graphics subsystems to generate afullcoupled with the emerging 32-bit families of bit- color 2,048-by-2,048-pixel picture (Fig. 2). Shown
slice building blocks such as the Am29300 from for the first time at the Siggraph '86 conference
AMD (see story on p. 64).
in Dallas the week of August 18, the controllers
However, a few makers of graphics systems not only heighten resolution but deliver the
prefer to design their own chips and graphics graphics at high speed—pixel writing rates
engines. A couple of older examples are Silicon range from 6 million to 160 million pixels/s—
Graphics Inc.'s Geometry Engine and the graph- over 350 MHz.
ics processors Raster Technologies Inc. and Megatek made for their systems. However, Silicon RASTERIZE IT
Graphics has just announced a faster Geometry
Following view generation from a display list,
Engine at 10 MHz, which can manipulate 3-d at the next step is transforming the graphics primi110,000 floating-point coordinates/s. Other new tives into information that describes exactly how
custom processors include the chip set Hewlett- every pixel on the display device is to be shown.
Packard Co. introduced for its HP320SRX work This step has many names—rasterization, disstation [Electronics, August 7, 1986, p. 97] and a play processing, and scan conversion, among othgraphics subsystem from General Electric Co., ers. The pixel information is stored in a large
the Graphicon 700. Masscomp Computers Inc. is memory, several planes deep, that is known by
the first company to offer the Graphicon 700 in a several names—the frame buffer, refresh memocomputer system and GE's CAD systems compa- ry, or bit map.
ny, Calma, will soon follow suit.
The bit-map and display-processor stages may
Both the Graphicon and the HP work station use some of the same processor chips and memobring nearly real-time drawing speed to three- ries as the earlier display list and view generadimensional shaded solid images at the 1,280-by tion stages, but they also have their own proces1,024-pixel resolution level. Metheus Corp., in sor and video DRAM chips. Among the first genHillsboro, Ore., however, is pushing resolution to eration of standard large-scale integrated graphanew high of 2,048 by 2,048 pixels. Using multi- ics processor chips is the NEC Corp. 7220 GDC.
ple bit-slice and floating-point processor chips,
The second generation of graphics controller
Electronics/September 4, 1986
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station graphics to personal computers. Launching this trend are products such as the Pepe
board from Vectrix Corp., Greensboro, N. C.; the
T4 board from Microfield Graphics Inc., Beaverton, Ore.; and the Clipper graphics subsystem
offered by Pixelworks, Hudson, N. H. [ElectronVIDEO LOOKUP
DAC
TABLE
ics, July 24, 1986, p. 38]. All of these offer 1,280by-1,024-pixel resolution and high line-drawing
COLOR MAPPED DAC
speeds—from 7.5 million to 20 million pixels/s.
Once a view is generated and rasterized and
stored in the frame buffer, it has to be proVLT
DAC
cessed and converted for the display device. Video postprocessing is supported by fast ECL RAMS
COLOR MAPPED DAC
for the video lookup tables (color tables) and
digital-to-analog converters. But the trend is toward higher integration. For example, there are
VLT
DAC
several integration paths (Fig. 3): integrating a
VLT with aDAC and using three of them, one for
COLOR MAPPED DAC
each color of the RGB signal; combining three
DACs into one lc and using three VLT RAMS; or
TRIPLE DAC
TRIPLE COLOR MAPPED DAC
putting the entire VLT/DAC subsystem on one
chip (three vurs and three DACs). Perhaps the
most successful at this is Brooktree Corp., San
3. CHIP OPTIONS. There are at least three methods for integratDiego, with its family of Videodacs, Ramdacs,
ingvideo lookup tables and DACs in the post processing stage of
and graphics support devices. Graphics back-end
graphics processing.
(postprocessing) products are also available from
Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, Mass.; Intech
chips [Electronics, May 19, 1986, p. 64] is now Inc., Santa Clara; and AMD.
coming on stream. They can handle higher-level
Display monitors and plotters are seeing their
commands, address multiple color planes, and share of rapid developments. The most recent
convert more primitives. Among these second- advances include the Sony DD2800 2,048-bygeneration chips are the Hitachi 63484 ARCTC, 2,048-pixel color monitor; the 1,600-by-1,280-pixel
the Intel 72786 [Electronics, May 19, 1986, p. 57],
19-in. MX-4190 color monitor from Monitronix
the NCR graphics chip set [Electronics, May 19, Corp., Columbus, Ohio; and the 4,096-by-3,278
1986, p. 61], National Semiconductor's 8500 fam- 300-dot/in. 19-in. monochrome CRT just introily, AMD'S Am95C60 Quad Pixel Data Manager, duced by Megascan Technology Inc., Gibsonia,
and TI'S 34010 [Electronics, Jan. 27, 1986, p. 15]. Pa. And a display the size of a D engineering
drawing (22 by 34 in.), the Softplot 2122 "paperless plotter," is offered by Greyhawk Systems
Widespread demand for greater graphics Inc., Milpitas, Calif.
Finally, the user-interaction loop is closed with
capability is pulling the technology at
input devices, through which users call for modithe same time that development of high- fications to a picture, request a new picture, or
tell a graphical user interface to perform the
performance components is pushing it
next task. Input devices range from mice, joysticks, and track balls, to tablets to digitizers.
To support these new chips with graphics sys- Even the more exotic methods are almost invaritem software, Graphics Software Systems in ably accompanied by a keyboard, though. At
June introduced new firmware packages for some point, the user is going to need it to enter
both the TI and Intel chips. The DGIS*34010 and words and numbers.
DGIS*82786 ROM kits implement the Direct
The transformation of graphics from a highly
Graphics Interface Specification. DGIS is an specialized function into a standard feature is a
emerging board-level standard that provides a push-pull phenomenon. The demand for graphics
high-level programmer interface for writing in many more applications pulls the technology;
graphics-device driver software. The result is the development of components with continually
high-speed graphics-10 times faster than host- increasing performance at continually decreasing
resident software, the company claims.
prices pushes it. At the high end, the transforMany graphics boards or built-in graphics sub- mation is making it possible to manipulate solid,
systems for personal computers can be imple- shaded 3-d images in almost real time. At the
mented using the new graphics controller chips personal computer level, it soon will bring graphand firmware products. A few graphics board ics capability with the resolution, speed, and richvendors, however, are turning to bit-slice and ness of color that used to be available only at
application-specific ICs to bring high-end work- the high end—just yesterday, it seems.
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PROBING THE NEWS
BIPOLAR COMES ALIVE AGAIN
AS DEVELOPMENT SPEEDS UP
CIRCUITS AND TECHNOLOGY MEETING RETURNS AFTER 20-YEAR ABSENCE
by Bernard
MINNEAPOLIS

B

ipolar technology is on the
move again, advancing rapidly into VLSI now that it has
overcome many of the scaling
problems that continue to bedevil MOS. One good indicator of the
increasing momentum is the number of
new processes being moved to production, such as Fairchild Semiconductor
Corp.'s contactless Aspect process (see
story, p. 55).
Another measure of this resurgence
is the resurrection of the Bipolar Circuits and Technology Meeting, agathering of bipolar technical specialists that
had been missing from the calendar
since the mid-1960s. Sponsored by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, it will be held in Minneapolis
next week.
The innovations and solutions that researchers will describe are the new
guideposts for the technology, which is
increasingly finding its greatest number
of applications in the high-density, highperformance end of the market: precision analog and very high-speed digital
circuits. And this strength is building
even as bipolar's share of the total integrated circuit market diminishes.
According to conference chairman
John Shier, device engineering manager
at VTC Inc., Bloomington, Minn., "Overall, bipolar is ashrinking fraction of all
IC shipments, dropping from 44% of the
IC total in 1985 to about 3V in 1990.
But viewed by itself, bipolar is an industry with $8.4 billion in revenue and a
compound annual growth rate of
12.7%." This growth would be impressive, he says, by almost any standard
except that of the MOS market, which is
increasing by 22% ayear.
Nevertheless, says Shier, in its own
segments of the IC spectrum, bipolar
will continue to hold its own against
MOS technology, which is running into
problems as it moves slowly, by tenths
of microns, toward submicron geometries. By comparison, he says, bipolar
very large-scale integration has overcome many of its scaling problems and,
100

Conrad Cole

Also for use in CML-based circuits is
a process that will be described in a
paper from TRW Electronic Systems
Group in Redondo Beach, Calif. The
technology features an oxide-walled
self-aligned emitter. In addition to buried layers, recessed oxides, diffused isolation regions, diffused n+ contacts,
and platinum suicides for interconnection (see figure, below), it incorporates
an emitter-base structure designed to
minimize problems with boron channeling that occur in many VLSI designs,
both bipolar and MOS.
STRESS BUSTER. Involving the formation of a thin thermal oxide on the ar'Bipolar devices readily
senic-doped polysilicon, the process prevents unacceptable levels of stress bescale to submicron
tween the silicon nitride and the poly,
horizontal dimensions'
accommodating the undercut of the polysilicon gate emitter without signifidesign process). It can be used for cir- cantly etching the implanted base region. Used in the fabrication of asimple
cuits as dense as 100,000 gates, gate
speeds of about 500 ps or better, and a divide-by-2 prescaler, it can operate at
power dissipation of only 50 p,W per 3.9 GHz with internal logic swings of
only 200 mV.
gate. Key to the high density are
shorter channel lengths, thinner gate diAlso being described at the meeting is
electrics, groove isolation, triple implan- a complementary bipolar process for
high-speed precision analog circuits
tation, four layers of metalization, and
from Analog Devices Inc. of Wilmingelectron-beam lithographic techniques.
ton, Mass., used for the fabrication of
The advantage, the researchers say, is
that the scaled-down bipolar gates main- junction-isolated vertical npn and pnp
tain their speed at a lower current, al- transistors with toggle frequencies in
lowing more devices to be placed on a excess of 0.5 GHz and breakdown voltages above 36 V. Both the npn and pnp
die for agiven amount of power.

requiring only finer lithography, is moving rapidly from 2to 1and even 0.5 pm.
"Bipolar devices readily scale to submicron horizontal dimensions," says Shier.
"By comparison, MOS devices have to
contend with short-channel effects and
hot-electron trapping as scaling increases the electric field."
Take, for example, a paper the Honeywell Inc. Solid State Electronics Division in Plymouth, Minn., will present at
the conference, describing that company's fourth-generation current-mode-logic process, called ADPIV (for automatic

NOT TO WORRY. TRW's process for CML-based circuits has an emitter-base structure that is
designed to minimize the boron-channeling problems that occur in both bipolar and MOS VLSI.
Electronics/September 4, 1986

transistors use standard douincluding the 54 ECI, output
ble-diffused emitters and
drivers.
base junctions. The pnp has a
Resulting from acollaborastandard epitaxial buried-coltion between Honeywell and
lector structure, but requires
Sperry Corp.'s Minneapolis
/
a p-type epitaxial layer,
operation is a 64-by-12-bit
whereas the npn transistor is
ECL dual-port RAM with 2.1a triple-diffused structure
ns read-access and 1.75-ns
with a buried collector isolatwrite times. The memory is
ed by a p well.
fabricated with aself-aligned
Researchers at Tektronix
bipolar process that has a 2SUBSTRATE
Inc. of Beaverton, Ore., who
single-polysilicon layer.
VIA FUSE
are trying to design devices
And researchers from TI's
that can withstand the 400°C
process-development facility
to 500°C anneals necessary in
in Houston will describe
the fabrication of high-perwhat they did when they
formance bipolar circuits, will
were looking for a way to
describe
a
metalization
achieve high-density 64-K to
scheme to replace the palladi256-K bipolar programmable
um-silicide-titanium/tungread-only memories without
sten-palladium-gold process.
using trench isolation. Their
Circuit yield suffers at
solution was a scalable antiBASE
PtSi
—EMITTER
high temperatures, the refuse technology (see figure,
searchers say, because of
left) using undoped amorCOLLECTOR
gold-silicon interdiffusion and
phous silicon, which requires
CONTACT FUSE
penetration of the titanium
a significantly reduced prointo the thin oxide around the
gramming current when com111 OXIDE
Ill BARRIER METAL
gate contacts. To prevent
pared to conventional fuse‘ METAL
• AMORPHOUS SILICON
this, rhodium is added to the
blowing technology.
mix and vanadium silicide reA variety of standard and fullplaces the palladium silicide, NO TRENCH. TI turns to scalable antifuse technology using amorphous custom circuits made with anallowing anneals as high as silicon for high-density bipolar PROMs without trench isolation.
alog and digital bipolar pro600°C without degradation.
cesses will also be described,
And from Fairchild Semiconductor in
in Scottsdale, Ariz., have developed a including aprogrammable correlator with
Mountain View, Calif., comes a singleradiation-hardened 2,500-gate macrocellredundancy from the Institute for Theopolysilicon process optimized for fabricabased device that can be fabricated with
retical Electronics in Aachen, West Gertion of circuits requiring both analog
either of two bipolar technologies: Momany, which can do 656 million operaand digital functions. With 2-µm design
torola's 6-GHz polyimide-isolated Mosaic
tions/s; a 150-MHz video DAC with sixrules, emitter-coupled-logic gate delays
II for ground applications or its 4-GHz
color palette from Motorola's Tempe,
of 162 Ps have been achieved that dissiMosaic I, using silicon-dioxide isolation
Ariz., operation that dissipates only 750
pate no more than 2.5 mW per gate.
between metal layers. Not to be outmW; a 175-MHz video-display driver feaWith 1-p.m design rules, the designers
done, Honeywell Inc.'s Solid State Electuring 2-ns rise times, from Tektronix; a
expect to reduce the gate delay to as
tronics Division will describe a 1.6-GHz
10-GHz, 17-dB microwave self-oscillating
little as 100 ps. The process has been
bipolar array that combines nine tiles
mixer functioning as afrequency convertused for a 900-MHz 8-bit shift register
containing a variety of analog strucer from Avantek Inc., of Santa Clara,
and a video digital-to-analog converter
tures with a96-gate integrated Schottky
Calif.; and aprecision high-speed samplewith a conversion rate of 400 MHz.
logic array. Another analog/digital ofand-hold amplifier from Harris SemiconAs for circuit design, several papers
fering comes from VTC: a bipolar stanductor Corp. of Melbourne, Fla., with a
describe the use of advanced bipolar
slew rate of 100 V/p,s, an open-loop gain
techniques for a variety of semicustom
greater than 140 dB, adroop rate of 10 V
Innovations abound
circuits. From Texas Instruments Inc. of
/p,s, and an acquisition time of 500 ns per
Dallas, there is a16-input, 8-output ECL
in semicustom, gate
10-V step.
fuse-programmable-array logic device
Considerable attention will also be foarrays, and memory
that is made using TI's Impact-X procused on the device modeling, simulacess; it features delays of only 4.5 ns.
tion, and design tools that will be key to
Another high-speed FPAL of the same
dard-cell library that includus 40 fully
bipolar's move into the VLSI level. Indesign comes from the company that
characterized analog and 101 digital
cluded will be a number of new Spice
originated the concept, Monolithic Memfunctions.
models from companies such as Tekories Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., with a
In memory, Bipolar Integrated Techtronix Inc.'s Integrated Circuits Opera7.8-ns device fabricated using its new
nology Inc. of Beaverton, Ore., will detion; TI's Semiconductor Process and
oxide-walled-base bipolar technology.
scribe a 6-ns, five-port, 1K register file
Design Center; and the University of
Engineers from Signetics Corp., in Sunthat it has fabricated with its 2-p,m BIT1
Florida Department of Electrical Enginyvale, Calif., who are aiming at more
process, which offers high performance
neering; as well as a three-dimensional
complex programmable logic devices
and high density [Electronics, April 7,
model for bipolar transistor simulation
will describe the application of the com1986, p. 24]. Including one read/write,
from the Department of Electrical and
pany's vertical fuse technology to a 20two read-only, and two write-only
Computer Engineering at Arizona State
input, 24-output field-programmable logports—all of which may be used on the
University. And from Carnegie-Mellon
ic array that can operate at 14 ns.
same 6-ns cycle—the random-access
University's Department of Electrical
In gate arrays, engineers from Motormemory contains 43,000 active devices
and Computer Engineering comes Fabola Inc.'s Government Electronics Group
on a 290-mil 2 die and dissipates 6 W,
rics II, a CAD bipolar layout tool.
III
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SCREAM NG
PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON:
TO 76Hz BIPOLAR
OR 150MHz CMOS.
It's afact worth shouting about:
VTC offers more high-performance
ASIC solutions than any other vendor.
Both bipolar and CMOS.
Our advanced processes give
you the performance specs you need
to meet your most demanding
applications. And your most
demanding requirement: staying
competitive in today's tough
marketplace.
But, VTC gives you even more to
count on. Not the least of which is
experience: 20 years in IC design and
manufacturing to be exact. Which
means ou •
quality and reliability have
been proven hundreds of times over.

Plus, total in-house capability —
from design and mask-making,
through wafer fabrication, to packaging
and testing. Wth state-of-the-art
equipment and facilities to match
anyone's.. .
anywhere.
And CAD software tools that make
first-pass success areality, not just a
possibility.
VTC lets you choose from three
basic approaches:
D Gate array/analog master chip
D Standard cell libraries
El Silicon compilation
You can also choose your design
approach:
D Your own staff
D VTC-authorized design centers
D VTC factory-based designers
Or acombination

Use our proven CAD tools on your
methodology lets you concentrate on
systems problems without concern for
choice of workstations, including the
discrete IC design.
IBM PC Ar or compatible, Mentor
[II Linear functions: amps, ADCs,
Graphics', DEC VAX", and the
Ws, comparators
Genesil" Silicon Complier.
Li Digital functions: SSI, MSI, LSI;
And, choose your packaging from
three power/speed options
one of the best selections available
H Memory functions: RAM or ROM
today.
El TTL or ECL 10K I/O levels
Our BasiPASIC - family already
[I Amplifier bandwidths to 200MHz
includes seven high-performance
[IDigital clock rates to 60MHz
ASIC solutions, with more on the way.
H Component library available
This wide choice of options, plus
our total in-house capability, really make H Laser-trimmed resistors
[I3.0p (LHD) process
VTC your one-stop high-performance
ASIC source.
High-Performance Bipolar
Digital Cell Library
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
Ultra high-speed logic functions,
with unlimited I/O flexibility .... the
BIPOLAR ASIC
fastest digital standard cell ASIC
SOLUTIONS:
solution on the market today. Singlechip complexities to 5000 gates, with
1GHz Analog Master
demonstrated radiation hardening to
Chip Family
Versatile, quick-turn, cost-effective
one megarad.
linear solutions — ideal for low-noise,
• 350psec propagation delays
high-bandwidth applications. Very
• Digital clock rates to 1GHz
• ECL 10KH and TTL I/0s available
high component counts allow
on same chip
interconnection of densely packed
• Suitable for +5, -5, or -5.2 volt
analog functions.
power supplies
D Three array sizes
D 2.0p (CML) process
D 3.0u (LHD) process
D On-chip junction capacitors and
Schottky devices
Up to 68 pins
D Two-layer metal
Analog/Digital Bipolar
Cell Library
Easy-to-use, cell-based solutions
for high-performance mixed analog/
digital systems. Standard cell

VTC Incorporated
On the Silicon Frontier. .
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FAST AS
VTC's High-Performance
Processes

Minimum
Geometry

Metal
Layers
2
2
2
2
2

Switch
Speed

Clock
Rate

1.5ns
500ps
350ps
0.8-1.5ns
0.4-1 Uns

60MHz
350MHz
1GHz
75MHz
150MHz

Linear High-Density (LHD)
Complementary Bipolar Process (CBP)
Current Mode Logic (CML)
CMOS I
CMOS II

3.0p
2.0p
2.011
1.6p
1.0p

High-Performance
Analog/Digital Custom Designs
Full custom solutions, with highperformance assured due to our
advanced processes ... for
applications requiring high speed,
high slew rate, low offsets, large
power bandwidth, large output drive
capability, fast conversion rates,
and high packaging density.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
CMOS ASIC
SOLUTIONS:
1-Micron CMOS Standard
Cell Library
Acost-effective, correct-the-firsttime design methodology with proven
CAD tools. Performance optimized for
driving the large fanouts and long
interconnects characteristic of
complex, VLSI/VHSIC-oriented
designs.
• 20,000+ gate-equivalent
complexity
• Gate delays less than 575psec
(2-input NAND, fanout of 2)
• 1.011 (CMOS II) process
D Two-layer metal
O Over-the-cell routing
D High-performance macro families

Bandwidth
F
TNPN
F
TPNP
1GHz
6GHz
7GHz

100MHz
500MHz
100MHz

Minimum
Device Area
1900µ2
370p2
370112
250112
100112

CMOS Silicon Compilation
VTC now offers access to the
power of the Genesir design system
from Silicon Compilers, Inc. Only
VTC can offer Genesil users the
opportunity to design, manufacture,
and test in atempest-level secure
facility.
D Automated layout compilation
and routing
D Rapid architectural tradeoffs
• 1.611 (CMOS I) process
• Interactive simulation and timing
analysis
• Placement, pinout, and
packaging aids
O Standard functions include parallel
datapath module, RAM, ROM,
FIFO, PLA, random logic functions,
pads, external functions
O Timing checked automatically

VIG's wide choice of packaging options
includes plastic and hermetic DIPs,
surface mount, and PGA, plus TAB.
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CMOS Gate Array
An extensive, fully characterized
macro library that includes multiplexers,
decoders, priority circuits, ashifter,
up/down counter, adders,
comparators, a16-word read/write
memory, and alarge selection of
simple gates and flip-flops.
0 Typical loaded gate delays of
0.85ns (2-input NAN), fanout 2)
O 1.611 (CMOS I) process
• Two-layer metal
O Powerful on-chip test circuitry
• 6K gates in matrix, plus on-chip
maintenance system
D Up to 172 pins
So, give VTC ayell. Your search
for an ASIC vendor isn't complete
till you do.
We'll send you abrochure with
performance specs that'll have you
screaming for joy. VTC Incorporated,
2401 East 86th Street, Bloomington,
MN 55420. (In Minnesota, call:
612/851-5200.)

CALL 800/VTC-ASIC

Circle1o2 on reader service card
tor commercial applications.
Circle 103 011 reader service card
for military applications.
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PROBING THE NEWS

THE ATE-Al PARTNERSHIP
IS HITTING ITS STRIDE
PRACTICAL SYSTEMS ARE STARTING TO APPEAR ALREADY
by Jonah McLeod
WASHINGTON, D. C.

A

rtificial intelligence is widening its role in the world of
testing. Manufacturers of
automatic test equipment are
moving beyond such first
steps as as the establishment of knowledge bases, and they're now fashioning
practical ATE expert systems.
AI functions such as designing and
building testability into very large-scale
integrated circuits, establishing expert
systems and using them to pinpoint
faults, and creating diagnostic routines
to sniff out failures in test equipment
are being expanded and refined far beyond their first incarnations in testing
equipment [Electronics, Nov. 25, 1985,
p. 56]. New applications, among them
automatically configuring test systems
to perform specific tasks, are being developed. And some of the new approaches are getting set to move out of the lab
and into the marketplace.
At the International Test Conference
in Washington next week, two sessions
on AI in testing will outline developments that hold great promise not only
for those who build and use test systems but also for those who design the
circuits to be tested. Some of the systems automatically incorporate the trialand-error knowledge fed them by test
engineers, continually upgrading themselves in apartnership with their users.
Among the more elusive aims is builtin testability. Most VLSI designers don't
have the knowledge of sophisticated design methodologies needed to build selftesting into their chips. This blind spot
is felt quite sharply right now in application-specific ICs, so GEC Research
Ltd. will describe a knowledge-based
setup that it says provides the ASIC designer with built-in self-test expertise as
part of the VLSI design system.
Based at GEC's Hirst Research Centre in Wembley, England, the researchers call their tool Loops, for Lisp objectoriented programming system. In examining acircuit design, the tool proposes
individual test circuits that can be built
into the IC (see figure, right). Once the
user has entered the circuit design,
Loops generates individual test circuits
a user can incorporate into the ASIC
design. The user then enters time and
104

The goal of yet another new system is
to offload the drudgery—as well as to
improve efficiency—in the process of
finding faults in circuits during manufacture or during repair in the field.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.'s Integrated Logistics Support Division in Hunt
Valley, Md., draws on the trial-and-error
knowledge of test engineers and a detailed knowledge of basic electronics to
find circuit faults in adevice under test.
TWO DATA BASES. Called In-House Use
and Knowledge-Based Diagnostic System,
it contains two data bases (see top figure,
p.105). The design data base houses a
description of the schematic and behavior
of the circuit, and is used by the system's
causal reasoning inference engine to justify symptoms and identify faulty components. The rule data base contains information acquired or predicted about the
relationships among test stimuli, symptoms, and faults.
That information comes from both the
causal reasoning inference engine and
the experience and analysis of test engineers. The rule-based inference engine uses the
CIRCUIT
BLOCK
rule data base to help the
USER
LIBRARY
DESIGN
test engineer isolate a
fault in the unit under
test. During the course of
RULES ABOUT
TEST
the debugging process,
BLOCK
PROPOSALS
the system learns from
BEHAVIOR
the test engineer and
stores the knowledge in
SEARCH
the rule data base. WesROUTINES
tinghouse says the system
is now in development and
it hopes to demonstrate it
INDIVIDUAL
by the end of the year.
TESTS
Teradyne Inc. of Boston
will describe a similar AI
system, one that aids in
TIME AREA
TEST
diagnosing analog compoCONSTRAINTS
PLANNER
nent failures on a board
under test in an in-circuit
tester. In-circuit testers
INDIVIDUAL
isolate each component on
TEST PLANS
a printed-circuit board,
classifying analog components such as resistors
CIRCUIT
TEST PLANS
and transistors and testing their operating characteristics. The system operBRITISH BUNDLE. From England's GEC Research, Loops sug
ator then deciphers failure
indications to find out
gests circuits to be built in to provide self-test.

area constraints, enabling Loops to further refine the test circuits it has added
to the ASIC.
Some 4,000 miles from Wembley, at
Purdue University's School of Electrical
Engineering in West Lafayette, Ind., a
similar knowledge-based design has
been built into an expert system. Called
DEFT, for design for testability, it
works in conjunction with adesign-automation system from IBM Corp. called
MVISA (Manassas VLSI interactive system for automation) and uses IBM's Basic Design Language for Structure to
describe the circuit being designed.
But DEFT, which is a research tool,
modifies the description of the circuit to
improve testability. It adds criteria such
as fault coverage and hardware overhead to determine an optimum design
that takes testability into account. After
determining what modifications to
make, DEFT then feeds back anew description to MVISA. In this way, design
for testability is built in without much
intervention from the designer.
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why a component failed the test and
data measured in semiconductor fabricahow to correct the problem.
tion lines. In turn, Smart uses the diagThe system, called In-Circuit Diagnosnosis in conjunction with other informatics, is part of the software for the Ltion in its knowledge base to suggest an
200 VLSI board testers and has three
action or change in the manufacturing
parts: a knowledge base developed dur- process to correct aproblem. The probing test generation that contains inforlems and solutions thus encountered are
mation about the board under test and
then added to the knowledge base.
every component on it; afailed-test anaAn improved version of asystem that
lyzer; and adiagnostic inference engine.
finds and repairs failures in test sysThe engine uses data about each compotems themselves will be described in
nent in the knowledge base along with
two papers from Teradyne's Woodland
rules for analog circuits to determine
Hills, Calif., facility. The system, called
why acomponent failed. Teradyne says
MIND (machine for intelligent diagnoits product could reduce the need for sis), reduces by half the mean time it
defect analysis in the manufacturing re- takes to repair acomplex VLSI test syswork process, and that the failure data
tem. MIND, which will be an integral
can also be used to help test-managepart of the J937 memory-tester system
ment systems provide manufacturingsoftware, is built into a work station
quality feedback via defect reports
from Sun Microsystems Inc. and is conSMART SYSTEM. Sentry/Schlumberger in
nected by communications lines to TeraSan Jose, Calif., takes the notion of im- dyne VLSI test systems in the field. The
proving manufacturing process manage- company says the system provides a
ment with AI to perhaps its ultimate
2: 1 improvement over a human doing
conclusion. Its AI system is marketed
the repair alone.
under the name Smart, for semiconducThe system combines algorithmic
tor manufacturing analysis and reduction tools.
The new version of afacCOMPUTER
DESIGN
DESIGN
AIDED
tory-automation
system
DATA BASE
ENGINEER
DESIGN
called Test Area Manager,
SYSTEM
Smart contains knowledge
provided by semiconductor manufacture and test
CAUSAL REASONING
TEST
INFERENCE ENGINE
ENGINEER
engineers, including facts
and relationships of device
physics, product definiRULE
tions, fabrication properINTERFACE
DATA BASE
ties, and test definitions.
Smart is part of Sentry's factory-automation
RULE-BASED
system, which controls
INFERENCE ENGINE
and defines the semiconductor manufacturing process. It contains an AI
system called PIES (parametric

interpretation

INTERFACE

OPERATOR

INTERFACE

ex-

system) that diagnoses process failures by
analyzing parametric test
pert

AUTOMATIC
TEST SYSTEM

TWO BASES. Westinghouse
system contains two data

UNIT UNDER TEST

bases, one for design, the
other for faults.

MIND
(MACHINE FOR
INTELLIGENT
DIAGNOSIS)
TEST SYSTEM

MIND
PERFORMANCE
LOG

CURRENT
RULE BASE

REMOTE LINK

41.

REMOTE LINK

MULTIPLE DIAGNOSTIC SITES

DATA BASE OF
PERFORMANCE
LOGS

NEW
RULE BASE

KNOWLEDGE
ENGINEERS
AND
EXPERTS

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE COLLECTION FACILITY

KNOWLEDGE COLLECTOR. Teradyne's central facility collects data from all its MIND VLSI test
systems in the field. The information then is used to update the field installations.
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fault analysis—following an error condition back to its source by tracing the
logic—with knowledge acquired from
experienced field-service technicians
who have figured out when to swap a
particular board that's probably causing
an error. A program called Check,
housed in each field test system, interacts with MIND to carry out the system
fault isolation.
CENTRAL BRAIN. In addition, Teradyne
has set up a central knowledge-collection facility that gathers data from field
sites, each of which has its own MIND
system. Each system in the field contains aperformance log that is periodically sent to adata base of performance
logs at Teradyne (see figure at bottom).
By analyzing the data from these sites,
the company can update MIND rule
bases in the field to reflect new information. This trial-and-error technique
duplicates human experience.
What MIND does for fault isolation, a
product called Arnold does for automatically configuring atest system to work
on a VLSI component. Developed by
Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore., Arnold
does not generate test vectors but rather uses test vectors and parametric data
entered by the test engineer.
Arnold knows the hardware of the
tester and the best way to test VLSI
components. The test engineer defines
the pinout of the chip in a knowledge
base of parts being tested; Arnold does
the rest. The system knows which elements of the parametric measurement
unit to connect to which pins, and it
knows how long to wait for relay
switches to settle before starting atest.
In effect, Arnold carries out all the connections and tester configurations that
previously the test engineer had to do
himself.
Besides the papers that will deal with
specific aspects of applying Al to automatic test, the conference will hear atrio
of papers exploring some general solutions to the problem of test generation.
One, from AT&T Bell Laboratories in
Murray Hill, N.J., describes the application to test generation of amathematical
technique called the Interactive Theorem
Prover, developed by the Argonne National Laboratories. Briefly, the technique develops the intermediate steps
needed to arrive at some mathematical
conclusion—for example, the Boolean expression at the output of alogical circuit.
Also from AT&T, in this case the Engineering Research Center in Princeton,
N. J., is apaper detailing atest-generation algorithm that creates atest vector
to detect the greatest number of possible faults, as opposed to one that finds a
single fault. The technique affords tests
that are 50`A more compact than those
arrived at with conventional test-generation algorithms.
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Enter the new era of
MICROSYSTEM DESIGN
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS: Software and Hardware Architecture
delivers a wealth of information about microcomputers, peripherals, networks,
signal processing and software, that leads the field in the 80's!
This book is a comprehensive collection of technical articles, carefully detailed
and presented, in exclusive reprints from Electronics Magazine.
Corporate Managers, Project Managers, Design Engineers, Market
Managers: MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS: Software and Hardware
Architecture is one book for all!
Six knowledgeable chapters examine:
• Significant trends in the development of new software
systems and applications
• Technical articles on the manufacture of new
microprocessors
• Approaches to memory management used by major chip
manufacturers
• Conveniences of peripheral chips
• Alternative network methods from Ethernet to tokenpassing protocols
• Modular procedures for making digital signal processing
systems
Edited by Stephen Evanczuk,
Mic rosystems & Software
Editor, ELECTRONICS

Engineers - Save precious time by eliminating a cumbersome series of
software instructions.
Directed chiefly at design tactics,

MICROPROCESSOR

SYSTEMS: Software and Hardware Architecture helps you
avoid errors and overcome all your architectural problems.
• Brings you the needed simplicity of design,
without sacrificing performance of the finished
system
• Offers a means of tapping microsystems into
the power of mainframe machines
• Recounts major breakthrough in dedicated chips
that handle math operations in record time

In one resourceful volume, MICROPROCESSOR
SYSTEMS: Software and Hardware Architecture
lets you understand:
• Functions of hour end microprocessors and
controllers
• Key microprocessors that trigger the personal
computer revolution
• The importance of dedicated chips more
sophisticated than mainframes of yesteryear
• Significant aspects of microcomputer software
• Efficiency of peripheral-control chips

Here it is MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS: Software and Hardware Architecture -Let it design for you!
Don't be left in the dark: MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS:
Software and Hardware Architecture illuminates the design
process of an ever changing industry.
MC GRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS CO.
ECO
McGraw-Hill House
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 2QL
England
(Tel. (0628) 23431; Telex 848640)

Attn:

Don't delay -- order your
copy today!
Use the coupon or send
in your company purchase
order.

Send me
copy(ies) of
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS:
Software and
Hardware Architecture for $21.95 each. (U.S.
residents please include local sales tax).
Payment enclosed (postage & handling
included)
CI Bill me (postage, handling & tax will be
added) NOTE: All orders under $30 will be
sent a pro forma invoice requiring
prepayment.
II Bill my company. Purchase order is attached.

Ship to:
Name
Company
Street Address
City

State

Zip

Country
McGraw-Hill knows you will be satisfied, but if for
some reason you are not, there is a ten-day
money-back guarantee that applies on all books.
Allow four to six weeks for delivery.
—J
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Computers and Communications

Introducing the economical 1160 and the powerful ,70.
Two ways to succeedin the 32-bit realm.
Claim your share of the 32-bit
future by picking the CMOS microprocessor that suits your system
needs. Want economy? NEC's
new V60 (16-bit external data bus)
gives you an easy, affordable path
into 32-bit products. Need performance? The V70 is afull 32-bit
engine designed to power leadingedge systems.
SPEED
V60/V70 supermicros offer aclock
speed of 16MHz. They execute
3.5 MIPS and 6MIPS respectively.
And feature asix-stage pipelined
CPU for concurrent execution of
up to 4instructions. There's no
need to access slow off-chip
memory. Because V60/V70 give
you 32 on-board 32-bit generalpurpose registers.
MULTI-TASKING, MULTI-USER.
The V60 and V70 feature an onchip memory management unit
with 4gigabytes of demandpaged virtual memory space. And
4levels of memory protection.

COST EFFICIENT.
With its 16-bit data bus, V60 is the
most economical design-in for
32-bit applications including;
office automation, CAD/CAM workstations, time-sharing systems and
realtime control.
NEC keeps costs down through
innovative production techniques.
V60/V70 are the densest CMOS
microprocessors. And the first to
integrate an MMU and basic
floating-point processing functions
on asingle chip.
VISION.
V-Series microprocessors deliver
more because they incorporate
NEC's total computer, communications and components expertise.
Join us in the 32-bit future by taking
the road that suits you best. Price
or performance. You'll find them
both in the V-Series.
For further infonnation, please contact:
• USA

B Europe NEC Electronics (Germany) GmbH
Tel:02.11-650302. Telex:8589960 NE D.
NEC Electronics (Benelux)
The Netherlands
Tel:040-445-845. Telex:51923 NEC II NL.

POWERFUL INSTRUCTION SET.
The V60/V70 instruction set is
ideal for high-level languages
and OS support (UNIXTM V and proprietary realtime OS). You get 21
addressing modes. 273 instructions. An emulation mode for 16-bit
V20/V30 software. Greater programming flexibility. And new
ease in generating optimized code.

NEC Electronics Inc.
Te1:415 960-6000. TWX:910-379-6985

NEC Electronics (Scandinavia)
Sweden
Tel:08-732-8200. Telex: 13839 NECSCAN.
NEC Electronics (France) S.A.
Te1:1-3946-9617. Telex:699499 NEC EF.
NEC Electronics Italiana S.R.L.
Tel:02-6709108. Telex:315355 NEC EIT L
NEC Electronics (UK) Limited
Tel: 0908-69U33. Telex: 826791
Asia

NEC Hong Kong Limited
Tel:0-242-824. Telex:54561 HK NEC HL
Taipei Branch: Tel:02-522-4192.
Telex:223n HK NEC TP.
NEC Singapore Pte. Ltd.
Te1;4819881. Telex:39726 NECSIN RS.

NEC
UNIX is a trademark cf AT&T Be.II Laboratories

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Japanese electronics industry rises
to meet ever-changing conditions
T

he Land of the Rising Sun has always been the shining

star in the world of electronics. Energy shortages,

market saturation, and a tougher competitive climate caused
by the soaring value of the yen are challenging the
Japanese mettle. In telecommunications, the liberalization of
Japan's laws are creating new market opportunities for a
number of companies. Personal-computer network services,
for example, are thriving; one such service already has more
than 16,000 subscribers, a considerably longer list than the
national service has lined up.
Both worldwide and domestic conditions have made virtually
all Japanese companies book into automating their
factories. The two oil crises have had an especially strong
effect on the industrial economy, given that the island nation
that has always been short of energy resources.
The great effort put out in developing fifth-generation
computers has also spawned a boom in artificial intelligence.

One area that is showing great promise for Al applications is
in data-base computers.
In semiconductors, last year brought a double dose of bad
medicine. Not only did the market contract but the rising
value of the yen eroded prices overseas. This hurt industry
in particular because Japan exports 37% of its production. In
the components arena, companies are finding new markets
in hybrid-ICs and flat-panel display makers.
This year's report was written by the industry analysts at the
Nomura Research Institute in Kamakura. Shigeaki Kaneyori
spearheaded the project and wrote the Telecommunications
section. The Factory Automation section was prepared by
Kensuke Shima, the Memory Card chapter by Shinji
Yamane, and the Artificial Intelligence section was written by
Ken Miura. Shin Kusunoki, Junichi Inoue, and Masakazu
Kimura wrote the Magnetic Media, Semiconductor, and
Components sections, respectively.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS, 112
FACTORY AUTOMATION, 113
MEMORY CARDS, 115
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, 117
RECORDING MEDIA, 131
SEMICONDUCTORS, 137
COMPONENTS, 141
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compliments of Toshiba Corp.
Graphtec's MS8603 Rastercorder thermal plotter prints with aresolution of 8dots/mm.
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2,000 sharper-than-ever characters
all on aportable LCD display.
Toshiba's newest LCD modules give you 640 x 200 dot displays in a
Specifications
choice of two viewing sizes. One is approximately the size of amagazine,
I
TLC-402
Display
and the other about half that size.
1 80 x25
Both sizes put an enormous amount of information on view. .. an
Number of Characters
i (2,000 characters)
array of 80 characters x 25 lines. But still bulk and power consumption
Dot Format
j 8x8, alpha-numeric
are at aminimum. Battery powered, these slim modules interface with
Overall Dimensions
274.8 x240.6 x17.0
(W x H x D).
mm
various systems through LCD controller without renewing software.
Maximum Ratings
Toshiba's advanced technology has also eliminated surface reflection
—20° — 70° C
Storage Temperature
j
and developed asharper contrast which gives abrighter and easier to
0° — 50° C
Operating Temperature
read viewing screen. And for low light or dark viewing an optional
7V
VDD
Supply
backlightable LCD is available.
Voltage
VDD — VEE
20 V
These versatife LCDs are ideally suited for applications as displays for
D<VIN<Voo
Input Voltage
Recommended Operating Conditions
personal computers, POS terminals, portable
5±0.25V
VDD
Supply
word processors and other display terminals.
Voltage
—11±3V Var.
VEE
You can also look to Toshiba with confidence
Voo — 0.5V min.
High
Input Voltage
for awide range of
0.5V max.
Low
sizes and display
Typical Characteristics (25°C)
capacity to suit your
Response
f
Turn ON
300 ms
Time
300 ms
Turn OFF
LCD requirements.
TLC-363

TLC-402

TLC-363B
80 x25
(2.000 characters)
8x8. alpha-numeric
275.0 x126.0 ',z 15.0
mm
—20° — 70 - C
0° — 50° C
7V
20 V
Vss<VN<Voo
5±0.25V
—11±3V Var.
Voo — 0.5V min.
0.5V max.
300 ms
300 ms

Contrast Ratio

3

3

Viewing Angle

15 — 35 degrees

15 — 35 degrees

Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.

TOSHIBA

Toshiba America, Inc.: Electronic Components Business Sector: Head Office: 2692 Dow Avenue,. lustin. CA 92680, U.S.A. Tel. (714) 832-6300
Chicago Office:1101A Lake Cook Road, Deerfield, IL 60015, U.S.A. Tel. (312) 945-1500
Toshiba Europa (I.E.) GmbH: Electronic Components Div.: Hammer Landstrasse 115, 4040 NeLss 1, ER. Germany Tel. 102101) 1580
Toshiba (UK) Ltd.: Electronic Components Div.: Toshiba House, Frimley Road, Frieley, Camberley, Surrey GU 1651.1, England Tel. 0276 62222
Toshiba Electronics Scandinavia AB: Vasagatan 3, 5TR S-111 20 Stockholm, Sweden Tel. 08-145600
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Liberalized telecom laws create
opportunities for savvy companies
The liberalization of Japan's
telecommunications regulations in
1985 has opened new opportunities in

such newer services as videotex and

in May 1985. The number of

community access television, at first

subscribers to ASCII Net currently
stands at 16,000.

both information communications and
voice communications for savvy and
energetic companies.
In the area of information
communications, vendors of both

computer network service could be set
to give them a push.
Personal computer network services

terrestrial and satellite communications
services have begun domestic service
in competition with Nippon Telegraph &
Telephone. The number of companies
registered as value-added-network
service vendors now totals almost 300.
International communications services
are also expected to have new entries
to compete with Kokusai Kenshin
Denwa Co., Japan's international
communication carrier.
Compared with the vitality of
information-communication services,

targeted mainly at consumers, have
been dragging. Now the personal

have emerged as grass-roots
information-communication services—
an alternative to Captain, the national
videotex service, which has been
received poorly despite the vigorous
promotional efforts since its start in
November 1984.
Captain has 16,000 terminals installed,
of which less than 1,000 are in homes.
In contrast, the total number of
subscribers to ASCII's ASCII Net, the
largest personal computer network
service in Japan, exceeded 10,000
subscribers within ayear after its start

Computer networks
Other vendors include NTT PC
Communications (a joint venture of
NTT and Logic Systems International),
Japan Air Line, NEC, Nikkei, and
Nippon Telenet (which is supported by
Matsushita). Moreover, almost 100
private bulletin-board services are
available.
U. S.-based personal computer network
services such as Compuserve, the
Source, and Dow Jones News Service
have also captured about 500 to 1,000
subscribers, who get access to the
U. S. services through KDD's
international public packet-switching
network, Venus-P. Compuserve is

Focus on Toshiba Corp.
in the fiscal year ended March 31,
1986, Toshiba Corp. registered net

communications through alliances
with major U. S. and European com-

sales of $18.7 billion, of which 31%
was generated outside Japan, and
net income of $330.2 million. Its

panies. For example, Toshiba is
teaming up with LSI Logic Corp. to

business encompasses

four

main

segments: industrial electronics and
electronic

components;

jointly

develop

high-performance

gate arrays.
Although its semiconductor busi-

consumer

ness fell 17% from the 1985 fiscal

products; heavy electrical apparatus; and materials and machinery. It

year, the company is not cutting

also produces such parts as color

a prototype 4-Mb DRAM.

picture

and

charge-coupled devices.

To meet increasing customer demand for applications-specific ICs,

Toshiba is a major supplier of
MOS memory devices, MOS logic
ICs, bipolar ICs, and discrete de-

Toshiba is constructing an Electronic Engineering Center in Kawasaki.
Already the company operates de-

tubes,

pc

boards,

back R&D. It already has developed

vices. As Japan's third-largest man-

sign centers for large-scale integra-

ufacturer of semiconductors,

tion in Japan, the U. S., and Eu-

it is

Kinichi Kadono,

positioning itself for growth in elec-

rope—all linked to host computers

senior managing director

tronics, office networking, and tele-

through satellites.
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scheduled to be on Fenics, Fujitsu's
VAN service.

with information-processing systems. A
major innovation will be program

Joint system

distribution of satellite-communication
carriers such as Japan

Also planned is Famicon Net, which is

multimedia setups have been
developed as intracompany versions of
the integrated services digital network.
Among these are Fujitsu's Corporate
Information Network System and

designed to capitalize on the more than

Communications Satellite and Space
Communications. CATV services in

7.5 million Nintendo Family Computers

Tokyo, Yokohama, Kawasaki, Nagoya,

The components of multimedia

that have been sold. And NTT and

and Sapporo are scheduled for 1988.
Telecommunication equipment also is

networks include multiplexers, leased

Japan Radio Co. intend to build ajoint
network system for personal
communications using satellite
communications-19.2-kb/s lines over
CS-2B communications satellites and
ground stations, digital termination
equipment, and satellite data
multiplexers.
As personal computer communications

linked increasingly with informationprocessing systems. And one of the
vital telecom-equipment businesses is
digital private branch exchanges. The
market for digital PBXs in Japan grew

NEC's Vision for large corporations.

lines, public networks, LANs, digital
PBXs, and terminals for facsimile,
telephone, image-data communication,
traditional data-communication gear,
and mobile phones.

from 38 billion yen in 1984 to 45 billion
yen in 1985, according to the Nomura
Research Institute.

Still to come

becomes a hot topic, deregulation has
made a variety of acoustic couplers,

In Japan, various traditional
communications regulations has kept

integration prevails among large

telephones with built-in modems, and
separate modems available at avery

the market for digital PBXs on hold.

attractive price. Communication speed

Fujitsu, Hitachi, NEC, and Oki, the
market's front-runners, initially focused

Nevertheless, it will be a number of
years before full-scale multimedia
companies. First the price of leased
lines will have to decrease, which
should happen as competition builds

is shifting from 300 to 1,200 b/s, and

on U. S. markets.

among class-one carriers, those
communication service vendors that

will reach 2,400 and 4,800 b/s. The

The next stage, following central

possess communication facilities. The

Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications has already
standardized a 4,800-b/s protocol for

processing and distributed processing,
is integrated processing. And at its

personal computers.
Changes in CATV are coming as well,

heart lies the digital PBX. Also of
importance are local-area networks

which will open its use in business for

and micro-to-mainframe links.
The final stage of system integration

video teleconferencing as well as link it

will be the multimedia integration; early

next step is the integrated digitalization
of public-network subscriber lines
during the 1990s. Among small and
midsized companies, however, only
tenants of smart buildings with shared
services will find setups of this scope
economical.

FACTORY AUTOMATION

Global and domestic forces
encourage companies to automate
Efforts to improve Japanese production

development of such needed

discuss economic conditions, the

systems have been in response to a
host of global and domestic changes,
the major ones being the two oil crises,

equipment as industrial robots.
Just when it appeared that Japan had

number of companies making

weathered the oil crises, however, it

advances in microelectronics
technology, and the soaring yen.

was hit by the soaring yen and its
affects on the price of exports. In one

November to 55 in December, 90 in
January 1986, 77 in February, and 132
in March.

The oil crises triggered energyconservation programs while motivating

year, the yen has risen by over 30%,
sparking two movements.

investments has soared, from 38 in

Second, corporations are reviewing

companies to automate production

First, Japan's major manufacturing

their domestic productive functions and
are trying to make production systems

facilities. Factory automation would
have been impossible without the

industries are reassessing their

even more sophisticated.

advances in microelectronics

production facilities and are stepping
up the move to overseas production.

Thus far, efforts to streamline
production have focused mainly on

technology, which has led to the

Since the 1985 Geneva Conference to

individual processes, such as
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NMB Semiconductor

,

Aearm

LIGHT-YEARS AHEAD IN CMOS MICROFABRICATION PROCESSES
The newest, most-advanced VLSI manufacturing base in Japan
•Class 1 ultraclean rooms
•Totally computerized operation and robot control
•Wafer fabrication to one-micron geometry

A GIANT STEP FORWARD IN ACCESS TIME-A SMALL STEP BACK IN POWER CONSUMPTION
Currently launching: 256K DRAMs-60 nanoseconds access time
64K SRAMs-35 nanoseconds access time
Also on the launch pad: 1 Mb DRAMs, 4 Mb DRAMs; 64K and 256K EEPROMs;
other advanced devices
And in the control room: Leading-edge design, processing, and testing technologies
to ensure total in-orbit reliability

TO BLASTOFF IN YOUR MARKET SECTOR WITH NMB SEMICONDUCTOR, PLEASE CONTACT
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NMB SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION

NMB SEMICONDUCTOR CO., LTD.

4677 Old Ironsides Drive, Suite 370
Santa Clara, CA 95054, U.S.A.
Tel: (408) 727-2636
Fax: (408) 988-0623

Shin-Nihon Kaikan Building
7-18, Mita, 3-Chome
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Tel. 03-455-3461
Fax: 03-454-8633
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Tateyama Plant
1580 Yamamoto
Tateyama-shi, Chiba 294, Japan
Tel. 0470-23-3121
Fax: 0470-23-2171
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robotization of spot welding, arc
welding, painting or coating, and
assembly. Now the accent is also on
increasing the use of computers in
monitoring and managing production.
Japan's computer manufacturers have
launched vigorous campaigns to
market two types of factory automation
systems. One type is a 32-bit
minicomputer-based system, such as
Hitachi's Shopcon, Mitsubishi Electric's
Factoryland, and Toshiba's Fapscon.

Data collection
These products, which sell for 5 to 10
million yen each, enable the
construction of afairly comprehensive
system. They perform such tasks as
transmitting work instructions to the
production site, collecting data on the

MEMORY CARDS

Memory cards find wide
acceptance in business
Cards containing embedded ICs are
prompting a good deal of interest in

beyond the testing stage.
The companies in this field include big

Japan today. Of the two types—
memory cards and smart cards that
contain embedded microprocessors—
memory cards are finding a greater

semiconductor manufacturers such as
Mitsubishi, Hitachi, Toshiba, and Oki,

degree of acceptance in business and
are spearheading the expansion of the
technology (Fig. 1); smart cards,
meanwhile, have yet to progress

work performed, and managing a
battery of automated equipment,

Also in the 16-bit factory-automation
market are Anritsu's Packet, Fuji
Electric's Fasmic G500 and L-300,
Fujitsu's FA work station, Hitachi's B
16/FX, Mitsubishi's FactoryMate and
Meliac, Omron's FC 983, Seiko's
TechnoPro models 700 and 9100 II,
and Yokogawa Hokushin's Yewmac.
In addition to production-control
computers, a great deal of increasingly
sophisticated automated gear is being
developed and deployed, including
automatic guided vehicles, laserapplication equipment, patternrecognition equipment, and diagnostic
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Japan's manufacturing industries.
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TOPPAN PRINTING
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MATSUSHITA ELECTRONIC
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DAI NIPPON PRINTING

yes

KYODO PRINTING

yes

SHOEI PRINTING

yes

TOPPAN-MOORE

yes
yes

DU PONT JAPAN

TOSHIBA

production lines. Such increasingly
sophisticated production equipment is
indispensable for the survival of

NONISO

MITSUBISHI PLASTIC

CASIO COMPUTER

processes and by designing modular

MEMORY OTHER
CARDS
TYPES

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC

performs will become critical to

work cells by combining manufacturing

cards are mainly masked ROMs, which

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION
FOR STANDARDS

systems. The functions this equipment
production within the next few years.
Another trend is the optimization of

competition.
The ICs embedded in the memory

SMART CARDS

computer. NEC's FC9801 has
commanded the greatest following.
Based on the company's popular

voltage fluctuation, contamination, and
other conditions found in the plant.

manufacturers of floppy disks, plastics,
and connectors. The result is fierce

1: IC CARDS AND MANUFACTURERS

including industrial robots.
The other type is based on a 16-bit

PC9801, it is immune to the
temperature and humidity changes,

as well as printing firms and

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

TDK
HITACHI

yes

yes

OKI ELECTRIC

yes

yes

NEC

yes

yes

FUJITSU

yes

yes

Source: Nomura Research Institute
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2: RECORDING MEDIA PRODUCT MAP
TECHNOLOGY
MAGNETIC
LOW

BUBBLE MEMORY

SILICON
MASKED ROM
EPROM

OPTICAL
OPTICODI-STABLE
ELEMENT

FE PROM
SRAM
DRAM
MEDIUM

MAGNETIC CARD

MEMORY CARD

LASER CARD

ROM CARTRIDGE

OPTOELECTRONIC
IC CARD
OPTICAL IC CARD

HIGH

MAGNETIC TAPE

RAM DISK

OPTICAL DISK

FLOPPY DISK

CDROM

BUBBLE-MEMORY
CASSETTE

DIRECT-READAND-WRITE DISK

HARD DISK

ERASABLE-DIRECTREAD-AND-WRITE
DISK
OPTICAL TAPE

account for the overwhelming majority
of cards in use, followed by static RAM,
EPROM, and EEPROM technology.

Masked-ROM cards currently make up
90% of the market. In 1985, the
market for memory cards totaled an

estimated 90 million cards, or 16.5
billion yen. The main use of the ROM
models is in electronic games; RAM
models are designed to replace floppydisk drives.
Fast access
As an erasable recording medium,
memory cards offer high-speed access
and convenience; they do not require
an actuator, as do floppy-disk drives,
and they are right in tune with the trend
toward smaller, more personal, energysaving equipment. These pluses have
fueled expectations that memory cards
will replace floppy-disk drives and find
use as external memories for
information equipment. In the long
term, such improvements as increased
capacity and intelligence could lead to
an even broader range of applications.
Nomura Research Institute expects
floppy-disk drives, memory cards,
optical cards, and optical disks to
dominate tomorrow's recording-media
market (Fig. 2). The memory card will
be the technology of choice in
applications requiring less than 1
megabyte of capacity. Floppy disks will
cover the 1- to 10-megabyte range,
and hard disks will cover the territory

Focus on NMB Semiconductor
NMB Semiconductor, founded in
1984 as a subsidiary of Mineaba
Co., is dedicated to the develop-

Takumi Tamura, president
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ment of sophisticated CMOS memories. Its CMOS 256-K dynamic
RAMs and 64-K static RAMs have
exceptionally low power consumption and high speed. To design
these highly reliable devices, the
company licensed advanced design
technology from lnmos Corp. and
combined it with advanced processing capabilities developed in-house.
Wafers are fabricated in ultraclean rooms having no foreign particles larger than 0.1 p,m. The company's
fully
automated
microfabrication lines are controlled
by advanced computer systems,
and remote-controlled robots perform all operations. The microfabrication lines feature a5: 1projection
and exposure system, a high-perfor-

mance, fully automatic photolithography system, single-wafer plasmaetching equipment, a complete
range of chemical-vapor-deposition
equipment, and high-performance
measuring equipment.
NMB Semiconductor also has established an ultramodern R&D center for circuit design and process
development at its Tateyama plant.
The company is doing all pilot runs
of its products here. Among the
projects that it has under way are
the development of 1- and 4-Mb
DRAMs, high-performance SRAMs,
EEPROMs, 1-p.m processing techniques, and submicron processes.
The 1-Mb DRAMs are already in the
testing stage, and samples will be
shipped soon.
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between 10 and 500 megabytes per
spindle. Optical-disk drives will have

size, high-speed access in the order of

equipment. Nomura Research Institute

several nanoseconds, and low energy

the large-capacity segment.
Although the memory card has the

consumption compared with floppy-disk
drives— suit it for a wide range of
applications in all types of portable

projections show a five- to tenfold
increase in the size of the domestic

lowest capacity, its advantages—small

Japanese market for memory cards in
the next five years.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Systems and software
emerge from the laboratories
Japan's information industry is shifting
its emphasis from traditional hardware
technology to software and newgeneration architecture development.
And one of the most important new

fields for Japanese computer
manufacturers is artificial intelligence.

the great response that project evoked
overseas. Though the boom has since
subsided, Al has progressed to the

For a time, Japan was swept by a kind
of Al boom ignited by the fervor of the
Fifth Generation Computer Project and

point that prospective suppliers and
users are searching for a means to

Available

MASS PRODUCTION 514(130mm) WORM DISK

Any Quantity, Any Time
"Chemitronics" combines advanced chemical and electronic
technology.
optical

Our unique chemitronic technology produces

recording disks with high reliability and low cost

volume production, and is used at our ultramodern Harima
plant to manufacture the optical recording disks (WORM).
We recently constructed the semi-production plant of MO
disk (ERASABLE) and

started

to

supply

the engineering

samples.
These laser-road large-capacity storage disks have many
information storage applications ranging from external memory
for computers to office automation to video recording and
herald a new stage in the information revolution.

DAICEL CI-EMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office: 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome. Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan

Phone 1031 507-3112 [Optical Disk Division]

Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL J

Facsimile' 1031 593-2708

Daicel [U.S.A.] Inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017, USA.

Phone 12131 629-3656/3657

Daicel [Europe] GmbH: konigsallee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
F.R. Germany
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generate workable Al systems and
applications, as well as amarket.
Basic Al research into cognitive
science and pattern recognition is
being conducted by major corporations
and universities. The areas of greatest
activity are knowledge engineering and
related computer technology. The
Institute for New Generation Computer
Technology in Tokyo (ICOT), which is
the scene of work on the Fifth
Generation Computer project, is also
doing research in these areas. Its
membership consists mainly of
researchers dispatched from domestic
computer manufacturers.
The project's first phase, which started
in 1982 and lasted three years,
resulted in two systems. The first is the
personal sequential-inference machine,
alogic-language work station that
performs 30,000 logical inferences per
second (lips). It is being manufactured
and marketed by Mitsubishi Electric
Corp., Tokyo, and is selling for 20

million yen. The second is arelational
data-base machine called Delta, still in
development.
The systems are linked by alocal-area
network with abackend inference
machine that performs over 100,000
lips. This forms the basis of the
project's middle phase, which is under
way. The machines' operating systems
are written in a Prolog-based logic
language; Mitsubishi Electric has also
developed knowledge-acquisition
support systems and knowledgerepresentation systems.

Guarded horn
The four-year middle phase is
concentrating on development of a
parallel inference machine. Guarded
Horn Clause was adopted as the
description form of the logic language
for parallel programming. Plans call for
the manufacture of aprototype of
computer with adata-flow architecture
with eight processing modules. Testing

and evaluation of parallel-processing
formats will be followed by
development of aparallel processor
with approximately 100 modules.
Target completion: 1988. Plans also
call for the construction of aknowledge
subsystem, an intelligent interface that
accepts common English statements,
and aprogramming tool.
The goal for 1991, the year of the
project's third and final phase, is a
system containing several applied
expert systems. These will include a
natural-language inference machine
that performs 100 million to 1billion
lips and has 1,000 processing modules,
a 100- to 1,000-gigabyte knowledge
base, an advanced programming
environment, aspecification-description
system, and automatic programming.
Other research organizations are also
working on parallel processors with an
eye on Al applications. Tests are under
way on Prolog machines at Nippon
Telegraph & Telephone, the University

Focus on Oki Electronic Devices Group
Oki Electronic Devices Group's plan
is to continue to automate its world-

Masao Nogami, managing director
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class production facilities to guarantee customers faster and more con-

sistent delivery of products. A
second full-scale wafer-fabrication
plant at Miyazaki has just been
completed, with a third under construction; a new R&D production
line in Hachioji is up and running;
and a plant near Sendai will have
submicron capability. Oki also has
expanded its capacity for surface
mounting and for the manufacture
of hybrid ICs.
The company's focus is not limited to production of leading-edge
technology, however. It is reinvesting a large percentage of profits into
technology-focused R&D. High on
the list of priorities is expansion of
its gallium arsenide capability; Oki
has been using GaAs ICs in its mobile cellular telephones.
Moreover, Oki is producing 3-, 2-,
and 1.5-p.m application-specific ICs
with avariety of gate counts as well
as a number of packaging options.
And it is continuing to broaden its
design capabilities.
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Since its establishment in 1968, NIPPON AUTOMATION CO., LTD.
has been delivering to the market awide variety of level sensors,
thermal sensors and proximity sensors utilizing reed switch,
magnetoresistor, high-frequency oscillation,
photoelectric and ultrasonic technologies.
Our present research and development is focused on laser,
piezoelectric effect, microwave, ultrasonic and photoelectric
technologies as well as original sensor elements.

1
n41gle

•ME Series Proximity Sensors
The ME Series, our latest proximity sensors, are limited to
use with magnets or ferrous
metals, but are high in precision and performance and extremely low in cost.

•USS-101A Photoelectric
Sensors
Unlike conventional ultrasonic
sensors, our USS-101A has a
detection range of 5 to 30
centimeters.
It is suitable for
transparent and translucent targets at short ranges.

• RC Series Thermal Sensors
The RC Series thermal sensors
are available in thermosensitive
ferrite, permanent magnet and
reed switch varieties.
In contrast with bi-metal types, the
RC Series has an constant
detection point and snap action.

• FS Series Level Sensors
The FS Series provides a wide
variety of sensors in every shape
and size for different liquids and
switching applications.

NIPPON AUTOMATION is currently seeking
representatives for the United States.
In terested parties should contact:

(
N)NIPPON AUTOMATION CO.,LTD.
Head office & Factory
2923 Uchino, Hamakita City, Shizuoka Pref, 434, Japan
Phone: (05358)7-0158 Fax :(05358)7-1163 Telex:4225432 NAC J

Shintoa international, Inc.
New york Office
Telepone :212(826)2180
Telex :(14)1087(A/B) SHINTOA NYK
Shintoa International, Inc.
Ohio Office
Telephone :513(322)1698
Telex :(205)416(A/B) SHINTOA OH SPI
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.Ideal for Diverse Factory Automation
The FA-1 series is atop-notch programmable controller with computer-link and muitiple functions in a modular configuration for expansion to meet your specific requirements with cost-efficiency.
•Free Unit Location
The number of I/0s can be economically expanded from 24 up to
256 by aunit of 8 point (128 inputs and 128 outputs maximum).
Extra functions can be added by using external display, external
preset, and analog setpoint units.
•Memory Pack
Programs can be changed simply by replacing memory packs. Five
memory packs are available; E2PROM(1K or 4K), EPROM(1K), and
CMOS-RAM(1K or 4K).
•Variety of Input Units
In addition to mechanical contact inputs, NPN or PNP transistor
inputs can also be accepted.
•Variety of Output Devices
Miniature electromechanical relays with a 5A, 110V AC rating are
provided as standard. Each output relay can be replaced with atransistor or SSR module.
•Powerful Functions and Specifications
*Program capacity: 1K or 4K steps
*Component units: Base(16 inputs & 8outputs), Expansion(16 inputs
& 8 outputs), 8-point Input, 8-point Output, Computer Link Inter face, Digital Display Interface, External Preset, Analog Setpoint, and

•Floppy Disk for Personal
Computer Link Software

Program Loader.
*10-msec timer *1-kHz counter *5-msec/10-msec high-speed
logic *Reversible counter *Bidirectional shift register *Timer/
counter preset value change during PROM operation *Multiple
point presetting for counters *Jump instruction *Others
•Computer Link Function
Personal computer link software is available for writing, editing,
transferring and printing out programs. Applicable personal computers: IBM PC5150, PC5160XT and PC5170AT
*Program editing and printout
*Ladder diagram writing
*Program verification using ladder diagram
*Program transferring
*Program storing on floppy disk

Printer control

unit is available for ladder

diagram printout

¡DEC IZUM ICorporation

7F, Shin-Osaka Mori Bldg., 13-9, Nishinakajima 5-chome, Yodogawa-ku, Osaka
532, Japan Phone:(06)300-5530, Telex 523-3710 Cable:IDECO OSAKA,
Facsimile:(06)300-5537
(Former Company Name:IZUMI DENKI CORPORATION)

¡DEC SYSTEMS & CONTROLS CORPORATION
1213 Elko Drive, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94089-2211, U.S.A. Phone:4108/747-0550,
Telex:340601 TWX:910 339 9383, Facsimile 1408)744-9055

¡DEC CANADA LTD.

Unit 14-7449 Hume Avenue, Delta, British Columbia, V4G 1C3, Canada
Phone 1604)946-1271 Telex 04-355888, Facsimile:(604/946-0368

IDEC -IZUMI Elektrotechnik GmbH

Heinrich-Hertz-Stree 135, D-2000 Hamburg 76, W. Germany
Phone: 040-2 29 54 09/2 29 51 47, Telex:2 164 486
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of Tokyo, Kobe University, and the
University of Tokushima. Lisp machines

now has more than 10 entries,

conventional Fortran subroutines. The

including U. S.-made models. Two of

circuit-wiring rules number 230, and in

are being tested at NTT, Ministry of

the more notable entrants are NEC's

International Trade and Industry's

Excore and Fujitsu's Eshell. In addition

Electro Technical Laboratory, and
Tohoku University. Similarly, Smalltalk

to computer manufacturers, a number
of software houses have also come up
with products for this market.

some cases the system has halved the
usual time required for circuit
development.

work stations are under development
at Oki Electric Industry, and research

At Mitsubishi Electric's Central
Laboratory, researchers used Prolog to
prepare an electrically powered

on software and systems is being done

Another notable development is the
sales of Lisp and Prolog interpreters,

by numerous universities and

particularly those for use with personal

number 100, with as many as 1,000

manufacturers.

computers. All these products are

data inputs, called facts, of varying

contributing to the emergence of Al in

types. Hitachi used a rule-based

analytical support system. The rules

Market blooms

the marketplace.

language for part of a manufacturing-

And now the market is beginning to

Virtually all the expert systems that
have been developed to date have

control system ordered by a steel
company, reducing developmental

been prototypes, but instances of
actual use in the field are increasing.

the user to work with. The inference

bloom; rising sales have been reported
for Al work stations made by such U. S.
companies as Symbolics, Sun, and
Xerox, as well as for Fujitsu's Lisp
processor, Facom. Likewise, the
market for expert-system development
tools, which started with Toyo
Information Systems' Brains in 1983,

NEC, for example, coded the software
for its gate-array computer-aided
design system through the use of
expert systems. The inference portion

costs and making the system easier for
program is written in C, and the control
system operates in real time.
Some prospective end users of expert
systems are also trying their hand at

is written in Prolog and can call

development. These efforts include:

The D70 private branch exchange,

ing new communication systems
that integrate private branch ex-

Focus on Fujitsu Ltd.
Fujitsu Ltd. started as a maker of
telephone switching systems about
50 years ago and has since become
an all-around supplier of telecommunications equipment, computers,
and semiconductors.
The company designed equipment for several test runs of the
integrated services digital network.

which the company developed with
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone
Corp., has been used as the service
nodes in NTT's Information Network
Systems trial, an ISDN experiment
that started in 1984. A number of
the voice-data systems are being introduced throughout Japan. Fujitsu's Fetex-150 system, another
PBX, also integrates voice and data.

tems such as multimedia main sys-

al network in cooperation
Singapore Telecom.

and with packet-switching systems.
The company has promoted tech-

with

Fujitsu's next target for ISDN de-

implementation of broadband ISDN,
which would allow any kinds of
communication without limits or restrictions. It uses very high-speed
packet-switching technologies.
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Fujitsu's Coins contributes to office automation in two ways: with
network components, such as digital PBXs that include integrated
voice and data terminals, as well as
with communication-processing sys-

This ISDN node machine was put
into field test in 1985 using an actu-

velopment is the building of operation and maintenance facilities and

Ryoichi Sugioka, board director

changes, multiplexers, and other
gear under the Corporate Information Network System (Coins).

tem for voice, facsimile, and text

nology transfers to overseas cooperating companies as well as to a
subsidiary company in the U. S. And
it has encouraged the establishment
of local product development, manufacturing, and sales, and customer
support.
Fujitsu's switching systems play a
key role in any kind of communica-

Since the deregulation of the Japanese communications field
in
1985, the need for advanced, multipurpose corporate communications

and private ones. They are still advancing steadily towards coming

systems have been increasing. To
meet the demand, Fujitsu is provid-

ISDN era with integration of computer and transmission systems.

tion networks including both public
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PLASMA DISPLAY PANELS

THERMAL PRINTERS

RELAYS

Fujitsu's thin, flat plasma display panels provide
abright, flicker-free, space-saving alternativo to
conventional displays. Fujitsu also offers a
CRT-compatible interface that makes these
graphic plasma displays compatible with personal computers on the market today.

Fujitsu's 20- and 40-column-wide line-dot thermal printers, recognized by UL, feature quiet,
maintenance-free operation and are finding
increased application in POS terminals, medical and measurement equipment.

rujitsu continues to develop durable relays that
are both compact and low in power consumption. These lightweight relays are widely used in
electronic switching systems, car electronics
and portable equipment.
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KEYBOARDS

BUBBLE MEMORIES

HYBRID ICS

Fujitsu's low-profile keyboards are ergonomically designed to provide the most efficient link
between man and machine. In addition, these
keyboards are fully compatible with major
brands of personal computers on the market
today.

Fujitsu's newly developed 4 Megabit bubble
memory device means greater nonvolatile
solid-state file memory for equipment subject
to rough operating conditions, ranging from
NC machines to industrial robots.

Utilizing the latest in thick-thin film combination
technology, double-sided packaging technology and LSI mounting technology, Fujitsu's
high quality hybrid ICs provide the system
designer with unlimited custom applications.

from subsystems to discret
components.

Fujitsu gives you the widest possible
selection of electronic components. In the
subsystem category, we offer ergonomically
designed keyboards and space-saving
plasma display panels which enhance the
interface between man and machine. Among
discrete components, we manufacture
connectors and hybrid ICs that provide the
user with the latest in high density
technology. We even offer custom designed
components in addition to our formal lineup
of products.

Every component we manufacture is
subject to an exhaustive series of strict
quality assurance tests. It's our way of
guaranteeing products of the highest quality
and reliability. This kind of commitment to
perfection is what made us Japan's No. 1
computer maker and aworld leader in
telecommunications.
It's also the kind of commitment that is
helping us to make perfect electronic
components.

Circle 166 on reader service card

CONNECTORS
In keeping with the latest trends in high density
product development, Fujitsu has made anumber of valuable contributions to connector
technology. These include half-pitch, surfacemounting, press fit, EMI shielding and double
IDC for amore efficient link between peripherals.
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WINDOWS.
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Two completely different kinds of
end customers seem to be fueling the
embryonic graphics chip market: the personal computer user in business, and the
designer on awork station. Intel Corp.,
long reported to be developing agraphicsoriented microprocessor, is finally
announcing its 82786 graphics coprocessor
for both applications.
Demand for multiple-windowing
capability is on the rise, especially for
multitasking chores in the office environment. The 82786 implements this capability in hardware. Each application can have
its text and graphics drawn into separate
regions of memory, which are then combined within windows of the same display.
Large amounts of overhead associated with
graphics tasks can be offloaded from the
main system CPU by storing more text and
Inlets 82786 graphics coprocessor supports ilsfamily of 16- and 32-1n1 central proees.sing unitc

graphics information in memory than is
shown in the display...
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Excerptedfrom an exclusive article
in the May 19, 1986 iuue.

IA Electronics
THE LEADER IN NEW
TECHNOLOGY COVERAGE

Fujitsu gives
system designers
the freedom to make
those dreams real.
System designers need freedom. Freedom to
pull ideas out of the air and turn them into reality.
The kind of freedom that you get with Fujitsu
electronic components.
You get this freedom because our components
come in such abroad range. From keyboards to
hybrid ICs. Because they're flexible enough to
adapt to any system. Large or small. Complex or
simple. And because we can alter our own
product design to conform with your unique
specifications.
With Fujitsu there are no limitations.
Only possibilities.

41t
FUJITSU COMPONENT OF AMERICA, INC.:
3320 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, California 95054-3197, U.S.A. Phone: 408-727-1700 Telex: 910-338-0190
FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH:
Arabella Center 9. OG./A, Lyoner Stra6e 44-48 D-6000 Frankfurt 71, F.R. Germany Phone: 069-66320 Telex: 0411 963
FUJITSU LIMITED (Electronic Components International Marketing Div.):
Furukawa Sogo Bldg., 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan Phone: National (03) 216-3211
International (Int'l Prefix) 81-3-216-3211 Telex: 2224361 FTTOR J

FUJITSU

New on the market.
ECL gate arrays
from Fujitsu,
the seasoned
ASIC
company.
1.P

4500 gates and 220
Fujitsu
ET4500, propagawith
picosecond
tion delay.

44,
-.400
'0 0

Now you can buy Fujitsu ECL gate
arrays. And they give you the most flexible
designer environment possible. The choice of
10KH or 100K interface, for example. Plus the
option of I'M for input or output — or both. You
can even tap our application experts around the world
to get you started.
Fujitsu mainframes have been using Fujitsu ECL gate arrays
for 15 years. And with afirst-silicon hit rate of over 99% —
the best in the industry. Now you can benefit directly from
this vast experience and thousands of perfect hits. If you need
speed in the low picoseconds, short design-to-silicon
turnaround and guaranteed reliability, then choose Fujitsu,
the seasoned ASIC company.

FUJITSU

FUJITSU LIMITED
Semiconductors Marketing: Furukawa Sogo Bldg., 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan Phone: 81-3-216-3211
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS, INC.: 3320 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054-3197, U.S.A. Phone: 1-408-727-1700 Toll Free Phone: 1-800-538-8179
FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH: Arabella Centre 9. 0G./A, Lyoner Straf3e 44-48, D-6000 Frankfurt am Main 71, F.R. Germany Phone: 49-69-66320
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS LTD.: Hargrave House, Belmont Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 6NE, England Phone: 44-628-76100
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•Consultation systems to keep track of
construction-material regulations and
technology by construction companies.
•Failure and trouble diagnostic
systems and system operation planning
systems by electric power companies.
•Automotive diagnostic systems.
•Management and diagnostic systems
for chemical and steel plants.
•Railroad diagramming systems.
In most cases, these are small-scale
systems, with rules numbering only in
the hundreds, for use in research on
developmental methods and system
appraisal.

as Lisp and Prolog would come to the
fore. Conversely, Al systems will
have to be able to work with existing
Fortran and Cobol systems. A more
immediate development, however, will

be the integration of Al programming
techniques and graphic interfaces into
conventional equipment. Improvement
of the graphic interface will probably
become acritical item on the agenda

PICK and CHOOSE
FOR YOUR PICK AND PLACE EQUIPMENT

Translation machines
Also in development are machines to
translate Japanese to English. Major
computer manufacturers and officeequipment manufacturers along with
the big translation companies are
active here; still needed are
improvements in precision and cost.
For now, the major translation systems
are Fujitsu's Atlas, NEC's Pivot,
Hitachi's Athene, and Bravice
International's (a translation company)
Micropak, for use with personal
computers.
In sum, it remains difficult to construct
a practical system for solving the illstructured problems that had been the
original goal of Al. Present systems
address particular problems of ahighly
logical nature.
Development in this direction is likely to
be pursued mainly in engineering
divisions and result in preparation of
electronic manuals for in-house use
and in systems to boost the valueadded content of the existing ones,
with an emphasis on increased
practicality. General use, particularly in
offices, will likely take the form of lowpriced user-friendly work stations that
utilize 32-bit personal computers for
user-specific intelligent data bases and
how-to bases.
The emergence of Al will bring more
programming languages into general
use and will improve in man-tomachine interfaces throughout the
information-processing industry. Endusers have traditionally worked with
Fortran and Cobol, but such languages
Electronics/September 4, 1986

MATSUO OFFERS A WIDE SELECTION OF TANTALUM CAPACITORS
DIPPED, MOLDED AND CHIP (SMT)

-

MANY PACKAGING OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO CHOOSE FROM
TO MEET YOUR DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY NEEDS....

MATSUO ELECTRIC CO.,LTD.
3-5, 3-CHOME, SENNARI-CHO, TOYONAKA-SHI OSAKA, JAPAN.
TEL:(06)332-0871

FAX :(06)331-1386 TELEX: 5234164 MATSUO J
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AN EYE
FOR DETAIL

With asampling rate of 40 megasamples per second, 100 MHz
equivalent sampling is possible while
the fastest sweep rate of 2ns gives a À
real-time bandwidth of 100 MHz.
Operations are specified in the con-

versational mode referring to guide menus
and include averaging, curve, step and
vector interpolations, arithmetic operations,
enveloping and GO/NO GO judgements.
GP-IB or RS-232C interfaces are optionally
available for automated measurement

DS-6121/6121A
DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE

;1 1
(
i9

IWATSL

CO.. LTD.

YANAGIYA BLDG, 1-10, NIHONBASHI 2-CHOME, CHUO-KU, TOKYO, 103 JAPAN TEL: (03) 271-5131 TLX: J24225 TELEIWA

•Australia: Electrical Equipment Ltd. (02) 888-9000 eAustria: Universal Elektronik Import GmbH 54-15-88 •England: STC Instrument Services (0279) 29522 •Finland: Oy Etra AB 358 0 366366
•India: Hindustan Instruments Ltd. 683214 uItaly: Radial Sri (02) 213.09.41 •Netherlands: Simac Electronics 8V 040-533725 •New Zealand: WES. Engineering Ltd. 546-745
•Norway: Solberg 8. Andersen A/S (02) 19 10 00 •S. Africa: Photra Instruments Ltd. (11) 836-2941 •Singapore: Mazda Electronics Pte. Ltd. 747-8013, Silicon Instrumentation Co. 250-8336
•Spain: Unitronics, SA. 242 52 04. 448 01 62 •Sweden: Kaliber AB 08/38 03 70 •Switzerland: Truco Electronic AG. 01 201 07 11 •Taiwan: Pau Chung Trading Co. Ltd. 541-0496
• West Germany: Wavetek Electronics GmbH (089) 46 10 90
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for research and development.
The primary tasks in the short run are
developing a methodology for the
construction of large-scale systems
and building the hardware to execute

them. The methodology could be
realized around 1990 if the Fifth
Generation project proceeds on

topics in the 1990s, at which time

schedule. Sophisticated systems

construction of personalized bottom-up

arising through the integration of

Al systems are also likely to expand.

pattern recognition and robotics for use
in engineering could be the main Al

Makers of audio and video tapes
look at ways to boost sagging sales
Japan's recording media industry has
expanded greatly in the past few years,

1986—because approximately 80% of
total production is exported. To cope

Sony. Its Georgia plant produces 1
million tapes monthly. The overseas

boosted mainly by the burgeoning
market for video cassette recorders.

with the situation, companies are both
boosting their wholesale prices in the

Japanese suppliers merely amount to

Today, however, domestic VCR tape
production is down, tripped up by
slumping exports as a result of the
strong yen (see chart), the saturation
of the market in Japan, and the
emergence of such technologies as 8mm video tape. Now a number of

U. S. market and studying the
prospects for a complete shift to
overseas production. TDK Electronics
sparked these wholesale price hikes
when it announced 2% to 7%
increases effective May 1, 1986. The
other suppliers followed, and the hikes

production operations of the other
the exporting of pancakes from Japan
for cassette assembly. With the drop in
export feasibility due the strong yen,
however, all of the suppliers have
begun to consider boosting their ratios
of overseas production.
JVC, for example, has announced

companies are taking measures to
regain their once-healthy positions.

should settle at 10%.

Video tapes have felt the brunt of the

whose óverseas facilities carry out the

effect of the strengthening yen—the

coating process—the part of tape
making that requires the most

increasing the output of its overseas

dollar, which stood at 255 yen in
January 1985, fell to 165 yen as of May

advanced manufacturing know-how—is

this boost in overseas production will

At present, the only Japanese supplier

plans for construction of a video tape
plant in Alabama in the U. S., and
Hitachi-Maxell Ltd. is reportedly
plants. It remains to be seen whether

Focus on Nippon Automation Co.
In its 18 years of existence, Nippon
Automation Co. has developed reed

proximity sensors for sensing steel
plates and magnets. Its other lines

switches, Hall-effect elements, magnetoresistors, and other sensors, re-

include ultrasonic and photoelectric
sensors.

ceiving a large number of patents

Nippon Automation believes that,
as computers continue to evolve,

and registered applications. The
company's focus is on the development of applied laser, piezoelectric-

sensor technology will become increasingly critical. In some personal

effect,

computer applications, sensors are

microwave,

ultrasonic,

and

photoelectric technology employing

expected to play a major role as

a variety of sensors, including prox-

they are used to replace the five

imity, thermal, and level.

Michio Sakamoto, president

Electronics/September 4, 1986

basic human senses.

In resource

In 1985, Nippon Automation de-

conservation, energy conservation,

veloped a high-frequency oscillating

environmental protection, and medical technology, the demand for sen-

proximity sensor. It also offers the
ME series—low-cost high-performance
magnetoresistor element

sors has come to govern the design
of systems.
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also entail coating processes.

MAGNETIC TAPE AND VCR PRODUCTION
1982

1981

1983

1984

Some 21.9 video tapes were
1985

purchased for every VCR in the Tokyo
area in 1985, according to the "Survey

VIDEO TAPE

of Audio and Video Tape

UNITS
(METERS 2 IN MILLIONS)

320

360

716

932

1,308

YEN
(IN MILLIONS)

173

286

314

314

347

UNITS
(METERS 2 IN MILLIONS)

300

307

363

383

358

purchased per VCR has begun to level

YEN
(IN MILLIONS)

130

131

144

149

137

off, further growth in the tape market
depends on further sales of VCRs.

AUDIO TAPE

Consumption" released by the
Magnetic Tape Industrial Association
last February. This represents just a
slight increase from the 19.8 video
tapes purchased in 1984.
Because the number of video tapes

Though on a unit basis 1985 VCR
production increased by 5.2% over

VCR
UNITS
(MILLIONS OF SETS)

9.498

13.134

18.217

27.124

28.538

YEN
(IN MILLIONS)

1,087

1,285

1,514

2,020

1,812

Source: Ministry of International Trade and industry

1984, on a monetary basis it fell by
10.3%—the first time production value
fell from the previous year.
Unfortunately, for the near term, the
coming years should bring more of the

NEURON

VERSATILE, RELIABLE ft FRIENDLY!

SRD Upgrades Data Flow Efficiency With RS232C PC Interfacing.
Innovative SRD sensing and data communication technology gives
the NEURON magnetic card reader/writer family a leading edge.
Especially in handling ease, rehab'
..
_

CT-670-3A

Reader/Writer (motor-driven type)

,7

NEURON 'CT Series Magnetic -Car
'
éî'
tell
Writer Units With Built-In RS232C
Interface for Direct PC Connection.
•Simple, direct interfacing with IBM* PC and
most other computers to boost network system
capabilities. (No software or hardware modification
using SRD keyboard interface unit for CT-270.)
•Easy, accurate data encoding.
•Superior cost-efficiency and reliability
•Compact, simple design for excellent handling
ease.
•Wide-range models—reader and reader/writer
units (manual and motor-driven types). Papercard reader/writers also available.
Contact us today for details on the advanced
CT Series and entire NEURON data scanning
product family. OEM inquiries welcome.

SRD CORPORATION

CT-270-1R
Reader

CT-570-1A
Reader/Writer (read after write type)
•IBM is aregistered trademark of Intl Business Machines Co

132
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3-7-16, Iwamoto -cho. Chiyoda-ku. l,o 101. Jac,
Phone 03-864-1331
Telex: 265-5008 SRD CO J Fax 03-866 /486

SRD INC.
2250 E Impenal Hwy. Suite 252, El Segundo, CA 90245
Phone 213-417-5114
Fax' 213-416-9769
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same. The development of new

will come to market this autumn.

recording media technology continues
at a rapid pace. The main focuses are

Initially, because the crystals in this

used in digital audio tapes. With a
saturation point midway between metal
and gamma-ferrite, it is a fine candidate
for use as magnetic powder.

improving recording density of the tape

powder are finer than ferrite crystal,
they were prone to clump during

and developing new media such as
video disks and still-video disks like

coating, making the magnetic metal
powder difficult to work with in mass

Vaporized tape

those from Sony and Canon.

production. Nevertheless, all the tape

The development of vaporized tape is

suppliers have already developed the

moving ahead at Matsushita Electric,

Barium ferrite

production technology needed to

where it has resulted in commercial

One development drawing a great deal
of attention is recording materials for

supply themselves with tapes for 8-mm
VCRs, and it appears that the major
problems have been overcome.

audio products. The process involves
vaporizing iron, cobalt, nickel, and
other highly magnetized materials and

The industry is looking at barium ferrite
for use in vertical magnetic recording
because it could dramatically boost the

depositing them on a base film in a
vacuum. Tape so produced delivers
excellent performance at high

recording density of floppy disks. It
already is being used in audio tapes
and is used in the high-grade VHS-C

frequencies. But it has several critical
drawbacks: The tape still lacks

tape that was unveiled by JVC in June.
Furthermore, it is one of the
constituents of the magnetic powder

conducive to mass production.
Developments are also coming quickly
in the market for other recording

magnetic tapes. Three types of
materials are the subject of intensive
efforts: metal powder made of highpurity ferrite, barium ferrite magnetic
powder, and a vaporized cobalt-nickel
alloy. Development is furthest along in
magnetic metal powder, which not only
is used for 8-mm tapes, seen as the
next generation, but also is the prime
candidate for digital audio tapes, which

durability, and the method is not

NEURON

ADVANCED, COMPACT Et COST-EFFICIENT!

SRD Provides Better Amblers to Every Magnetic Card Reader/Writer Need

•
Innovative SRD sensing and data communication technology gives
•••••••••••:--the NEURON magnetic card reader/writer family a leading edge.
;•
Especially in handling ease, reliability and cost-efficiency.
e

Motor-Driven MTM-290-3A
ReJJer'Woter

New-Concept NEURON MCR Series
Manual Card Readers and MTM Series
Motor-Driven Card Reader/Writers.
•Compact, lightweight and easy to handle.
•Proven high cost-efficiency and reliability.
•Stable reading accuracy even at maximum
speed.
•Wide-range models—readers and reader/
writers for single/multi-tracks (manual and
motor-driven types). Paper-card reader/
writers also available.
Contact us today for details on the wide
MCR & MTM Series and entire NEURON
data scanning product family. OEM
inquiries welcome.

Manual MCR-191- 1R
Inscriltrt IO-Jdor

SRD CORPORATION
3716 lwamoto-cho Chneoda-ku. Tokyo 101 Japan
Rhone 03 864 1331
Telex 265-5008 SRD CO J Fax 03-866 /486

Manual MCR-570-1R
Itc.nlor
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SRD INC.

2250 E. Imperial Hwy.. Suite 252. El Segundo. CA 90245
Phone 213-417-5114
Fax 213-416-9769
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Count on OKI

for world-class CMOS CSIC!
Expanded product families and packaging.
For more cost-effective, more flexible single-chip
logic integration, OKI supplies more predesigned
Gate Array options, in the most advanced package
types: plastic or ceramic through-hole DIPs or pin
grid arrays; or plastic surface-mount PLCC or
flatpack.

Expanded services plus world-leading production
automation. OK! CSIC* design expertise is
accessible at any development stage. And OKI's
CSIC manufacturing/testing facilities-among the
world's most highly automated—assure high
quality, high volume fabrication.
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-Customer-Specific Integrated Circuit

s

From a Single Source:
• Fast, easy access to the complete spectrum of
CSIC logic in CMOS: Gate Arrays, Standard
Cells and Custom ICs, produced by the industry's
most experienced low-power VLSI supplier.
• Fast, easy entry into single-chip CMOS logic
through OKI's strong service-orientation,
powerful cell libraries and CAD development
tools, plus field engineering and Design Center
support.
• Fast, easy conversions from Gate Array to
area-saving Standard Cell logic through OKI's
software transparency.
The CSIC technology backed by fullservice strengths
OKI offers the system designer
maximum ease in low-power CustomerSpecific logic integration by
minimizing customer time/cost/
expertise requirements.
To our broad range of CMOS CSIC
product options, OKI adds total
development support—from chip design
to fabrication and testing—based on
longterm experience: Gate Array
designs since 1977; Standard Cells
since 1979; with on-going Custom
chip solutions.
Enhanced by OKI's design/process
leadership: with 3-micron CMOS in
1981; 2-micron in 1983; 1-micron
CMOS in late 1985.
Application of these advances can
help designers meet all gate-count,
chip-size and schedule criteria.
OKI CMOS GATE ARRAYS are
used for fast turnarounds and extra
development ease—quickly built from
OKI's predesigned dual-layer metal
chips.
OKI CMOS STANDARD CELLS
are selected as the production volumes
rise, for single-chip integration in
about 25% less chip space—designed
from OKI cell libraries of logic, RAM
and ROM functions.
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• Fast, easy availability of high quality, high volume
CSICs, from an international leader in advanced
fabrication/test automation.
1.5-micron & 2-micron

70V000 Series

70H000 Series

VERY HIGH SPEED

HIGH SPEED

Gates

700
1000
1500
2000
2500

C /0s

ss
es
ss
ao
ao

'fransparent software is OKI's key
to instant conversion. With totally
compatible cell libraries, OKI can
configure the standard cell directly
from the gate array design—no need
for anew data base.
OKI CMOS CUSTOM CSICs can
reduce chip size to the absolute
minimum for very high volume runs.
OKI's very small geometries permit
major silicon/cost savings while
complementing the logic with special
functions such as analog and high
voltage, high current cells.
Flexible options in CAD and
packaging
CSIC designs can be captured on
either aMentor or Daisy Work-station.
Yours or ours. You can work alone or
work with an OKI Design Center—we
can take over implementation at any
development stage. OKI's software
was created to simplify logic, timing
and fault simulation; auto place and
route; plus PG and test tape
generation.
To package the design, OKI
versatility satisfies the most
demanding specifications for
compactness, configuration and pin
count. OKI CMOS CSICs are being
produced in plastic DIP, PLCCs and
flat packs, as well as plastic and

#GatesCl/Os

3289
4290
6000
8024
10008

as
104
130
148
172

3-micron

70000 Series
Gates

387
720
1445
2000
4205

0110s

44
62
88
106
120

ceramic Pin Grid Arrays. OKI
application engineers will assist in the
selection of optimized packaging for
your application.
Total system integration in OKI
CMOS VLSI
With complete CMOS CSIC
capabilities on call, OKI's commitment
to full-service and broad product-line
support extends low-power VLSI
across the board: CMOS MCU/MPUs,
VLSI memory, telecœrun, voice chips,
display drivers and peripherals.
All from asingle market-responsive
source. And all are volume-produced in
one of the world's most highly
automated manufacturing plants. OKI
has invested over $360-million to
expand and robotize our masking,
prototyping, wafer fab, assembly and
test facilities, to assure our customers
both quality and cost control.
"CSIC" us. "ASIC".
Industry has long used the term "ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) to
refer to any combination of Gate Array,
Standard Cell, or Custom products.
We at OKI feel that these products
would be better described by the term
"CS/C" (Customer-Specific Integrated
Circuit) since they are truly unique to an
individual customer rather than to an
application.
We believe that "CSIC" will evolve as
the preferred acronym.

OKI

Electric Industry Co., Ltd.: 10-3 Shibaura 4-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan Tel: Tokyo 454-2111 Telex: J22627 Fax: Tokyo 452-5912 (Gill)
Semiconductor Group: 650 N. Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, USA Tel: 408-720-1900 TWX: 910-338-0508 OKI SUVL Fax: 408-720-1918 (GIII)
Electric Europe GmbH: Niederkasseler Lohweg 8, D 4000 Düsseldorf 11, West Germany Tel: 0211-59550 Telex: 8584312 Fax: 0211-591669 (Gill)
Electronics (Hong Kong) Ltd.: 16th Floor Fairmont House, 8 Cotton Tree Drive, Hong Kong Tel: 5-263111-3 Telex: 62459 OKIHK HX Fax: 5-200102 (GIII)

SARCON: HEAT YES! ELECTRICITY NO!

Heat-Conductive and Flame-Retardant Insulating Silicone Rubber
Shock-absorbing silicone 'ubber replaces fragile mica spacers. High elasticity and low thermal-contact resistance eliminate grease, for
easy assembly and long-term durability. Lower tightening torques red'uce semiconductor breakage. Wide —60— +200°C temperature
'ange with excellent resistance to weather, corona and arc discharge and corrosive chemicals. Can be punched from sheets, press
moldec or extruded in avariety of sizes and shapes.
Applications:

Typical Propertes:

• Heat-conductive insulators for power transistors,
ICs and other semiconductor devices.
• Heat-conductive insulators for thermistors in heated
containers, electric heaters, etc.
• Insulator and low- or high-temperature heat-transfer
media for temperature fuses and temperature sensors, dn microwave ovens, electric heaters. etc.
• Replacement for molded silicone-rubber parts in
applications where a heat gradient is present, such
as insulaton for magnet -on tubes in microwave
ovens, motor and transformer mounts, etc.

Color
Hardness
Tensile strength

Elongation
100%
Tear strength
12.0 kg/cm
Bulk resistivity
1.2x 10 15 11cm (at 1kVDC)
Dielectric constant: 4.6 (at 60Hz)
4.5 (at 1kHz)
4.5 (at 1MHz)
Dielectric
0.0028 (at 60Hz)
dissipation factor: 0.0017 (at 1kHz)
0.0026 (at 1MHz)
Dielectric strength: 24kV/mm (AC)

FUJI POLYMER INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.

-IruPP°1
Y 5th floor, Shin Nihonbashi Nagaoka Building
Overseas Department

16 5Kodenma cho, Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
Phone: (03) 663-5031 Telex: J29762
Fax: (03) 669-3272
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Gray-green
75 (Shore A)
50kg/cm?

Thermal conductivity: 2.90< 10
Flame retardance
(UL File Number
Minimum Thickness

3

Cal/cm. sec. C.
94-VO (UL-94)
E58126)
0.10 mm
Glass-fiber reinforced
SARCON GRT (94 VO)
& Adhesive coated
SARGON (94 -VO) are
also available.

For more information, Contact:

Distributor
I.C.M. Inc. (U.S.A.)
Bergman & Beving AB (Sweden)
Elpacto AG (Switzerland)
C.C.M.R
POSA sea. (Italy)
Aoki Singapore Pte. Ltd.

Phone
817-731-4071
08-246040
052/413444
03-2195878
(02)254.05.51
4818720

Responsible Area
USA, Canada
Sweden
Switzerland, W.Germany, Austria, Holland
Belgium, France
Italy
Singapore
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disks—to emerge as dominant, sales

write and erasable DRAW. Numerous

buyers are waiting for one of the two

have already topped those of video
tape in Japan.
Development is proceeding on such

materials manufacturers are active
here. Programs also are under way to
develop still-video tape using floppy-

formats—very high-density or laser

optical-disk formats as direct read and

disk technology.

media, the most notable of which is the
jump in demand for video disks.
Although some potential equipment

SEMICONDUCTORS

Companies keep rolling out products
though the market remains slack
Compared with its steady growth in the
past, Japan's semiconductor industry
has been on a rocky road these past

manufacturers started marketing 1-Mb

Each participant is aiming for high-

dynamic RAMs and 256-K static RAMs.

speed access times throughout its 256-

Notable in the memory field is the
evolving market for EPROMs and

K, 512-K, and 1-Mb EPROM families.

EEPROMs. Because of its limited

This is supplemented by research on
single-chip microcomputers that have

production totaled 2 trillion yen in
1984—the slowdown in 1985 was a

scale, this market has been occupied

on-chip EEPROM circuitry. Likewise,

mainly by products from midsized

the variety of product types offered is

shock. Though demand has shown

manufacturers, such as Seiko Epson

gradually growing, with an emphasis on

strong signs of building this year, trade

and Ricoh, and by imports. These chips
are key devices in IC and memory

lower prices and parts with specialpurpose features, such as a 256-K

few years. For an industry that grew
25% annually in the early 1980s—

friction and the strong yen have put a
damper on exportation, which accounts
for about 37% of total production.
Despite these so-so circumstances,
new products keep coming to market.
At the beginning of this year, for
example, the big semiconductor

cards, however, and demand for them

EEPROM that can batch erase all bits.

will jump along with production of the
cards. This has led such major players
as Toshiba, NEC, and Fujitsu to

The slump in the semiconductor
industry has also had a great effect on
the semiconductor-equipment
manufacturers, because it has led to a
decline in capital investment by

increase their presence in the field and
Mitsubishi Electric to enter it.

Focus on Id« lzumi Corp.
Advanced technology is bringing
drastic changes in

both industrial

and domestic areas, as witnessed in
the automation of the factory, office,
and home. And ldec lzumi Corp. is

In re-

cent years, it has been introducing
surface-mountable relays,

connec-

mand for sophisticated control components and systems that take advantage of the latest technology. Its

automation, instrumentation,
consumer appliances.

strategy is to develop advanced
technology into products with a vari-

The company's high-performance
high-quality products conform to the

ety of applications.

world's major industrial and safety

Founded

in

standards. The ldec lzumi group includes local subsidiaries in the

components as pushbutton switches, pilot lights, relays, timers, and

from which it is expanding its net-

sensors, along with such systems

work of distributors to cover more

as programmable controllers. It also

than 50 countries.

such

1945,

ldec

lzumi

and

factory-automation

makes
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demand for miniaturization.

tors,
circuit
protectors,
digital
switches, and switching power supplies for such applications as office

developing products to meet the de-

Teizo Fujita, president

offers custom products to meet the

U. S., Canada, and West Germany,
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semiconductor manufacturers. Capitalequipment investment by the nine big
semiconductor manufacturers—NEC,

manufacturers Nippon Kogaku and

manufacturers have set up their own
beam lines at this facility and have

Canon.

Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, Fujitsu,

In the same vein, Micronics, a
forerunner in X-ray lithography, has

Oki, Matsushita, Sharp, and Sanyo—

switched from batch exposure to the

had grown at an average of over 20%

step-and-repeat method for new

annually and even recorded an

products. Although this equipment is
designed for use in R&D, all this

increase of 105% in 1984. However,
the 780 billion yen that they spent on

begun testing.
Mask manufacturers Dai Nippon
Printing and Toppan Printing are
already providing samples of masks to
support research in X-ray lithography,
and resist samples have been shipped

capital equipment in 1984 dwindled to

activity indicates that manufacturers
are on the path to next-generation

just 606 billion yen in 1985, a 22%

manufacturing equipment.

by such manufacturers as Toyo Soda,
Daikin, and Kureha Kagaku.
The domestic market for

decrease.

R&D efforts in synchrotron radiation
have also been gaining momentum.

semiconductor gas, resist, wafers, lead

Moving the market
Hoping to get the market moving up
again, equipment manufacturers are
stepping up development of X-ray
lithography, which has been coming to
the forefront in recent years. One such
example is the unveiling of X-ray stepand-repeat equipment by the aligner

semiconductor materials—masks,

Besides NTT's current construction of
an in-house synchrotron-radiation
facility, which is being watched closely
by manufacturers, the High Energy
Physics Laboratory has completed its
synchrotron-radiation facility, which
contains the biggest accelerator in
Japan. The major semiconductor

Crystal Oscillator TCX0-38C3
PLL Reference Oscillator
'Standard Frequency :12.8 MHz, 14.5 MHz,
15.36MHz
• Frequency Stability: ±2ppm/-30-80°C
• Input Voltage: +5V
• Input Current:2mA MAX.
•Output Level :1.0Vp-p MIN. (DC cut)
•Outline (mm): 20W x20L x10H

frames, and package materials—equals
roughly 30% of the IC production value
and totaled more than 950 billion yen in
1984. This market also felt the effects
of the recent slip in production, falling
by 26%, to roughly 700, billion yen in
1985.
Still, it may not be down for long,

YOUR ANSWER IS
CRYSTAL CLEAR
i
N oTH KIII>JSK4

Crystal Filter MXF 45-30BF

KS, JAPAN

Miniature Monolithic Crystal Filter, Fundamental Mode
•Center Frequency :45MHz
• Pass Bandwidth: 3dB±15kHz MIN.
'Stop Bandwidth :30dB ±45kHz MAX.
'Guaranteed Attenuation:80dB 400kHz— —1 MHz
•Termination:1.2kQ
•Outline
HC-R/U-D •
T(2 pcs.)

Direct-drive C-MOS IC matching 8 PIN DIP package
• Frequency Range :46.875KHz —20MHz
• Frequency. Stability: ±100ppm
• Input Voltage: +3-6V
'Output Level :C-MOS level (LS-TTL 10)
'Rise & Fall time:15nsec MAX.
•With Programmable Frequency Divider
Terminals
•90 Standard frequencies available

Quartz Crystals HC-49/U
Resistance Weld Seal
*Frequency Range :
3.58MHz-20MHz
•Frequency Stability: ±100ppm/-20-7crc

Products Line: •Synthetic Crystals 'Quartz Crystals 'Crystal
Oscillators • Monolithic Crystal Filters • Ultrasonic Delay Lines
• CCD Delay Lines

KINSEKI, LIMITED
8-1, lzumi-Honcho 1-chome, Komae City, Tokyo 201, Japan.
Tel: (03)430-2271.
Telex: 2422402KSS J.
Fax (031488-5763

AMERICAN KSS INC.
2620 Auoustine Dr. Ste 100 Santa Clara Ca. 95054 U.S A.
Tel: 408-496-0577 Fax: 408-727-5800
Telex:176069 XTALKSS SNTA

EASTERN OFFICE
401 E. Louther St. Carlisle, PA 17013 U.S.A.
Tel: 717-243-6008 Fax: 717-243-4343
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thanks to the emergence of compound
semiconductor materials such as
gallium arsenide, gallium phosphide,
indium phosphide, and indium
antimonide. Compared with current
silicon wafers, the quality and price of
these materials could keep them from
the semiconductor mainstream for
some time. Nevertheless, their rate of
growth now outstrips that of silicon.
Thus far, compound semiconductors
have found use in radiant elements
such as light-emitting and laser diodes,
magnetic devices (hole elements,
which are devices used for the motion
sensor in such rotating equipment as
floppy-disk drives and audio record
players), and discrete devices such as
high-frequency transistors. The
manufacturers supplying this
equipment are gradually shifting

Fujitsu is bringing out awaveguide three-channel optical matrix switch.

powER your system by
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

ma'

ELCO SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES

111111111111111111111

Because we have:
*Wide input voltage range:
85V-264VAC 11 0V-340 VDC.
*Isolation 3,750V. Meet: UL, CSA, VDE.
*EMI :FCC-8
*Tripple output
Watt
15 W

30W

12V —12V 15V

Model

5V

PMC 15-1

0.4A2.0A

PMC15-2

"A-

PMC15-3

0.4A2.0A

0.3A

PMC30-1
PMC30-2

0.6A—
3.0A

1.2A

0.3A

0.
2A

0.6A—
3.0A

0.2A

—

—

—

0.2A

03A
•

—

—

—

0.7A

0.5A

—

ELCO CO., LTD.

6-43 Kamiakae macM,Toyama city Toyama 930 Japan
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Size
WV x H60
X 0110mm

—
0.3A

2.0A

___

—15V —5V

(1 45 X 2.36
x 4.33in)

x 0145mm
(1.51 x 2.36
x 5.10i n)

e138.5"6°

Tel. 0764-32-8151

Fax. 0764-41-5324 Tvvx. 5152911 ELCO J
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SURGE FREE s'ID'IAABRSGOERTZE

"If you're aretired
U.S. manager,
you have alot to
give to the world."

FOR CIRCUIT PROTECTION

SA-180D(3)

TYPE SA-7K

• TYPE

• POINT

Breakdown
Type
SA-80SS
SA-200$S
SA-80

Voltage
(V)DC

insuiabonl_m.ornum
,,I
IResalance

.

Lie

•

_ .

KA

5000

1000

80 , 10%

10

non

1.0

200 •10%

10

non

lo

1000

10 -non

15

1000

80 ,10%

SA-140

140

10%

10

non.

15

1000

SA-200

200 ,10%

10

non

1.5

1000

SA-250

250 •10%

10

MO

15

1000

SA-300

300

10

non '

15

SA-7K
SA-10K
ISA-18Z03

10%

1000

7000 •1000V 10

non

5000

10000 •1000V 10

non

5000

180. 10%

10 '
nier

1000

25

54.18013 3

Au

U.,
',La,'

tor ma. .1.,•111,1

rvlx, ed ,,c , arc awadatolt•

D K .1,1nd i,,ihfl rel•Oel number ,

SA-80DSS

1)Usable at wider ambient
condition, especially good
under high humidity.
.2)Visibility for operation.
31Compact and easy
assembly.
41Stable characteristics.

• APPLICATION
Computer circuit.
Communication equipment.
Home Appliance.
Aircraft and Automobiles.

MAIN PRODUCT NEON GLOW LAMP. XENON FLASH LAMP. RARE GAS DISCHARGE LAM.

MINIATURE BLACK-LIGHT. UV-LIGHT. FLUORESCENT COLOR-LIGHr

ELEVAM corporation

Thorton EBradshaw.
Chairman, RCA

NO. 17-8 CHUO 2-CHOME 0Th-KU, TOKYO JAPAN TEL :0(774)1231-5 TELEX:246-8855 ELEVAM

Circle 140 on reader service card

TECHN!CAL INNOVATION
EXPLORING INTO

I'm avolunteer supporter of the International Executive Service Corps, a
not-for-profit organization with avital
mission:

We send retired U.S. managers overseas to help businesses in developing
countries, which often respond by
increasing their imports of U.S goods.
In fact, developing countries consume
about 40 percent of U.S. exports.
As an IESC volunteer, you would
not get asalary. But you would gel
expenses for you and your spouse,
plus aworld of personal satisfaction.
IESC leads the field in this kind of work.
We've done over 9,000 projects in 81
countries. We could have aproject
that's just right for you. To find out, send
this coupon to: Thorton FBradshaw,
Chairman, RCA, PO. Box 10005,
Stamford. CT 06904-2005.

For years, Nippon Chemi-con has continiously been developing totaly new products to help miniaturization, low cost, high
reliability and performance of consumer application as well
as of industrial.
Nippon Chemi-con's products are always reflecting trends of
customers demands.
NIPPON
CH EMI-CON

(12E1?•
`
s,v4se r.;

Dear Mr. Bradshaw: Tell me more about
becoming an IESC volunteer. Iam a
recently returea manager or technician —or
am about to retire — from a U.S. company.
I'm free to accept an overseas assignment. I
unaerstand that volunteers •eceive
expenses for themselves ano their
spouses. but no salary.

NIPPON CHEMI-CON CORP.
78. Yutaka-cho 2-chome, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 142, Japan

e(o3)

785-1257, TLX:24618 KEMICON J

UNITED CHEMI-CON INC.

9801 W. Higgins Rd. Rosemont Illinois
60018. U.S.A.
S.(312)696-2000
TLX(230)283557 CHEMICON ROSM

SINGAPORE CHEMI-CON (PTE.) LTD.

17, Jao Yee Road, Jurong. Singapore
2261
e(268)2233 TLX(872126391 SPOCHM

Name

EUROPE CHEMI-CON
(DEUTSCHLAND) GMBH

TAIWAN CHEMI -CON CORP.
13th Floor, Jung-Lurr Trade Bldg. No. 415
Trautskirchener Strasse 6, D-8500
Sec. 4,
Road, Taipei, 106 Taiwan
Nurnberg 80, West Germany
R.O.C.
21911)326470 TLX(41)623754 CHEMI D 2.(02>709-1795 TLX 25326 TCC TPE

Circle 169 on reader service card

InternationaN
Executive
Service Corps Firl
Loin('

Address
j

ay

State

Zip
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toward liquid-encapsulated-Czochralski wafers for GaAs ICs.
The traditional silicon wafer manufacturers in this field—such

Gigafile
microwave filter
for mobile
telephone fixed
station.

as Japan Silicon, Osaka Titanium, Shin-Etsu Handouta, and
Komatsu Electronic Metals—have been joined by such big
companies as Furukawa Electric, Mitsubishi Metal Mining,
Nippon Metal Industry, Showa Denko, Sumitomo Electric
Industries, and Sumitomo Metal Industries, most of which
entered the business to lay the groundwork for moves into
the electronics field.
On a trial basis, the big manufacturers already have
manufactured prescaler ICs—chips having a smaller scale of
integration than standard ICs and intended for use in such
equipment as TV tuners—and are shipping samples. This is
also true of ICs on the 1-K level. As the degree of integration
increases, these products could compete with bipolar
emitter-coupled logic in both price and speed.
So despite the adverse conditions, the emphasis on

Gigafil 4 microwave filter
mobile telephone traveling s

development continues in the semiconductor industry and its
peripheral industries—motivated not so much by immediate
gain but by the industry's potential over the medium and
long terms. According to Numura Research Institute,
production in Japan's semiconductor and peripheral
industries should reach about 5 trillion yen in 1990. Such
healthy growth is likely to encourage even further activity.

COMPONENTS

Overseas holds
promise for
component firms

High Frequency technology
from 200MHz to 20GHz
Murata's wide-ranging experience with synthesized advanced
materials, filter and high frequency technologies has made possible
a high-definition resonator (RESOMICS' )featuring a minimum
loss coefficient and high Q value covering wide frequency bands
from 200MHz to 20GHz. Now, Murata introduces GIGAFIV, a
microwave filter incorporating RESOMICS ,for mobile telephone,
SHF-TV, MCA/ham radio, and other applications.

Id,
Alb
MCA/personal
racho filter

Mobile telephone use Gigalik
microwave filter

Gipah +filter
tor SHF-TV

•e

ROSOMICS., 4 1e
Dielectric Resonators

GIGAFIL'

If the electronic-components industry has a centerpiece, it is
large-scale integrated-circuit technology. This is because of
the other electronic-component technologies are virtually
devoid of color when it comes to significant trends. Now the
industry is looking at means to inject more resources into
high-value-added products and to diversify product portfolios

Ingillain

by forward integration.
For components manufacturers, forward integration means
production of hybrids, modules, subsystems, and even enduser systems built around the components they

MURATA MFG CO,LTD
HEADQUARTERS

manufacture. And in a effort to increase their market
penetration, they are looking at offshore production. Part of

2810. Temin 2-choine, Nageoltakyo, Kyoto 517 Japan

this is in response to the Japanese makers of consumer

KreuxeWinatr, IA D-8500 Nurnberg 52, Wee Germany

electronics equipment that are already producing offshore
and are asking for a nearby source of components.
Two vehicles that the components industry has singled out
as potentially lucrative market niches for its components
Electronics/September 4, 1986

Phone:075-951-9111 Telex :64270 MURATA J
- Phone :404.953-1799

Te'!! 542329

- Phone0911-68870

Telex:623763

- Phone 024-6767

Telex :6984154

MURATA ELETTRONICA SPA. (Italy)

Phone:688-4833

Tear :33038S

MURATA ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD (England)

Phone0252.523232

MURATA ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE (PTE.) LTD. (Singapore)

Phone, 2584233

MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA. INC.
3002 Kingston Court. S.E.. Marietta. GA 30067. U.S.A.
MURATA ELENTRONIN GMBH (Wee Germany)

MURATA ELECTRONIC:WE SA. (Franca)

TAIWAN MURATA ELECTRONICS

co,

Telex :858971
Telex:21127

LTD. (Taiwan)

Phone :042.91.•151

Telex. 27571

MURATA

(Taipei Oftke)

•Phone02-582-4218

Telex 27571

MURATA

MURATA COMPANY. LTD (Hong Kong)

P60.,! 0-4992020

Telex :56208

MURATA MFG. CO., LTD Seoul Branch (Koren)

Phone 720-7805/720-7321

Telex :25658
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Electron Beam Resist and
Specialty Polyimide Coatings.

Graphtec makes use of 14-bit data converters in its IF-85 data-acquisition system.
Elift-9 resit,/ a,file-0.25µrn line and 1.lhati thickness

SEMICOFINE®
Polyimide Coatings—polyamic acid
solutions converted by heat to
become heat-resistant, aromatic
polyimide coatings.
•high thermal resistance
•low metallic ion content
•superior dielectric properties

PHOTONEECE®
Photosensitive Polyimide Coating—
optimized for microelectronic
circuitry and semiconductor
applications.
•easy to process
•high thermal resistance
•for protective coating and multilayer insulation applications

EBR-9
Positivetype Electron Beam Resist—
an ideal resist for submicron
lithography.
•high sensitivity
•high resolution of 0.2µm.
•high adhesiveness to chrome-coated
substrates

'TO RAY'

bray Industries, Inc.

For Furth, irfofrnohon, fronfoct:
New *irk: TORAY Marketing 8 Sales (America), Co.
Tel.: (212)697-8150, Telex: 233067 TAMI UR, 421119 TAMI Ul
San Francisco: TORAY Industries (Amenco), Inc.
Tel.: (415)341-7152, relee: 330021 TORAYAMINC
Tokyo Office: Tel.: (03)245-5560 Telex J22623 TORAYINC
Osaka Office: Tel.: (06)445-3737 Telex: 163453 TORAYINC
London: TORAY Europe Dd. Tel.: 4869374 — 6
Telex: 919176 TORAY G
Frankfurt TORAY Deutschland GmbH Tel.: (49)69-282597
Telex: 4170613 10DE D
PHOTONFEC.F and SEMICORNE are registered eradennarks
of Toroy Indurnen, Inc.
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are hybrid ICs and the many types of
flat-panel displays.
The hybrid-IC industry had annual sales
of approximately 160 billion yen in
1985. It is an industry that has
continued to show strong growth, on a
par with that of the semiconductor

the coming years. Further
developments should result in products
that integrate:
•Functional components such as
charge-coupled devices and other
solid-image sensors, liquid-crystal

industry when it is considered over the

displays and other flat-panel displays,
and related peripheral circuits.

long term. The last few years in
particular have seen a stream of
companies entering the field.

•Mechanical components such as
switches, connectors, and cables with
general-purpose peripheral circuits.

Use of hybrid ICs is undergoing a
transformation in step with burgeoning
demand. Thus far, hybrid ICs generally

•Software and hardware.
•Optical and electronic components.
•Multivalue-logic ICs, fuzzy-logic ICs,
and other post-binary devices with the
conventional binary devices.

have been perceived as components
for high-density high-reliability

LCDs and other flat-panel displays are
entering a phase of rapid growth and

packaging. The sector's latest

are expected to soon make up a large
portion of the market. The foundation

The hybrid market

developments expand these
characteristics with:
•An increase in product size from

of this growth is the steady advances
that have been made in all types of

squares of afew centimeters to 10 cm

flat-panel-display technology.

and more. The implication is that hybrid
ICs will define the nature of electronic

New markets

equipment.
•Products requiring a customized

When it comes to generating new
markets, the most fertile force in the

shape utilizing flexible printed circuits

display field is the LCD, from which has

and other new technology. In most

come such practical products as a

cases, these products are for use in
mechatronics equipment.

large-screen display with a 100,000pixel dot-matrix display, a full-color

•Products that do not necessarily have

product for pocket TVs, and a highcontrast high-resolution display using
an active matrix.

a great number of integrated elements
per unit of area and are not highly
reliable but whose prices are low

Electroluminescent displays, perhaps

because they use low-end substrates

the most pleasing to use of the

and other such technology.

luminescent displays, are moving from

The evolution of these hybrid-IC
concepts is expected to accelerate in

the lab into actual use. Expected to
follow thin-film EL in widespread use
Electronics/September 4, 1986

FASTBUS
FASTBUS is an IEEE standard, modular,
high-speed data acquisition and control
system. It has more advanced features
than CAMAC and NIM systems which
have been widely used. The super high
data transfer speed makes the FASTBUS
quite suitable for computer graphics
as well as high-volume data processing.
We, Maruei-Shoji Co., have been
working with the National Laboratory
for High Energy Physics, JAPAN (KEK)
and have developed over 10 FASTBUS
modules. A new master module,
MC68020, and FASTBUS kluge card
are under development. For more details
on the FASTBUS please contact us.

Modules

(Information on the FASTBUS is also
available from U.S. NIM committee.)

A NEW FASTBUS CABLE SERGMENT DRIVER HYBRID IC: MS-CSD-TT
Featuring:

Specificatuon:

•Very long power consumption (360 mW max.)

Ta = 20 °C to 60 °C

•Low profile (10 mm high when vertically mounted
on aPC board)

Size: 17 mm H (incl. lead length) x 55 mm W x
6 mm L (max.)
On-state current: 4.0 mA ±
-0.2 mA
On state current matching - 1% max. over full
common node voltage range

ve

ye en

Off-state leakage: 40 ¡IA max. over full common
mode voltage range
Common mode voltage range: ±
- 3V min. (Ta = 25 °C);
±2.5V
-

min. (Ta = 60 °C)

Rise time: 4 ns typ. (10%-90%)
Propagation delay: less than 10 ns
Designed by: T.Taniguchi KEK
Manufactured by: lwatsu Electric Co., Ltd.

Segment Drivers

MARUEI SHOJI CO., LTD
6-7, 1-chome, Nakamachi, Musashino-shi, Tokyo 180. Japan
Tel. 0422-54-6800
Rep.: RAINIER INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO.
Rainier Bank Tower, P.O. Box 3966, T23-4 Seattle, WA98124, U.S.A.
Te!. (206) 621-6188
Electronics/September 4, 1986
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DATA
GRABBER.
di Aspeedy new single-chip con-

bean kvector digitatsignalproceming chip uith 70,000 transistors requires only
three instructions to do a 1,024pointfart Fourier transform in 2.4 ne

tender is getting set to make asplash
in digital signal processing. Zoran
Corp.'s ZR34161 uses vector-handling
techniques to gulp down blocks of
data, rather than picking off asingle
data input at atime as scalar processors do. Vector processing alone is a
big speed booster, and Zoran enhances it with embedded signalprocessing algorithms that radically
pare down system overhead.
The Santa Clara, Calif.,
company's 16-bit CMOS VSP is the
first monolithic signal processor to
utilize the powerful vector-handling
techniques employed for scientific
data processing in large vector
computers and minicomputer array
processors... 77
Excerptedfrom an exclusive article
in *July 24, 1986 issue.

Electronics
THE LEADER IN NEW
TECHNOLOGY COVERAGE
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CHIP MOUNTER SERIES
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for information displays is dispersed
EL, which is attractive to designers
because it is very flexible. Sharp,
previously the only manufacturer
engaged in electroluminescent-display
development, now has numerous
competitors in the field, including NEC
and Matsushita.
Striking advances in plasma display
panels are bringing this technology out
of its recent slump. These
developments have included a
reduction in drive voltage through the
use of trigger electrodes. In addition,
use of thick-film technology has
ushered in improved quality and lower
prices.

Spearheading growth
The vacuum-fluorescent display
continues to stand behind the
expansion of the entire market for flatpanel displays and has also begun to
evolve in a new direction—super-small

1. Rivalling performance to large-scaled mounters with its small body.
•Applicable for the substrate measuring 50mmx5Omm to 250mmx330mm and
comparable to large-scaled mounter despite its compact body smaller than an
office desk top.
•Applicable for the parts measuring 2.0mmx1.25mm to SOP or PLCC equivalent
and adoptable of tape, sick and bulk types of parts packages.
•Meeting to wide-ranged needs for high speed mounting and accurate positioning;
0.9 to 1.8sec/chip, 0.1mm to 0.2mm.
2. Systematization.
•The main devices and the peripherals can be in-lined by conveyers.
• Interface terminals are provided for labor-saving and intensive control enabling
to monitor operational conditions at asupervising room.
•Replacement of the head tips allow the unusual shape of parts to be mounted.
(Pat. P.)
•Details Please inquire •

For overseas sales

Tenryu Technics Co., Ltd

Address. 7-1 Nishikusabuka Shizuoka-city Shizuoka-pref. Japan
Tel. 0542-54-9600 Fax. 0542-54-9630 Telex 3962120 TOMAN. J

Manufactured by

Tenryu Technics Co., Ltd

525 Zaimoku-cho Hamamatsu-city
Shizuoka-pref. Japan

Circle 145 on reader service card

products that use an active matrix.
Electronic-equipment manufacturers
and even materials manufacturers are
starting to see flat-panel displays as a
key area, as shown by the burst of new
entrants into the field. The electronicequipment manufacturers want to
produce flat-panel displays to preserve

CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE
FOR
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS

the value they add to OEM products;
the materials manufacturers see flat-

Easy, reliable solutions to your
design problems!

panel displays as a gateway to the
electronics industry.
Recent trade conflicts, which have

Covers avast range of design
problems, organized into 25
vital categories by function.

cocurrs

been making headlines, along with the

-Apt

falling value of the yen are causing the
export-oriented component companies
to look at overseas manufacturing.
Japan's electronics manufacturers
have production facilities already in
also in the U. S. and Western Europe.
But it should be noted that the

Save money and increase
productivity by avoiding costly
design errors.

products made in the western countries
have been either consumer electronics
Overseas production of components
has been limited mainly to southeast
Asian countries thus far.
Japan's component industry is
changing its policy, however, and
starting local production in the
developed countries. In addition to the
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Design appropriate circuitry to
meet the most challenging
specifications.
Cut design time by adapting
proven circuits and software to
awide range of applications.

place not only in southeast Asia but

equipment or integrated circuits.

Contains hundreds of circuits
and computer programs.

These creative, new ideas and approaches keep you on top of what's
happening in the latest circuitry developments.

Order your copy of R370-Circuits and Software for Electronics
Engineers today! Send $19.95 to :
Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 541
Hightstown, NJ 08520
609/426-5070

McGraw-Hill Int'l. Pub. Co.
Attn: ECC
McGraw-Hill House
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 2QL
England

Ten-day money back guarantee. Allow 4to 6weeks for delivery.

JAPAN
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

trade conflicts and falling yen, another
force driving the change is the need of

VCRs. Mitsumi Electric Co. also was

overseas equipment makers to be
supplied with components.

provide it with rf converters.
Offshore production of video cassette
recorders is regarded as a trigger for

Parts for VCRs

overseas production, because the
Japanese VCR makers operating in

Production of video cassette recorders
in West European countries is an
example. After negotiations between
European Communities Commission

licensed by a local manufacturer to

Europe can create a big market for
Japanese component manufacturers.
That demand is spilling over into other

•Keyboards
•Cathode-ray tubes
•Photomultiplexer tubes
•Audio speakers
•Microphones
•Photosensitive drums for
photocopiers
•Ceramic packages for ICs
•Leadframes for ICs

Greater involvement

and the Ministry of International Trade
and Industry concerning restrictions on

areas, enticing Japanese
manufacturers of the components not

Japanese components manufacturers

exports of VCRs to EC members,
Japanese VCR manufacturers chose to

used in VCRs—such as connectors—to
move production overseas to serve

are looking to do even more production
overseas, especially in the developed

establish plants in those countries.
Subsequently, establishing a local
supply line of Japanese components
became critical for these Japanese

European as well as Japanese

countries. In doing so, they hope to

companies.
The typical lineup of components

expand their market beyond Japanese
equipment manufacturers to include

VCR makers, and so they were eager
to see Japanese components
manufacturers establish production

(excluding integrated circuits) that are
produced in the developed countries

U. S. and European equipment
manufacturers as well.

currently include:

The companies will be producing
components for industrial electronics

facilities in Europe.
Traditionally, Japanese components
manufacturers have been reluctant to
set up overseas production facilities.
This is changing: Alps Electric Co. and
Matsushita Electronics Components
both have started to produce tuners
and radio-frequency converters for

•Capacitors
•Resistors
•Transformers
•Coils
•Tuners
•Rf converters
•Magnetic media (VCR tapes, audio

equipment in addition to components
for electronics equipment. The impetus

tapes, and floppy disks)

behind their broader focus: the
expected shift of emphasis on the part
of Japanese electronics equipment
manufacturers from consumer
electronics to industrial electronics in

•Connectors

the coming years.

Since its founding in 1949, Graph-

functions. These hybrids are essen-

tec Corp. has captured a large
share of the markets for measuring
instruments, pen-writing recorders,

tial now that digital technology has
revolutionized the measuring-instruments market and measurement ap-

and such computer peripherals as
plotters and digitizers—not only in
Japan but throughout the world. It

plications have become more complicated. Among its offerings are the

bases its success on such products
as the WR3101 and WR3500 multi-

data-collection unit; the MS8603
Rastercorder, which uses a thermal

channel thermal-pen oscillographic
chart recorders; the MP1000 and

recording

Focus on Graphtec Corp.

and

measure-

plotters

with an attractive price/performance
ratio; and the KD4030A, a compact,

ucts to meet the increasing demand
for peripheral equipment such as

low-priced digitizer for computer-aid-

low-cost

ed design systems. The

high-resolution digitizers.
In its role as an international manufacturer of measuring instruments

intelligent digital

G-CAD6

and G-CAD7 are among the company's personal CAD systems.
Graphtec put its experience in an-
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method;

ment software.
In addition, it is bringing out prod-

MP2000,

Mitsuo Yamaguchi, president

MH9010 hybrid recorder; the IF-85

alog and digital technology to work
in the development of hybrid products that combine analog and digital

high-speed

plotters

and

and graphics and information processing devices, Graphtec will continue to develop products that meet
user requirements.
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For application-specific, specify

Sharp OPIC.

Sharp's unique opto -electronics technology and IC technology have been integrated to create the OPIC photocoupler with its own built-in circuitry.
Sharp developed this application-specific OPIC to better
respond to rapidly diversifying needs.
The applications are ample and diverse, including highspeed digital transmission, programmable controllers, inverter air conditioners, switching power supplies. etc.
This leading-edge technology gives you enhanced performance, reduced product cost and compact/light-weight
design.
Now you have an ally to help you to beat the competition.

Amplifier
1.NC

2 ViNi

3.1/m2

4.NC

5.vAux 6.GND 7.V0 EI.VCO

Choose your photocoupler as
wisely as you choose your club.
.OPIC photocouplers/generel purpose photocouplers
Series

Model
PC900
PC901

series

Digital switching.

Computers. Programmable controllers. Measuring
equipment. Numerical control machines

Normal-on operation

PC902

Programmable controllers. Telephones. Copiers

PC904

Built-in voltage deviation
detection circuit

Switching power supplies

PC9I 0

Ultra high spead11011b/s)

Computers. Programmable controllers. Copiers

PC920

For inverter control.
Single-in-line package

Meader air conditioners

PC921

fiN

Applications
Computers. Programmable controllers. Measuring
equipment. Numerical control machines

AC input.
Built-in integration circuit

PC900
series

Features
Digital switching.
Normal-off operation

For inverter control.
Dual-in-line package

Inverter air conditioners

611135

High speed11140/s)

Computers. Telephones. Measuring equipment.
Numerical control machines

611136

High speedllMb/s1

Computers. Telephones. Measuring equipment,
Numerical control machines

611137

Ultra high speedll0Mbal

Computers. Telephones

611138

Low input current High
sensithfity(CTR:300 % min.)

Computers. Telephones

fiN139

Nigh sensitivity
ICTR:500 % min.)

Computers. Telephones. Measuring equipment.
Numerical control machines

OPIC PHOTOCOUPLERS
OPIC is a registered trademark of Sharp and stands for Optical IC

SHARP
SHARP CORPORATION, JAPAN

SHARP CORPORATION Electronic Components Group international Sales Dept
22-22. Nagaike-cho. Abeno-ku. Osaka 545. JAPAN
Tel t061621-1221 Cable LABOMET OSAKA Telex J63428 Attn•OSKPAILABOMET A-B)
U.S.A.:SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION Electronic Components Division.
Sharp Plaza. Mahwah. New Jersey 07430 Tel 201-529-8757 Telex4269031SHARPAM PARA)
EUROPE:SHARP ELECTRONICS(EUROPE)GmbH Electronic Components Dept.
Sonninstra ;ie 3.2000 Hamburg 1. F R. Germany 101.1040)23775-0 Telez:2161867tHEEG Di
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Meet the Graphtec Professionals
Not so long ago, if you bought
professional-level graphics and recording
equipment you had to make amajor
financial investment. Then spend hours
wondering how to set it up. Then go
home worrying about breakdowns.

No longer.
Graphtec are pleased to announce the
availability of the Professionals. A range
of affordable,easy to use, reliable graphics
devices and recorders that put real
meaning back into the word "Quality".

MS8603
MS8603 Rastercorder: Graphics and character
capable plotter/printer, 8dots/mm resolution fixed
thermal head.
KD3838 Digitizer: ±0.5mm point reading accuracy,
high-sensitivity electromagnetic detection, 4-button
cursor, and robust, lightweight construction.

'mt-I9olo
Mil 9010 Hybrid Recorder: 18-channel recorder,
6-color recording and printout, RAM storage.
WR3500/IF-85 Data Capture Recorder: Eight channels,
64kword memory capacity, 18-step sampling rate
from lOus to 5s, and choice of GPIB or RS-232C
interface.
MC6INX) Multicorder: Up to eight channels, ASCII
annotation, zero between-channel time delay, and
1600mmis pen speed.

Recording the past

Plotting the future

GRAPHTEC CORPORATION
Mita 43rd Mori Bldg., 13-16, Mita 3-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Tel: (03) 453-0511 Telex: 02422687 (GRAPH-I)
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Below we've mentioned the highlights
of just afew of the extensive Graphtec
range. Contact your nearest dealer today,
there will be amodel to suit your
application.

MP2000
MP2000 X-Y Plotter: Eight self-capping pens, three
built-in command sets, and choice of GPIB interface
or dual port Centronics/RS-232C interfaces.
GD9011 Large Format Plotter: Automatic sensing of
A4 through AO and ANSI A through E size media,
0.005mm resolution, and Centronics/RS-232C/GPIB
interfaces.

U.S.A.: Western Graphtec Inc.
12 Chrysler Street, Irvine, Calif. 92718-2008
Tel: Inside Calif. (800)624-83%, (714)770-6010
Outside Calif. (800) 854-8385

Europe: Graphtec Europe GmbH
Borsteler Chausser 85-99A 2000 Hamburg 61.
West Germany
Tel: (040)511-5059 Telex: 2165630 GTEC D
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HIGH-RESOLUTION BOARD BOWS
FOR MMUS SYSTEMS
IMAGRAPH'S CARD SETS UP A WINDOW OF 1,280 BY 1-K BY 4 BITS
magraph Corp. has developed a highI
resolution VMEbus graphics board for

Imagraph had to design
its own video RAM control
work stations by extending the capabilicircuits because the new
ties of an industry-standard controller
board uses dual-port 256chip beyond its typical range. Called the
K video RAMs. The yearVME-1280-4, the color graphics board
old company decided to
provides adisplay window of 1,280 by 1use video RAMs from
K by 4 bits per pixel, with an addressNEC Corp. rather than
able window area of 2-K by 1-K by 4
conventional
dynamic
RAMs for the board for
bits.
The dual-port memory-mapped card
higher speed, according to
Wang.
allows the simultaneous display of 16
colors or gray shades from a programThe color graphics conmable palette of 4,096. Flicker-free distroller has three 16-by-4play is possible on most CRTs because
bit wide high-speed RAMs
the board's video refresh rate is 60 Hz
for its lookup tables. Each
noninterlaced. The double-width EuroRAM drives one gun of
card measures 233 by 160 mm and fits
the color CRT.
in asingle VMEbus slot. It has 1megaMEMORY RICH..magraph's double-wide VMEbus color graphDesigned for applications such as computerbyte of on-board display memory and a ics controller holds 1megabyte of memory on board.
106-MHz pixel clock, required to achieve
aided design and engineerthe high resolution.
be mapped in 8pages of 128-K bytes or ing and graphic-arts work stations, the
PRIMITIVES APLENTY. The heart of the
as 1megabyte of continuous memory in
VME-1280-4 is base priced at $3,495,
VME-1280-4 is Hitachi Ltd.'s HD-63484
the 16-megabyte address range.
with discounts available to originaladvanced CRT controller. Imagraph seData transfer to and from the board
equipment manufacturers. It is also
lected the chip because it has the fullest
is done with 16-bit words—equivalent to
available in a lower-resolution 1-K-byset of graphics primitives, explains presfour horizontal pixels four bits deep—at
768-by-4-bit model for $2,495. Both
ident Robert Wang. It also has an intel600 ns per word or 6 million pixels per
graphics controllers are available in 30
ligent processor that can accept graphic
second. The VME-1280-4 also supports
days.
-Craig D. Rose
commands directly from the VMEbus
external direct memory access to and
processor through memory-mapped I/O
from its display memory. Burst-mode
Imagraph Corp., 400 W. Cummings Park,
registers and boasts adrawing speed of
DMA can run at a 1.6 million words/s
Woburn, Mass. 01801 Phone (617) 9381.3 million pixels/s. The Hitachi controlrate.
5480
[Circle reader service number 341]
ler will support up to 8-MHz clock
speed.
To get the performance it wanted,
however, Imagraph had to overcome
some limitations inherent in the Hitachi
chip. A major obstacle in designing the
VME-1280-4, says Wang, was the instability of the Hitachi chip's video synfloppy-disk-drive controller board
megabyte drives. Adding the boards and
chronization generation circuits. "We
for IBM Corp. Personal Computers,
1.2-megabyte drives to the PCs and PC/
PC/XTs, and PC ATs supports both 360XTs makes it possible to pass data or
just bypass that by creating our own
stable video-tuning signal."
K-byte and 1.2-megabyte floppy-disk
programs stored on AT disks to those
Users of the new board will experidrives at the same time. Because PCs
machines without first converting to the
ence no waiting time for horizontal or
and PC/XTs have 360-K-byte drives, a 360-K-byte disk format.
vertical retrace when drawing pixels.
user can nearly quadruple the storage
The board controls any combination of
And Imagraph says no pixel-update
capacity of the basic PC by using the
up to four internal or external 51
/-or
4
flash or flicker will show up, even when
board to add one higher-capacity drive.
31
/-in. floppy-disk drives. It can support
2
a 1,280-by-1,024-pixel screen is refreshed
Capacity increases even more when
48-, 96-, and 160-track/in, formats; its
more than one drive is added.
built-in buffer stores data temporarily
at 60 Hz using the 106-MHz pixel clock
Computer Peripherals Inc.'s Driverate.
when media of different storage capacimaster can also streamline operations in
The VME-1280-4 memory supports inties are used at the same time.
dependent access by the Hitachi chip or
offices where standard PCs and PC/XTs
Most PC application programs can
the host processor. Display memory can
work alongside PC ATs, which use 1.2take advantage of the extra storage of

CONTROLLER QUADRUPLES
PC STORAGE CAPACITY

A
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MIXING. With Drivemaster, 360-K-byte and 1.2-megabyte drives can be mixed in systems.

1.2-megabyte disks provided by Drivemaster, as long as they use standard
MS-DOS (or PC-DOS) calls to access the
disk. All operating-system commands
and calls will operate as described in the
MS-DOS documentation. This means the
user does not have to learn any new
commands or any modifications to
commands.
Furthermore, the user need not configure and install any software drivers
or modify the system's operation in any
way. ROM-based firmware on the board
supports all commands.
The Drivemaster uses multilayer
printed-circuit-board construction, which
makes possible wider signal traces,
greater heat dissipation, and a ground
plane that reduces noise. The board is
compatible with the Compaq Computer
Corp. header connector, which is different from that of other IBM-compatible
computers. It is also compatible with Irwin Magnetic Systems Inc. tape-backup
drives.
The Drivemaster is priced at $249 and
is available now.
-Ellie Aguilar
Computer Peripherals Inc., 2635 Lavery
Court, Newbury Park, Calif. 91320.
Phone (805) 499-5751
[Circle 3401

VMEBUS COMPUTER
USES 25-MHz 68020
The HK68/V2F single-board VMEbus
computer brings the power of the 32-bit
68020 microprocessor to real-time applications in robotics and high-speed communications control. The board includes
a 25-MHz 68020 chip and has up to 4

megabytes of dual-access RAM with
parity, up to 128-K bytes of EPROM,
128-K bytes of static RAM for user functions, and asingle RS-232-C serial port.
Available as options are an RS-422
port, a 68881 floating-point coprocessor,
and a time-of-day clock with battery
backup. Software support for real-time
applications is provided by Hunter &
Ready's VRTX real-time executive and
Microware's OS-9 operating system.
Unix-to-VRTX development systems are
also available for developing and testing
applications. In lots of 100 pieces, the
HK68/V2F is priced at $1,195 each.
Heurikon Corp., 3201 Latham Dr., Madison,
Wis. 53713.
Phone (608) 271-8700
[Circle 345]

LATEST iRMX 86
SUPPORTS MULTIBUS II
Release 7.0 of the iRMX 86 real-time
multitasking operating system is available now for a $6,000 license fee. The
operating system, which is used in industrial control, real-time data acquisition, and process control, has anumber
of new features.
With Release 7.0, it now supports the
Multibus II architecture. Interactive
configuration utility screens are available for incorporating device drivers for
new Multibus I peripheral-controller
boards. Terminal-support code enables a
block-mode terminal to transmit an entire block of data with a single keystroke. In addition, system-callable external-declaration files give users easy
access to iRMX 86 services directly from
Pascal or Fortran programs.

modules and gets a perspective that
compilers do not.
Among the errors that PC-Lint finds
are type inconsistencies across modules,
parameter-argument mismatches, library-usage irregularities, and variables
declared but not used.
PC-Lint includes support for such
American National Standards Institute
C-language extensions as enum, structure assignment, prototypes: and void,
and such Microsoft Corp. keywords as
far, near, and pascal. PC-Lint is delivered with user-modifiable standard library descriptions for most major compilers.
PC-Lint, which requires 128-K bytes of
memory, sells for $139. It is available
now.
Gimpel Software, 3207 Hogarth Lane, Collegeville, Pa. 19426.
Phone (215) 584-4261

[Circle 346]

ADAPTOR LETS PCs
WORK ON VMEBUSES
A two-card adaptor enables IBM Corp.'s
Personal Computer AT to become a
VMEbus processor. As such the 403
PC AT VME adaptor can be used as a
bus slave, abus master, or one of several bus masters in a multiprocessor system to control I/O devices.
Address mapping permits the PC AT
to directly address VMEbus memory as
if it were PC AT memory. Communication between the AT and the VMEbus is
accomplished through AT RAM read and
write operations; there is no need to
pass the data through intermediate software drivers.
An optional dual-port RAM piggyback
module provides additional memory that
both the PC AT and the VME system
can share. It can conserve VMEbus
bandwidth, because the PC AT does not
use the VMEbus when it reads from and
writes to the dual-port RAM.
The 403 adaptor is priced at $1,280
and is available two weeks after ordering.
Bit 3 Computer Corp., 8120 Penn Ave. S.,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55431.
Phone (612) 881-6955
[Circle 347]

Intel Corp., Literature Dept. #W313, 3065
Bowers Ave., P. O. Box 58065, Santa
Clara, Calif. 95052.

[Circle 349]

PACKAGE FINDS
BUGS IN C PROGRAMS
A diagnostic facility for the C programming language, PC-Lint runs under MSDOS and analyzes C programs, providing reports on bugs, glitches, and inconsistencies. PC-Lint looks across multiple
150
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PRINTER PERFORMS AT
400 CHARACTERS/S
With its 400-character/s print speed, the
Microline 294 is targeted mainly at dataprocessing and draft-copy applications.
But the printer also has a near-letterquality mode that prints at 100 charac-

ters/s in two passes.
The high speed is possible because the
unit uses a dual 9-pin printhead rather
than asingle 24-pin head. The printhead
moves two 9-pin columns across the
page, each printing alternate, adjacent
columns within a character. With this
setup, the Microline 294 can print bitimage graphics at up to 288-dot/in.
resolution.
The printer accepts single sheets or
continuous-roll paper up to 16 in. wide.
Optional color ribbons provide yellow,
cyan, magenta, and black, which can be
mixed to create as many as 14 colors.
Available now, the 294 is priced at
$1,499.
Okidata Corp., 532
Laurel, N. J. 08054.

Fellowship

Phone (609) 235-2600

Rd.,

Mt.

[Circle 348]

SYMBOLICS' SYSTEMS
TOP OLDER MODELS
Two new symbolic processing systems,
the 3620 and 3650, are one-fourth the
size but offer 20% to 40% higher performance and greater expansion poten-

tial than the company's present entrylevel and midrange development systems. The new computers are intended
primarily for software development,
but can also be used for delivering
end-user applications.
The minimum configuration of the
3620 contains a36-bit proprietary processor with 4 megabytes of memory, I/O
controllers, a 190-megabyte disk drive,
Ethernet interface, expansion slots for
three additional memory boards, and
monochrome display. The basic 3650 is
similarly configured but has a368-megabyte disk drive.
The 3620 sells for $49,900 and the
3650 for $65,900. Both are available now.
Symbolics Inc., 555 Virginia Rd., Concord,
Mass. 01742.
Phone (617) 259-3600
[Circle 350]

ESDI DISK CONTROLLER
SERVES MICROVAX II
An enhanced small-device-interface disk
controller for Q-bus and MicroVAX II
computers has amaximum data-transfer
rate of 2.45 megabytes/s. This allows it
to be used with existing disk drives that
operate at 5- or 10-megabit/s transfer
rates.
The ESDI disk controller supports a
maximum of four logical drives. Diskdrive sizes can be from 67 megabytes to
over 4 gigabytes formatted, and with
different data-transfer rates. The controller also includes a direct-memory-access autothrottle and multilevel interrupts among its features.
The single-quantity price of the Q-bus
model is $1,671, and the MicroVAX II
model is $1,707, which includes adriver
for MicroVMS. Both are being shipped
this month.
MOB Systems Inc., 1995 N. Batavia St.,
Orange, Calif. 92665.
Phone (714) 998-6900

[Circle 351]

SOFTWARE AIDS IN
STD BUS WORK
STD Multi-DOS combines PC-DOS with a
multitasking executive to create an

STD-8088-based operating system. The
multitasking operating system's kernel,
VRTX (Virtual Real-Time Executive),
runs in real time independently from the
PC-DOS utilities, with an interrupt response time of just 100 ms. The user
determines
the
priority
of
task
execution.
The development configuration consists of an IBM Corp. PC-compatible personal computer connected through aserial link to the STD bus system. The
Multi-DOS development package includes PC-DOS, Multi-DOS BIOS, VRTX,
and Tracer, areal-time debugger. Hardware consists of the ZT 8806 or 8807
single-board computer, the 256-K-byte
Electronics/September 4, 1986

ZT 8824 Megaram board, card cage and
power supply, cables, and documentation. The base price for hardware and
software is $6,000.
Ziatech Corp., 3433 Roberto Court, San
Luis Obispo, Calif. 93401.
Phone (805) 541-0488
[Circle 352]

8-MHz 80186 DRIVES
STD BUS COMPUTER
The Thunder Plus 80186 single-board
S100 bus computer includes an 8-MHz
80186 microprocessor, 1 megabyte of
zero-wait-state RAM, and a floppy-disk
controller that can run either 8-, 51
/
4-, or
31
/-in. drives. In addition, the card has
2
two RS-232-C serial ports, a parallel
port, and room for an 80287 math coprocessor.
The card, which is suited for applications requiring high-speed data handling, comes with the Concurrent DOS
operating system. Concurrent DOS allows concurrent execution of MS-DOS
and CP/M-86 applications.
Priced at $1,195, the Thunder Plus is
available now.
Lomas Data Products Inc., 182 Cedar Hill
St., Marlboro, Mass. 01752.
Phone (617) 460-0333

[Circle 353]

PC/XT COMPATIBLE
GOES FOR $1,699
An IBM Corp. Personal Computer/XTcompatible with two floppy disk drives
instead of afloppy and ahard disk drive
is priced at just $1,699. The 3000 HL
system, which can be fitted with aharddisk drive, is built around an 80286 microprocessor that runs at switch-selectable speeds of 4and 8MHz.
The standard configuration comes
with 512-K bytes of RAM, expandable to
640-K bytes. It also has aparallel port, a
real-time clock with battery backup, and
asocket for the 80287 math coprocessor.
The system has seven expansion slots
for adding peripherals. It is available
now.
Tandy

Corp./Radio

Shack,

1800

One

Tandy Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102.
Phone (817) 390-2728
[Circle 354]
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ROBOT AIMS AT NICHE
BETWEEN INDUSTRY, HOME
$8,000 SIX-AXIS ARM HAS 8-LB PAYLOAD, 27-IN. REACH, AND
1.1-METER/S VELOCITY; FITS IN 30-FT 3 OPERATING ENVELOPE
an already crowded market in
Despite
robotics, astartup known as Universal Machine Intelligence Inc. says its
RTX robot arm has something unique to
offer. For an
,000 base price, the sixaxis RTX splits the ground between today's high-priced industrial robots and
low-end personal or teaching arms, says
Geoffrey C. Henny, the company's cofounder and chief executive officer.
"What we're offering is basically a
high-performance machine at avery low
cost, and it's extremely easy to use,"
Henny says. "It's an arm that upgrades
to amobile [robot], which can be run by
somebody who need not have even a
high school education. But it can also be
used for things like artificial intelligence
research."
The four-foot-high RTX features a
SCARA architecture (for selective compliance automated robot arm) that is
particularly suitable for applications in
education, health care, light industry,
laboratories, and research, where human interaction is important, Henny
notes. The arm's 3043 operating envelope allows the RTX to work from floor
level to typical tabletop height, while a
programmable force-control feature,
among other things, will contribute to
safety by automatically limiting driving
forces on the arm.
TRADEOFFS. With a maximum 8-lb payload capacity, a27-in, reach, atop velocity of 1.1 meters/s, and repeatability to
±0.018 in., the RTX is not as powerful,
fast, or accurate as most conventional
industrial arms. The AdeptOne, a lightindustrial-class SCARA arm from Adept
Technology Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., for
example, can handle a20-lb payload and
features a31.5-in, reach and 9meters/s
maximum speed, with repeatability specified at ±0.002 in. But the AdeptOne
sells for about $46,000, and other industrial robots range in price up to $100,000
or more. By contrast, the $8,000 RTX—
when equipped with an optional plug-in
controller card for stand-alone operation—will go for $12,000.
The RTX's price is higher than that of
home and basic teaching robots, which
sell in the $4,000 to $5,000 range with a
built-in controller. But those arms generally fall short of the RTX performance, Henny says. The XR-3, a popular teaching robot from Rhino Robots
Inc., Champaign, Ill., for example, sells
for about $5,000. But the maximum XR152

LIKABLE. UMI's $8,000 robot is targeted at
tasks that require human interaction.

3 payload is specified at only 1lb.
Universal Machine Intelligence is aiming at "a new niche between industrial
and home robots," says Lynn Conway,
an associate dean of engineering and
professor of electrical and computer science at the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, who serves on the company's
board of directors. The University of
Michigan, in fact, has ordered 10 of the
RTX arms for use in its robotics instructional laboratory program, Conway
says. "There's a real need for this sort
of medium-scale, medium-priced robot in

the higher-education arena," she notes.
Henny expects initial sales will be to
universities and other educational and
training institutions, with a long-term
eye on a potentially much larger business in health care applications. Henny
also sees potential for the RTX in electronics assembly. The RTX is not fast or
accurate enough for component insertion, but RTX arms could work as servers to board-stuffing robots, he says.
The RTX comes equipped with aserial
RS-232-C port and software designed to
run on the IBM Corp. Personal Computer family and compatibles. Written in
Forth, the software is designed to let
the inexperienced user begin operating
the robot quickly using alibrary of simple English commands, Henny says. Users can also write their own programs
in any high-level language, including
Lisp, Prolog, and C, he adds.
CONTROL CHOICES. A pair of 8031 microprocessors in the RTX control the
arm under program control from a PC
host. But for an additional $4,000, UMI
offers a control board, the RTX-MSP,
which plugs into the RTX backplane.
Equipped with an 8088 processor and
8087 math coprocessor, the RTX-MSP
board enables the RTX to operate in a
stand-alone mode once a program has
been loaded from a PC host or a dumb
terminal. The RTX-MSP includes 14 I/O
ports for connecting peripherals such as
a vision or speech-recognition system,
and up to four RTX arms can be controlled using a single RTX-MSP card.
The RTX and associated RTX MSP
card are available now, and the firm
plans soon to offer more options
through third-party agreements that are
now being negotiated. These include a
machine-vision system, aspeech-recognition system, tactile sensing systems,
and a variety of interchangeable grippers. By next April, the company also
plans to offer amobile robot with either
one or two RTX arms.
—Wesley R. Iversen
Universal Machine Intelligence Inc., 3135
State St., Suite 209, Ann Arbor, Mich.
48104. Phone (313) 995-5115 [Circle 460]

CARDS ENABLE IBM PC TO
PROGRAM IN LADDER LOGIC
ngineers in factory automation can
Eprogram
control modules in ladder
logic on an IBM Corp. Personal Computer with an STD-bus card set and accompanying software from Pro-Log Corp.
Ladder logic—gate-level logic used to
program relay controls—is so named because its electrical representation resembles the side rails and rungs of aladder,

with each rung signifying asequence of
instructions.
Pro-Log has put what amounts to a
diskless PC on two STD cards, and packaged it with software developed by one
of its oldest customers, Control Process
Corp. of Davenport, Iowa. The software
includes a programmable controller and
accompanying development system.
Electronics! September 4, 1986

bin. Advanced electronics in each ITU
measure this time and analyze all echoes, filter out extraneous noise, and convert the time values to material-level information.
That data is then transmitted over an
RS-422 interface to the 5510 level indicator. It is displayed on adigital readout,
which automatically sequences from one
bin to the next. A single-vessel system
is priced at $3,500; discounts are available for multi-vessel systems.
Kistler-Morse, 10201 Willows Rd. N. E.,
P. O. Box 3009, Redmond, Wash. 98073.
Phone (206) 881-8000

[Circle 465]

MODULE CONTROLS
STEPPER DRIVER
FACTORY HELP. Pro-Log's cards aid engineers in automating factory processes.

The RD 1000 will also monitor actual
One of the Pro-log TLC 1.0 cards
contains an 8088 microprocessor (plus a operation sequences so that programs
can be debugged. As each control opersocket for an 8087 math coprocessor)
and an executive programmable read- ates, the monitor highlights the corresponding ladder-logic symbol on the
only memory that interprets symbolic
screen.
ladder-logic commands. The second card
The price of the TLC 1.0 is $995 in
has 64-K bytes of battery-backed CMOS
quantities of 25 to 49. The RD 1000 softRAM, 32-K bytes of which can be used
ware is priced at $1,750. Delivery takes
for applications programs.
With the cards comes adisk contain- two to four weeks.
ing the Control Process RD 1000 logic
Pro-Log Corp., 2411 Garden Rd., Monteeditor. Users unfamiliar with high-level
rey, Calif. 93940.
languages can program in the logic they
Phone (408) 372-4593
[Circle 461]
have traditionally used for process control, and download the sequences to the
STD cards.
ULTRASONIC UNIT
The TLC processor exercises controls
WORKS 1 MILE AWAY
locally or remotely (up to amile) over an
RS-232-C or RS-422 link. An optical mul- The Sonologic Multi-Point ultrasonic
tiplexer interface can address up to 992 system can monitor the level of liquid or
solid material in up to 16 vessels from
I/O points over a single link. Inputs to
as far away as amile. A complete systhe processor can come from other STD
boards, such as analog-to-digital and tem includes a model 5510 level indicadigital-to-analog converters, drivers, or tor, 1to 16 intelligent transceiver units,
relays. A proprietary programmable-ar- and the company's Sonocell sensors (one
ITU and one Sonocell for each vessel).
ray logic chip on the TLC CPU card perTime values derived from pulsed sigforms bus arbitration logic for up to 16
nals from the Sonocell and reflected off
other CPUs on the bus.
the material determine the level in each
The CPU card can multiplex commands to 512 devices over 32 16-module
boards. In drum mode, for use with specific sequences tied together, the system
operates like an electronic cam, programmed by 16 rows of 16 switches.
Pro-Log developed the controller
cards for the in-house engineers responsible for automating factory processes,
for original-equipment manufacturers
who build factory-control equipment,
and for systems integrators such as
Control Process, a specialist in food
processing.
End users will be able to program and
reprogram factory systems using the
editing software. The target system will
accept up to 16 programs, which can call
one another and jump to each other's
subroutines.
Electronics/September 4, 1986

The RC-201, a compact control module,
governs the company's RD-1 stepper
motor's movements by monitoring and
counting the pulses put out by the motor. The RC-201 process controller will
count up to 15,000 pulses/s, sufficient
for most industrial applications.
The device allows input signals from
three limit switches or photosensors. Its
low step setting will accommodate up to
9,990 pulses. For high step counts, its
binary-coded decimal rotary switches

can be set for up to 99,999 pulses.
Designed for input from limit switches or photosensors, the RC-201 can determine the upper and lower limits to
the motor's trajectory as well as home
position. A simple signal changes direction from clockwise to counterclockwise
and initiates manual starting, emergency stopping, and repeating.
Priced at $270, the RC-201 is available
now.
Semix Inc., 4160 Technology Dr., Fremont,
Calif. 94538.
Phone (415) 659-8800

[Circle 466]

SOFTWARE SERVES
PROCESS CONTROL
The Loopworks software series provides
avariety of process-monitoring and control functions, including real-time trend
displays, sequence control, and signal
processing. It works with equipment
from such industrial equipment vendors
as Action Instruments, Analog Devices,
Burr-Brown, Data Translation, Intel,
Metrabyte, and Opto 22.
The digital signal-processing functions
153

This is Motorola's new
super-microcomputer.

System 8000 is amidrange computer built
around Motorola's own MC 68020 32-bit microprocessor, and is ideal for departmental computing. For information call 81)0-262-4488 ext.
730. In California call 800-252-4488 ext. 730.
19K1i
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It's expandable.
It's upgradeable.
It's fast.
And its future
is just like its
remarkable
architecture.
Wide open.
MOTOROLA
Advanced Electronics for
aMore Productive World.

Circle 155 on reader service card

upload motion-control programs, start
and stop programs, display axis positions, check I/O status, check program
status, and perform various additional
functions.
Priced at $50, the communications link
is available immediately.
North Coast Automation Inc., 71 Alpha
Park, Cleveland, Ohio, 44143
Phone (216) 473-3800
[Circle 468]

provide transition alarms, signal inversion, override capability, and selectable
labels. The analog signal processing provides limit alarms, scaling, ranging, filtering, and selectable linearization for
thermocouples and other sensors.
Sequencing and ramp/soak packages
perform up to five steps per sequence,
chainable sequences; they have manual
or automatic start, stop, and resume capabilities. Another package for real-time
trend displays lets users set up to 10
displays, with three pens per display,
continuous scrolling and averaging, and
aselectable time base of 12 minutes to
24 hours.
Packages are priced starting at $995
and are available now.
Equinox Data Corp., 150 Nickerson St., Seattle, Wash. 98109.
Phone (206) 281-7327
[Circle 467]

UTILITY LINKS
PC AND CONTROLLER
Machine designers and programmers
can now use the full capability of the
IBM Corp. Personal Computer to prepare and edit motion programs and to
troubleshoot any North Coast Automation P420 motion controller, thanks to
the PC/ P420 communications link
package.
The utilities permit the P420 programmable motion controller to communicate
directly with the PC. The package includes software to communicate over an
RS-232-C or RS-422 interface. Hardware
is available for converting the PC serial
port from one interface to the other.
Software support includes utility programs on floppy disks to download and

RAM DISK WORKS IN
HARSH ENVIRONMENTS
Data-acquisition systems that must
work in harsh locations can be equipped
with a high-capacity data-storage system that holds up to four megabytes.
The Prombasys system works in less
than ideal conditions because it uses
PROMs and RAMs set up like disk
drives.

adjustment, and power-on indication.
The digital units, the 1640 models, feature front-panel digital switches for
temperature setting, digital LED display
of process temperature, and offset adjustment. The 1620 analog unit sells for
$95 and the 1640 digital version is $195.
Both are available now.
Athena Controls Inc., 5145 Campus Dr.,
Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.
Phone (215) 828-2490
[Circle 470)

AT&T UNVEILS
FACTORY COMPUTERS

The storage system also can be set up
for multitasking data acquisition and
control with no reduction in performance or capability.
The company's proprietary programming language, I/OBasic, plus Digital
Equipment Corp.'s RS-11 operating system and the applications software, are
all resident in PROM. The system supports full utility handling and comes
equipped with areal-time clock and dual
serial ports. Prombasys can accommodate more than 1,000 analog inputs,
2,000 discrete I/O points, 128 analog outputs, and up to eight serial lines.
Priced at $7,000 for a 19-in, rackmount version equipped with 128-K
bytes of RAM and 256-K bytes of
PROM, the system is available now.

AT&T is moving into the industrial market with a line of computer and
networking products. The AT&T Industrial Workstations are modifications of
the AT&T PC 6300 and the PC 6300
Plus, the company's personal computers, which run both MS-DOS and Unix.
The modifications include special fans,
filters, and housings to protect them
from dust, dirt, and other conditions
found in industrial settings.
The basic configurations include an
80186-based CPU, a monochrome monitor, and keyboard. The system based on
the PC 6300 is priced at $4,200 and the
version based on the PC 6300 Plus is
$5,090. Delivery begins in October.
AT&T Information Systems, 1 Speedwell
Ave., Morristown, N. J. 07960.
Phone (800) 247-1212
[Circle 373]

Adac Corp., 70 Tower Office Park, Woburn,
Mass. 01801.
Phone (617) 935-6668

[Circle 469]

COMPACT SYSTEM
CHECKS TEMPERATURE
The Series 1600 temperature controllers
come in the 1/16 DIN size, the industry's smallest size standard at 1.890 by
1.890 in. Series 1600 consists of analog
and digital models that supply proportional or on-off control of heating and
cooling processes.
They accept either Jor K thermocouple, or platinum resistance temperature
detector inputs, and can be supplied
with either relay or voltage outputs.
The 1620 analog models have frontpanel, full-scale dial for set point, offset
156
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Burr. Brown came to Livingston for the workforce.
For Burr-Brown, the requirements for their European location
were relatively straightforward.
A clean environment, modern facilities and direct transport and
communication links with continental Europe.
They found all this in Livingston, Scotland.
A town purpose-built for new industries situated at the heart of
one of the greatest concentrations of electronic companies in Europe.
And they found much more.
They found investment grants of up to 35 0/o, rent-free periods
plus European Community assistance. They found Kirkton Campus, a
high-technology park ready-made to receive them.
And they found us.
A Development Corporation that could help them develop at
every turn and aworkforce that was both skilful and conscientious.
In Burr-Browris words, one whose productivity was 'second to
none in the world'.
To: C. Anne Robins, PO Box 345, Old Greenwich,
1
A 20 minute drive down the M8
CT 06870. Tel: (203) 629-3496.
Prove that Livingston is Europe most logical location
motorway and they're in Edinburgh.
for my company. BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE.
Scotland's capital city and adistinguished IT
community that's home to no less than four Name
Position
Technology Transfer units.
Company
Including the Wolfson MicroAddress
electronics Institute and the Centre for
Applications Software Technology.
Today, Burr-Brown is one of along list
Zip Code
of blue chip Livingston residents with firm
Telephone _ _
E9
plans for expansion.
MAKE
IN
A list that we can offer you every
LIVINGSTON
incentive to join.
—

rr

Europe's most logical location.
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COMMUNICATIONS

quickly, which is important in satellite
and optical disk applications," notes
Lawrence J. Rennie, vice president of
engineering.
The Hyper-FEC III chip's total encoder-decoder delay period is the time it
takes 40 bits to pass through the IC.
ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTED IN SILICON BUNDLES PARITY
The chip, which is being fabricated by
AND DATA BITS FOR QUICK TRIPLE-BIT ERROR FIXES
VLSI Technology Inc. for Space ReA new CMOS IC packs a powerful rates with two clock signals. The device search, is available with both TTL and
CMOS logic outputs. Each output will
short-block, forward error-correct- will operate at bit rates of up to 5Mb/s,
ing code into a 24-pin DIP. The compo- counting parity bits (the maximum data drive two standard TTL loads. The chip
operates over acommercial temperature
nent from Space Research Technology
rate is 2.5 Mb/s). The chip uses what is
range of 0°C to 70°C.
Inc. of Houston implements a 24-12-03
known as a hard-decision decoding proIn quantities of up to 100, the Hyperextended Golay algorithm in silicon,
cess, which is performed after the data
FEC III sells for $195 each. Samples are
bundling 12 parity bits with 12 data bits.
has been converted from analog to digi- available now. Look for Space Research
The half-and-half, parity-data bit com- tal form. The channel error rate is 1in
to introduce soon a 16-pin Hyper-FEC
bination enables the Hyper-FEC III chip
10" bits transmitted.
chip, which will be fabricated from 2-µm
to quickly fix triple-bit errors in each 12The chip's decoder block contains a CMOS and with anew pipelined architecbit block of information. Silicon integra- self-checking autosynchronization circuit
ture. It will offer a data rate of 20
tion of the random bit-error-fixing Golay that synchronizes transmissions with
Mb/s.
-J. Robert Lineback
code is expected to open up its use in a the reception of two complete error-free
broad range of data-communication ap- code words. "The autosync circuit and
Space Research Technology Inc., 507
plications, including the embryonic mar- the short-block Golay code enable the
Three Corners, Houston, Texas 77024.
ket for very-small-aperture terminals re- device to achieve synchronization very
Phone (713) 461-5849
[Circle 440]
ceiving one-way satellite transmissions.
The extended, short-block Golay code
normally requires apc board full of logic components and software.
In addition to so-called micro earth
stations, the new IC is also expected to
be applicable in terrestrial data-communication links such as twisted-pair netM otorola Inc. executives say there '
s
All three may be used with 3.579545
works, fiber-optic networks, and microbeen asudden resurgence of design
MHz color-burst crystals and standard
wave transmissions. Space Research
activities at American phone-set makers.
president Ben Midulla says the Golay And their company is trying to grab a 2-of-7, 2-of-8, and Form A keypads. A
500-Hz tone-signal output in the pulse
code can also be used in correcting bigger share of that growing market by
mode is fed back to the phone-set user
burst bit errors, if the glitches are scat- launching a new series of telecommunito
indicate that dialing is in progress.
tered throughout the data, using inter- cations dialer chips. Four CMOS chips—
The MC145412 is pin-compatible with
leaving circuits ahead of the Hyper-FEC three with on-board memory—are the
Sharp Electronics Corp.'s LR4803, while
III chip. Interleaving the incoming data
first dialer ICs that Motorola's MOS
the MC145413 has the added ability to
will enable system integrators to use
telecommunications operation in Austin,
change dialing modes through akeypadthe IC to correct block-bit errors typical- Texas, has introduced since the late
selectable switch.
ly coming from high-density optical
1970s [Electronics, Aug. 21, 1986, p. 21].
"A key feature of these chips is the
disks, Midulla suggests.
"The dialer business has gone absolow-voltage memory retention. The
Made in 3-µm CMOS, the Hyper-FEC lutely crazy!" exclaims Al Mouton, Momemory will hold numbers with voltIII error-correction chip contains an en- torola's MOS telecom marketing managcoder and a decoder that can operate er. "A lot of people thought the dialer ages as low as 1.7 V," notes Mouton.
Current supply for the dialers when acindependently at two different data
business was going away and many
tive is typically 75 µA in the pulse mode
semiconductor firms pulled the cork. We and 1mA in the tone mode.
find ourselves in aposition to take over
In quantities of 10,000 pieces or more,
with anew line of parts and anew marthe MC145410 dialer is priced at $1.34
ket wanting more features over low-cost each. The MC145412 and MC145413 repphone sets."
ertory dialer chips sell for $4.07 each.
To answer the phone makers' call for The MC145409 dialer sells for $1.09
features and for chips that consume less
Robert Lineback
each.
power, Motorola is unveiling the
MC145412 and MC145413 repertory
Motorola Inc., 3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd.,
pulse/tone dialers, as well as the Austin, Texas 78762.
MC145410 pulse/tone dialer with lastPhone (512) 928-6880
[Circle 441]
number redial capability. A fourth chip,
the MC145409 pulse dialer (with no automatic redial), is also being fabricated in
low-power silicon-gate CMOS.
The repertory pulse/tone dialers,
A transmission-impairment measuring
•
11.111CIRer MIMI» •MIMI» 1111.11111F
145412 and 145413, contain memory stor- set brings troubleshooting to data-commom' r;
n
n
ri
age for nine 18-digit telephone numbers,
munications operators on a tight budSPACE BOUND. The chip works in satellite
plus last-number redial. The 145410 dial- get. The $7,900 HP 4947A diagnoses imtransmissions as well as in terrestrial ones.
er stores 21 digits.
pairments on voice-grade data circuits

FAST ERROR-CORRECTION
CODE FITS INTO 24-PIN DIP

DIALER CHIPS NEED ONLY
1.7 V TO HOLD NUMBERS

TEST SET WORKS ON
VOICE-GRADE CIRCUITS
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LINK STANDARDIZES
T1 CONNECTIONS
The DS1 connector for providers of Ti
data-communications services provides
an RJ-48C modular jack to standardize
the connection to all customer-premises
equipment while performing a number
of other tasks. These functions include
de isolation, simplex power looping, remote DS1 signal loop-back, line buildout, and loss-of-signal detection.
The DS1 digital service interface is
.
nstalled at the network interface—the

MODEM FLIES ALONG
AT 18 KB/S

GTE Supply, 5225 Wiley Post Way, Lakeside Plaza 2, Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

Hewlett-Packard Co., Inquiries Manager,
1820 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, Calif.

[Circle 450]

[Circle 449]

TOOL ANALYZES
MANY FUNCTIONS
The Fireberà 6000 communications analyzer tackles signal, timing, and performance analysis. The unit has aclock-slip
detector, frequency counter, and inverted-clock detector and uses a frequency
synthesizer to operate at programmable
rates for synchronous, asynchronous,
and recovered clock applications.
With an optional T-carrier interface,
the 6000 can perform bipolar, logic,
framing, and error analysis on extended
superframe and D4 framing formats.
Jitter-generation and -measurement capabilities, including spectral analysis
with multiple jitter masks, are standard.
The Fireberd 6000 costs $7,995. Delivery takes 90 days.
Telecommunications

Kentrox Industries Inc., P. O. Box 10704,
Portland, Ore, 97210.
Phone (503) 643-1681
[Circle 453]

The Trailblazer modem has been upgraded to run at 18 kb/s, up from a
previous high of 10 kb/s. GTE Supply,
which markets the product for Telebit
Corp., Cupertino, Calif., claims Trailblazer is now the industry's fastest dial-up
microcomputer modem.
The modem automatically adjusts to
line conditions by altering its speed. Internal error correction guarantees 100%
error-free transmission. Trailblazer is
available now. Add-in boards for microcomputers are priced at $1,995; standalone versions,at $2,395. Existing Trailblazers can be upgraded in the field for
$99 or in the factory for $250.

either in a stand-alone configuration or
as part of an automatic test system.
The system features a full measurement set and can obtain data on signal
level and frequency, message-circuit
noise, noise with tone, signal-to-noise ratio, and other variables. It also has a
print-and-plot output and an IEEE-488
interface. The 4947A also performs
automatic sequence measurements. Delivery takes about eight weeks.

94303

point of demarcation between the network and the customer's wiring. With
the DS1, problems can be isolated and
diagnosed by the central office, reducing costly service calls.
Pricing and delivery information for
the DS1 was unavailable at press time.

Techniques

What is aBest Western?

Corp.,

444 N. Frederick Ave., P. O. Box 6027,
Gaithersburg, Md. 20877.
Phone (301) 258-5011

[Circle 451]

The right place at the right price.
Make reservations at any Best Western,
see your travel agent, or call toll-free

1-800-528-1234
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Worlds largest chain of
independently owned
and operated
hotels, motor inns and resorts"
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10:00 Good morning, Mr. Drew. Your
mission: revise monthly market forecast and
update client roster. Fast. }bur secret weapon:
an AT&T PC6300 PLUS with Simul-Task.

10:05 As you enter new names in client
database, this remarkable PC is already tapping aDenver mainframe for the market figures you will need.

10:11 Obeying pre-set commands, your
new AT&T PC enters market data in spreadsheet. It will simultaneously run your spreadsheet and print from the database. So why not
get some coffee?

26 MINUTES IN THE LIFE OF
The machine is AT&T's PC 6300 PLUS. At its
heart, abit of technological lightning that permits the
computer to do several tasks at once.
This AT&T breakthrough is called Simul-Task. It
mightily expands the usefulness of the PC experts
already place in the first rank of today's more powerful "80286" machines.
One manager likens Simul-Task to having an
assistant handle one chore while you get on with
another. With Simul-Task aboard, the AT&T PC 6300
PLUS can comb through adatabase for the figures
you need while you update amemo...or print out a
report while you set up aspreadsheet.
SIMUL-TASK: THE SOUL OF ABETTER PC
There exist few machines that can match the
power of AT&T's PC 6300 PLUS. The speed is intoxicating, the graphics razor sharp. Look hard enough,
and you may find asimilar machine. But you will find
none that can apply its power to one of your existing

PC progra.ms—and to other jobs at the same time.
Caveat emptor. You can pay plenty for software
that lets you look at several programs at once. AT&T's
Simul-Task runs several programs at once. It's the
difference between window shopping—and getting
things done.
The secret: Simul-Task unlocks the full potential
of the "80286" processor chip. So you have all the benefits of today's PC software, without the limitations of
today's PCs.
Simul-Task gives anyone who sits down at an
AT&T PC 6300 PLUS the ability to do more—and do it
faster—than users of other PCs. But there is more to
the Simul-Task story.
Item: Simul-Task opens the door to better data
communications. Two keystrokes can tap you in to
amainframe 1,500 miles away, or the PC down
the hall.
Item: Even as you run one, two, or three business

Cl) 1986 AT&T

10:16 The spreadsheet is almost done,
but you needn't wait for it to finish. AT&T's
Simul-Task lets you update your cover letter
while other programs run.

10:20-Send FYI report to branch
managers via electronic mail. One command
reminds the PC to back up files during lunch
hour.

10:26 Boss stops by. Hard copy just
happens to be ready. Rill done, Mr. Drew! And
welcome to the world of Simul-Task.

TODAY'S MOST PRODUCTIVE PC.
programs, the PC 6300 PLUS is open to receive and
store electronic mail or data someone else is sending
toy. No matter what programs you are running,
your "mail" is just three keystrokes away
Item: You put your computer on "automatic pilot:'
running time-consuming jobs like database sorts after
hours. Rather like setting aVCR to tape
tomorrow night's movie.
COMPUTERS WITH THE FUTURE BUILT IN
Most of today's 19 million PCs are islands unto
themselves. But tomorrow is coming up fast. For
some companies, the next step is tapping aremote
database. For others, it is networking one PC to
another. Or uniting all their computers in alarger
constellation.
Here Simul-Task shines. For many companies,
AT&T's PC 6300 PLUS with Simul-Task can be the
bridge between today's personal computer applications...and tomorrow's company-wide applications.

When the time comes to take the next step, you'll
be ready. AT&T makes the pieces fit.
How much will all this east? The exact figure
depends on how you equip your system, but most companies have been pleasantly surprised. And right now
(for alimited time) you can get even more for your
money.
To learn more, and to arrange for aSimul-Task
demonstration, please contaet your AT&T Account
Executive, stop by any authorized AT&T supplier, or
telephone 1800 247-1212.

....01111•11111..

AT&T

The right choice.

SEMICONDUCTORS

DUAL-PORT SRAM HAS
ON-CHIP ACCESS LOGIC
MULTIPLEXING OF ADDRESS AND DATA LINES LETS
MOSTEK HOUSE 512-BY-9-BIT CHIP IN A 28-PIN DIP
he control logic that coordinates ac-

Tcess by multiprocessors to dual-port-

ed static RAMs is contained on board a
new CMOS 512-by-9-bit RAM from
Thomson Components-Mostek Corp.
Mostek was able to put the MK4511 BiPort SRAM in alow-cost 28-pin DIP by
using multiplexed address and data
pins. The 48-pin DIP currently on the
market houses some nonmultiplexed
parts.
Data stored at each addressable location of the 4511 can be simultaneously
accessed from both the input/output
SMART. Mostek enters the SRAM market
ports because the memory array is
with achip that has on-board control circuitry.
made up of 8-transistor BiPort memory
cells. The dual-ported SRAM is available
with access speeds of 120, 150, and 200 two blocks of flip-flops. The control logic represents a departure from other
ns.
dual-ported
memory
architectures,
To assure data integrity, Mostek has
incorporated software-controlled inter- which use arbitration techniques to rerupt outputs and addressable status-con- solve memory-array contention.
"An arbitrator will give you either the
trol flags into the chip's design. The interrupt-control registers are made up of old byte or the new byte of data, but

often you are not sure, and that can be
a problem for many multiprocessor applications," says David Chapman, who
manages new product definition and applications for the Memory Products division at Mostek. Other dual-ported memories require off-chip logic to implement
the multiprocessor control.
The new 4511 is targeted at a broad
range of multiprocessor environments
and real-time personal-computer applications, such as process control. In many
multihost applications, the 4511 will act
as a"message box" between processors.
Fabricated in a 3-1.tm CMOS process,
the 4511 has atypical power dissipation
of 275 mW in the active state and 11
mW in the standby mode. The BiPort
SRAM is available for commercial operating temperature ranges (0°C to +70°C)
or full military conditions (-55°C to
±125°C).
In quantities of 100, the 120-ns parts
sell for $26.40 each in plastic DIPs. The
150-ns parts are priced at $22.86 each
and the 200-ns chips at $21.43 each, also
in lots of 100. Mostek plans to offer the
device in a surface-mountable plasticleaded chip carrier during the first quarter 1987.
—.I. Robert Lineback
Thomson Components-Mostek Corp., 1310
Electronics Dr., Carrollton, Texas 75006.
Phone (214) 466-6000
[Circle 360]

DISK-CONTROLLER IC RUNS 4 DRIVES
1rhe latest board-level computer subsystem to disappear inside silicon is
the disk controller. The Am9850A, this
week's Liberty Chip from Advanced Micro Devices, is a disk-drive controller

that boasts on-chip direct memory access and dual buffers, so it can talk to
the host and the disk drive at the same
time. In addition, the chip has atrio of
error-correcting routines.
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The controller can run from one to
four hard- or floppy-disk drives. The
characteristics of each can be programmed by the user.
With the companion 9851 modified FM
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OUTSIDE HELP. In addition to its three error-correcting procedures, the Am9850A can go off chip if necessary.
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data separator, the 9850A supports both
m• ethe 5-Mb/s ST506 and the 10-Mb/s
lartair
ST412 interface standards. Replacing
ifir
the 9852 with three 22V10 programmable-array-logic chips to perform runlength-limited data separation allows the
new controller to support the Enhanced
Small Disk Interface at up to 15 Mb/s.
HANDSHAKING. The 9850A performs
three kinds of on-chip error checking: a
simple 16-bit cyclic redundancy check
and both single- and double-burst ReedSolomon error detection and correction.
In addition, the controller chip will provide the handshake signals required to
implement an error-checking and -correcting algorithm through external ECC
circuitry.
The double buffer improves system
throughput, because it allows the onboard 16-bit processor to read or write
an entire track in a single disk revolution. Without the extra buffer, the controller would have to skip sectors while
K-by-1-bit, one for 10K or 10KH ECL
communicating with the host. Users can
program sector sizes of 128, 256, or 512 levels and one for 100K ECL levels. The
remaining two are organized as 1-K-bybytes.
The basic unit of the command struc- 4-bits, one for 10K or 10KH ECL levels
ture, the I/O parameter block (I0PB), is
and one for 100K ECL levels.
stored in system memory by the host
Unlike ECL RAMs on the market, Sarprocessor. Each IOPB specifies one disk atoga's use the full six-transistor cell
command and contains the parameters
architecture found on CMOS SRAMs,
which allows them to offer lower power
needed to execute it. The chip fetches
consumption than ECL RAMs, improved
these IOPBs through aDMA controller.
The chip's DMA controller fetches the
radiation tolerance, and alower soft-ercommands, writes status information,
ror failure rate during exposure to alfetches data to be written on disk, and pha particles.
writes data read from disk. It is proThe RAMs are priced from $14.55 to
grammable to adjust for bus occupancy.
$19.55 each in lots of 100 pieces.
A linked-list data structure allows
Saratoga Semiconductor, 10500 Ridgeview
IOPBs that reside in system memory to Ct., Cupertino, Calif. 95014.
[Circle 373]
be executed by the on-board processor Phone (408) 973-0945
without host intervention. A list of commands can thus be set up by the host
16-BIT DSP CHIP
and executed by the controller chip
BLAZES AT 25 MHz
without further aid from the host. The
on-chip processor can overlap seeks by
A 25-MHz single-chip CMOS digital sigscanning ahead in the command chain.
nal processor, the DSP320C10-25, is pinThe 9580A is built in 1.6-µm n-channel
for-pin compatible with the industryMOS technology. Priced at $53 in 100standard n-MOS version from Texas Inunit lots, it is available immediately. The
struments that it equals in speed. Fabri9851 data separator will be available lat- cated in a 2-1.1m n-well CMOS process,
er this year.
the 16-bit chip executes 6.25 million instructions/s, faster than other similar
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 ThompCMOS parts, the manufacturer claims.
son Place, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94088.
The chip operates at between 15 and
Phone (408) 732-2400
[Circle 361]
25 MHz, with atypical current drain of
40 mA from a5-V supply. It is available
in commercial, industrial, and military
FAST CMOS SRAM IS
temperature-range grades.
ECL-COMPATIBLE
The commercial and industrial versions come in a 40-pin plastic DIP or a
Saratoga Semiconductor now has available a four-member family of 4-K ECL- 44-pin plastic leaded chip carrier; the
military part is packaged in ceramic.
compatible static RAMs with access
Prices start at $55 each in lots of 100.
times of 15 ns. The four devices, the
All versions are available now.
SSM10470, -10474, -100470 and -100474,
General Instrument Corp., Microelectronics
are fabricated in the company's propriDivision, 2355 W. Chandler Blvd., Chanetary self-aligned bipolar CMOS technoldler, Ariz. 85224.
ogy, Sabic II.
Two of the SRAMs are organized as 4Phone (602) 963-7373
[Circle 366]
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70-NS MULTIPLIER
DISSIPATES 1/2 W
By using the Am29C509 12-by-12-bit
CMOS multiplier instead of the TRW bipolar TDE1009J, engineers can cut power consumption by 83% while boosting
speed 50%. The 70-ns part dissipates less
than 0.5 W.
The Am29C509 features a27-bit product-accumulation result that provides 24bit product plus 3-bit extended product.
This allows for the accumulation of values larger than the normal accumulator
width.
The chip's instruction set allows the
loading of the accumulator, and either
adding or subtracting the product from
the accumulator value. The Am29C509 is
suited for digital signal processing, video processing, medical image processing, telecommunications, and radar and
sonar.
Available now, the chip sells for $65
each in lots of 100. It comes in a64-pin
ceramic DIP.
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94088.
Phone (408) 732-2400
[Circle 367]

2-MICRON ARRAYS
BOAST 16 mA DRIVE
High-current driving capability of 16
mA is promised by the MSM7OHB000
series of 2-µm gate arrays. The family
comprises five devices with gates ranging in number from 700 to 2,400. Five
additional parts, ranging in size from
3,200 to 10,000 gates, will be added by
the end of the year.
The high-current capability makes the
arrays suitable for applications that interface with alarge number of TTL devices to drive high-capacitance loads.
Maximum frequency for the gates,
which are fabricated in a silicon-gate
dual-layer metal process, is 50 MHz, and
typical gate delay is 1.5 ns.

Engineering samples for evaluation
are available immediately, and production is set to begin later in September.
Prices range between 0.15e and 0.2e per
gate, and there is a nonrecurring engineering charge of $13,000 to $50,000, depending on gate count.
Oki

Semiconductor,

650

Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086.
Phone (408) 720-1900

N.

Mary Ave.,
[Circle 370]
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2-DAY AUCTION

10 AM, TUES. & WED., SEPT. 16 & 17
1551 East Orangethorpe Ave.
FULLERTON, CALIF (25 mi. SE of Los Angeles)

Former assets of INTEGRATED SPECIALTIES, INC.
Manufacturer of Lead Frames & Other Electronic Component Parts.
The electronics production equipment to be sold at this auction includes many highly sophisticated state-of-the-art precision pieces of atype that we have never before Gffered at auction and
which are rarely available in the used machinery market. Integrated Specialties has discontinued
operations.

Some Highlights of the Equipment List:
High-Speed Punch Presses, incl. 8 Bruderers, 30-ton to 65/70-ton.
Grinding Dept., incl. Parker-Majestic Surf. Grinder, Moore #3 Jig Grinder.
17 Chemical Etchers, incl. GTE System. Chem Cut Etchers.
Lead Frame Taping Equipt., incl. Vanguard & Lead Frame Tooling.
Complete Stripping Dept.; Coat & Print Dept.
Acid Storage Tanks to 4,000-gal.; Copper Cleaning & Plating Equipt.
Graphics Dept., incl. Borrowdale Future Foto Reduction Camera.
EDM & Tooling Equipt.; Electro -Plating & Cleaning Line.
Large Inventory of Raw Materials.
fA,p741
Terms: Cash or Certified Check
For Illustrated Brochure contact:

Inspection Items: Office Furniture: Material
Handling Equipt.: Engine Lathes: Radial Drills
& Saws: Vertical & Horizontal Mills: Grinders:
Shapers: Comparators: Arbor Presses: Welders:
Carbidc Tooling: Diamond Grinding Wheels: and
mii(
mu( I) more.

o

sons inc., auctioneers
Toll-free (800) 421-0816 (except Calif., Alaska, Hawaii) •Telex 181158, Answerback "ROUSE
Calif
BVHL" •P. 0. Box 5250, Beverly Hills, California 90210 •(213) 655-9300

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

PATENT SERVICES
Patentability Searches, Applications á
Prosecutions •Marketing •Technology
Transfer •Over adecade of service to the inventor.
CALL FOR FREE INFORMATION

AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION
(800)338 5656
In MA (413)568 3753

HIRE 1988 & 1989
GRADUATING ENGINEERS
NEXT SUMMER!
First, it's in our industry's best interest to
hold and encourage its life-blood by
providing career-conscious undergraduate engineering students with meaningful summer job experience in their future
profession.
Second, since there'll always be more
anxious applicants than openings, you'll
be able to select the cream of the crop,
then evaluate them under "gameconditions" with an eye towards hiring
them as coveted graduates.
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By filling out and returning the coupon
below, your organization will be included
in summer job listings to be featured in
the January 1987 issue of McGraw-Hill's
GRADUATING ENGINEER.
This edition will be distributed to
90.000 engineering students on over 300
campuses by Deans and engineering
department heads.
Please supply the name of the person
students should contact, and a phone
number for our checking purposes only.

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE

POSITIONS VACANT
Engineer — Manufacturing. Manufacturer
of High Fidelity Stereo and Amplifier Equipment seeks Engineer to Improve Production, Maintain Quality and act as Trouble
Shooter. Must be capable of modifying
product and designing and developing audio
amplifiers, tuners and receivers and supervising their production. Will train electronics
graduates to inspect manufactured work
and repair or reject it and devise improved
methods of manufacture. Will make periodic
checks of inspectors' work and evaluate it.
Two years in engineering school and two
years previous experience will qualify you.
Hours — 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Starting salary, $28,600.
Send Resumes to: Illinois Job Service, 910 S.
Michigan Ave., Room 400, Chicago, Illinois
60605 Attention: Leon Donegan. Ref.
#5634-L. An Employer Paid Ad.

Lic No 171

Free summer job listing
MAIL TO: ELECTRONICS/POST OFFICE BOX 900/NEW YORK/NY 10020

Your Signature

NAME/TITLE of individual to be contacted

Telephone (our use only)

NAME OF ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS: Mailing address of your personnel office
TYPE AND NUMBER OF STUDENTS SOUGHT:

Electronics

Avionics

nei

Electrical Computer Mechanical Computer Science Other(Draftsman, etc.)

Note: Last date coupons can be accepted for this year's summer job listings is November 19, 1986
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POSITIONS WANTED

POSITIONS VACANT

Electronic Engr, for hire. Microprocessor
based designs, controls, telecom. Contact
or per diem. Mr. Barry Masel. 718476-1516.

Engineers—Discreet, Personal, Reputable.
National-fee paid. Murkett Assoc., Box 527,
Montgomery, AL 36101.

SELLING OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE

INVENTIONS WANTED

Sales Reps Wanted — To represent a leading Japanese manufacturer of Hi-Tech Sensors such as proximity, float, thermal, ultrasonic and various kinds of ceramic sensors. This is arare opportunity to sell unique
and highly advanced Japanese technology
components on a direct import program to
U.S. manufacturers and/or distributors of
sensors or related components. Send Resume, listing product lines now handled to:
Shintoa International, Inc., 520 Madison
Avenue, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10022.
Attn: Mr. Joseph J. Eisenman. Phone: (212)
826-2180.

COMPUTER

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Overseas — 75 Countries — Interviewing
now. All Fields — for Conn. interview. Send
resume: Global Services, Ltd. Clinton, CT
06413. Transportation not paid to Connecticut.

SOFTWARE

BEST • CaPei"
SC1101144'
14
IS ONLY
$495
THE

• Runs on IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible, supporting most
common graphic boards, printers and plotters
• Over 2000 unique library parts
• Part rotation E. mirroring
• Rubberbanding of wires 6 buses when objects are moved

OMATION, INC.
1701 N. Greenville Ave., Suite 809
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 231-5167

QA/li\TION_

Resumes — Complete instructions and
examples; $4. Consultants, Box 567—J,
Bergenfield, N.J. 07621.

Inventions, Ideas, new products wanted! Industry presentation / national exposition.
Call 1-800-528-6050. Canada, 1-800-5286060. X831.

FREE DEMO DISK

SCHEMA is a complete, integrated schematic
drawing software package for IBM Personal Computers. Use SCHEMA with your PC to draw schematics and automatically generate design documentation such as Wire and Net Lists, Bills of
Materials, Design Rule Checks, etc. SCHEMA is
$495 and supports most common PC hardware
configurations. Call or write today for afree demo
disk and brochure.

RESUMES

• Supports A through E sien sheets
• True unlimited level hierarchy
• Visible grids, 5 zoom levels
• Color E. monochrome graphics
• Draws non-orthogonal wires & buses
• Step 6 repeat with auto increment/decrement of labels

SPECIAL SERVICES

Software Development Consultant. C Language, M 68000 and others. Specialty: CNC
Machine Tools. Douglas Raymond, MicroMachine Works, 599 Township Line, Blue
Bell, PA 19422. (215) 542-1788.

Hi-Tech Video Courses — People needed to
jointly rent video courses. Signal processing
communications and artificial intelligence.
Call 703-998-7749.

Custom Hybrids — RF Hybrids designs and
produces custom hybrids for your unique
requirements. We specialize in RF/Microwave.
(800)
331-2313
or
(206)
883-1732.

Translating and Interpreting Services —
Colby Enterprises specializes in technical
and computer science translations; international conference interpreting services.
Arabic, all major European (including Spanish and Portuguese) Far Eastern languages.
Our translation discs are IBM compatible.
For information on bids, proposals or brochures, contact: G. Colby. Founder of SEITA
(Southeastern Interpreters and Translators
Association) 781 West Oakland Park Blvd.,
Suite 539, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311. Tel:
(305) 946-5893. Telex: 286733.

• Powerful keyboard macros 6 auto panning
• Net/wire list. BOM, design check G library creation
utilities

OrCAD gives you so many features, nothing else even comes
close. Why settle for anything less? At only $495 you will dis.
cover that OrCAD/SD7 is the most powerful and cost effec.
live schematic design tool available... at any price!
Call today for your Free Demo Disk and brochure. All orders
are shipped from stock for immediate delivery!

OrCAD Systems Corporation
1049 S.W. Baseline St.. Suite 500
Hillsboro. OR 97123

(503)640 -5007

I.

IBM
13

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Seeking License/Purchase Opportunities
— High technology marketing and manufacturing company interested in licensing or
purchasing
data/telecommunications
equipment designs. Forward brief design
and application description to BO-3207,
Electronics,

RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCale 2automates MIL-HDBK-217D on

your IBM PC!

Very easy lo use. Demo packa.e $25

T-CUBED SYSTEMS
(818)9M-0087

SPICE

31220 La Baya Drive, #110
Westlake Village, CA 91362

up your PC

Z/SPICE professional circuit simulation
Full version $300
Student version $79

ZTEC

box

HOT LINE
To place your
Computer Software Ad
Call llene Fader
212-512-2984

737, college place, wa 99324
(509)-529-7025
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MEETINGS
1986 IEEE International Electronic Manufacturing Technology Symposium, Components, Hybrids, & Manufacturing Technology Society of the IEEE (IEEE
Council Office, 701 Welch Rd., Suite
2205, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304), Hilton and
Tower, San Francisco, Sept. 15-17.

Novell Inc. (748 North
1340 West, Orem, Utah 84057), Infomart, Dallas, Sept. 16-18.

66

Cahners Exposition
Group (1350 E. Touhy Ave., Des Plaines,
Ill. 60017-5060), Infomart, Dallas, Sept.
23-24.
Nepcon Southwest,

Networld '86,

Artificial Intelligence A Advanced Com-

Expanded

'86, Tower Conference Management Co. (331 W. Wesley St., Wheaton, III. 60187), Rhein-Main Halle, Wiesbaden, West Germany, Sept. 23-25.

Voice

Input/Output

Confer-

American Voice Input/Output Society (P. O. Box 60940, Palo Alto, Calif.
94306), Radisson Mark Plaza Hotel, Alexandria, Va., Sept. 16-18.
ence,

FORMAT '86, Computer Products Magazine, et al. (Tower Conference Management Co., 331 W. Wesley St., Wheaton, Ill. 60187), Chicago Hilton and
Towers, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 16-18.
Independent Power Generation Confer-

Fuel and Metallurgical Journals Ltd. (2 Queensway, Redhill,
Surrey RH1 1QS, UK), Excelsior Hotel,
London, Sept. 16-17.
ence and Exhibition,

Society
for Computer-Aided Engineering, et al.
(7811 N. Alpine Rd., Rockford, Ill.
61111), Adams Mark Hotel, Philadelphia,
Sept. 17-18.
CAD and CAM on the Shop Floor,

PMS Industries (1790
Hembree Rd., Alpharetta, Ga. 30201),
Meadowlands Hilton, Secaucus, N.J.,
Sept. 17-18.
PC FAB EXPO,

Sensors Expo Conference and Exposition,

Sensors Magazine (Expocon Management Associates Inc., 3695 Post Rd.,
Southport, Conn. 06490), O'Hare Exposition Center, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 17-19.
IEEE Symposium on Logic Programming,

IEEE Computer Society (1730 Massachusetts Ave. N. W., Washington, D. C.
20036), Westin Hotel Utah, Salt Lake
City, Sept. 21-25.
Electronics and Aerospace Systems Con-

IEEE (Dr. Arvid G. Larson,
Vice President, Analytic Disciplines Inc.,
Suite 400, 2070 Chain Bridge Rd., Vienna, Va. 22180), Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C., Sept. 22-24.
ference '86,

Ultratech Conferences and Expositions,

Society of Manufacturing Engineers et
al. (P. O. Box 930, Dearborn, Mich.
48121), Convention Center, Long Beach,
Calif., Sept. 22-25.

Recruitment Advertising
Susan Bames-Ronga
[212] 512-2787
[212] 512-2788

Calif. 90701), World Trade Center, Boston, Sept. 23-24.

Buscon/East-86,
Multidynamics Inc.
(17100 Norwalk Blvd., No. 116, Cerritos,

puter Technology Conference and Exhibition/Europa

Engineering and Manufacturing Software

Tower Conference Management Co. (331 W. Wesley
St., Wheaton, Ill. 60187), Chicago Hilton
and Towers, Chicago, Sept. 23-25.
Conference/Exhibition,

International Test & Measurement Exhibi-

Gambica (Network Events Ltd.,
Printers Mews, Market Hill, Buckingham MK18 1JX, UK), Grand Hall Olympia, London, Sept. 23-25.
tion,

1986 International Symposium on Gallium Arsenide and Related Compounds,

(W. T. Lindley, Room E118E, Massachussetts Institute of Technology, 244
Wood St., Lexington, Mass. 02173), Caesar's Palace, Las Vegas, Sept. 28-Oct. 1.
IECON '86, IEEE (Richard C. Born, Rexnord Inc., 5101 W. Beloit Rd., Milwaukee, Wis. 53214), Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Milwaukee, Sept. 28-Oct. 3.
1986 Applied Superconductivity Confer-

IEEE (Lahni Blohm, Code 6630C,
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 20375), Hyatt Regency on the
Harbor, Baltimore, Sept. 28-Oct. 3.
ence,

1986

National

Communications Forum,

National Engineering Consortium (505
N. Lake Shore Dr., Suite 4808, Chicago,
Ill. 60611), Ramada Hotel O'Hare, Ros&
mont, Ill., Sept. 29-Oct. 1.
'86, Intertec Communications
Inc. (Sam Davis, 2472 Eastman Ave.,
Bldg. 34, Ventura, Calif. 93003), Indiana
Convention Center & Hoosier Dome, Indianapolis, Sept. 29-Oct. 3.
Satech

Automated Design and Engineering for
East, Cahners Exposition
Group (1350 E. Touhy Ave., P. O. Box
5060, Des Plaines, Ill. 60017), World
Trade Center, Boston, Sept. 30-Oct. 2.
Electronics

Conference on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Institution of Electronic and Radio
Engineers (99 Gower St., London WC1E
6AZ, UK), University of York, York,
UK, Sept. 30-Oct. 3.
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GOULD WILL SELL
DEFENSE BUSINESS
Gould Inc., Rolling Meadows, Ill., is putting its defense systems business up
for sale. The unit accounted
for about 28% of the firm's
$1.4 billion in sales last year,
but has recently become a
source of problems—such as
a $130 million writedown in
this year's first quarter due
to cost overruns on fixedprice
defense
contracts.
Gould says divestiture of the
defense business will allow it
to concentrate on commercial
electronics, including minicomputers, factory-automation systems, and semiconductors. But the move has
fueled speculation that Gould
is grooming itself for acquisition by a foreign company.
West Germany's electronics
giant, Siemens AG, reportedly held talks with Gould last
year.
PETRITZ SEEKS
STARTUP FUNDS
Richard L. Petritz, founder
and former chairman of the
board of Inmos Corp., is raising capital for his startup,
Simtek Corp. The company,
which will be based in Colorado Springs, will develop
electrically erasable programmable read-only memories using metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor technology.
ASHTON-TATE ENDS
COPY PROTECTION
Bowing to customer pressure, microcomputer software house Ashton-Tate is
removing copy protection
from all its products sold in
the U. S. Large corporate
customers have been complaining that copy protection
slows the operation of their
personal computers. The latest move covers the Torrance,
Calif.,
company's
dBase III Plus, dBase III
Plus LAN Pack, and Framework H. The Multimate line
of word-processing programs
is already unprotected. At
168

the same time, Ashton-Tate
announced that its newly established Systems, Service,
and Information Division will
offer support plans to individual and corporate users.
MOTOROLA TO SELL
TOSHIBA'S DRAMS
Motorola Inc. is ending its
brief absence from the turbulent market for 64-K and 256K dynamic random-access
memories. The company's
MOS memories operation in
Austin, Texas, says it is now
offering n-channel DRAM
chips fabricated by Toshiba
Ltd. in Kawasaki, Japan. Toshiba dice for the parts are
assembled and tested by Motorola in Malaysia. Motorola
bailed out of the DRAM business last fall when prices fell
too low to make a decent
profit. The company says it is
now working on new submicron CMOS technologies that
could be applied in the future
to 1-megabit DRAMs as well
as to static RAMs and erasable programmable read-only
memories.
ELECTRONICS SALES
SLOW IN EARLY '86

Shipments
of
electronic
equipment and components
slipped 1.8% for the first half
of 1986, according to the
Electronic Industries Association. Total shipments were
$99.5 billion for the first six
months, down from $101.3
billion ayear ago. Consumer
electronics and electronic-related goods and services
were up 10.8% and 9% respectively, says the Washingtonbased organization. But that
wasn't enough to make up
for a12.8% decline in computer and industrial electronics
shipments, according to the
industry group.

is sponsoring a program
aimed at improving integrated circuit packaging. The
Electronics Packaging Sciences Research Program at
Cornell University in Ithaca,
N. Y.,
will
begin
with
$250,000 in funding from SRC
and corporate sponsors including IBM Corp. and General Electric Co. It will focus
on the size and reliability of
packages and the heat retention and expansion properties
of their materials.
SOFTWARE SALES
DOWN IN STORES

Unit sales of microcomputer
software through retail chanCONCORD SPINS OFF
nels dropped 16% from May
ITS LAN DIVISION
to June, and dollar sales
slipped 17%, according to InConcord Data Systems Inc.
focorp. The slide was across
is spinning off its local-areathe board, with software
network division as an indesales down 26% for the Apple
pendent company. The MarlII, 13% for the Macintosh,
boro, Mass., company will reand 12% for the IBM Persontain its modem business,
al Computer and compatibles.
however. The new company,
These sales were at their
Concord
Communications
lowest level since the CuperInc., with initial capitalization
tino, Calif., market watcher of $9.5 million, will concenbegan tracking retail outlets
trate on LAN products for
20 months ago. Infocorp says
the factory environment. It is
other sales channels, such as
headed by president Tony
mail-order, are eating into
Helies, who joined Concord
the retail outlets' share of last December from Analog
the high-end ($500 or more)
Devices Inc.
software market.
TANDON SPLITS INTO
TWO DIVISIONS
1", indon Corp. is splitting its
operations into two independent business units—one devoted to personal computer
systems and the other concentrating on disk drives and
subsystems. Each will be a
separate entity with its own
management, manufacturing,
marketing, engineering, and
research organizations. The
company says the restructuring will help cut its payroll
by about 10';

CORNELL TO HOST
IC CARRIER STUDY
Semiconductor
Research
Corp., a consortium of U. S.
electronics, computer, and
communications companies,

enough to make it a good
year. Actual revenue from
floppy-disk sales dropped
16.8%, according to the International Tape/Disc Association. Total unit sales of all
sizes of floppy disks reached
386.1 million, up from 334.8
million in 1984. Dollar volume, however, dropped by
nearly $100 million, to $476.76
million. Sales of 31
/-in, micro2
floppy disks led the growth
curve with 18.1 million units
in 1985, an increase of 123%.
But even these were not immune to price erosion, as dol-

U. S. FLOPPY-DISK
REVENUE DECLINING
Unit sales for the U. S. floppy-disk
industry
jumped
15.3% in 1985, but that wasn't

$7,000 CD PLAYER
CAN RECORD TOO
The ultimate in consumer audio may be here. CompuSonics Corp., of Palo Alto, is
planning to offer by Christmas a $7,000 editable audiooptical disk recorder—the
first such machine to make
use of the write-once, readmany (WORM) optical disk
technology. The DSP-1000
uses a 51
/
4-in. WORM drive
built by Optotech Inc., Cola
rado Springs. Thanks to
CompuSonics'
proprietary
data-sampling and reduction
algorithm, the recording time
per side can be varied from
37 to 256 min. The stored
data can be edited using a
serial interface to Apple
Computer Inc. and IBM Corp.
personal computers.
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More of the Pacific
from the airline that
brings you more
of the US.
No other U.S. airline offers you
more across the Pacific than United.
United is the only U.S. airline
serving thirteen cities in the
Far East and South Pacific. With
more nonstops from more U.S.
gateways than any other airline.
A total of 84 nonstops every
week from six convenient U.S.
gateways. Including nonstop
service to Tokyo, Hong Kong,
Osaka, Taipei, Sydney and
Auckland.
United's Mileage Plus
Frequent Flyer Program offers
exciting travel awards that can
take you around the world.
And United's Royal Pacific
Service offers you the best of the
friendly skies every step of
the way.
So let United bring you
more of the Pacific.
Call your Travel Agent or
United Airlines.
Tokyo
Osaka
Seoul
Beijing
Shanghai

Taipei
Hong Kong
Manila
Bangkok

Singapore
Sydney
Melbourne
Auckland

PROFESSIONAL
1280 x 1024
Only the Matrox PG-1280
graphics card satisfies
the workstation display
needs of technical
professionals.
Plug
Select any PC AT compatible
machine. The PG-1280 plugs
directly into IBM's PC AT and
AT PC, the Hewlett Packard
Vectra, Olivetti M28, Tandy
3000, PC's Limited AT and
more. The board requires two
full size slots and a modest
32 watts of power.
Play
Run virtually any PC-based
software package or utility
imaginable. The PG-1280 is
100% compatible with both
VDI and IBM's CGA and PGA
standards. We support most
popular applications packages
including the following:
Autocad (Autodesk Inc)
Anvil 1000MD (MCS)

p-cad (Personal Cad
Systems Inc)
VERSACAD (T & W
Systems Inc)
Personal Designer Software
(Computervision Inc)
TGRAF-07 (Grafpoint)
GKS (Prior Data Sciences)
HALO (Media Cybernetics Inc)
dBASE Ill Plus (Ashton Tate)
Lotus 1-2-3 (Lotus Development Corp)
Precision
See the details you have been
missing. Our 1280 x 1024 bit
mapped display eliminates
jagged lines and fuzzy
characters. The PG-1280 ensures a clear detailed display
of complex drawings and
schematics. The 60HZ non-

interlaced refresh rate provides
a crisp flicker-free display that
is easy on your eyes.
Palette
Choose the colors you want.
The high -res 2 Megabyte
frame buffer comprises 8
memory planes, yielding 256
colors from a palette of 16.7
million shades. A separate
low-res buffer with its own color palette provides CGA
emulation. Both buffers are
displayed on a single high
resolution ROB color monitor.
Performance
Get the job done quickly. Fast
response is guaranteed by a
powerful new 32-bit graphics
engine. Eight custom gate arrays deliver raster op (BitBlt)
performance in excess of 13
million pixels per second.
And, a VLSI drawing processor
blasts images onto the screen
at a rate of 20,000 vectors per
second.
Now, if you want more information, talk with your local
dealer or call us toll-free. Ask
for department 16.
IBM, PC AT, RT PC, CGA, PGA
are trademarks of International
Business Machines.
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